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Engineering Progress in 1933

this time of the year it is interesting to look back over the
preceding twelve months, and to note what advances have been
made in various branches of engineering. Although 1933 has not
been remarkable for many events of a really outstanding character,
it has nevertheless been a year full of developments in engineering,
aviation, and in the railway world-
Perhap> the most interesting engineering event was the opening

Britain's Largest Passenger Locomotive
The new locomotor* is the long-awaited " Pacific " design of the

L.M.S.R. Ihis company have never previously built an engine
of this wheel formation, and have now taken the step in order to
have available engines capable of hauling loads of 500 tons up the
gradients on the West Coast route between London and Glasgow.

ng c at
this

_ of the Graving
Southampton on 26th July,
holds out promise for the future and is

evidence of the Southern Railway's
confidence in the development of our
mercantile marine. The primary purpose
of the new dock is to accommodate the
giant liners

The Princess Royal/' the first en
- . * aV ~ — -

successful in main line service.

e of this class, has proved very
s the end

a

use the port of Southamp-
ton, and it has been planned to be large

Cunard liner now
the stocks at

enough
lyin
Glasgow, and even larger vessels, for it is

1,200 ft. long and 135 ft. wide.4^

's Highest Dam
inAmong great engineering schemes

progress one of the most notable is the
giant dam that is being constructed to
curb the turbulent Colorado River in the
U.n ited houlder Dam, hs this

great structure is to be called, will be
the highest of its kind in the world, and
the whole project of which it forms part

W"scale than

in length

of last year she was
daily mileage probably greater than has

previously empted in this

country, for she regularly made the
double journey between Carlisle and
Euston, a total of 598 m
The L.M.S.R, locomotive " Royal
n4 **

also has figured prominently in the
railway world owing to the wonderful
success of her visit, with a train of

to

The
typical up-to-date rolling

Canada and the United States,

locomotive and train were sent across the
Atlantic
World's
aroused
Canada

exhibition Ch ica gi >

preliminary journeys in

United States, and at
the Fair itself, was so great that a more
extended tour that origin all}

planned was carried out. The se
1 At.

given the at the close of the
Exhibition was remarkable the

is

any similar scheme yet carried out. A
gigantic lake 115 miles
be formed behind the barrier when
it is completed, and this will supply
water for drinking purposes, for irrigation, Commander Attilio Gattt, the famous Italian explorer, who

has just left England on his eighth expedition to Central Africa.*-* !
« by him will appear in the " M.M," during the year.

enthusiasm displayed. School children
in Chicago were given a holiday to
witness the departure, and locomotives
and factories whistled and
in

and for the opment of electric

ng 1933 the most important
Articles

power.
part of the preliminary work was completed with the boring
of four gigantic tunnels to carry the water of the river away

to be built. This paved the

, and then will

to
from the site on which the damH

I
fc , I I ft

way for the excavation of the site to
commence the task of pouring concrete

Splendidly-illustrated articles describing
ild

w

An Aeroplane Without Wings

The most outstanding event in aviation
probably has
_r »* A

the production of a
new form of Cierva " Autogiro/' As my readers know from articles

and photographs that have in the

that has been carried out so far

of the "MM."
will be included in carlv issues

ivi.m. t previous
versions of this machine have had small lateral stabilised wings; In

'm "'

ensed with, and
consists simply of a fuselage above which is a unit comprising three
rotors. It is steered by tilting the rotors by means of an inverted

the present model these are the

joy-s

man
events in the wav w were

ordinary aeroplane

a ^bp^ *

the normal control column and rudder part of the
dispensed with. The success of the

le first British main line electrification scheme
and the appearance of a larger and heavier passenger locomotive
*v„„ *** previously been employed in this country ""than

erne to
The

I refer is of course that accom-
plished on the Southern Railway route from London to Brighton,

was brought into operation on the first day of the
electric trains have given every satisfaction during the twelve

months, and the lines to Eastbourne and Hastings are now to
be electrified. *" equipment will be similar to that
already in use on the Brighton main line, and the work will be of
considerable assistance to British industry. As a result the
total mileage of electrified track on the Southern Railway will
amount to no less than 1 ,146 miles.

Autogiro marks a bold experiment that may indicate the lines

which advances in aeroplane design will be made.
One of the boons that we all expect aviation to confer upon us

sooner or later is the ability to cross the Atlantic in a few hours
af

complete safety and with less discomfort than is experienced
during average sea voyages. For this reason it is interesting
to realise that during 1933 an experimental trans-Atlantic service
was actually in operation for a few months. This service was
provided by the Deutsche Luft Hansa, the flying boats of which
crossed the South Atlantic Ocean. Th
in single

e flights were not r

in
*4

order
Wtstfalen," a

for the machines alighted in mid -Atlantic

obtain fuel and other requirements from the
* - A J iH - - ^H ^Bl , m mt

has been converted into a floating

1

aerodrome, equipped with pick-up and catapult gc ar.
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development of the world's

during the past 100 years has been based on a

corresponding development of power production

10/130 kV transformers.

and transmission. Elcctricitv provides the most
_ _ , _

the
current is distributed by overhead cables,

The Troll hattan plant was first put into service in 1910
and was finally completed in 1920, but it

ory means
and generators

en orou

^er over distances,

necessary current

mo

of perfection. For
a long time these generators were driven by reciprocating

recently

with a view to increasing its electrical

tation consists of 11 double-runner water
turbines, each running at 187.5 r.p.m. and developing

steam engines. n

turbine, which is in use in most
power stations of

steam
nc

12,500

II,

b.h.p* These e monsters drive eight

kVA alternators, and there are also two 13,200
b.h.p, turbines

f The
amount of

consumed in
raising steam for

all these engines is

enormous, and
recent

years careful cal-

of the
coal

dilation

world's
supplies has shown

these

rapidly

hausted.

are

ex-

therefore

have turned their

toattention
another and
apparently inex-

haustible natural

source of energy,

nai

power

13,500 kVA, 11-kV alternators.

For lighting the
numerous
required
out power
station, and also

for driving the
auxiliary

nes
b.h.p. each

small

500
are

provided, a n d

these are direct

coupled to
350 kW. 220-300

v
s.

current

In
addition there is a

storage battery
with a capacity of

4,7 5 ampere
hours.

One or two of

the turbines and

A fine view of the
Trollh&ttan on the

Hydro-
power

stations on a large

scale are already in
existence in many
parts of the world.

and in this article we give a brief description of the station

at Trollhattan, about 47 miles from Gothenburg, Sweden.

iant turbo-alternators of Sweden's largest hydro-electric power station, which is situated at

otha River. For our illustration and the information in this article we are indebted to Mr.
George Wiltock, Trollhattan, Sweden.

b.h.p.

e

recently been
modernised

to m-
out-

16,000

in er

put to

Experiments were first made on a perfect detail

Sweden line o-electric installa-
a « I < m

tions, of which that at Trollhattan is the most up to date
and power is owned by the Royal Board o
Waterfalls, and is situated on the Gotha River, about 8§
miles below Lake Vanern, at which point the falls cover a
distance of three-quarters of a mile. Our cover
tion shows the interior of a huge draft chest, which forms
part of the water-regulating system at this station, under-

model of a turbine, built in exact proportion to the actual

and a great deal of research work was carried

reconstruction work was commenced.
The water wheels or runners of the old turbines were

Itm e of cast steel and were 5 ft, 11 in. in diameter.

ecided. as part of the work, to

increase the diameter of the runners to 6 ft. 4 in., and to

fit them with 18 buckets made of stainless steel plate.

going recon

ln tenor
this

of the
the turbines and alternators.

we
house,

The power house is 480 ft. in length and 75 ft. in width.

The electric current generated is
, • 1 • . « ft . *

This
laid in tunnels from
transformer house.

44,000-kVA, 10/50 kV 25-cycle

and the necess
- m, a.

generators

cabl

of the alternator units also are to be modernised,
and it is estimated that when the work of reconstruction

is completed the total output of the plant will be increased

from 163,900 to 197,400 b.h.p.

In order to control the flow of water to the turbines so

e as to re

swiitel i

accommodates

ate

consists of two roller

ee

of transformers,

switchgear. In addition there is

in which are three 48,000 kVA,

2ed, there is a regulating dam, which
each 66 ft. long, through

which water is admitted in a stream of variable quantity

by adjusting the size of the sluice gates. As the move-
ment of these gates requires great

actuated by the turbines is used for the work.
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Largest

QnnnnnnQnnnDDGDceacnnDa
construction

distribution system
world was completed recently when

last

power transmission
26,265 towers that carry

lines Central

Electricity Board's " Grid " scheme was erected

Many problems
carrying out

overcome
ambitious scheme,

which is to bring cheap electricity to every part

that

One
carrying the high-power

difficult gned

River Thames, order link

Thames with Dagenham
and as each drum was in

meet
of the river,

towers are

maj o

70 ft.

height, much taller and heavier towers had to
used for river crossings. Those

cables over the Thames are 487 ft

and
the height of the Nelson

about 3£
London

_
tons each. They are stated

the largest steel pylons of their kind in the world
The two towers, one which

on this page, are similar in design and height,

that on the north side is situated

aboi from bank
Dagenham,
nver.

stands on a square base and its corner legs are 120
ft. apart. The peak of the tower is 487 ft. above
the base line, and the total height is divided into

six four lower
being 87 ft.

85 ft,, and
fifth

•

one 54 ft

f runs
level, but

348-ft.

remainder
tower

_

ascended means
ladders. In addition, provision is

made for a lift.

le junction the four main
legs is made at the top of the first

panel level,

85 ft.

having a cant towards the centre
i 17 ft. 6 in. from vertical.

To effect this junction a tempor-
ary joist tower 89 ft. high by 35 ft.

square was erected. On this was
mounted a circular rail track on
which ran three steel carriages

carrying

crane

three-ton derrick

This

B C011-

55-ft.

arrangement enabled
structors to reach a point 130 ft.

above the base level. From each
orary trestle

the ends
corner

outriggers were fixed

of which If in. adjusting screws

were attached, and dealt

in a peedy with

nnnnnnnnaDnnnaDnnnnnD a
the vertical and horizontal bracings, as the

horizontal members connecting the main legs were
crane

enabled all the bracing members to be speedily erected.

From the 130-ft. level a redwood fir pole 55 ft. long

was clamped to each main leg, and at a suitable point

lifting attachments were fixed to enable the pole to be

raised to a higher level. Blocks suitably were

whole
lifting and
28 h.p.

raising.

drum motors,

one winch man
requirements two

and main bracings were assem

the derrick gangs, and the secondary members were

two further men

.

This

system of erection was used until a height of 400 ft.

which level the horizontal square

of the tower is 12 ft.

The top cross arm was held during hoisting in a

vertical position by means of a second wire 1

centre of the arm had been hoisted to

the lashing was
so that

the correct

slackened off until the arm was
it could be bolted to the tower. The middle and

arms
above.

erected from arm

was done from lightly constructed

steel suspended
and ropes for raising, and byside

guys for lateral movements.
main

consists

galvanised

tower
below
87 ft., and

splice an
rivets had to be put in on the site,

panel more
than 7,000 rivets had
dealt with.

Owing to regulations at the site,

lights were strictly

prohibited, and as

rivets

heated.

had electrically

tower is situated

Crossness, about 20 1

\

river bank, an
from the

is a

Eacl
tower.

tower comprises
35.000

7,000
tower

rivets

59,000
pylons were designed by Milliken

Brothers Ltd., London, and were

Warrington
Pearson

Engineering Company Ltd., with

slight irre

dimension.
ies in the square
was then possible

One of the two enormous stee) lowers tnai carry ttic national e^c ric
** Grid " across the River Thames. Each tower is 487 ft in height,

or approximately 3fc times the height of the Nelson Column, London.
Steel

supplied Lancashire

Ltd.
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X, LORD ST. VINCENT
T. Valentine's Day is remembered chiefly in connection

with an old custom by which young people used to

ge tokens of 1 on . It is also the

anniversary of a notable naval battle in 17H/ between
England and Spain,
by the

~ , w a

in

Meaford,
Jervis

under
_

was bor

n

Staffordshire,

fatherJanuary 1735.

a barrister, and in

Counsel
and

Auditor to Greenwich
Apparently

in

was
was
the

Admiralty

the m then
removed south, as the boy was
transferred from a private school
at Burton-on-Trent to one at

1 1 was
take

Greenwich,
that he sho
but the environment
naval port aroused in him so

a liking for the sea that,

accom a chum, e

ran away from school in order
to become a sailor. The
of his naren ts and relatives

in vain, and when it

wouldwas seen that
turn the lad from his resolve an
influential uncle introduced him

Anson, then Vice
the Fleet ; and on

4th January, 1749, Jervis began
his naval career as an able

board Admiral
flagship

earnan on
T o w n s h e
" Gloucester."

During

n d
f

s

next 10 years
Jervis served in many different

and gradually rose to a
manbecame a

years later, and in this

re was won
fcrvis.

England in January 1759 Jervis was aboard the flagship.
In June of that year Saunders appointed Jervis to
commander of the sloop " Porcupine,
accompanied by Wolfe, Jervis led the

;

the batteries of Quebec.
to the

a
Shortlv afterward he was

and he returned to

England with despatches.
In 1760 Jervis was promoted

captain and moved to

guns.Gosport" of 44
In this ship he served with the

fleet in the Northi

Sea, and in I

joined Commodore Lord Colville.

who was then operating for the
recapture Newfoundland,
which had been taken by a
French squadron under Admiral

Ternay. Colville's

the
s

. but
eventually a violent gale drove
them out to sea and the French
availed themselves of

to Sub-opportunity
sequently the island was re-

for England, and in

1763 Jervis returned home.
The next 12 years were

uneventful, and Jervis
only a small part of the
at sea.

1775, he was
a

eptember,
ointed to the

Foudroyant," in which he had
served earlier as a
and during the next few years
he was kept busy on cruises and

Admiral Jervis, Earl of St. Vincent. The illustrations to this article arc COnVOV
from mints in the no«e<;<ifnn of T H P»rk*»r l.trf 9S FU>rlf«i1*»v "s/mxrp «« T? jfrom prints in the possession of T. H. Parker Ltd., 28, Berkeley Square,

London, by whose courtesy we arc enabled to reproduce them.

Fn 1782

€i

He
lieutenant three

capacity he served in the
s of Admiral Boscawen*

under General

Foudroyant * was
to a division of the Channel

one of the
that co-operated with an

Amherst in North America in an attack upon Louisburg
e Breton. Subsequently Jervis served under

Admiral Saunders in the Mediterranean,
to England in 1758 on board the " Foudroyant;

1

a prize

had become one of the

next

fleet, commanded bv Vice Admiral Partington, and on
19th April that year the division encountered off Brest a
French com w bound

of 80 guns
•

two- cers in the British Navy. Saunders
commission was an expedition to Canada to assist in

when his squadron leftthe great attack on Quebec, ar

gton gave the sign

Jervis hastened after the
ship of the line, carrying 700 men,
J" _ « 1 A il ft V- 1 . _ J I t

a ge

ase
t

»*

the West Indies.

pursuit, and
a 74-gun French

The tt
Pegase " set a

fast pace, but the " Foudrovant " was the swiftest ship in

the English division, and she overtook the French vessel

engashortly after midnight. A
and after 50 minutes' fightin

Jervis deserved his

to he found

Pegase
"
followed,

struck.

when e

the hero of the
and was knighted for his gallant exploit
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In

Admiral,
1787 Jervis was to Rear

179n lie entered Parliament as Member
for High Wycoml)e. When war broke out again between

was toEngland and France, in 1793,

Admiral and in conjunction with Sir Charles Hardy
was appointed to the command of an expedition against
the French West Indies, The expedition arrived at

Barbadoes in January of the next year, and in spite ol

board the " Sanfissima Trinidad/* a fine four-deck ship

other Spanish ships each carried

Victory"

carrying 130 guns.

112 guns, but only two of the English ships,

and Britannia*' carried as many
however, and he

to win a

100 guns
that

i

of

succeeded
the seamen and

capturing Martinique and Santa

Jervis was
this was
England.
The Spanish fleet was in two groups about eight miles

Lucia, and also in holding Guadaloupe for a short time.

The heavy sickness among the men eventually compelled
Jervis to suspend the campaign. He was succeeded in

the command in November 1794, and then returned to

England.

Jervis was
promoted to

in

and
months later was

and fervis noted that
immediate attempt to

did not make any

reason for

into battle formation. The
was that Cordova was not aware

the English fleet of Id >s known to be somewhere in

saw
those waters had been increased to 15, and when he first

ships he believed them to be a fleet of merchant-
men. As soon as

he realised that

1 795

,

ointed to the

command of the

Mediterranean
fleet . The

of Spain
France

of

in

the

next year
rendered the
Mediterranean
untenable to the
English
Jervis

instructions
home

evacuate Corsica,

the

the

fleet

Jervis
to

of

hasten-

the

gap in his ranks.

Jervis determined
to prevent this,

his ships to follow
it 1

1

the

commanded
by Captain
Troubridge, in a
dash through the

gap.

had anticipated

inhabitants
The Battle of Cape St, Vincent, 14lh February, 1797. In the foreground the " Captain," of 74 guns, is seen boldly

attacking two Spanish ships of the line, both larger and more heavily armed than herself.

had declared for France, and to withdraw to
. He entrusted to Nelson the task of trans-

ferring the garrison and stores from Corsica to Elba. At
Gibraltar Jervis received orders to evacuate Elba also,

on !4th December, 1796, he despatched Nelson with
two small ships to effect this. It was realised in England

as a result of the alliance the Spanish fleet at
gena aid the French fleets at

or Brest in crushing the English Mediterranean
The small force with Jervis was quite inadequatefleet.

to meet such a c

the line were
and therefore five ships of

the Channel fleet and sent
Parker to rein

When Jervis learned that
Jervis at Gibraltar,

reinforcements were on
joined

Ernest Protheroe, in his interesting

tells us that " Jervis was a

this order, and it

gone
when he

signalled his
acknowledgment.

" The British

man when he

he cried. He manoeuvres as if the

perceived Troub ridge's dashing promptitude. ' Look,
look at

eyes

co
of all England were on

to be what
him.

know
to God they

» and

the way he awaited them off Cadiz, where
him on 6th February, 1797.

While cruising several leagues south of

incent a few days later Jervis received news
Spanish fleet had left

through the Strait of Gibraltar

e St.

the

and was
greatly relieved when Nelson joined him unscathed on
13th February, passed the Spanish fleet

the previous night. Preparations were at once made for
the that was expected to take place when

heavens, sir, the Dons will soon feel him/
"

When the " Citlloden w was only a few yards from the

Spanish main body, totalling 18 ships, her guns began to

speak, and she poured a terrific fire into the nearest of two
Spanish ships of the line as she passed between them and

avoided a collision. The remainder of the

English fleet followed in her wake, and were subjected

to

commanded by Nelson, was well down
the English line, and as she moved forward and her crew

narro

waited eagerly for the moment when they could join in

the firing, Nelson observed that the Spanish ships at the

head of the main body were moving off. He realised that

by the time the entire English fleet had passed through the

gap these enemy ships would have escaped out of range.

It was important that this must not happen and, disobey-

ing the order to follow the " Culloden," Nelson steered his

ship out of the line drew her across the path of the

The Spanish fleet was sighted at daybreak on the 14th,

and when the
morning mist had cleared it was seen to include 27 sail

St. Valentine's Day, heading for

fleeing Spanish ships, in front of the great
€*

issima

Trinidad." The Spanish flagship

lire into the " Captain," and it was

of the line, nearly twice as many as the English force.

Spanish ships were superior also in armament,
1,000 more guns than the British. T 1 1 e

eet was under the command of Admiral de Cordova on

u
came aid. Thus

relieved, Nelson was able to tackle other enemy ships, and
he was almost immediately involved in a conflict with the

San Josef, of 112 guns, the " San Nicolas" of 80 guns,

and two or three smaller ships. continued o« page ee
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URING recent years the cinematograph industry has made
remarkable progress, not only in the production of films,

but also in the projecting machinery and the general equip-
ment of the cinema theatre itself. The coming of sound pictures

of silent

to the

complications that were not present in the days i

, and in addition to the need for modificationspictures

projectors the acoustic properties of the d e

attention. The result is that an up-to-date cinema theatre
contains mechanical devices of great interest, involving many

ments that have been made during theinv

past 1 years.

From an engineering point of view the
the operating box. No matter how beautiful

and comfortable the auditorium may be,

the success of a cinema performance depends

of the cinema is

refinements usual in a modem projector, and in addition it has
a number of patented improvements, one of which enables it to

be easily converted to take the wide film with which American
producers have been experimenting for some time. This important

feature is effected by
the whole of the standard film

gate and the sprocket rollers

fitted to the machine, as a
detachable unit, which can

-

r i

B JL-

* *
i _

F I

be removed simply by
undoing a couple of screws.

The whole unit can then
be replaced by one suitea*-i

almost <nli!flv on the
and sound-producing equipment us.'.

I

in this box. First and foremost
among the mechanisms are the

V

machines. projector

of two distinct self-con-

tained portions, the picture-projecting

mechanism and the sound
equipment. The latter is

made as a complete unit,

- i

and is desiene©*" so that
it can be fitted to existing
projecting mechanisms.
film is housed on a reel in

t

-

.

vi —

*

to wide film if ever this

becomes necessary.
Unfortunately wide film

has a great tendency to
buckle* and so stiff does
the buckle make the film

that one can hold out a foot or
two of it in a horizontal direction,

therefore of the utmost
importance that buckle shall not

aggravated by the great heat
on

the gate, and in designing
the * Ernemann V ** special

precautions have been taken
n

s box at the of the
in this direction.

gate slides on
machine, from where it

-

over a continuously-driven steel
« ' —

sprocket that feeds it into the projection

gate. This gate is a steel trap with an
m

opening the same size as
the film. The light from a powerful electric

arc lamp is focussed on the gate, and this

throws an image of the picture on
v* J.

a tubular extension that is

perforated with holes through which
a jet of air is directed on the film,

front of the gate is a smaller

tube same and
this is hinged to allow the gate to

open Further the whole of the

projection lens that is situated directly in

line with the gate.

gate casting is

constant
hollow,

of w
a

image
screen

The lens magnifies the
projects it on to the
J. J

j,

lates round the aperture, so
that even without the air blast

After leaving the gate the film

the rem ains

This is not con tinno driven,
but has an intermittent motion,
and each time it if It ves it draws
the film through the gate exactly
the space of one picture. During

The Zeiss Ikon " Ernemann V,"
a superb example of a modern
talking picture projector that

is fully described in the accom-
panying article. Photograph by
courtesy of Walturdaw Cinema

Co. Ltd.. London.

quite cold

Supply
- V

the movement of the film through the gate the light is cut off

a revolving shutter, so that no movement of the picture

is seen on the screen. Immediately the film comes rest

with rubber
the water to leak anywhere.

in the heat of the fiercest illumin-

ant. The water supply can be
taken from the mains, or from

special cooling tank. The
joint in the water stream is where

the main casting and
by well-fitting spigots

that it is impossible for

is

washers

again the shutter uncovers the light, and
differing slightly from the one previously projected, is thrown

lens and this

ann V " is fitted with a 3 ft in. diameter
in an enormous

on the screen. The whole movement and changing
of pictures is done so rapidly that the effect viewed
on the screen is a superimposition of one picture

on another, each slightly different in some respect,

thus giving the appearance of actual motion.
From the intermittent sprocket the film passes into

a lower spool box and is wound on a driven reel.

in front of the gate. The use of such a wide
aperture lens enables the principle of the
rising and falling front provided in some plate

cameras to be utilised. This is particularly
valuable in cinemas where the machines are

the
cinemas where the ma
to the roof. In such

This is bri
•

centre of the screen is considerably out of line

with the centre of the lens and usually it is

the method operation of all

projec but while the principle is the same
for all machines, the methods adopted by different makers for

eifecting the intermittent motion of the film differ considerably.
A modern cinemntograph projector is a wonderful piece of

mechanism, with the utmost accuracy and precision of movement.
There are many different makes in use, some suited

to small halls, and others designed to meet
of the big cinema of the city. One of the finest of modern pro-
jectors is the " Ernemann V" which is manufactured by the
well known Zeiss-Ikon Company, Dresden. This machine has
only recently been put on the market, and it represents the very
latest ideas in moving-picture projection. It possesses all the

necessary to place the
is known as

V " machine, however,
ana

machines at a sharp
In the

mount is so con-
. .. . .

_ ...
structed that it can be adjusted vertically for a sufficient distance
to be equivalent to a projection rake of 7£ degrees. The arc
lamp is then racked up to a corresponding extent, so whatever
the angle of throw may be the projector may be raked at 7 J degrees

is an important advantage in the case of very steep1 v
rakes.

A particularly interesting feature of the " Ernemann V " is the
This is arranged behind

The s

gate and takes the form
feature of this kind of shutter is that

.

it gives a much quicker cut-off than the usual disc type, as it
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cuts off simultaneously at the top and the bottom of the picture.

Also, it em a sim and ingenious form of auto-shutter to be
Inside the drum are two hinged curved s, and when

the machine is stationary these close the aperture by spring

pressure. As the projector

atta i ns speed.
force

however,
causes

the machine according to the requirements of individual cinemas

and local conditions.

Other electrical apparatus connected with the working of the

cinematographs includes resistances for controlling the current

and motor
The

centrifugal

them to open, and they
then rest inside the curve
of the drum.

The shutter is enclosed
housing,
with a

m a
\*

viewing glass covered by a
small door. Above it is

fitted a novel safety device

that covers the
of film round the
If the film were to break in

the gate, this loop would
increase and in so doing it

would raise an arm,
action of which
safety shutter behind the
gate, thus cutting off the
heat
Simu

of the arc light.

motor
would be switched off, this

per-latter operation
formed by a mercury switch

fitted inside the mechanism.
Below the shutter is a
raking knob for adjusting

to the arc

current converters.

films are usually stored in a

room situated close to the

x, and here

installed the film

mending gear, the rewinding

machine and sometimes a

film measuring machine.
There are two systems of

sound projection in use. In

one the original sounds
produced by the performers

are recorded on a gramo-
phone disc, and this disc in

the projection of the picture

is synchronised, or kept in

step with the picture on
the screen. Instead of an
ordinary gramophone sound

, however, a special

to a

-up is era-

may be
miniature

ivl

electrical

loyed.

ikened
dynamo that has a
manent magnet for its field,

and the armature, instead

of revolving as it plays

over the surface of the disc.

the position of the film in

relation to the gate.

The mechanism is driven

a shaft in the base of

The operating box of a big city theatre equipped with Zeiss Ikon Ernemann ** talkie
11

projectors.
Fire shutters are shown in position over the projection and sight apertures, and the sound records

is caused to Th is

and driving gear can be seen at the rear of the machines* Photograph by courtesy of WaUurdaw
Cinema Supply Co, Ltd,, London.

vibration is communicated

easily couples up with most sound

to a tiny coil on the

armature, and as this coil

the machine, where it

systems. This shaft moves extremely easily and it is difficult to

believe that it is turning such a comparatively piece of

mechanism. Above this drive there is a removable domed cover
thai cnuc&fta tae intermittent motion, which can be Bem«>ved as a

complete unit merely by un-
screwing a couple of nuts.

ve the intermittent motion

moves through the magnetic lines of force of the permanent
magnet, a minute current, which fluctuates according to the

fluctuations of sound recorded upon the record, is produced, This

feeble current is then passed on to valves that magnify it suffi-

ciently to work the big loud speakers arranged behind the motion
screen

.

is the
•

ingenious shutter
—

t

i
an ism*

An oil pump is provided for

forcing oil up to a filter at the
top of the machine, from w
it is gravity-fed by means of

pipes and chutes to every point
of the mechanism. The very
important intermittent motion
is lubricated by oil

through
upper

gauze
of

filters

the oil bath.
Every bearing is fitted with an

trap, by means ofannular oil

w h the is encourag
flow along the bearing, and

to

is

then flung off the shaft and
returned to the main pump.
Cast iron bearings are used
throughout the machine, these

being preferred to ball bearings.

In the manufacture of these
wonderful machines great care

is taken to test each gear tooth
before assembly by means of a
test indicator, and the result is

that in the finished machine
there is not half a tooth back-
lash from the main
shaft to the
The light for projecting the

picture is provided by a power-

Owing to the liability of the

records to damage, and to the

of a more satis-

method of recording

sounds photo-ongin
e of thegraphically on the

film in a space known as the
sound track, this sys

not now much used,

sound track is about 1/10 in.

wide, and is

is

The

photographic me
the

•

by a
During

inmaking of the pic

studio a sensitive micro*

phone
amplifiers

valve

alwve the

scene. This carries the sound
to a special type galvanometer,
which is an instrument consist-

ing of a large and powerful
between

the poles of wliich is stretched

ine wire carrying a tiny

mirror. When the fluctuating

currents come from the mi cro-

ne they pass through the

a

wire carrying the mirror, and
m

A cinema at sea ! The operating box in the White Star motor liner " Georgic," showing the
operators " threading up " the projectors ready for the show. The machines arc R.C.A.
Type P.A. 67 " talkie " projectors, and they project into the First Ciass Lounge. Photo-

graph by courtesy of the White Star Line,

this is thus caused to

step with the currents. A tiny

beam from a strong light is

focussed on the mirror atta

mirror arc lamp known as the
1

1

a para
This mirror receives the light rays,

parallel pencil of light, which it pr

Artisol 75
mirror is fitted

1

high-intensity

behind the arc.

them in a

to

con
vibrates.

wire,

the
light

and
wire

beam
V with it, and
surface of the mirror,

s upon a converging lens of
the same diameter as the mirror. The lens concentrates the rays on
the film gate. As the lamp carbons gradually burn away, an
automatic mechanism operated by an electric motor continuously
feeds them together, so that an arc of constant brilliancy is

maintained. Other types of arc lamps can of course be used with

film, and
on the film

n wavy

beam, after being reflected from the

the sound track of the un
of varying density to be recorded

In reproducing the sound from the film that modern marvel the

photo-electric cell is emplo In sound head of pro

jection machine there is placed a small lamphouse within which is

a powerful electric bulb. A tiny shaft of light, about the thickness

of a pin, is projected through a small hole and Continued on page 66
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By P. A. Tent
POINTED out month that motor car transmission gears
present a wonderful field for the ingenuity of the inventor,

and dealt with recent efforts to produce a substitute for the gear
box, or to provide a device of this kind that is infinitely variable-
An interesting development in this connection is the application of

the Daimler fluid flywheel and the pre-selective self-changing gear
ox to a motor cvcle. This machine is a B.S.A. 500 c.c. overhead

valve model, and is as easy to control and as smooth in action
as the Daimler and other well-known makes of motor car that

similarly fitted. The machine is capable on gear of all

up to 65-70 m.p.h. The trial model has completed 20,0U0
miles on the road, and was never allowed to stop while it was
outside the B.S.A. Works in order to ensure complete secrecy.

It has often
occurred to me

a motor
omnibus is in

even

Starting an omnibus fitted with the Ley torque converter

a lever thai

is simple, for the driver merely accelerates the engine, and the oil

drive in the converter takes up the movement smoothly and
When a satisfactory speed has been reached the driver

into action a friction clutch, giving a
direct drive to the rear axle that corresponds to the top gear
drive in a car fitted with an ordinary gear box. The converter
then becomes idle, for the same action disengages the clutch that
connects the engine and the pump member. An important point is

the two clutches are used only as couplings, and do not
take up the drive as in ordinary motor cars.

The Leviand gearless omnibus was one of the principal features of

the Commercial Transport Motor Show at Olympia in November

need than an
Ordinary
motor car of

improved
means of trans-

milling engine
power, for in

the course of

inaryits

duties it makes
frequent stops,

and large
nu m bers

r

are necessary
in restarting

and in driving
through traffic.

m

last,

other fascinat-

ing exhibits at

this show I was
to

rind what have
been called

"mechanical
which

of

"

hauling neavy
loads at steady
speeds over
long distances,

can be
manoeuvred
more in

narrow streets

and COn fi n e< I

n
horses hauling
carts an
wagons.

make great The three sections of the Ley Iand Torque Converter, From left to right they are the pump member, the rotor and the stator, the

turbine blades on the last two being shown. Photograph by courtesy of Leyland Motors Ltd.demands on
the skill and
endurance of the driver, and incoming passengers often experience
difficulty in reaching their seats because of the jerky motion of

the omnibus as it gathers speed and the driver changes gear.

A Gearless Motor Omnibus

In view of this, great interest will be taken in the gearless motor
n Motors Ltd.

of this vehicle are the accelerator, brakes, and a special lever for

bringing top gear into action, and on starting the bus glides away
with effortless ease, however carelessly its controls are handled.
The drive is silent, and engine and propeller shaft vibrations are

completely damped out, features that will be greatly appreciated
by passengers.
The device responsible for this much-to-be-desired improvement

is the Leyland hydraulic torque converter. This may be described
as an oil turbine, and the three important parts of which it consists

are illustrated on this page. On the
which is coupled to the engine flywheel through a clutch, and
drives oil on to the blades of the rotor shown in the centre of the

ustration. This rotor has three rows of blades, which in the
assembled converter are separated by two rows of fixed blades
on the stator, the remaining part of the invention. The oil used
is a mixture of paraffin and lubricating oil, or ordinary fuel oil

used in compression ignition engines. It completely fills

converter, and as it is circulated by the pump member it transmits
the motion to the rotor, and thence to the rear axle.

and two behind. They are no
course have the advantage that

The
examples seen
at the show
have one
wheel in front

horses, and of

„ feeding when
working, and never get tired.

Other attractive features of the show included a Sentinel steam
wagon with four wheels in front and four behind. All the four
front wheels are used in steering, their relative movements being
nicely adjusted to enable them to negotiate corners without
difficulty. Another novelty was an electrically-driven milkman's
van that is absolutely silent. This would be greatly appreciated
in many suburban districts, where early morning deliveries by
carelessly-driven motor vehicles are apt to cause noisy disturbances!
An interesting sign of the direction in which future progress in

motor transport lies was the attention paid to heavy oil engines
at the show. There is no doubt that this type of engine has come
to stay, and it has the great advantage over its rival, the petrol

engine, that its fuel is much cheaper and its running costs are
correspondingly lower. The oil employed costs less than 6d. a
gallon, and a large single-dec ke< I vehicle fitted with an oil engine
is capable of 20 miles to the gallon.

Tyre Provided with a Reserve Tread

While dealing with motoring topics I must refer to the Avon
Duo-Tread Tyre, the unique construction of which is shown in one
of the accompanying illustrations. This tyre has ingeniously
been provided with two anti-skid treads, the second of which comes
into use when the first has been worn away. The first tread
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of course is fitted over the second, and holes passing through its

sides actually form part of the corrugation of the lower surface.
The new tyre is said to be
practically, puncture-proof,

of greaterand is

than one provided
with a single tread. Another
advantage

*

is that the
is cooled by the air that

through the holes

the outerthroughpassing
tread, and this has the effect

of preventing deterioration
of the rubber due to heating.
In addition, the air holes
provide extra cushioning, for
the first effect of running
over small stones and in-
equalities of the road is to
compress the air in th =

holes, and thus the tyre is an
to more coin

motoring.
Speaking of the Duo-Tread

tyre recalls the first pneu-
matic
Dublin

tyre, produced in

B. Dunlop as

A section of the Avon Duo-Tread Tyre,
showing the two treads. Photograph by
courtesy of the Avon India Rubber Co. Ltd,

long ago as 1889. This was worn out after covering 3.0(H)
miles, and the inventor actually rode a machine to which it was
fitted at a special display held in Dublin in 1917.

World's First Pneumatic Tyre

There is a story to the effect that Dunlop 's
;

first pneumatic tyre was contrived from a piece
of hose pipe, but he himself denied this, pointing

that such a tyre would be so inelastic that
it would l>e slower than one of the old solid type.
Actually he made the first air tubes himself

A Wonderful Array of Inventions

Probably tht* most important event of the year in the world of

invention is the International Exhibition of Inventions organised
by the Institute of Patentees. The Exhibition for 1933 was held
in November last and, as usual, attracted a wonderful array

msmsinventions, ranging from large and important
promise to become of the greatest importance in industry,

to smaller devices for the home and the workshop.
This year the Gold Medal in the New Inventions Section was

m the originator of a new type oi ammonia wa>hcr fok
use in The inventor's attention was to the
need for improvement in the washers now in use by the recurring
necessity
In the new

them out of action for cleaning purposes.
gas is sprayed with jets of water issuing from

the walls of the washing compartment, and baffle plates in a second
chamber collect any liquid carried over by the gas. This ingenious
device has no parts that require removal for cleaning, and
readily be
and other

arged as re<

can
It has been found to remove tar

urities in addition to ammonia, and probably will find
extensive applications in other branches of the chemical industries.

Other notable inventions to be seen at the Exhibition included
.

an adaptor that enables a casement window to be opened at will

in each of three directions. This device was awarded the Institute's
Silver Medal, and the Bronze Medal was won by the exhibitor of an
electric morse signalling set with which messages can be transmitted
by operators who have no knowledge of the Morse Code.

It would be impossible to describe all the new devices displayed
_M m. I I I -M E _Il I i^r& i r j^rii _* > «_ - ^^b

at the Exhibition, there were about 250 of them ; but I was
specially interested in a four-legged table that would stand without

on uneven surfaces; a lock with awobbling

__. r0 „ r ,., fitted them to a
tricycle belonging to his son, then 1 1 years of age, fastening them
on by means of strips of linen applied like bandages. The work
was finished on the evening of 28th February, 1888, and the boy
was so keen to give the device a trial that he immediately went out,
with instructions to ride over all the stretches of freshly-laid

device that illuminates it when the cover is re-
moved, thus overcomingthe difficultyof finding the
key hole in the darkness ; an attachment for taps
and spouts that charges liquids passing through

Burston Cam Spanner. }t with inr distributed in microscopic bubbles
that give a sparkle and brightness ; and a minor

but extremely desirable invention in the form of a non-rusting metal
cover that cups, glasses,

sizes,

macadam that he could find. He came back very soon, for an
eclipse of the Moon made it too dark for him to see what he was

ring !

Later he went out again, and returned to report that his tricycle
was much faster than when fitted with solid tyres. So efficient
were the new tyres that Dunlop's son on a new tricycle fitted with
them actually outpaced local cycle agents mounted on what
were then regarded as good-class machines provided with solid

usts itself to
jars and other vessels

and excludes dirt, dust and
A typewriter that prints messages received

by wireless attracted much attention.
Creed machine

D t t

enables news
tributing station

newspaper work
central

simul-
taneously on tape machines in offices in all

parts of the country. telegraph
wire is used as the transmission medium
and the %vorks
similar lines, substituting a wire-

One of the most cunning and ingenious appliances on view at
recent Shipping, Engineering, and Machinery Exhibition, to

less connection.
A ature Ex-

referred last month, was a multiple coil winder. By
of its makers, Automatic Coil Winder and Electrical

tquipment Co. Ltd., I am able to reproduce a photograph of this

mechanism, which winds small coils from Jin. t ,
in - in width.

Several coils within the range of 1 in. to 4 in. can be wound at the
same time on the machine, which is actuated by a special motor
running at 6,000 r.p.m.

A device that 1 have tried and found satisfactory is the Burston
rapid action cam spanner illustrated on this page. It is delightfully

hibition, and one that emphasises
its importance,

ma n uinventors,

facturers and others who are in
search of improved mechanisms
and new ideas of all kinds, was
the large number of applications
for space received from overseas,

simple in principle, for the position of the movable jaw is altered
by simply rotating the cam fitted to the spanner. This can be
done easily and rapidly with the thumb of the hand holding the
spanner, and thus no time
Whatever size of nut within the range of spanner
turned, there is no slipping, the jaws closing tightly on the fiats

and damage to the nut being avoided.
An invention of an entirely different type recently attracted mv

attention. When a friend of mine was about to" make certain
calculations, he took from his pocket what seemed at first glance
to be a cardboard scale. On enquiry I found that it was a re-

tercsting

markably efficient form of slide rule that costs only 4d.
memories of slide rules were associated with
instruments that cost considerably more than
surprised to find how accurate and efficient the
model proved to be-

My own
xwood
I was

cardboard

This interesting calculating instrument is the Junior Stelfox
-

is produced
It is ingeniously constructed in three

Science Publication Agency
that can

be fitted together in a few minutes, and can be used for a wide
variety of calculations, giving results accurate within five parts
in 1,000. It should prove especially valuable to junior students
in technical schools.

many of them from as far aiukl
as India, Australia, New Zealand
and South America.
hibition opened
Right Honourable
Askwith, K.C.B
the Institute of Patentees, who
drew special attention
this in-

»

An ingenious Coil Winder shown
by the Automatic Coil Winder and
Electrical Equipment Co, Ltd., at the

Exhibition.
Engineering, and Machinery

•
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Water Falls 170 Miles

In connection with a scheme for

water

Cisco in

of the city

United States,

water is to be made to flow entirely by
gravity for a distance of 170 miles. During
its long journey the water will have
travel across a great inland valley, through
28£ miles of tunnel in the Coastal Mountains,
and under San Francisco Bay, in addition

to operating a number of hydro-electric

An interesting feature of the work is the
care taken of the labourers. More than
1,500 men have been trained in first aid, and
special rewards are given to workers who
avoid accidents. For instance, if a " crew "

working together on one job avoid personal

in j ury
with

Pneumatic Automatic Traffic Signal

Automatic traffic signals of the fixed-

interval type arc now common in most
parts of the country, while " Electromatic

f

aw
dinner the following

Sunday I Crews have also been trained

in mine rescue work. They are stationed

at all camps and are provided
modern

ins ions,

also are being widely brought into service.

A difficulty with this type of control is that
when the electric contacts are placed under
the rubber 2

recei ve

ants
ants

One of these
in

road shocks every time a vehicle passes over,

while water may some-

operation since 1925, and
the water has in

cut its own way
the
station has

for

this

used
for most of the construc-

tion work. The surplus

electricity available

been sold and has realised

nearly £3,000,000.
The finished aqueduct

is designed to have
ultimate capacity

an
of

400,000,000 gallons of

water a day, and to be
of developing

about 250,000 h.p. The
source of the water is in

the mountainous district

on the Yose-
mite National Park, the
principal mountain
reservoir being at an

I

altitude of ut
3,800 ft. To form this

reservoir, a glacier lake

known as Lake Eleanor
has been dammed by a
huge 1 ,260 ft.

long and 70 ft. in maxi-
mum height, which has
increased the capacity
of the lake to
9,000,000,000 gallons. Eventually the
dam will be raised to
* Many big

encountered during

times e through.
It is claimed that a

new detector, known as

type,
which is operated pneu-

overcomes

the

matically

these drawbacks,
detector

This
a

moulded rubber block
that is housed in a
shallow fabricated steel

3|trough
Two air channels stretih

in depth.

throughout
of the

when

the
moulding,

any
ty, and
type of

vehicle, from a steam-
roller to a bicycle, passes
over, pneumatic impulses
are set up in the airways,

and these are converted
-

in contact in

electrical of a
duration proportional to

speed and number
of the passing vehicles.

a vehicle

has passi:-< i over,
revert

The draught- tube lining of one of the largest hydraulic turbines in the world, installed at

Station in Sweden. A special article on Swedish hydro-electric developments appe,
the Vargon Power

air passages
atmospheric pressure.

A New High-Speed
Marine Engine

e
to

235 ft.

w
progress of

work. The largest single structure to

be erected was the O'Shaughnessy Dam
on the Tuolumne River. This dam is

of the arched

Locomotive Weighbridge with Special

Features

appears on page 2.

Most airless-injection

engines for marine work in cabin cruisers

operateare

An interesting weighbridge for loco

motives has been
-

.
- .

by Charles Ross

in

type and is 605 ft.

226.5 ft, in height above the
contains 398,520

foundations

Ltd., of Sheffield. The bridge, which has

mechanism of the normal type and is

capable of dealing with a load of 168 tons.

and small
at comparatively
Marine Motors Ltd., of Lowestoft,
the Associated Equipment
are now producing an
capable
at more

engine

3,000 r.p.m
short periods

its

bed of the stream,
cu. yds. of concrete.

are anchored directly in bed rock, which
necessitated excavating to a depth of

is arranged so that when a locomotive is

118 ft the bed of stream
»

and they have a maximum thickness

of ft, and are wide enough to allow

run on to it the actual weight carried

each wheel is recorded on a special dial.

In order to accomplish this the track on
which the locomotive stands while

speed being between 1,000 and 2.400
r.p.m. The engine is of the six-cylinder

is divided 12

essentially a
of the A, E.G.
engine.

slightly

the dam eventually to be increased in

height to 312 ft. The reservoir impounded
by the dam is

67,000,000,000

and olds

water.

sections, each with a separate dial recording
- up to 14 tons. The great advantage of a
weighbridge of this type is that when the

total weight taken by each wheel has been
ascertained from the dials, springs can be
adjusted to give correct distribution.

at 1,000 r.p.m. it has an output
80 b.h.p., while at 2,000 r.p.m. the output
is 130 b.h.p. The weight of the engine.

.

co ete with reverse trie

starter and exhaust manifold, is 2,300 lb.

By the use of aluminium alloy casti

weight may be reduced by 200 lb.
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A 5£-MiIe Tunnel through the Vosges
Mountains

Work is now proceeding satisfactorily

on a tunnel through the Vosges Mountains,
which is to connect up the Est and Alsace-
Lorraine Railways, and shorten the railway
journey between Calais and Switzerland
by 3 2 i
miles. Work
on the tunnel

was
about a, year

6,000 Gallons of Water Per Second

The usenko power in

anmakes use of a reservoir that
area of 9.3 square miles and a storage

capacity of 25,000,000,000 cu. ft., and
is of providing a constant flow

of 6,000 gallons of water per second

World's Most Powerful Tug

A new motor tug, named the
»'

Zwarie
# > which is stationed at Brest is

stated to be most
towing and

She is claimed also to be the fastest and

ocean

largest tug

ago
i

111 so

far a distance
of about
1,1540 ft, has
been driven.
Eventually
the
will

miles

30.6

tunnel

wide,
and 20 ft.

height
perman-

toent w
the roof of the
tunnel. The

will

be a constant
one of 8 mm.

in the world, and in herw

construction
special
attention
been paid to
the provision
of adequate

ocean trips to

be made. Her
bunker

is.

large

enough
enable a
to be

to

round the
world without
refuel 1 1 ng.
She is

vided
The arrival Of the 4,600-ton caisson that form

in the world. For the

King George V " Ltock at Southampton, the largest dock

pro-
with

; the entrance gate of the new "

two photographs on this page we are indebted to the *' Southern Railway Magazine."

per metre,

which is equi to 1 in 125. for

During the first part of the construction

work diinculty was experienced with
numerous springs that were tapped by
the workings, on some occasions as mu
as 415 gallons of water per minute having
to be dealt with. As it is almost certain

*

will constantly be
the tunnel, it has

been found necessary to make permanent

generation. The station is

situated on the River IS

that these
pouring

springs

into

arrangements to

tunnel is

about five years

it The
completed in

the largest hydro-electric installation in

the Far East.

The water from the reservoir is led

to the station through a pressure tunnel
that is horseshoe in cross section and

> - t

wireless
.telegraphy
and direction

finders, together with all the latest
navigation equipment, and carries complete
alvage gear including fire fighting

is 13 ft. 4 in. high, 12 ft. 4 in. wide, and
17 miles long. At the station there
are four single-wheel double-nozzle Pelton

designed to
of 2,180 ftr

brou

River Taxis for Thames

month boat taxis are to be
into operation on the River

Thames by a company known as Thames
is (1933) Ltd. For the work the

company has purchased five fast motor
launches at a cost of £4,500 each,

and these are to I >e employed to maintain
an 8-minute service between Hammer-
smith and Greenwich and back
launches will stop at
Lambeth, Westminster

The

and Tower
, There is to be another service

between Woolwich and London Bridge,

and it is stated that the boats will

occupy between 31 and 45 minutes
on the up-river section, and from 34 to

minutes on the down-river section,

us, diving gear, and large capacity
salvage pumps.
Wrhen running free the tug is capable

of attaining a speed of 17J knots, her
machinery consisting of two-

oil engines developing a total of 4,200 b.p.
and driving a single propeller through

gearing and a Vulcan hydraulic
coupling. She is 208 ft. in overall length,

32 ft. in moulded breadth and 19 ft. 4| in.

has a displacement ofin de
792 tons *

Replacing a Railway Bridge

An interesting engineering feat was
carried out when a 60-ton bridge that
carries a branch line of the L.M.S.R.
oyer a road at Neasdon, Surrey, was
dismantled, and replaced by a new
bridge more than 160 tons
in a
was ta

single da\ The
-

m weight,
replacement

in hand in order to allow
the use of heavier locomotives on the
line, and the new bridge was first

erected on trestling above the roadway-
replacement operations
on a Sunday morningwere coram

according to the number of stops.

Some of the boats will be used for

express services and others will call at

all stations. It is intended to make use

of existing piers to a certain extent, and
it is hoped that eventually 24 sheltered

pontoons will be erected on the river, to be
* boats.

The huge caisson being manoeuvred into position.

served by about 50 specially

aunches are 65 ft. in
^
overall

and are capable of attaining a

speed of 18 knots. Each will be provided

with accommodation for 100 passengers,

and there will be a saloon on board where
refreshments will be available. In order

to prevent annoyance to other river

users and to residents along the banks,

special efforts have been made to ensure

50,000 h.p. each, with a flow
A.

gallons of water per second.
1,280

Operate
of 360 r.p.m. During th

tests carried out on
of about

e

a maximum
cent, was obtained.

Steel Erection Record

that the run very

and they have been designed so that a
minimum of wash is created. They will

be suitable for use in all weathers.

Another
been achieved by Dorman Long & Com pany
Ltd., of Middlesex and London, who

_

recently supplied and erected the steelwork
for a new flour mill at Avonmouth. The
contract stipulated that erection had to be
completed within eight weeks. The first

when a 36-ton steam crane and a train
of wagons containing special equipment,
engineers and about 100 workmen,

on the scene. The demolition
of the old bridge was quickly accomplished,
the girders and other heavy parts of the
structure being lifted out of position by

steam crane, which loaded them
into railway wagons in which they were
removed. While this was going on other
workmen were cutting up the
abutment of the old bridge with com-

d rills. Actually before the
old had been

was

delivery of steel at the site was effected 4£
weeks after the receipt of the order, while

only 3£ weeks were occupied in erecting

the entire 1 ,500-ton steel framework

.

removed
drawn into position oy iour men
wound on winches, the bridge sliding into

on ball bearings placed along
The line was then con-the

ne
trestling.

and the readv
for the passage of the first train on Monday
morning, the work being completed well

cheduled time.
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YVTELDING originally was the term applied to the operationw g two pieces of metal by hammering them together

while hot enough to be
obtaining high temperatures
have been successfully em-
ployed for the joining of

metals, and it is now cus-

methods of

supplies the filling material where it is required. The carbon arc

is not so widely used as the metallic arc, and is employed chiefly

and the welding offor cutting tilling in blow holes in ings

the term

as

tomary to
welding to any of

There
welding, for instance, in

which intense heat is obtain-

ed by the combustion in a
blowpipe of acety-

lsydrogen m con-
junction with oxygen. These
ases produce a flame with

an inner core that has a
temperature of about 2,200
dp I? C, The est tem-
perature obtainable in con-
centrated form, however, is

that of the electric arc, and
in this article w< shall

describe the main features

of the electric arc welding

Although the over

from riveting and foundry
practice to welded con-
struction is even now

non-ferrous
Exactly what happens in

the metallic arc process is

not definitely known,
appears to be an even flow

of metal from the electrode

to the work, probably in

the form of small particles

hiffh vprojected at

on to the work. The
welding equipment consists

of a generator and motor,
and a switchboard and
resistance. Where attentat-

-

ing current mains supply is

available a transformer can
be used to reduce the supply

ure to that required
for welding purposes.
transformer works in con-
junction
form of

with

current
electrode

a special

to
of

delivered to the

operator's

Vveiuiiig a urns atiiui id a meia) cylinder for use tn a reinforced concrete pipe. For the photographs
on this page we are indebted to the courtesy of Murex Welding Processes Ltd.

sist of a
grippin

con
for

:rode, a
nmn developments hand screen, a

during the past few years indicate that in the near future welding
will be much more widely adopted. In a few years' time, perhaps,

welding and welded articles will

in our daily life than they do
during the Great War, and
the vital necessity of keep-
ing all available craft con-
stantly in commission, gave

a far more important part
The great demand for ships

hammer and a ware brush. The holder is provided with a handle
of insulating material, so arranged that the welder cannot touch

hand with which he holds it.any live part with the The light

given off by the electric arc contains infra-red rays, which are so

a great
ion

to the
...

electric arc
otherwisewelding, which

might have taken many
years of patient pioneer

work. In no other
^ engineering has ;irc

welding received the atten-

tion of the engineer to such
an extent as in the
building yard.

The metals best adapted
to the electric arc welding
process are
M.

wrought iron,

boiler plate

grades of

commerc ia 1 work.
iron requires very
treatment, but offers

no practical difficulties thatLO p
exclude it from the weldable
metals. Copper and certain

of its alloys can be success-

fully welded by the electric

arc. The temperature of

injurious to the eyes and
skin that the act of looking
for a moment at an un-

even at a

ance,

screene
considerable

is

causes extremely painful
symptoms, which, however,
do not appear immediately.
The
therefore provided with a
screen fitted with coloured
glass, through which he can

the oi>eration of the

welding

w
arc

fitted

imes

in athe scree

n

mask worn by the welder
t

and this arrangement
the vantage

has
of leaving
free.

A flexible lead from
electrode holder is con-
nected to one pole of the

and either

X-rays arc now largely used for finding faults In welds. The illustration shows a portable plant
which produces X-rays that will penetrate heavy steel.

current

the job itself, or the metal
table on which it is support-
ed, is connected to the
other pole. So long as the
electrode is held away from
the work the electric circuit

the electric arc is now generally accepted as being between 3,500

and 4,000 Centigrade There are various methods of

applying the heat of the arc, the most important being the carbon

electrode process and the metallic
_

ide process. The carbon

rode process of creating an arc between a carbo on

pencil held by the operator and the metals to be welded, the heat

of the arc bringing the metals to the fusing point. In the metallic

electrode process a metal rod is used in place of the carbon pencil,

and as the result of the heat generated by the arc it melts and

is open ; but immediately the operator touches the electrode on
work, and then withdraws it slightly with a stroking action,

a brilliant arc leaps into being between the electrode and the work.
When the current flows between the tip of the electrode and the
work to be welded the electric energy is converted into heat
energy. The arc, therefore, becomes a small electric furnace in

are two extremely hot spots, one on the end of the
e and the other on the work just under it. Although what

takes place in the arc is not yet fullv understood, it seems
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arc heat is developed round about the poles, and that of
the total heat one-third is developed at the negative pole and
two-thirds at the positive pole.
There are

various types of
electrodes , some

maintain the arc, namely, 18 to 25 volts.

For use with alternating current Murex Welding Processes Ltd.

_

which are

have produced a special oil-cooled transformer which, together
with a
reactance coil for

regu

COcheavily
with a flux-form-
ing material,
while others are

bare or
have only a light

ing.

coating is intend -

The

ed to prevent
atmospheric

of the
metal.molten

md Is 8ometinu:s
made
asbestos

is

1 r o ni

yarn,
woundwhich

around the wire,

the e Iee trode then
being dipped in a

mixture that has
fluxing proper-
ties. Another
type of electrode
is covered with a

flux that
is baked on, while

the
the

arc, forms a com-
plete and efficient

machine.
The secondary or
striking

of these trans-
formers is 80 to

100 volts,

higher
This
ngt

voltage, as com
pared with that
for direct cur-
rent, is due to
the fact that the
arc voltage when
working with

cur-
rent is higher
than when direct

current is em-
ployed.

For such work
as repairs to

Welders at work on Ihc rotor for the world's largest synchronous electric~
" r 1933. - - till

Photograph by courtesy of th

tor, which was described in the *' M.M.*
British Thomson-Houston Co, Ltd,

for

some have a
r dipped, air-dried coating of flux. The electrodes vary

in quality and material according to the metal of the work on which
they are intended to be used, and great care is necessary to choose
electrodes suitable for the work in hand.

the weld is commenced the surface of the job is thoroughly
cleaned by removing dirt, grease and rust,

with a sand blast, wire brush or chisel.

If the edges of two plates are to be welded
together the edges are first beveiled to a
pre-determined angle. This is a very
important item in the success of the

aged parts take to the works

tramway tracks,

ships' machinery
and boilers, when
it is not possible

to remove dam-
portable welding

finished joint. In making a long scam weld
the operator is confronted with the problem

and contraction,
results in warpin
internal stresses,

the setting up
1 1 is 1 herefore necessary

to take special measures to minimise this,

and the usual procedure is to tack the
pieces to

between
sequence, thus
pansion even over

at various points and then
in a sui

make the ex-
- 1

.

whole work.
The ion of weld i n

.

requires

arrangements for con-
trolling the current
higher voltage is required to
arc than is needed to maintain it, owing
to the fact that air is, practically speaking,
a non-
arc

uctor of electricity. Once
been struck, however, the air

l>etween the rode and the work is

displaced by a column of red hot metallic
vapour, which conducts electricity fairly

T n of vapour is known
arc stream, and it is inside this

-

stream that the inched electrode to

plants are used. The generators of these plants are usually
driven by a paraffin or petrol engine or an electric motor, and no
doubt the reader will have seen one of them at work in the streets.

-

ition to hand welding by the electric arc there are methods
in which special machines are used. In
spot welding, a method that is used for

In a

s or thin plates a
continuous weld is not required, the two
sheets of metal are placed between
electrode clamps that press them together.
The current is then switched on, and the
surfaces in

welding heat.
are to

The sheets are then moved
on to the next spot to be welded and the
operation is repeated, so that
the sheets are *

J
*"

*
even

of small
imes w

•

welds.

welding is adopted, and here th
as seam

are rollers through which the sheets of
metal to be joined are passed. Current
is applied and the rollers are set in motion.
The current heats up the sheets to welding

J- 4 •* . * M. .a

point as pass between the rollers,

and they are thus united along the whole
. This continuous seam

is stronger than spot welding, is iluid tight,

and is rapidly made.
One of the greatest drawbacks to the

use of welding in the past was the difficulty

of testing the welded seam for satisfactory
workmanship and strength,
have been made to devise a reliable test,

but it is now accepted that

the job in the form of drops. Direct
current at about 60 volts is necessary to
strike the arc. but current at from only 18
to 25 volts is sufficient to maintain it.

X-ray photographs of a V weld in | in, steel plate. The
photograph on the left shows cavities in the weld, and that on
the right the same weld re-welded after examination of the
X-ray evidence. Photograph by courtesy of Murex Welding

Processes Ltd.

X-rays offer the best solution. A
X-ray apparatus has been developed
proc 1 uces that will penetrate

1

without
When

and can be used in the workshop
it - ,* .tm M

urex Welding Processes Ltd., of London,
to whom we are indebted for much of our information, supply
Special dynamos that give the required drop in volts automatically,
thus effecting a considerable economy in

In the early days of electric welding a great deal of power was

desired to examine a weld
the X-ray apparatus is

to the work, and the aperture of the special X-ray tube is directed

consum
towards a section of the weld
contained in a light-tight metal

i (

A
cassette

photographic film
is held against the

wasted, owing to the fact

to effect the voltage drop.

a series resistance had to be inserted

In the Murex patent dynamo the open
voltage can be adjusted from approximately 45 to 80 volts,

of the

applied to the tube.

necessary hit;h-voltage cur is

which pressure enables the arc to be struck with ease. Imniodi
ateiy current begins to flow in the welding circuit, however, the
voltage automatically adjusts itself to the amount required to

er a few seconds, the exact time being
dependent on the thickness of the metal, the film is removed
and developed, and the resulting radiograph reveals any hidden
defects that may exist.

Some of the mauy applications of arc welding will be described
in a further article to be published next month.
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T is now some 30 years since I first noticed the decrease t

n to take
birds on this

among the various

people \v an

game as ducks

North America the
birds migrate from one country
to another. The largest percentage

raise their

young and spend the
summer in Canada, but as autumn

and winter comes
on practically all the s

migrate from Canada and
to southern
Umted States

of

severe

winter months. Therefore,

as the bird 5 are of no
one country, we have what is

known as the Migratory Bird
Treaty between the United States
and Canada. This treaty ensures

all game birds on the con-

equtinent that migrate&
from the guns of the

hunters in

forit prov
ment in the Umted
in Canada for the person who
kills a song or insectivorous bird.

It will thus be seen
i .

two countries.

song and insectivorous birds, and
live on weed seeds, as well as

are to any country,

e protected from the hunter's gun, and would
find food and shelter at all times.

f man, and therefore was unable toI a w

le birds that

build large ponds. My business was of a
manufacturer, however, and thus where I had taken the

clay out of the ground I fenced in

excavation that was to
form my sanctuary to be set aside

for the birds of the continent.

of wild geese

I

ana in

t

bought a
had their wings
1904 I placed them on this little

with plenty of corn around
the outside bank of the pond ready
for

flying over, and might join them.
To show how scarce the geese
were, no wild ones joined the first

pair until four years later, when 1

1

ones came. They stayed for

months, and then

wild geese that might

about two
migrated, and in the following

year,

bnn
they came

* >a r

PI TIC youn They now
made 33 in all, and they stayed

m and then

1910 I 350, and in the
following year a small cloud of

them arriv since
Mr. Jack Miner, who has established at Kingsvi lie, Ontario, a
sanctuary for wild birds that has become famous all over Canada
and the United States. The success of this undertaking has led

to the provision by the Canadian Government of many similar
bird sanctuaries.

it has
been impossible to estimate the
numbers that flock to thesanctuary

To
at

Treaty is a very valuable between

for

give an
protection,

of the number

When I began to investigate the cause of the decrease
in ducks and geese, I found it was caused by the increase
of hunters, and by the substitution of the
pump gun for the old single-barrel muzzle-loading
gun, and quick nitrate powder for the old black powder.

much time in studying the

comes, it costs practically 10,000 dollars per year for

this sum being made up mostly by
donations from my many wealthy friends, who contribute

liberally. Thus le sanctuary idea for the artificial

of w fowl that I nearly 30 years

become a successful plan for the protection of

Thus Man
okilling

ame so that

I

birds,

coming extinct.

any variety be-

time at all in conservin
not

the
ome extinct. These

acts led me to conceive the idea of starting a sanctuary
where neither rich nor poor could enter, but where birds

people have misinterpreted me since I

saving that I was ing birds to

die of old age. This is

the ducks and geese so 1 1 lis

My idea is to protect

will not
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exterminate these birds, and thus the generations yet to

come will have a taste of the wild fowl their forefathers

enjoyed. I am not opposed to a man going out round the

known as "Red" Hill, the river man, and we sat down and
discussed the situation. Finally he looked me in the face

outside of

tuary,

at a
say
dis-

and said :
" There used to be quite a lot of wild geese get

killed here,

b u t

haven't seen

tance of a
mile or
two, and
shooting

foodfor
half-a-
dozen or a
dozen ducks
a n d a

couple or so
of
that

geese
the

r e a t o r

put ere
-

us

I am
posed
men

op-

to

oing

a wild
oosero

here since

you h a r -

o u r e d
up at

the west
end of the

'*

At
rose

lake,

this

u p
whacked

on the

and

shoulder.
tt i j

I

s a 1

a *

You have

Canada geese rising off one of the ponds on the Jack Miner Bird.Sanctuary.
told
som

out and slaughtering the birds just for the sake of

Remember that a sanctuary does not take anything awa)
from the shooter ; it only increases his chances of getting

swans can.
a
geese could be away

m e

here the

a wild duck or goose around the outside of such a

Afterwards I got some swans to act as decoys, and
placed m my sanctuary make a long story

bird haven, and to this, as

I have no objection.

I e

On the other hand I think that

inters, who form less than 10

er cent, of the

anada and the United
should be considerate and not want
to slaughter birds, for the remaining
90 per cent, of the population want
to see the birds alive. Ducks and
eese multiply very rapidly, and no

man can be opposed to

shooting a limited number of them,
any more than to taking the surplus

of our domestic fowl. The desire to

go shooting takes hundreds of

thousands men away from ie

grind of life, gives them an appetite

to eat, and a desire to sleep, and
wake up and

husbands
-.

and fathers in

er

r

. This is a positive fact,

so what reasonable man or woman
can oppose it ?

K few years ago I visited Niagara
s and found it was true that our

beautiful white whistling swans
being caught in a death trap

by the hundred. Niagara, for 10 or

15 miles above the Falls, is the first

open water in Lake Erie. Thus the

swans went there first on their

migration, put their heads

short, last spring over 4,000 of these

beautiful white birds came, spent a

month or six weeks along the lake

shore in front of the little town of

Kingsville, where the Government
furnished Royal Canadian Mounted
Police to patrol the shore, both day

-IBK.ML _^M -^B.

to afford ample

do ducks,

swans find shelter in the sanctuary,

but round the pond there have been
several rows of evergreen

in addition to forming a
serve as

insecti-

E to the

shelter for the
vorous birds

song an
the continent.

What pleases me most is that,

since my sanctuary has been estab

lished and proved a success, hun-
dreds of other sanctuaries have been
started during the past 10 years by
our and Dominion

i

Governments of Canada, built on

the same principle all over the

con i i . These have proved just as

successful as my own sanctuary. In
our neighbour country the
States also sanctuaries by countless

have already been started,

Mr. Jack Miner and a friend about to liberate a pair of tagged
Canada geese.

and went to for the night, and
gradually drifted into the swift water that carried them
over the Falls, where 75 per cent, or more were ki

160-ft.
CTQ

and in motoring through the

Btmntry you will see signs of bird

protection at almost all golf clubs,

as bird houses usually are seen dotted here and there

course

aw;

or

The remainder crawled

unable to rise strai

In conclusion let me again

doom.
I got into conversation with Mr. William c

does not take anything away from
continually building up his chances, and not only his, but

those of his children's children. Birds will never become
extinct or exterminated as long as comimud on p*&w
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THE enthusiasm for railways and locomotives that is

1 shared almost all of the "A/.M.," in

the many rival attractions of this mechanical

postcards of the
showing the rem

Scotsman
M

* andw
so a

10000. The »

i

high-pressure

Kins George I

No*
/ M

appears on
ex

i
>resses

in many
erent ways.

One thing is

common to all

these enthusi

asts, however,
that is a

s

keen ness to

collect photo
of

.

graphs
railway
scenes and
incidents. We
rece lve

from
H.R..C.

bers for

in

amaking
really good

card
bytheG.W.R.,
and the S.K.
< »lTer a good
selection of
post-cards ol

their loco-
motives

trains. All
these cards
are usual I v to

be obtained at

bookstalls on

railway
photographs, and

The S.R. " Golden Arrow " Pullman Express leaving Victoria Station for Dover. The locomotive at the head of the train
is the well-known four-cylinder 4-6-0 No. 850 " Lord Nelson." This photograph, and the others illustrating this article, are

typical of the productions of Railway Photographs, Liverpool,

IS in to summarise

respective

companies
systems.

there

splendid

series of post-

cards issued by
Railway
Photographs,

Hanover23,

the main features of this interesting hobby. It is hoped
that the advice given will be of assistance, not onlv to
the beginner who

"

Street, Liverpool. This Arm hold many of the negatives
made by Mr. F. E. Mackay, who is famous as a railway
photographer, and whose splendid photographs
often appeared in the v

are interested

e

oi the "MM." Readers who
advised to get in touch

m, who will forward a complete
si and a

specimen card on receipt

of 4d.

Apart from such
regular Of

photographs,
anyone who sets out
seriously to m

useful

small

paratively few of them availal

however,
are relatively costly,

now, by common
nutted to be the most
from an all-round point

is the size

o

will find

pictures come
in many ways.

ure of theinstance, a
eccano Guild and the Hornby

Railway Company is the Corres-
pondence Club run in connection

each, which members may
i

v ie \v

2 rail

cards,

wav com-
The post-card ca
photograph shows the

mentioned in this article- This
drop front and also the method of

by
employing the guide cards to classify the collection. country

usiasts

abroad

specialise in these matters.

There are many sources of supply for railway postcards.

The L.M.S.R. have two sets of six cards of photographs

ra s pos
-

s

Frequently exchanges of photo-
in the course ofare

of their locomotives,
i

Scot,"

train

bein rr coloured
cab

1 (t

Royal
locomotive " Lion M with a

of earlj rolling e L.N.E.R.

correspondence, and this forms a particularly
wa\ of knowledge of

of our own neighbourhood

ing

av practice outside
or country, besides adding

to the value of the collection
fn

definite

making a collection

sys
railway

foil

a
<•

from
i

.
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commencement. If the cards are left lying about
become dirty and damaged at thethey

comers, and before long they look so disreputable

all interest in them is lost. However small the collection

may be at it Should be in such a manner

plain post-cards so that they may then be incorporated

in the post-card collection.

As regards systems of grouping arranging, it is

each collector to follow his
t — . ,

ideas

all the cards

are well protected,

at the same

nces. The larger the collection the

is the degree

sub-division

time each one is

readily available

when required. It

is a common prac-

tice to classify

the cards accord-

varioustog to

railway companies,

to insert

them in an album.
While this

be succe

in ay
for

aa time,

defect of the
scheme is the
impossibility of

inga growing
lection

systematic

necessary.
• -* •

For
in

tion to separating

British

groups, it may be

necessary to sub-

each one.

Thus the L.M.S.R.
migroup

s

L.N.W.R

be
into

Mid-

land,

Caledonian , an
Highland sections.

Further useful
s u b-d i v i s i o n s

might be made in

with

arran as is

in order

An L.M.S.R, Manchester express on the Midland section near Mill Hill The engine is a
No. 1102, one of a class that performs such fine work on this section.

tandard

locomotive
and wheel arrange-

ments, and in a big

ection of cards

that th cards may be fully appreci

co made veen various

and
or

it is best to

trains. Another point is that a growing collection is

likely to soon over-run an ordinary album, and two or

three albums
other

deal of room, apart from
likely to involve, as

in group
ger and

Considerable aid to the

the sequence cards

collector in regard to such classification is provided by the

method of tabulating the various cards included in

list issued bv Railway Photographs. In each case,

the particular train

place where
a *e is

representing one particular

railway being broken when
the end of an
reached.

um is

The arrangement
is to employ

some kind of )i

a very suitable
»

one is

shown in one of our illus-

trations, and has been
s for the

purpose of accommodating
post-card size photographs.
It enables the collection to

the photograph was taken

is mentioned, and the name,
number and wheel arranee-

of

given It is

engine are

not

therefore, when
a collection, to decide on

term the

are tol 4

key
'

'

form basis of the

whole thing. The famous
group

as the
i i Royal Scot

t*

necessary,

L.M.S.R.
and

correspon locomotive 1

be kept neatly and cleanly
Tin down " Flying Scotsman st near New Southgate. The locomotive No* 2548

"Galtee More," U one of the well-known Cre&ley '* Pacifies/*

in a minimum .^ .

it is compact and dust-proof. It is strongly made, and
covered with imitation leatherette paper, and is provided

a
t*

L.N.E.R. " Flying
'* with
its head ;

the
Scotsman

a

the G.W.R. "Cornish Riviera

the West behind a " King/"

with a front to enablU contents to be reached Arrow »»

It will hold about 500 cards.

To enable the photographs to be classified so that any
coloured guide cards are

in charge of

we may go on
a

it Lord
I?

expresses, and ii i

one is instantly

provided for this cabinet, and may be obtained price 8d.

per n,

separate different sections

our illustration of the cabinet.

use of these guide c
i

is s

s

v n in

Every railway enthusiast acquires from time to time
railway smaller post-card size.

best method of dealing with these is to paste them on

this way the variety of locomotive types and classes will

be considerably enlarged. For instance, in an L.N.E.R.

division, after the key card might follow a Manchester

ex press one of the large 4-6-0 locomotives.

thus giving a Great Central section representative, and a

further wheel e of a er order than the

locomotive on " The Flyin ft
b an.

it
Additional

4-6-0 locomotives of other sections would follow, and
then would come 4-4-2 engines, 4-4-0' s and so on.
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The two small illustrations on this page
reminders

18th

*

itions

servi

means

was unknown and
roads were few in number.
were largely transported by

trains of pack horses, similar

to that shown in the lower illustration,

that in single file along narrow
tracks leading from town to town. Many
of these tracks connected the towns in

the north of England where the woollen

industry was carried on. They crossed

streams by means of arc lied bridges that

were only of sufficient width to allow

the files of horses laden with wide and
heavy packs to pass between
and many

eir

of these bridges are

While pack horse trains were
in manner, a gemuscarrying

work played a
development of mechanical
was building pioneer steam engines. This
was James Watt, whose house in Delftfield

Lane, Glasgow
page In

is illustrated on this

when Watt
removed to this house, he had pros-

rment
lns t r

pered sufficiently to

for 1 6 workpeople
making business, and was just beginning
to concentrate on the problem of making

engine than the
engine previo

Cornish

a more
crude atmos eric

developed by Nowcomen,
engineer. How Watt persevered
he was
the

in

life

aim
1

the "M.M" a few years ago.

The illustrations on the opposite

also are in this connection.

Of the two smaller pictures, one
the

-

engine have been
built by Hero of Alexandria as long ago
as the second century B.C., and the
other shows a steam hammer forging a
giant lngot
illustration is a reminder that mechanical

trans is not um it

shows a boiler being hauled by elephants,

creatures that for centuries have been
used for heavy haulage in
and Burma.

India,

Food Preserved for 20,000 Years

1 have n interes to
learn that the body of another mammoth
has been dug out of the frozen ground in

Northern Siberia, with its flesh as well

preserved as if it had only just been
killed. This is the third occasion on
which such a discovery has been made,
and there may be other creatures of this

that sank thousands of years ago
Siberia

,

to be preserved in this wonderful natural
refrigerator for examination

in the half-frozen marshes

scientists. One of thV. tWO
modern
frozen

mammoths previously found is now in a
in

is in Paris,

The most remarkable feature about
these discoveries is that the flesh of the

prehistoric mammoths is eatable, although
it must be at least 20,000 years since

first

the icy ground
-

the animal
carcase was
about a century ago, and it is said that
part of it was served at a dinner given
by Dean Buckland, a celebrated English
naturalist. A steak from the next

-— - -

mammoth to be discovered was sent in

cold to the Institute of France,
and members of that who tasted

it at a banquet organised to
the occasion declared it to be " succulent,

but a bit tough.
«»

Coming now to a fresher food than
prehistoric meat, I wonder how many
people realise that milk is a natural source
of at least 25 different minerals, in addition

fat and water ? Although theto
minerals constitute than one per

. of its total hulk, an average sample
of milk contains small quantities of nearly
one-third of all the known chemical
elements.
The mineral contents of milk

a great part in its use as a food,

um and phosphorus are the most
important elements in it, for these are

necevSsary for the growth of bone and
The growing human body requires

one gram of um daily, or

amount contained in a single

front tooth. This quantity may be
obtained by drinking a quart of milk,

the element in this being in a form that

van be ulilised nv»re •
<>m

efficiently than th

any other
in

and
or

Tiny Fish Stamps Out Malaria

References to the deadly effects of

malaria
_

.<M.M., M
ve in the

together with accounts of efforts
—

to end its ravages. One of the means
adopted in the campaign against this

disease is the introduction
ridden districts of the gambusia, a fish

less than an inch in length, that eats the
*a of the mosquito that carries the

disease. In the "M.M.** for January,
1928, it was reported that* *.

these tiny fishes had been taken from their

America to Italy, in ordere in Ce
in

200,000 o*

them have been liberated annually in the
ponds of Istria, a province at the head of
the Adriatic Sea, with the result

to-daynone ofthese ponds breed mosquitoes,
malaria symptoms have

died out. Thus the tiny fish has scored
a wonderful triumph, for only a few
years ago more than 94 per cent, of the
population in the
showed symptoms of malaria. No doubt
the erambusia will be called up for service

in other parts of the earth where the
scourge exists.

do not trouble the people
of Great Britain very much, but in certain

parts of the world the fear of a gigantic
disturbance, and of the fire and ruin that
may accompany it, is very intense. Japan
and certain parts of the Pacific Coasts of

the United States and Central America
are peculiarly subject to earthquakes,
and readers of the "M.M." will recollect

vividly the disaster of two years ago that
in certain district.'

* B —
ere gres

in the North Island of New Zealand.
It is impossible to abandon populous

and productive districts that are liable to

earthquakes, and instead more
is being paid to the erection of buildings

that are capable of withstanding violent

movements. Planning a building for this

purpose has been com to designing
and an American architect believes

the parts of a
building form a definite structure, it will

a
that
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be as little damaged by the rolling, pitching
twisting that accompanies an earth-

quake as a seaworthy vessel is by the
similar movements of the ocean during
a storm He has therefore built a
quakeworthy " house of wood, with

walls of reinforced concrete resting

e sameon a foundation of th
four ft. in thickness. The floors of the
rooms the first storey also of
reinforced concrete, The alternative
this method of meeting the earth
menace is to build small, low houses
material that is easily
Japanese followed
constructing houses of bamboo
covered with paper. This certainly de-

the losses that are incurred by a
violent shock, and new. buildings are
easily erected ; but there is always
danger of a disastrous lire breaking out
after an earthquake.

Marvels of^AmfLife

since

eating their way
almost anything except glass, rocks
living things. In India instances have
been recorded in which the woodwork of

door posts has been eaten completely away,
leaving only the outer painted shells

standing. The destruction of large quan-
tities of valuable stores been
attributed to white ants,

that on one occasion a Hindu clerk even
blamed them for the loss of papers stored
in a metal box ! He may have been right,

for it is now known that termites exude
an acid that actually corrodes metal.
The life of a white ant is a short one.

The insect is

hatched and
with wings w
towards the Sun

bungalows

Ever since Lord Avebury and others
began to reveal to us the secrets of ant
_ _

of this

wonder.
life, the habits of various
insect have been a source

in daylight and flutters round lights at

night. Towards the close of its brief

life it loses its wings, and frequently
myriads of the creatures have visited

and houses, attracted by the
light radiated by powerful lamps, and
have there discarded their wings in heaps.
One of the most remarkable of the many

Species of ants seems to exist for the
protection of the Bull's Horn Acacia, a
tree that flourishes in Central and South

Many interest-

Stories of

has proved of very great value in settling

of bird migration, for it

idual birds to be identified

uncertain

the queer

enables
definitely and exactly, whereas formerly
they could only be recognised in an

manne

r

and other peculiarities.

Another direction in which ringing

promises to be useful in showing how long

birds live. The record so far seems to be
held by a black

-

headed gull
i hat wore

lour of
these creatures
c ome from
tropical
countries,
where ants are
very numerous
and more
destructive
than
British
species. In
various

our own

Africa

or hills

from 10 ft. to
15 ft. in height
are

and
precautions
have had to be

speci al

taken t o
protect
buildings

furniture from
i

the ravages of

ring for

a
20
A

marked heron
reported

after

years

was
16 years
its ring was put
on, and cor-

morant and
duck

have been
found to reach
the age
yeai s
the most re-

markable
instance is

that of a
woodcock that

12
years after be-
in ringed,
although
durin
time

that
must

On the toad to a Ceylon Tea Estate. Photograph by courtesy of Marshall Sons and Co. Ltd., Gainsborough.

industrious but voracious inhabitants.
The most destructive of these creatures

appear to be the so-called white ants.

These should be as
termites, and their more usual name has
been given to them because they resemble

ants in shape, an
cream v colour

mt

_ .
_^

are
in Africa and India, and

America and derives its name from the
curved hollow spikes or horns that cover
its branches. In the wet growing season

the horns are literally barracks in which
live stinging ants that protect the tree from
its many foes. They inflict painful bites

on animals that attempt to eat its leaves,

and repel the leaf-cutting ants that other-

wise would quickly strip the tree bare
of its foliage. The protecting ants do not

have been a
target for

country sportsmen.
It 'has long been known that many of our

British birds fly as far as South Africa in

order winter and

go
make their

are induced to

the tree by the
provision of a sweet pulp in the horns,

and when they have eaten this and made
room for themselves, they feed on nectar
secreted in tiny hollows at the bases of the

of these hollowsleaves.
1

ensures that the ants shall patrol the
whole of the leaf and branch system
of the tree while running from one to

up

** ringing " on a large scale has enabled us

to trace British-bred swallows definitely to

Natal, Transvaal, the Orange Free State,

and Cape Province, which are reached by
way of Spain and the Belgian

ringed lapw in6

A
was

in 1927, and it is

in sip the sw
carefully provided for them.

Bird that Travels 22,000 Miles A Year

Most readers of the "M.M," are familiar

with the system of tracing the movements
of birds by placing rings on
tabulating the reports of

birds marked in this manner. This plan

caught in Newfoun
believed that this bird was one of a flock

that flew across the Atlantic, although the

distance from the Irish Coast to Newfound-
land is nearly 2,000 miles. Many crossin^

of the Atlantic Ocean by other birds also

have been recorded.

Undoubtedly birds must be regarded as

indefatigable of globe trotters,the most indefatigable of globe

and in its lifetime a single bird may visit

many parts of the earth, Some of them
have a taste for Arctic exploration, and
one bird at least combined this with a
crossing

was a
of the Atlantic Ocean

the

Islands, which was recovered and identified

means of i ts ring two years later

in Davis Strait, the Arctic sea west
of Greenland.
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N the wide fertile plain that stre

west of

miles from
Hartz
the

ains,

to the north-

about seven
has the temerity to do so, he
of money into a that

city of Halber-

stadt, is situated an
extremely interesting

villi in

not
its

Germany
whole

only

way
in

in the

village is called
it is the

home of a race of chess

players. For many
centuries all its men.
wornen
have
Indeed,

and
played

children
..-

ignorance of

the game would not be
tolerated on the part

of any of the villagers,

whose esprit de corps

in all matters concern-

ing their cherished pas-

a certain sum
to defraying

of the

Strobeck every
five years. If a Strobeck
girl marries a man from
the outside v

must play a game of
1 # 1 - 1 % 9 m

with e

ofmagistrate
the village

leaves her native heath,r

in order to prove
she carries with
a knowledge

V

of

her

e

game
Like the roya

children of the
Kingdom of

who had to

Cyprus,

a w s

almost
o chess

-

time is wo rful.
Che&s forms a part of the school study of the children of the village of Strobeck, in Germany. In

fine weather the boards are taken Into the playground.

with
mothers' milk,"

theii

so

In olden days a con- learn i

of

their A
^

siderable amount of time was evidently spent in the

study of the game, and to-day every moment of leisure

cussed, and all items
of news concerning the

game and its devotees
in different parts of the

the

to chess playing. Difficult problems are

the

they
them,

and regulations of the game. As soon as

school, carrying their chess-boards with
are systematically instructed in the moves,

and

world are read wi
keenest interest. The

ex of this absorbing
devotion to the noble
game, continued as
lias been through so
many generations, finds

expression in a
ways

find,

exam pi e, the
able phenomenon of a
large iron chess-board
utilised as a weather-
cock on the spire of the
church, and the device

s-board in black

marble built

a

encouraged to

puzzle out problems for

themselves. Every
Easter

and matches take pi

when
and

• •

rem

three boys
s that

are

nted with m i

servicea
boards,

i n

bl e chess

pt
of

M The

Expert ch
diligence

t

playing

therefore a necessan
am

schoolmaster or school

mistress seekingem pi oy

r

ent in Strobeck

Ch

f

into

presi

At the annual Chess Festival at Strobeck one of the features is a game played with living be

playin

described

i ence

age of a house formerly occupied by a
of the chess club,

are many other indications of the extraordinary

has exercised over the minds,

entersmanners and customs of these villagers.

even into

ing villages

matrimonial arrangements, for a young
may not wed a girl from any of the neighbour-
liness she is a good chess player. If he

as the sole

ruling pass

g mav

as the

as well

ati of the Strobeckers. who are a

race, differing aparticularly

deal in appearance from the inhabitants ol the neighbour

ing Hartz districts. Possibly constant

concentration of thought needed to master difficult

chess is

faces that one m every n in

the clever,

?eck.

This applies especially to the children. The
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of both young and old are also very 01 to

for their shape, hut for their well-cared-for con-

e modern times, and even now can be traced in

n usually associa

courteous invitation ext

try their skill in the game.
to all ors

people.

In this, too, the influence

of chess may be traced,

as the prominent manner

b

in which
played
board

over

has

a

are dis-

chcss-

induced their owners to

keep them in good order

It is curious that,

although any number of

i 1 1ons are current

the origin of

playing in this

remote part of Germany,
' mi H m m\m

is known.
however, that show con-

clusively

played in

1,000

appears
1011 a

chess was

ago.

in the year
certain Count
was made a

of war by

It

y
stranger

this

mentioned.
that any
takes up
is invari-

However m uch

visitor to Strobeck may
have heard the in

ants
1

of chess,

variably surprised at the

complete dominance of

the game over every

other recreation and sport.

While a village merchant

w he

entertains himself with

the problems of chess,

and when business knocks
J m>

rs ches> board

aside
•

during the

Grandparents fake a hand in the game* while their grandchildren look onJ

and critical of every move.

chaser is served

fam ous mp Arnold of

Halberstadt who, for security, shut up his captive in a

square tower
Strobeck

The
how

to this day in the centre of

known as the " Chess Tower/'

So

his father did before him.

and so his son will df

after he has gone. Wherever people go in Strobeck

for entertainment and refreshment
- •

boards and

oon learned

to beguile the lonely

gamehours by playing chess, a
which he was passionately

out a

The game is part and parcel not

educational

but

hours. Th

find

amusement

recreational

. He
board on
and carved two sets of chessmen

^eonb

out of wood. Then
doomed to play
ingenious prisoner

the

*
bein^

made
s

right hand the opponent of

his left, and the game went
on In the

took turns in_ easants w
guarding the door of

became interested in the Count's
silent manoeuvres on the floor,

and asked to be initi

into the mysteries of the game.
Soon these pupils became keenly
interested, and presen 1

1

y

rone wanted to learn this

new and absorbing
the e of the

*

release there was

_»

s

nu
quitite a ood

Strobeck.

of chess players in

The lost

e

of its

ire vill age

breathes chess morning, noon

and nigh t

,

eneration r

ame chess is of great

antiquity, and
much
origin

the
tion is in

as to where it

It appears now that

historical tradi-

of the

originated in

one theory says

ustan.

was

evolved by the Indian Buddhists.

According to the religious ideas

a
of these people, the killing

man m war or in anv

other circumstances is criminal T

and will

punishment in the

and in

1w severe

world :

for

to provide an

e aggressive side

of human nature they i

chess as a
war. e game

interest in games of chance
and concentrated their attention

I ho tower at Strobeck in which, according to tradition, the

In the v

.

e in toe year 1011.

upon this new game of The
to

chess-boards

fathers

a
nobility." Each family strove

the Arabs
method of

appears to have reached Persia

in the sixth century and to hay

been introduced into Spain
times the

that of tin-

the prowess of its neighbour.

About the middle of the 12th century the

that

n game
e

ccn
-

game assumed en

castling, the most recei t change, was introduced.

obtained the of on any landowners or

strangers to play a game of chess before allowing them
free passage through the village. This custom continued up

Chess appears to have been popular with the ancient

warlike Viking peoples, and during the
" * ~u;„~t~,

•'

aSe

proficiency in "the game was generally regarded as an

essential of the perfect knight
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Pioneer

ONE of the greatest among pioneers of fast

boat and destroyer types, and of water-tube boilers

marine work, was Sir Alfred founder
ous shipbuilding firm that bears his name.

Alfred Fernandez Yarrow was born on 13th Januarv, 1842,
in London. He was educated at University College School, where
he showed marked proficiency in mathematics and science. At
the age of 15, through the influence of a friend of the family, he
was apprenticed for five years without payment of a premium to
Ravenhiil and Company, a London engineering firm that specialised

outside firms, and by acting as inspecting engineer.
By the time he was 24 years of age Yarrow had accumulated a

capital of about £1,000, and he felt that the time had come to

in engines for naval vessels.

departmentsvariousthe
acquired a thorough knowledge of
the business. He devoted most of

his spare time during his apprentice-
ship to improving his knowledge by
working in his own small workshop,
which was equipped with an old
second-hand lathe, and by attending
as many scienti

limited means would allow. He had

There he passed successfully through

an was to part wup in business for himself
him, and offered him a partnership and the management of his
works, but Yarrow would not be turned from his resolve. He
purchased two old cottages and some adjacent broken-down sheds
on the Isle of Dogs, in the Thames, and with a Mr. Robert Hedlev
as partner he founded there the firm of Yarrow and Hedley,
small concern was destined to grow into a great shipbuilding
business, and to become world-famous. During the first two

years the firm devoted themselves

— i

friend another Ravenhiil
named Hillditch, who
his The twoj unior

boys had many serious discussions
on scientific and engineering sub-
jects, and during their leisure hours
they also devised many mechanical
contrivances. It was probably the
inspiration of lectures by Faraday
that led them to connect their
homes at Barnsbury by a private

telegraph wire, which
Yarrow claimed was

r .

in this country.
In 1840 Yarrow and Hilditch

lesigned and patented a steam road
carriage. They succeeded in in-

a Mr, T. W. Cowan, of

over

e

<

teresting
wich, in the invention, and

agreed to pay them a royalty on
all vehicles built under their patent.
One of the carriages was displayed
at the International Exhibition in

1862, and was a great attraction.
It to secure an how-
ever, as the judges who dealt with
the carriage exhibits regarded it as an

manufacturing and& pumping
machinery, but one day it

occurred to Yarrow that the
struction of small steam launches

con-

might prove profitable. He adver-
tised in the papers, and three days
later he received an order for a 24-ft.

steam launch with cabin accommo-
dation for four passengers. The
boat was completed in three months
and was a great success, and during
the next seven vears the firm were
kept busy constructing similar craft

.

By the close of 1875 they had built

350 steam launches, ranging in price
from ^140 to £2,000, many of which
were sent to distant parts of the
world. The launches were equipped
with vertical return-tube and loco-
motive types of boilers.

Yarrow became recognised as the
pioneer of shallow-draught
vessels, and he also built numerous
special craft for navigation on rivers
abounding in shoals and rapids,
some of these vessels having side
wheels and others stern wheels.
He was the first to
wheel craft built of steel, and these
opened up to traffic many rivers
hitherto navigable only by canoe.

uce

severed connection

Sir Alfred F. Yarrow.

engine, and the ges who dealt
with the engine exhibits decided that it was a carriage ! Both »

groups of judges frill mented favourably upon the invention.
A carriage of this type plied one night a week between Greenwich
and Bromley, in Kent, a distance 10 miles. It must have

alomi with flamespresented an alarming sight as it travelled
shooting from the chimney, at a speed then considered excessive ;

and the enterprise came to a premature end when a policeman's
horse took fright at the sight of the vehicle and threw its rider.

The accident created a storm of protests, and shortly afterwards
an Act was passed stipulating that mechanical road vehicles must
be preceded by a man on foot and carrying a red flag, a restriction
that remained in force for 30 vears. The carriage was sold to
Russia, and its success there resulted in several others being
ordered from the enterprising inventors.
During the last two years of Yarrow's apprenticeship he and

Hilditch invented and patented a steam plough, The invention

with the firm in 1876, and Yarrow
carried on alone, helped later by his

eldest son, Mr. Harold E. Yarrow.
In addition to steam launches for

river and similar navigation Yarrow
built several shallow-draught gunboats, but he is remembered more
for his important part in the development of torpedo boats and
destroyers. His association with torpedoes began in 1873, when

a spar torpedo on one of his fast steam launches.moun The
first Yarrow launches designed to carry torpedoes were built to
the order of the Argentine government, and were 55 ft. long.
During the next few years orders for vessels of this type were
received from many other foreign countries including France,
Holland, Spain, Italy and Chile,

The first torpedo boat built by Yarrow was ordered by the
British Government, and was known as the " Admiralty sample

i > A similar order had been placed by the Government with
other firms considered capable
purpose of these boats
stipulated

carrying out the work, the
experimental. The

was taken up a Mr. Coleman, an engineer Of
Chelmsford, and was so successful that eventually he opened a
London office to promote its sales, and appointed Yarrow in
charge at a salary of ^100 a year, This timely offer came shortly

his apprenticeship, and at a time

the boat must attain a speed of at least 18 knots,
and that built by Yarrow actually attained the then extraordinary
speed of 21.9 knots, a higher figure than was achieved by any of

the competitive vessels. Two Yarrow torpedo boats ordered by
in 1877 were acquired by the British

1
the Russian

had com
when financial misfortune had reduced his father to bankruptcy.
The plough continued to be popular, and within a few years the
inventors recei ved /600 in royalties. Yarrow further supplemented
his income by preparing drawings of all types of machinery for

Government at the outbreak of the Russo-Turkish war, and these
vessels took part in a review of the Fleet held in the Solent in 1878.

The review was witnessed by Queen Victoria, who remarked
that the performance of the two torpedo boats had

interested her more than anything else

Experience with steam launches had proved that the locomotive
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boiler was the only type of boiler that stood up to the demands
made upon
Yarrow tor

these craft, and this was adopted in the

the severer conditions of service, and
It proved far from ideal, however, under

when working
at high speed the whole of the tubes would begin to leak. Yarrow
set to work to design a boiler that would be equal to the heavy

artificial limbs for disabled soldiers ; designed and manufactured
an ingenious veil to conceal the faces of snipers, that was adopted
bv Lord Kitchener, and introduced an oil for

bite. He also invented a
frost-

ant waistcoat for sailors, and

demands of
work, and after

boat
of

introduced an anti-submarine smoke system that was applied
to several merchant ships. He offered ^20,000 in sums of £1,000

to merchant ships that cap-

research and experiment lie

produced the Yarrow water -

tube boiler. This type of

resembles an inverted
V it with a long steam

drum at the top, and two
sets of tubes, equivalent to
the two halves of the letter,

leading down from the drum
to two cylindrical water
pockets. In 1891 a Yarrow
water-tube boiler, with 407
sq. ft,

fitted into a second-class
torpedo boat, and later other
boilers of this type with much
larger heating surfaces were
constructed.

In 1892 Yarrow visited

French shipyards where high-

boats were
being built, and as a result

of the progress he observed
there he called upon tin-

British Admiralty and offered

or an enemy
three ofsubmarine, a

these offers were claimed.
Yarrow

in

was created a
1916. He con-

tinued in active manage-
ment of his great business

his26 and on
retirement in that the
concern was
a
pany
Yarrow

limited

under
and

Mr Harold

year
formed in to

com-
name of

Ltd., with
E. Yarrow,

C.B.E., as Chairman and
Managing Director.

In addition to endowing
the convalescent home at

Yarrow made
anddonations of

£20,000 to the London Hos

H.M. Shallow Draught Gunboat "Aphis,** built by Yarrow and Co. Ltd. Photograph
reproduced from the Editor's "The Book of the Warship," by courtesy of the publishers,

G. G. Harrap and Co. Ltd.
institutions.

torpedo boats, and
vessels. Two of these

by reason of their greater length,
heavier armament, would be superior to the

ater

pursuing and
" as they came to be called,

were ordered. The first, H.MS- " Havock," attained on trial

a speed of 26.1 knots, and the second, H.M.S. " Hornet/' reached
a of 27.3 knots. The " Hornet had
being the first destroyer to be equipped will \

boilers, and the high speed she attained

distinction
water-

1

efficiency, as her displacement was 1

1

ed their greater

the
pro vi

National Physical Laboratory
at Teddington at a cost of £20,000 ; and in 1922. the year after

he was made a Fellow of the Royal Society, he presented to that
society jf100.000 to promote scientific research

In 1930 Yarrow, then 88 years of age, broadcast some of his

reminiscences,
flight. lie

ein September 1931 he had his first aero
enjoyed the experience, and within two months

Havock," and
cent. less.

consumption

prove
less than that of the

he had completed a 3,000 mile air tour of Europe. He died

at his London home on 24th January, 1932, at the age of 90.

high
Iq 1906 heavy local taxation

costs caused Yarrow
to remove his extensive works from

e Thames to its prese
at Scotstoun, on the Clyde. The
first ship built at the new works
was a
of

named A 4

Para, *#

ordered by the
Brazilian Government, and
launched on 14th July, 1908.

Five years later Yarrow,
age, leftyears

and made his home
in Hampshire, leaving his

eldest son, Mr. Harold E.
in charge under his

supervision,
still full of energy

accompanied by another
his sons, Mr. Norman A,
Yarrow, he paid a visit to
Canada that resulted in a
shipbuilding and repairing
establishment being founded,

was

Earlier in this article we referred briefly to the Yarrow
It will be of interest to give here a short descrip-

boiler, which has played such an
development of high-speed naval

explanation of its working.
surface is

provided principally by in-

clined banks of water tubes
placed like the legs of an
inverted " V " at the apex of

which is the steam drum, and
at the feet two parallel water
pockets or drums, the whole
arrangement making a
of arch or short tunnel within
which is the furnace. The hot

and flames from the
furnace out sideways and

each bank, being

Yarrow-

with Mr. Norman Yarrow in
from the Editor's book " Engineering

for Boys," by courtesy of the publishers, Thos. Nelson and Sons Ltd,

charo1

at
naval station

Esquimault, a
«JI fslandj

When the Great War broke out Yarrow set himself with renewed
vigour to develop high-speed destroyers, and during the war

downward through the outer tubes

upward through both banks of

water tubes into an uptake or

casing that leads to a chimney
above. The inner tubes of

nearer the
fire, become hotter than the
outer tubes, and as the wafer
in them is heated it circulates

steam drum
is taken by

cooler water that moves
In this manner a speedy and

per
yard.

vessels

included the
I m II *

were launched
i

from the Scotstoun
which attained the re-

rapid circulation of the water is set up and maintained, and this

markable speed of almost 40 knots when fully equipped,
refuelling. The companycould steam 1,000 knots

established a shipyard at Abadan, on the Tigris, and by employing
that were
invaluable

native

during

a flotilla of river

sections from Scotstoun,
esopotamian campaign

highenables a very
damaging the boiler.

rate of steaming to be carried on

The property of raising steam quickly has led to the Yarrow being
adopted largeh use in

IV

The

trie power
meet sudden increases of " load."

re it can

The war-time activities of Yarrow were extraordinarily numerous
varied for a man of his age. He converted the Yarrow

Home for Children, which he had founded at Broad

-

stairsin 1891, into a well-equipped military hospital ; manufactured

boiler has emerged successfully from many very
severe tests, a large proportion of which were totally unforeseen. For
instance, on one occasion a vessel fitted with Yarrow boilers was
crossing the Bay of Biscay, The weather was unusually severe.

an engineer incapacitated through seasickness allowed the water in

one of the boilers to fall within S in. of the water pockets. The tubes
became red hot, and in these circumstances the boiler might well

have been expected to explode. It survived the ordeal, however.
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Italian Air Feats in 1933

The most outstanding feature of inter

national aviation

amazing series of

1933 was the

Otlt byflights

only did the usual Italian

long-distance formation flight take place,

but also Italy secured the world's air

speed record and the Bleriot Cup,
The speed record was set up in April

1933 by Warrant Officer Francesco Agello,

who maintained an average speed over
five runs of

made over Lake Garda in a Macchi Castoldt

seaplane equipped with a Fiat 72 engine.

An interesting feature of the engine is that
two

This Cup was presented by M. Bleriot for

the minimum qualification

to fly

Fast New French Four-Seater

com
for winning it temporarily
for half-an-hour at a speed of more than

An interesting new aeroplane, known
as the Farman 390, has

600 km. an hour.

to .74

remain in Italy's possession

speed is exceeded by 5 per cent

eed was
up will

u n t il this

by the

produced
firm of Farman Bros. It

is a single-engined high wing braced

ane capable of carrying a pilot

and is of all wood

Hull-Holland Air Service
wood

to

m.p.h. ic flights were

it drives two-bladed airscrews. In

The Royal Dutch Air Lines hope shortly

to operate a daily service between
and Holland. When this is in

many internal air services

run from various

three passengers
construction. The wings are
covered with fabric and are

the fuselage by means of oblique struts,

which have a core of duralumin but are
covered with wood.

T W

it

of the
country to Hull. In the summer the

am

service will make it possible for a journey
appearance
resembles two

water-

pi ace d
tandem with

engine

driven by
rear
carried

that
connected to

the engine in

front The
airscrews rotate

in opposite
directions.

tion flight took
place in

summer,
the
and

was undertaken
24 Savoia

e the wings are
two fuel tanks that have a total capacity
of 60 gallons and give the machine a

flying radius of 750 miles.

The fuselage is of wood construction
and is covered
with
The
mounted in the
nose and drives

four-bladed
while

is

below the wing
centre section

the pilot being
a c c o m m o
dated in front

1

of the leading
edge. The cabin
is 7 ft. 9 in. in

3 ft, 4 in.

4
width and

9 in in

A Westfand " Wallace " high performance general purpose and Army co-operation machine, similar to those used on
mW

Marchetti twin-
successful flight over Mount Everest. Photograph by courtesy of the West land Aircraft Works.

year's

height, and is

provided with a
skylight

long
windows

and
lateral

on
hull flying boats* each powered by two to be made between Hull and Rotterdam,
Isotta-Praschini 18-cylinder engines The
flight was led by General Italo Balbo and
was commenced at Orbetello, from where
the machines flew to Amsterdam, London-
derry, Iceland, Labrador, New Brunswick,
Montreal, Chicago, New York, Newfound-

Amsterdam,
Prague, Vienna

Copenhagen,
in a sing

land, the Azores, Lisbon and Ostia, During
the flight a distance of about 12,045 miles
was covered, and the Atlantic Ocean was
crossed twice, only 43 days being taken.
Unfortunately, one machine crashed during
the course of the flight.

The service will leave Hull at

7 o'clock in the morning, and on one day a

week will link up with the Amsterdam-
Batavia service.

The First Swedish Aircraft

The first aircraft carrier to be used by the

wedish Navy has recently been built. It

each It is protected fium noise

by walls of special light rubber insulating

material and is cooled a series of

intakes situated in the wings. In cold

weather it can be warmed by pipes heated
by the exhaust,

aeroplane is designed to make
use of a new Farman engine of the 7-

cylinder radial air cooled type, developing

is named i * Gotland" and has a

150 h.p., or a Farman 9-cylinder 228 h.p,

radial engine. With the higher-powered
engine the machine has a maximum

The same that
up

displacement of 4,600 tons, a length
about 400 ft. and accommodation for

of

8
was used by Francesco Age 11o
the world's speed record was employed

Colonel Guglielmo Cassinelli tolater

a record
•--

100 km. in a closed

his speed being 391 m.p.h. The
machine was used also by another Italian

airman. Captain Scapmelli, to win the
oi

than
is equal to 385.057 m.p.h.

seaplanes. It is more of an aircraft-

carrying cruiser than an aircraft carrier as

we know it in this country, for the machines
do not take off from a flat deck but are

catapulted into the air.

The vessel is

125 m.p.h., a cruising

m.p.h. and a landing speed
m.p.h. The petrol consumption is

one gallon to 12 miles with either engine.

The is 32 ft. 6 in. in

and has a span of 45 ft. 10 in.

Bleriot Cup by flying for

half-an-hour and covering
1 92 miles.

two de
Lanal turbines each developing 33,000 h.p.,

of between 27
a complement

which hergive
28 knots,

of 4^7 men.
1

Experiments are now being carried

out in America with parachutes by which a
•• shoot

"
pilot can*

air

his passengers into the
an accident is imminent.
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Automatically Piloted Aeroplane

for aeroplanes have
been developed by a number of countries,

but the most unreliable part of the equip-

ment so far constructed has been that
-

concerned with steering

the machine. Apparatus
that has been developed!

by the General Electric

Company of New York,
however, makes it pos-

engines. It is designed for reconnaissance
work and coastal

to enable it to
it has
of 1,500 miles.

in the boat, this

tanks

and
out

it a rangegive
A crew of five is carried

being made up of first

weight of 20,927 lb. and a maximum
weight of 38,000 lb. It has a maximum

and a minimum
. Th normal

of 132
flying speed

m.p
of 63 m.

range is 870 sea miles, equivalent to
nearly 980 land miles ; but when desired

may be in-the

e for the aeroplane
to steer itself automatic-
ally without difficulty.

Once the aeroplane is

taken off the ground the
apparatus is set to main-
tain flight in a certain

direction and the pilot

may then forget all

his controls

A further

is the control of this

steering equipment
of radio beams,

This, in combination with
gyroscopic devices such
as that developed by
the Sperry Gyroscope
Company, makes it pos-
sible for the course of

flight and the
M
attitude"

of the aeroplane along
all three axes to be

without the

nge

miles
to 1,

or
land miles.

sea

1,700

«« Autogiros ? i

for the

R.A.F.

As a result of experi-

ments carried out during
manoeuvres, Cierva

iros " are to be
used by the R.A.F. for

poses.

employed mostly to en-
able staff officers to

in touch with
on

march, as in them it is

to visit the head
column

back to
in a very snort spaa

whereasof time, by
car the journey takes
a e owing to
the amount of traffic

on the road. In order
to demonstrate the ease

assistance.

I)urine tests on i he

of the apparatus fitted in the automatically controlled aeroplane mentioned in the article on this
page, The pilots are holding a conversation with engineers on the ground while the aeroplane is flown by
the special " automatic pilot.** Photograph by courtesy of the General Electric Company of New York.

with which
can be delivered, a suit

new apparatus an aeroplane was taken
off and flown to an altitude of

the

and second pilot actin
case was

a m i le

,

was set. After this
. .

th

ut

control

of

e machine got into radio communi-
cation with people on the ground until

it was necessary to return to the aerodrome.
The machine was thou taken back merely
by re-setting the control

as navigator, a bow gunner, a wireless

operator, and an engineer who is responsi ble
also for the rear guns,

front gunner's cockpit is in the
front, and behind it is the pilot's

cabin, which is provided with side-by-side
seating and dual controls. The navigator's

the cockpit of an
ii

it was ft

handed
nro

"

it

ymg
would be

near

into

while
ground . Thus
messages to

be handed to officers, and replies taken
from them, when it was
make use of
" Autogiro "

the field

--• would reach
one. The
base with

the message much sooner
a de

device.

flight the
were able

Du ring
two

the
pilots

thegive
whole of their attention
to their passengers and
their radio conversation.
Another new device

with which the aero-
was equipped, and

which adds greatly to
•- safety of flying,th

is the General Electric

sonic altimeter.

apparatus, using a re-

whistle and its

echo from the ground,
is designed to indicate

distance reenihe
i

the aeroplane and ground
-

at all

when
weather.

land ing
The

interval between
tune when the
is emitted from

the
note
the

aeroplane and its echo
is received back, iudi-

of the

even

A Fast Mail

A fast flight was made
in connection with

air mail
service between Germany
and Brazil, operated by
Deutsche Luft Hansa
when a Heinkel He. 7n

Berlin to

8 hours, an

t

average of 217 m.p.h.
The aeroplane later flew

on to Cadi
mails were
to a Dornier
flying boat that flew

them across the South
Atlantic, stoppin in

re-fuel at
the catapu It-ship
4 ttr i j- t it

Westfalen

A corner of the Royal Dutch Air Lines Waalhaven aerodrome at Rotterdam.

cates

macl

of the Royal Dutch Air Lines,
by

nne can be received
audibly or on a meter.

Huge New Blackburn Flying Boat

One of the most

is behind, owed

t p

Blackburn
1

1

Ins *t

launched last year was
Perth," a development of the

range of flying boats. The machine
similar in general external appearance

with

a room where the officers

after which come
and the engineers station. The wireless
cabin is on the port side of the boat and

Three World's
for Pobjoy Engine

Three world's

records for light aero-

planes have been secured

by the Farman F.239 low wing cantilever

monoplane equipped with a British Pobjoy
R engine.

third

The were
in category, which

uallev on
is

behind the tail control

starboard. A gunner's
in the extreme stern,

seaters with a tare weight not exceeding

616 1b, The machine was flown by MM.'

is

" Iris,"

Th e
M Perth

-Roycc i t

equi
Buzzard M.S.

and has a
overall

" is 70 ft. in overall length
wing span of 97 ft, and an

of 25 ft. It has a tare

Badly and Reginensi and the records made
were over distances of 100 km., 500 km. and
1,000 km., the average speeds

131.8 m.p.h., 124,46 m.p.h. and 121.63

n^p.h. respectively.
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"'HIS month we deal with four well-known foreign I The F.XII is of the triple-engined type and is equipped
______________ j.1__ jL _______ t_ _ . [_•___________.___ J*___. -_ _:_,_ _ 'iL T._______ J xirr-j *< \it J* •

Srr
%

aeroplanes that have been designed for service on
air lines, for passenger work

the carriage of freight.

with Pratt and
and

ines are
•

Fokker F.XII, the French Latecoere 28- IB, the Farman
F.300, and the Junkers F.24K.
machines is made in Holland, the

The

the last in Although

of these

two in France,

are all

Whitney Wasp
An interesting

engines,

althou w
is that

developed from the Fokker
F.IX, which was fitted with three lower-powered Bristol
(€ T _V_t___ *» __. ___•__ '___ * _ "J t_1 1* _ _______ _______ ____ __ smaIJer

Th
Jupiter * engines, it is consi

ion for fewer passengers.

in size and
e reduction

increase in

monoplanes,
are of

dif

f

eren
types. for

a n d
Latecoere
aeroplanes
are

i

the
wing

cantilever

is a Inch

wing braced
monoplane,
and the
German
machine a
1 a.

low wine

of the engines

been
out in order

to make the
machi n e

capable of
*

any two
engines
running, as

a o n

j ourney
across the
M e di t er

-

hasranean
to be
on the ser-

The upper illustration shows the French Farman F.300 and below is the Dutch Fokker F.XII.
Henri et Maurice Farman, and the N.V.

Photographs by courtesy of Avions
Nederlandsche Vliegtuigenfabrick,

vice ween

cantilever monoplane of typical Junkers design.

The Fokker F.XII is the largest of the four machines,
* *_-v . ,11 - % 1 • ,. ,

emg an -seatcr that was
service with the K.L.M., the well-known

primarily for

air Inn

on service

seenbetween Amsterdam and Batavia.

service on this route, which is a good test of the qualities

The fuselage of the

Amsterdam
and Batavia.

is built on the
customary Fokker system, and consists of a framework

tubes, partially bracedseamless drawn
with welded steel tube

are

partially wi wire.

of any aeroplane owing to the different types of climate
encountered on the flight. On this service a machine is

flown from terminus to terminus, and not, as on Im
Airways
passengers

only over certain sections, mail

ng transferred to another nne.

wood, also on the usual modern
method, and are secured to the joints in the top

of the fuselage framework over the cabin
gers' cabin in the machine is 16 ft, long, 6 ft. 7 in. wide.

6 ft.

The machine
57 ft 5 in..

__ w

accommodates 16 passengers.

span of 75 ft. 5 in., a
of 14 ft, 1 in. Its

of

maximum
m p.h., and the machine is

i
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cruising at a speed of 112 m.p.h. Itsof

is

The famous Dutch firm managed by Mr. A. H. G.

Fokker, one of the pioneers of aviation, builds militan

m.p.h

and commercial aeroplanes that are used throughout the

world.
okker

unc
*

in

to gain information for

between France and

experimental flight

ostale service

America.

The Latecoere Company have been in operation since

1917, and during this time have designed and constructed
thanmore

machines
are in

use ui more
than 3 6
countries

moreand
than 40 air

traffic
companies
employ
them as
standard
equipment

e

Latecoere
28 IB is

nearly as big

as the

different

types i

most
the m

of
for

commercial
purposes.
The
pany

com-

u i 1 t

practically
a 1 1 the

oplanes
used bv

o e r

A three-quarter front view of the French Latecoere 28-1B high wing passenger monopl
Industrie lie D fAviation Latecoere.

ane. Photograph by courtesy of La Societe

F
F.XII, having a span of 60 ft. and a length of 44 ft. 3 in.

It is a single-en

capable of carrying number
aj i i 1 is o

passengers

nly

It

differs also in the fact that it is not a cantilever mono
^B _

ne,

the wings being braced to the fuselage by oblique struts.

monoplane has been produced in both iandplane

America air line.
M

is claimed to be
line in the world, and the most difficult to

C i e . Gen.
Aeropostalc
on their
France

,

W e s t

ca, and
South
longest air

The F.300 is a triple-engined

wooden construction. The wings are

seaplaneand
equipped with the 500 h.p.

Hispano-Suiza 12 H.br. en-

employed

tine of

to the

fuselage by oblique struts and are covered with fabric ;

and the fuselage is built up with box-struts and special

interne

i ne, has
extensively on
the Compagnie Gene-rale

is of all-m

construction, the wings being

with fabric

The ailerons are mounted on
s and are operated

le

•

by rigid <

fuselage is built in two sec

tions. The forward

engine
isto the rear of

constructed of built-up trans-

\ bulkh
longerons, and

tubular
longitudinal

covered with cor-

gated metal sheets.

section is a wire-braced

is of

tail unit

normal monoplane
the undercarriage

, The machine has

ng ribs, and
covered with a double thick-

ness of three-plv. The oblique

bracing struts carry7 the

undercarriage, which is of the

split type, and also support

two engines that

mounted in the wings. The
two pilots are accommodated

7 side in an enclosed

of

win
and below wings, is

with eight seats,

is provided with
a
The
sliding glass windows and
modern heating and venti-

There is

also a luggage com
The F.300 has a wing span

of 62 ft. 7 in., and a
ft. 9 in., and weighs

6,018 lb. when empty and

9,986 lb. when
is poweredIt

Salmson Ab.9 air-cooled radial

loaded.

each
whi

develo
e

a maximum
141 m.p.h,, normal

The Junkers F.24K low wing monoplane, showing the special radiator for the
Junkers ** Jumo 4 M water-cooled heavy oil engine, with which it is equipped.

Photograph by courtesy of Junkers Flugzeugwerke A,G.

maximum speed at sea

about 132 m.p.h With

cruising speed when at sea level is 133.5 m.p.h.

The Latecoere 28 is produced in a number of versions,

one of w 19
»

s records, 14 as a

and five as a Iandplane, Another
ane

e, equipped with
floats, made the first commercial crossing of the South
Atlantic This in Mav, 1930 and was

any one engine stopped the

is able to maintain a speed of 95 m.p.h, at

an altitude of 6,560 ft., and in this condition its ceiling

is 8,200 ft.

The Farman
be

oi y is one the

en established by Henry
in France,.

in 1908..

Later it was combined with a separate {Continued on pn*Wj
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or their accuracy.

Houses Built on
visitors to Bath who enter the city by passing

Pulteney
rer Avon,

that cross

RAJ. Flying Boat at Lerwick
Many types of aeroplane have

and the largest and most gr

wi

of these undonbtedlv

spanning the river

houses and sho

on
ps

side of the road-
way.

is own as

it was built

Pulteney,

Bridge, because

later

Wi 1 liam
Earl

Pulteney, who wished to
connect

Estate
his

wi th
Adam,

Bathwick

18th

and a friend of Pultcney,
was

the construction

was undertaken
builder named

was one of the " Short
"

flying boats described and
illustrated in

xl~ "

forS
MM*

1932. This
machine arrived towards
the ember,r

and alighted practically

in the of

harbour. When
the

came
to

surrounded
she was quickly

and
m

launches
rowing
people eager to see

her at close quarters.

Next

but on

flying

her

the

Pulteney

com-

e, Bath. This bridge was built in 1770, and there are houses and shops
on each side of the roadway. Photograph by V. Chamberlain, Bath.

boat
moorings,
following day she made
a short survey flight over

pleted in 1770 and about nine years later began to
-.how signs of weakness, with the ultimate result that
in 1804 it was necessarv
to rebuild the west end
of

picture

ands.

made
raced across the harbour

a
thought

utifu]

her
roaring a

six

e wave of water

ure.

Not
from

away
Bridge

is another example
ona

a bridge. This is Cleve-

land House, which stands

on a
the
Canal

cruss-

Bath Canal.

longed to

Railway

was

Great
Com-

building

for office

purposes Bridges on
ops

standing up astern,

While the machine was
at Lerwick it was
amusing to watch officers

rowing to and from the
shore' in their collapsible

boat,

r canvas.
When rowed against the
wind

* the frail

to be as difficult

to manage as one
the coracles of the ancient
Brit ons,

in turning

followin

straight course
a

are t are now rare,
Offi

erly were un-

cers of an R.A.F. " Short " flying boat coming ashore in a collapsible boat at Lerwick
Shetland. Photograph by P. Fraser, Lerwick.

I was sorry when the
Lerwick.

common. The best known example was London
Bridge, which was competed in 1209 and 011I5T

down in 1832. V. Chamherlain

the harbour was
-

engines, arrang

flying boat
During her short

interested

3,480 h.p.

in pairs in tandem,
P. Fraser (Lerwick).
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a RoyaJtScot" in Canada A New
Considerable interest was aroused in Montreal when
CP.R. steamer M Beaverdale " arrived there

gian ension

A few years ago I made a journey

**
the famous L.M.S.R, train.

was one of many
of the

coaches.engine

enthusiasts o

Oslo to the

in theof Tjome, a

I travelled
1 '

omnibus across the island of Ndtterdy. The
crossing of Vrengen
Sound, between this

As each piece of roll-

ing stock was lifted

o u o f t h e

"Beaverdale"
by means of a floating

crane and placed on
the track at

it

the

wasdockside,

coupled to a C. P.R.

locomotive, or to

engine belonging to

the Montreal
Harbour Commission.
The difficulties
caused by the differ-

ences in the coupling
ms

Tjome,
my destination, was
made by means of

nmti.r cai
J 1 *

this was
very speedy, and

carried only
cars at a time,

tW( •

row u w
ing to be ferried over&
seemed endless,

I had to wait nearly

mys

came.
months ago

repeated
i this

at

overcome by placing;

a freight car between
the locomotive and the

The K>iler and firebox of the " Royal Scot " on ar

being hauled to the Angus Works of the C.P.R., where the locomotive was re-erected in readiness

for its tour of Canada and the United States. Photograph by L. S. Scton, Montreal.

They are seen in one unit* jOUmCV, but ill the
--_ me

a pair of s and
a coupling hook similar to those in use on the L.M.S.R.
having been specially fitted to the rear of the intervening

vehicle. When ready, each coach was hauled to

the Angus shops of the CP.R.
was aroused when

< <

Scot " were uncoupled.

two
The

first to be lifted out was the fire-box, boiler and smoke-
box unit, shown in

This was loaded on a
accompanying photograph.

been built across

was no tiresome

suspension
Sound,

tows, the new
Vrengen
roa

is very
is 113 ft. above sea level, and

can pass beneath it. The total length

a new
b ridge
there

oto-

as the
middle of the

1 argest

the

is 1,500 ft.

in length and its weight is supported
is 510 ft.

eight cables,

each of which weighs eight tons.

trullev

to

the locomotive was to

be reassembled
-

was
by the s

and
owed
ion,

if

frames, wheels, cylin-

ders and motion.

The re-

assembling the engine
up

the rolling stock was
carried out rapidly and
efficiently in the Angus

where many
CP.R. locomotives

much
s

of that

rolling

The new bridge is

an
tween

Oslo,

Tdnsberg,

Oslofjord

and

in

and
D r a m m e n

,

other

car

traffic across it is very
dense during the holi-

season

,

s

across

structure

the
r

was very
owing

f

ers

ing

a ppe ared
dwarfed.

beneath
to be

The

stock are overhauled,

repairedand repainted.

The " Kronprlnsesse Martha *' passing under the Vrengen Suspension Bridge, Norway,
centre of the roadway of this structure is 113 ft. above high water level in Vrengen Sound,

which it spans. Photograph by R. N. Torgersen, Oslo.

Beautiful

views of the surrouud-
are ob-

andtained from it,

Thus
she presented a striking s

the train emerged to m a trial run,
r

in the bright sunshine

the hills on the oppo-
site side of the Oslofjord can readily be seen, although
their distance from the across which the

that graced her first official

Canada, and she was greeted by crowds
is miles.

spectators who lined the track to see her pass. This also

was her experience when she commenced her journey to

Chicago, w

le Vrengen Bridge is especially popular in the holiday
season, for its construction has provided

e a n exhibit at the recent

World's Fair, and she aroused such widespread interest

that an extended tour to the racilic Coast was arranged, the

train returning eastward through British Columbia and

the prairie provinces of Canada. L. S, Seton (Montreal).

of access to

30,000 people

Aug

me. is

use of

means

year, and

that as many as

andr

ready appreciated
the substitution for the old-fashioned ferry boat of

this magnificent new highway crossing Vrcnguii Sound
R, N. TORGERSEN (Oslo).
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Some of ment

of a century ago Mr.
"railway world by

Swindon works what was then held
' • Pacific

G.W.R. startled the
G.

world
Churchward of the

at

to b
locomotive. It was the first 4-6-2 or
on a British railway.

e a really giant
" express engine

It was fitted with a superheater—in

then an unusual feature—and with its tender scaled 142 tons 15

cwt. in working order. The tender was unique for the G.W.R.
in having the eight-wheeled arrangement commonly applied on
the neighbouring L.S.W.R., and held 3,500 gallons of water and
six tons of tender then u
certainly have looked lost behind such a vast engine.

In regard to the cylinder and wheel dimensions, driving arrange-
ments and working pressure, the engine followed the design of the

early four-cylinder 4-6-0 "s—the " Stars " that had been turned
out shortly so that as regards nominal tractive power it

diameter boiler had been a notable " false alarm." Since 1910
when the superheated " Atlantics '* Nos. 1452-1461 came
further main line engines for fast and heavy passenger

work had been introduced, so that any mention of a new type of

G.N.R. locomotive created considerable interest. Nor were these

Gresley " Pacifies " any mere enlargement of the Ivatt "Atlantics
"

by the addition of an extra pair of coupled wheels and a lengthened
boiler barrel, which appeared an obvious course. Mr. Gresley
certainly

no

his time, but he was able to give his company a
class of engine that embodied features well-tried in practice, and
that were thoroughly up to date as understood 12 years ago.

The three-cylinder system of propulsion was applied, together

with the Gresley arrangement of operating the three piston valves
by two sets of Walschaerts motion* This feature had first been
seen in 1918 on a 2-8-0 minera I engine and its successors, and then

*4

real advance upon
on the
class

*i

that class. The
size and capacity
of the boiler were
considera bly
greater, however,
and although the

was offirebox

the Belpaire
flat-topped

advan-
was taken

of the small trail-

ing wheels to

provide a wider
grate than usual,

area of this

being 41.79 sq.

ft. as against the

27.07 sq. ft. of

Stars.

mighty
did
to

in

1000
M< >guls

'i

1 *

1 920

.

The
running of the
latter class on
passenger trains

of enormous
wei
coal

ht during the
of

together

the

1921,

with the experi-

ence of
" Atlantic " per-
formance both in

heavy-load,
high-speed pre-
war s,

during the War
period when
mendous loads
were taken, no
doubt accounted

locomotive
not set

break records be-

tween Paddington

This photograph shows the first Gresley " Pacific " locomotive, " Great Northern," as built in 1922. It was the first G.N.R.
express passenger locomotive with six-coupled wheels ; and the cab with double windows and the eight-wheeled tender

were innovations in Doncaster practice.

for the best
points of the two
classes being com-

Plymouth as laps many G.W.R.
supporters hoped, for on account of its dimensions it was necessary

to confine its activities to the London and Bristol main line.

Here it took part not only in passenger working but also in express

s service, loads of 70 wagons being taken as part of the latter

of the engine's sphere of action meant,
design was not to be ex

w Great Beat

uties. ' This res

of course, that multiplication of

for some time, if at all ; and in any case
*• j j

never

I

appeared to be as capable as the remarkable " Stars/'
" Kings " and other four-cylinder 4-6-0's of the p. v ~«„««
era, though this may have been due to lack of opportunity.

The coming of the " Castles " in 3923 set up new standards of

mance, so that the opportunity was taken in the following

The Great Bear" The frames were cut
cylinders and boiler were provided, and the

one-time " Pacific " became a 4-6-0 engine, still bearing the

Year of reconstructin

and welded,

number ill, but Viscoun t eight-

wheeled tender was not retained, but was used by a 4-4-0 loco-

considerable time. Until.
' County of Dublin,

the recent experimental eight-
" Hall " and then to a

M
tender applied iirst to a

Castle/' it remained the only example
of this wheel arrangement on the G.W.R The
conforms closely to the design of the 4,000 gallon 1

the Kings " and many of the ' Castles

For 14 years " The Great Bear " remained the only " Pacific
"

on British metals, and then in 1922 the first two of the famous
Gresley

"

Northern
Pacifies" left the Doncaster works of the then Great

These were named " Great Northern
n >$

" and
Sir Frederick Banbury " and bore the numbers 1470 and 1471

respectively, later becoming Nos. 4470 and 4471
The appearance from Doncaster of a 4-6-2 *'

"

" Prairie " type had been rumoured for some time, and in 1920 the

advent of the first of the " 1000 " class " Moguls " with a 6 ft

of the L.N.E.R
or

4 *

Pacifics,
i>

bined
The well-balanced haulage power of the

in the
fi

and the easy-running and free-steaming characteristic
" Atlantics " are both marked features of the " Pacifies."

Mr. Gresley stated at the time, they were designed for the haulage
of 600-ton expresses, and in September 1922 a load of 617 tons
was taken on a main line test run by No. 1471, the average coal
consumption being 49 lb. per mile, even with this heavy load.
In the time that has passed since then the " Pacifies " have shown
themselves well able to repeat such performances.
The design became an L.N.E.R. standard, and after the initial

batch up to No. 1481 had been turned out, detail modifications
were made, the boiler mountings being cut down and other altera-

tions effected to render the engines suitable for service practically
anywhere on the L.N.E.R. main lines. Several of these " general
service Pacifies," as they were called, were put to work, the North
Eastern and Scottish areas then being added to the " Pacific

"

held of activity.

In 1925 comparative trials on each other's metals were made
between Grcslev " Pacifies " and G.W.R. " Castles," the engines
exchanged being L.N.E.R. No. 4474, now M

Victor Wild" and the
This was the

nre _

by the 4-6-0 " Castle " design. The winding West of England
main line somewhat hampered the Doncaster representative,
with its long wheelbase of 35 ft. 9 in. and high-pitched boiler, in
running at high speed. In this connection the restriction of the

well-known G.W.R, No, 4079 " Pendennis Castle/'
more interesting in that the G.W.R. " Pacific

"

activities of " Tlve Great Bear " to the main line will be
remeni though the wheelbase of this engine was Jess than
that of the L.N.E.R. "Pacific," being 34 ft. 6 in.

These trials were followed by alterations to the valve gear of
.. ^...^ *>

°
some of the

*i

No, 255d
.

and the coal consumption was reduced as a
travels

the first,

r valve
uid high working pressures had for many years
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G.W R. engines to be driven economically on short cut-offs with
full regulator openings, and in a further step toward tins method
of operation No. 4480, " Enterprise," was fitted in 1927 with

engine Thus an excessive length of barrel was avoided in spite

a
new boiler carrying 220 lb. pressure instead of the 1 SO lb. of the

At the same time also the valve gear was
to enable the fullest advantage to be taken of the high-pr

steam. In subsequent engines built with 220 lb. pressure, the

of the great length of the engine, and in this respect the barrel

length of 21 ft. was 2 ft. shorter than that of The Bear,

VX

Super-Pacifies," the cylinder diameter is reduced from 20 in.

to 19 in. as the increased pressure renders the original bore un-

necessary
A point of interest in connection with tl

is

iese Greslev " Pacifies"

e fact that for the non-stop running between King's Cross
and Edinburgh instituted in 1928, special tenders were 'built

for the use of the engines employed, having an internal corridor or

passage along one side, with the"rear end connected to the train by

though longer by the same amount than that of " Great Northern,"

showing how the disposition of the cylinders and wbeelbase affects

the engine as a whole. In view of the large size of the boiler and
of the
Apart

the relatively high pressure, 200 lb., three safety

variety were mounted over the lire-box.Ross pop

• 1

from its size and the possibilities afforded by the wheel arrange-

ment, the engine embodied few features strange to N.E. practice,

and unlike the other " Pacifies " we have mentioned so far, it had
a six-wheeled tender. This vehicle had a capacity of 4,125 gallons

of water and 5£ tons of coal.

Five engines in all were built to this design, some subsequent
to grouping. In the original design the trailing wheels under

a g; wav of the fire-box

e usual type.

Thus the
engine m e n
could
changed
the
These

b e
+

on
run

are eight-
wheeled non-
bogie vehicles,

theas are

* *

ordinarv
"Pacific

ers,

had inside
but
d e

frames and
bearings
now provided,

as the inside

position under
the fire-box

The
In the

upper photograph shows the first " Pacific " locomotive in service on a British main line, the G.W.R. engine " The G
ic lower illustration appears *' City of York," of the " Pacific " design produced by Sir Vincent Raven for the fo

Rear."

tend
they have an
increase il

coal capacity of nine tons against the eight of the original tenders,

The extreme reliability of these engines, even when constantly

Eastern Railway and built at the Darlington works of that company

engaged on heavy work, is a feature of their performance, no less

than apparently effortless development of ower. < >ue of

them worked 55 days of duty continuously, covering a mileage of

28,830, or an average of 524 miles per day ; and during this period

no repairs were carried out. Another of them, No, 2795,
"

Boy, was en for a month on end on the Edinburgh and
London trains, 11,000 miles being covered during that time, of

which 9,400 were on the daily 392.7 mile non-stop trips of
"

n Scotsman
intermediately.

and
The

nee on Sunday trains stopping

Soon after the appearance of the first" Pacifies " from Doncaster,
the North Eastern Railway followed suit in adopting the 4-6-2
wheel arrang
design, and in spite of its size and length he produced a very neat

Sir Vincent Raven was responsible for the

is not so
ucive to

the cool and
efficient
running of the

In
trials

were carried out between the Gresley and the Raven designs

rrmcr i

• —

in which both engines appear to have shown
but for standardisation purposes the Doncaster
for the L.N.E.R. group. All the Raven engines are of course still

was i

but a particularly interesting step was the

of one of them, No. ftJrtJ
* " ^*J * r

re-

2404,

Lienng
City of RLpon" with a boiler and

b ^^^m m ' M bhi^b A h^b Ji ai m ' m nil

fittings similar to those used on the Gresley " Pacifies," together

with the G.N. tvpe of cab, thus blending the two designs to some
The weight of tit*- engine was redu

"
3 tons,

of 200 lb.,

and clean-looking locomotive. Three-cylinder propulsion, which
for long had been a feature of North Eastern practice, was applied,

but unlike the G.N. engine the Darlington product had a separate

set of Stephenson link motion for each piston valve, an arrangement
s used by Sir Vincent Raven, Thus all British

Pacifies " have been multi-cylinder engines, four cylinders being

used in the G.W.R. example, and three in the Gresley and Raven

10 cwt., and as the boiler pressure is now 180 lb. ins

the nominal tractive force is reduced, but the Gresley type boiler

has a greater surface exposed to heating.

The Raven engines all bear names of important cities in the

North Eastern area and are the only N.E. type express engines so

treated, just as the first two Gresley engines, apart from the

pioneer Ivatt " Atlantic," No. 990, " Henry Oakley," were the

only named G.N. engines.
" Pacifies" haveAfter many rumours at different times

' * * the L.M.S.R. The chief features of these

JVf ." As these
on

engines were fully described in the
L.M.S.R.

ust 1933

may
engines incorporate features of Swindon

claim some connection with the pioneer British

they
1 *ac i fic

»•

designs.

N.E. design might
of the former

fairlv well as
C71

i *
Atlauties

a logical
" " in

r

these engines all three cylinders are arranged in line to drive on
the leading coupled axle.

som
This has the effect of shortening the
and lengthening: the wheel-base, the*connecting

Raven design exceeding the other two in this latter respect.

Once again the opportunity was taken to provide a wider grate

than usual, the area of the latter being 41 sq. ft. The smoke-box
was recessed into the boiler barrel, and the fire-box was also

extended forward to form a combustion chamber as in the G.N.

The Great Bear.'* The number and disposition of the

cylinders are the same, but the L.M.S.R. engines have separate sets

of valve motion for each cylinder. Again, the fire-boxes of the

L.M.S.R, " Pacifies " are of the Belpaire flat-topped type, but have
wide grates, and in this respect resemble that of the Swindon engine.

The arrangement at the trailing end of the L.M.S.R. design is quite

new to British practice. It embodies a cradle frame, the trailing

wheels being carried in a Hissel truck. Large six-wheeled tenders
holding 4,000

" Pacifies
'

.<

Lord Nelsons

water and nine tons of coal, are used.

the Southern where the

success, ably aided by the very capable
demands with

King Arthurs."
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that Fast Running
By R. D. Gauld, M.Eng., A.M.Inst.C.E.P
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HE high-speed running that has been a
the most important Great Western trains for man}
years, and

level

ngton, owing to
very slight&

.

its

best in the timing
of the " Cheltenham

other railways that

has been followed

uncertainin no
manner. The Great
Western line from
London, as far as

Hath, is particularly

suited to
m

ning, as it is ee

from sharp curves
and nearly level,

which explains the
lead

line.

what is possible in

high

se t by
The limit of

degree of curvature.

The effect of a
curve in the per-

way is to
add resistance to
the movement of a

train

resistance

partly to the
flanges of the wheels

against

e outer

the curve.

rail of

the outer

Also, as

israil

longer

inner,

than
the

has by

•The Queen of Scots Pullman" express approaching Central Station, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Speed Is

necessarily reduced when negotiating curves and complicated points and crossings, such as those shown in
this photograph. Photo courtesy L.N.E.R.

no means been readied yet > there are many pi

wheels must
on the rail

they have
to go as the

outer wheels. It

various reasons
to

and sections on our railways where, owing to restrictions,

speeds are already as high as they are ever
become.

these

which

becomes necessary, however, to impose a speed restriction

on sharp curves, in the interests of safety, and there are
well-known examples on our main A

some of

others

only temporary, and it will be of

interest to examine a few of them.
n the permanent

strictions first, the erf

gradients must be noted.
<< _.— »

jg a rc ia j-jve one only, but
The term

steep
'

generally

;i

we may
than 1 in

that

would not impose "a speed restriction

unless it was seve miles

The length of the gradient

ness is

motonst can
hill wisurmount a short

much loss of speed by rushing it, so a
locomotive can obtain the same
result. If the gradient is prolonged,

however, the momentum of the rush
is

liasWhen
gradient

Camden bank out of Euston, or the

Cowlairs incline out of Queen Street,

famous one is at Stafford, on the
route of " The Roval Scot" where

curve on the
. The posi-

ere is a long
south side of the
tion is worse at Shrewsbury, as
there are sharp curves at each end
of the station, the one from Crewe
at Nort h be particularly

, as it comes at the end of a long
failing grade from the Crewe direction.

The reason for these curves at

Shrewsbury was obtain
a square crossin

Severn
At

is very
Salisbury there is

curve over which the speed res

is 30 m.p.h.

was com
years ago a train

derailed ere. It i>

estimated that this train was travel-
ling at 70 m.p.h., but why the curve
should have been taken at this speed
was never discovered,

** M
en-

ow, its speed is necessan
In the reverse direction, as the train is approaching

a terminus, the speed is again bound to be reduced to

avoid the risk of not stopping in time. Of all the main
line termini in

Temporary speed restrictions arc indicated by the board
shown here. The letter " C," which is illuminated at
nit*hl, indicates the commencement of the section affected.

counters many speed restrictions due
to curvature, the most

•

tham,
ng at Peterborough

York, Durham, Newcastle,
Alnmouth and Berwick.

u in is proba

there

of junctions to be
On the Kentish

is a very
York and at

arrangement
addition to the curves.

Southern Railway there
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are

Faversham and
curve speed restrictions at Tonbridge,

Rochester, which
they come

arc particular 1

would be

The Great Western Railway
due to curves at West-
bury and Frome, and so
important were these

considered to be in their

effect on
that the company

In the Railway Clearing House Book of Rules adopted
by all British companies, with slight amendments to

own conditions.

restrictions

governing duties of

No. 127
driver.

states that the driver must regulate the running of his
T"

engine

train timings

large sums of

money in building " cut-

off M lines in order to

avoid the curves.

Wycombe the
Birmingham
expresses

two-hour
etostea

to a moderate

curves

Rickmansworth the
L.N.E.R, Leicester to
London trains that use

ensure,

practicable,

unctual working, care

as

ei ng taken to avoid
excessive

tion 14 states

running
through junctions to or

from lines diverging

from the straight road,

re e

ensure a s

for the

passage
whole train

through

P crossings.

By Section 15 he must
in all

the
ances observe

restrictions

A warning board indicating the speed to be observed. This shows a green and a white tight at

night, and the figure also is illuminated.

shown in the Appendices

the Metropolitan joint

lines have to slow down to 30 m.p.h,, a severe restriction.

well-known speed restrictions due to curves

Rowsley on

and N

are at Harboro', Ambergate
St, Pancras to Manchester route

Chester

L.N.E.R.
The

locomotive
curve of a

line

Trowse
and

Liver Street to

Dinting on the

Manchester line,

would cause a

Appendix to Working Time there is

all the permanent restrictions on the

The Notices are issued weekly or ni htly,

and show, among many other things, any temporary speed
restrictions, such as are required for engineering works

Passing places

at

on single line ways require to be

one

on a

can be cal-

culated, but actually it would not be
safe to get anywhere near this speed
As a rough may be
that on a curve with a radius of

1,300 ft., 50 m.p.h. would be about
the maximum speed.

Many
restriction

require a speed
enforced, 40 m.p.h.

being the limit on the Forth Bridge,
for instance. This restriction is

enforced because the results

of a derailment on the bridge would
so very serious if it occurred at

high speed. The L.N.E.R., especia

in East Anglia, e many
bridges over which speed is restricted,

as it is difficult to keep such bridges
as rigid as

When a train is

to another
one

means of facing

points at a junction, a speed restric-

tion is practically always imposed on
the line that curves away, or on both,

straight

passing

one

is prac-

Ireland many
are so arranged that

and can be
by trains in either direction. Unless

mechanical devices are provided to

exchange
the

staffs or tablets given

the sign? on
single lines, hand exchanging
not be done at

20 m.p.h.

a hig than

of our railways run through
mining areas where a particular form

trouble known as

liable to occur. This subsidence

. iron

is

below
often a great hindrance to the railway.

As soon as a subsidence becomes
restriction

reen

Tamworth on the main
line of the L.M.S.R. has been on for

as to be almost permanent,

line is gradually lifted on ashes,

both routes are curved. This

This board indicates the termination of the restriction

The letter T " is illuminated at night.
place.

but further subsidence is con
Another bad area is

near Chesterfield on the main line of

avoids excessive on
ensures a sm

and crossings,

through the junction.

tin* former Midland

considerations

radius curve from through
to

the

Engineering operations on the line very often inv

speed restriction, and any disturbance of the
* - < > i i tin

junction. There are many hundreds of

on our railways. where are

places

lines

torunning in the same direction, and it

cross a train from, say, the fast to the slow, the passage
through the crossover must be at a greatly restricted

speed, certainly not exceeding about 30 m.p.h.

permanent way makes such restriction essential. When
the line is relaid, it is generally about a fortnight before

the new line is sufficiently settled to allow high speeds.

The extent of the restriction is usually mar
board with a large

a
€€ C " at the commencing end,

and one with a large letter
<t T tf

o

The actual speed allowed, say,

at the termination.
{Continued on page fit!)
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L.M.S.R. Six-Wheeled Passenger Brake
Vans

Some six-wheeled passenger *e vans
-

are running on the L.M.S.R. have
been constructed at their Wolverton
Works to the requirements of Mr. W. A.

run 50 (000 miles, went into Crewe works
for overhaul.
Work has gone forward at Crewe on the

new series of 40 2-6-0 " Moguls," and
the second batch of 10, numbered 13255

L.N.E.R, Big Programme

Stanier, the nical Engineer.
th trial

These vehicles are 31 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in.

wide, and 8 ft. 4 in. high
frame of each is constructed

under-
of

steel, and is fitted with shock-absorbing
buffers and steel

disc wheels. The

to 13264, are just about completed. During
the new engines are

but when they are

service, 10 are to be

running
at Crewe,located

ready for

sent to Scotland to work on the Highland
main line between Perth and Inverness.

will replace the earlier " Moguls "

is

constructed
hard wood fram-

of the L.N.E.R.

construction of 1 00
various types for use

in all parts of the system. Nine more of

the splendidly-efficient high-pressure 4-6-2
Pacific " express engines are to be built

and, as mentioned in last month's "M.M. t

five of a new type of locomotive, having the
2 *' Mikado;" wheel arrangement,

for the express services between Edinburgh
and Aberdeen. Of

passenger
five 4~6-n

f>

ing members
having holes
bored at intervals

I,. _

to allow of free

circulation of air

in the sides. The
outside panels are
of steel, with the
windows practi-

cally flush with
the outer surface

itate

s li e e t s t e e l

ions, or

guard s lookouts,
are situated on
each side of the
vehicle, and are
provided with
standard electric

side

The sides of each
r '

van are strength-

locomotives of the
Sandringham "

class are to be

*4

built for

engines
" Shire

"

East
services
4-4-0

of the
class for

the North
Eastern area. Ten

.-

more
ft

2 6
** mixed -

traffic locomotives
are

for work
North Eastern
area. Of freight

classes, there will

be 12 of the

>ve. One Of the six-wheeled passenger brake vans of modern construction running on the L.M.S.R. These are similar in style

and finish to the latest passenger vehicles, and can readily be connected to them by means of the gangways provided,
which are of improved design and construction. Photograph by courtesy of the L.M.S.R.

standard 0-6-0s
and eight
the latter for the
East Anglian area

;

while

continuous steel bands on the
extreme lower

winve the
with sheet
gutters for drainin

at the waist, and
The roof is covered

WI side

Gangwayspurposes,
axe provided at each end of the vehicle,

and the vans can therefore be connected
up to all

stock.

The

.1 iled passenger

are fire-proof, and are pro-

vided with drain holes for washing out.

The electric light equipment is arranged
L.M.S.R, " Wolv—— »on

Automatic brake apparatus is

there is a guard's hand brake in addition.

em.
and

The heating of the van
by means of vertical

arranged for

heaters of
inghouse type

L.M.S.R. News

The second of the new L.M.S.R. "Pacific"
locomotives—No. 6201—has been given
the name "Princess Elizabeth.*' Before

" Pacific
"

The Princess RoveU" having

that have been working in that section.

Two more L.N.W.R. 4-6-0 locomotives

engines, 16
2-6-2s are to be

of the
ft Prince *, Wales »§

class have
been withdrawn. They are No. 565
it j<i Jt i SkT_ . e/+t*t\ * -v* _ _ ** T*t

»

Onyxr and No. 5688, " Tara." The
latter was provided with similar valve gear
to that of No. 5632, mentioned last month.

nime for

one and
The L.M.S.R. building

the new is an
new con-as a special addition

struction in its own works, the Company
has placed orders with outside firms for

100 locomotives and tenders. Of these,

50 will be 4-6-0 superheated three-cylinder
passenger engines—to be built by the
North British Locomotive Co. Ltd., of

W

Glasgow—and 50 will be 4-6-0
heated

super-
mixed-traffic engines

to be built by the Vulcan Foundry Ltd.,

of Newton -le-WUlows, Lancashire. It

is understood that

the end of November, the first

No.

the popular
*'

former will be
e,

*»

while the latter will be new
somewhat similar to the
of the G.W.R.

of a
" Hall

"
sign,

class

built for service in the North of England
and Scotland. In addition,
N.E.R. 4-4-4

assist the
the Durham

10 more
engines are to be

type tanks to

mineral traffic in

The L.N.E.R. programme also provides
uding sleeping

and
for 62 new carriages,

cars, restaurant cars, buffet

two further trains fitted with
bucket type seats. For freight services,

no less than 5.579 vehicles, of many

also renew
of line during

A contract has been placed
erection of an electrical coaling plant for

locomotives at Bost< m. When the
wereL.N. E. R. was formed in

only two mechanical coaling plants on the
em
in

; to-day there are 33 electrical

plants in operation or under
construction, and locomotives can now be
coaled in three minutes instead of the half

hour required by the old method.
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ii Queen of Scots " Record Run

By the favour of that L.N.E.R.
enthusiast Mr, R. A. II, Weight, we are

able to give particulars of a very notable

run made by the L.N.E.R. all-Pullman

train, the " Quern of Scots," on 16th
November last,

Return of the Scot '

'

The #1 Rov >'
engine

and train, of the L.M.S.R., arrived safely

back in on 5th December
after their remarkably successful tour

in Uni States and The

The New Year and British

The year 1934 promises to be one of

marked progress on the railways of Great
Britain. The programmes of development
announced by the

pleasing indication

when the distance
of 185.8 miles
from Leeds
(Central) to
London (King's
Cross) was
cov in

min
.

,

stop,

less

or 18

175
to

min.
the

exacting
schedule time !

Owing to
in the
was 18

delays
north,
min.
booked time
when the train
left Leeds for
London. The
Load behind the

er was
tons tare or

•

anies afford a

better trade
conditions
already prevailing

throughout the
country and are

planned to pro-
mote the further
revival of indus-
try and to
its growing re-

quirements. The
details given in

several of the ac-

companyin g para-
graphs show that
a large number of

new locomotives
is to be built and
that many vehicles

of various types
for both

and freight

services are to be
the

t

to

including
passengers and
luggage, little short of
engine was No. 3284, a G.N.R
built at Doncaster in 1904,

The '* Southern Belle '* with one of the famous Brighton "Baltic " tank locomotives. This
'by engines of this type until the electrification of the S,R. route to Brighton, completed

was ntly hauled
Companies

a year ago e

300 tons. The
" Atlantic

"

In the
early stages, until Wakefield and Doncaster
had been passed, it was impossible to

of time. Once
cleared, however,

do much

No. 3284 went like the wind,
there to London an average

from

tour concluded at Montreal on the 11th
the train steamedof November,

into Windsor Station two min. ahead of
time on its hist schedule over Canadian

Throughout its long journeying
under very varying conditions the engine
No.
its

6100, Royat Scot, performed
excellently and won the heartiest

speed of 67.3 m.p.h.

development
schemes are to be put in hand and consider-

able improvements carried out in the
renewal of stations, bridges and the
permanent way. Much has been done in

recent years in the acceleration of services,

but it is expected that this year will witness

yet further quickenmgs and additional
• facilities that will attract an increasing

volume of traffic to the
?as

sustained, the 156 miles from
passing Doncaster to stopping
at King's Cross being covered
in 139 min., in spite of a
severe service slack through
Peterborough and slight signal
checks at Newark and between
Hitchin and Hatfield, where
several "distants" in the
position were encountered.
For the 106.7 miles from

"on"

Retford to Hitchin the average
was no less than 70.3. Down
the favourable racing
of bank the maximum
attained exceeded 90 m.p.h.
ho it was that the enterprising

skilful

their

enginemen and
speedy 29

t«

u

year-old

the

w

r

Atlantic

Queen of Scots " into King's
Cross exactly on time, not-

anding the late departure
of 18 min, from Leeds. A
time of 2 hrs. 55 min.
journey from Leeds to London
is, as Mr. Weight points out, a record.

Electric Extensions on the " Southern f *

Although the Southern Railway already
has the largest suburban electrified system
in the world, it has decided to extend its

electrified lines still further and to

New Construction on the

Swindon

G.W.R.

works are still

building small 0-6-0
engines in considerable num-
bers. A batch of 10 condensing
engines, with tanks of increased

capacity, was com
These engines,

which are numbered 9701-10,
are being put to

'

in the
London district. Of the ordin-

ary non-condensing 0-6-0 tank
engines, Nos. 8750 to 8764 have
been turned out recently, and a
further 10—Nos. 8765 to 8774
will be ready for traffic early in

. This series will

to No. 8799 and
remainder are

the new y
inue up

some of the
already in course of con-
struction.

A stopping train approaching Mosstey Hill, Liverpool, on the L.M.S.R. The locomotive it
one of the * Experiment " class of the former L.N.W.R,, as now lilted with a Belpalre

fire-box. and with the cab roof modified to suit the Midland Section loading gauge.

to Sevenoaks on the main
carry

Hne to
Tonbridge and Dover, By this, 23 miles will
be added to the Southern electric system at
a cost of over ^500,000. In addition,

on the success of the Brighton
electrification, the lines from Brighton and
Wyvelsfield to Seaford, Eastbourne, Bexhill
and Hastings are to be electrified. This
will add another 60 route miles to the
" Southern Electric " and cost £1,750,000.

from
railroad officials.

really strenuous

encan
On

and
occasion, some

of
I

it, but it showed itself equal to every
demand and, without assistance,

its train over summits of 6,100 ft. in
Colorado and 5,600 ft. in the
Rockies above sea-level. The

1

1

Scot

mott ve,

two-cyUnder 4-6-0
express locomotive No. 2975 is

now named " Lord Palmer " in

place of ** Sir Ernest Palmer *'

Engine No. 2974,
t 4 Lord

ymore,
withdrawn

of the same
for pping.

10 4-6-0

has always been a popular loco-
it will be much more so

now that it has won such laurels overseas
a total distance 12,000

In addition to the iu 4-o-u express
locomotives of the " Castle " class that are

now in hand at Swindon, 10 more 4-6-0
engines of the " Hall " class are to be built

during the present year. The programme
also includes the building of 70 tank engines

in covering
miles on Canadian and United States

and 2 types.

metals. It is assured of an enthusiastic
welcome when it returns to active service

its necessary examination and
overhaul at Crewe,

stock is to be increased by
for long-distance

services, 50 coaches for local and suburban
services, and 10 trailers for branch line work.
Nearly 2,000 new freight wagons are to be
built, 850 of which will be vacuum-fitted for

use on express freight services.
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Herem review books of interest and of use to readers

of the **M,M" We can supply copies of these books
to readers who cannot obtain them through the usual
cha mitts. Order from Book Dept^ Meccano Limited ,

Binns Road
9

Liverpool 13, adding
If- for postage to the price. Postages
on different books vaty

t
but any

balance remaining wilt be refunded.

dew are exceedingly vague and generally
, The heat-absorbing properties of

the atmosphere are greatly increased by the

.

.

Here the author has a surprise
for us. Poets often written of the

< i

!»

The Book of Air and
Water Wonders

By Ellison Hawks
(Harrap. 7/6 net)

readers of the
"MM." will be familiar
with the Editor's " Booh of
Natural Wonders" which
deals with the marvels and
mysteries of

around us.

the world
This book

includes an account of the
part played by water as one
of Nature's destroyers,

of its work of denudation in

the form of rain, frost,

glaciers, rivers, and the sea.
1
' The Booh ofA ir and Water
Wonders " is a

me, and it takes us into

new and fascinating realms
of the world of air and water.

dewdrop glistening in the cup of a flower as
" an emblem of purity, but
actually it contains a large

• amount of impurities. It is

in fact less pure than rain.

for it

pally
stratum

cone

The
* *

falls
>t

is quite wrong J it

a condensation.
fogs are familiar

is sun
Mists

to everyone, and although
light mists are not very

a dense fog
exceedin gly

unpleasant; but is a source of

serious danger on both land
We

how

Hie commences with

to the

a chapter on the composition
of the atmosphere,
surprising information in
amount of impurity it contains, largely as
the result of pollution in industrial areas.

er con
the problem of the extent of

A ouiiui^ view oi tiie ik>rner Glacier above Zermatt, Switzerland. (From ** The book ot Mr
and Water Wonders " reviewed on this page.)

contains some I presence of water vapour. Indeed, if this i

vapour were absent, the Sun's rays would
pass through the atmosphere without
warming it to any appreciable extent. In

are shown
fog is caused,
under certain

conditions, it may persist for

comparatively long periods.

The smoke of an industrial

city would cause a dense fog
at any time if the air remain-
ed really still for three hours.

As for the " pea soup " fog,

its filthy nature is not surprising when one
learns that the amount of dirt in the

atmosphere of on weighs 390 tons over

the atmosphere. It JS

probable that we shall never
t the point at which the

atmosphere ceases and space
commences, but
there must be a limit beyond
which no air exists. The

obtained by
expeditions as those of the
Belgian Professor Piccard,
and more recently by Ameri-
can and Russian aeronauts.

of great
terest, but

in

really add much to our
knowledge of e higher
atmosphere. We know that
air is present up to a height
of 200 miles, but
that it probably
rarefied to be measured
by our most sensitive in-

me

each square mile 1 It is interesting to know
that some success has been
achieved in the dispersal of

fog by means of very fine

sand

,

scattered

an aeroplane.

electrified,

above by

Clouds and rain are dealt
with in detail, and many
interesting facts are given in

regard to the greatly varying
amounts of rainfall in differ-

ent parts of the world. The
of climate

are discussed, and then a
section on wind and other
storms leads us on to snow
and ice. Here author
reveals to us the
beauty of the snow-flake and
the awe-inspiring grandeur
of glaciers and icebergs.

The final chapters of the
book are devoted to water in

the form of springs, streams
even supposing

at a balloon could carry
The Bore on the River Trent at Gainsborough. (See above,)

and rivers. The world s

them to such a
A

eight.

n interesting chapter on the pressure
temperature of the atmosphere follows,

we come to one of the
notable sections of the book, that devoted
to dew, mist and fo It is a curious fact
that the ideas of most people in regard to

addition the water vapour acts as a
that prevents the escape of the heat radiated
by the earth. Dew is one of the results of

condensation of water vapour in the
atmosphere, and differs only from other
forms of condensation, such as rain, snow
and hail, in being formed on the surface of

greatest waterfalls are passed
in review and, fittingly, a separate chapter
is devoted to the Niagara Falls which,

ugh other falls may surpass them in

particular features, have a unique majesty
of their own that impresses all who see them.
The book concludes with a chapter on the
great lakes of the world, and explains
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how they were formed and what gives
their individual and characteristic

features.

The illustrations play a
in the scheme of this

subjects illustrated in
the thirty photographic

plates have
excellently

to add interest

text, and in

culminated in

and in a network of wave m
wireless stations throughout the world,

to commercial stations

waves. Each of these develop-

on
a
Conquering the Air," by Archibald

Williams (Thos. Nelson and Sons Ltd
3/6 net).

* j

n

there arc many
drawings scattered ab< >\it

and there at just
the places where they are
needed. An excellent
index adds to the value
of a fascinating and
rem
(Rev.) J. Henry Martin.

'

' Wireless over 30 Years i»

By R. N.
(Routledge.

Vyvyan
8/6 net)

that wireless

telegraphyand telephony
are used every day for

world-wide communica-

has become one of the
commonplaces of life, it

is easy to forget that
there are still at work
engineers and
who have been in close

appeared in 1926.

has now been extensively
revised and more than

Tli ishalf rewri tten

»

interesting and li-

efillustrated history

aviation begins with the
Montgolfier brothers
and the first fire balloons,
and leads up to modern

such as
floating airports and the
Cierva

'

" A utogiro. M

In " Twenty Six Flying
(R.T.S., 3/6) G,

Gibbard
divided the history of
aviation into 26 chap-

with
the balloon, passes

pioneers
the aero ne

airships. An in-

fection deals

making of

maps from aerial photo-
graphs, and with the
special work of aircraft

in Canada, the United
States and other coun-
tries The book is illus-

touch with wireless de-
velopment from its early

Marconi and his staff outside the GJace Bay StaUon.

s. The author of this book is one of

these. He joined the technical staff of

the Marconi Company early in 1900, when
ess communication wasthe range of

limited to a few miles, and helped to build

the wireless stations in England, Canada
and the United States,

between which the first

trans-Atlantic messages
were sent. Shortly after the
War he became Engineer-in -

Com-

The icicles are suspended from an aerial
(From * Wireless over 30 Years " reviewed on this page,)

in turn, and described

»

ments is

in a concise

up
but authoritative manner.

frontispiece.

trated with four photo-
graphs and a coloured

is no index.

with the ofSpecial chapters
wireless in war on land, at sea and in the
air. Much of the information given in these

ers will be new to the general reader,

f i The Diary M

The
(Charles Lett's, 1/-)

issue maintains the
of this firm's ucts, and

Chief of the
pany, and because of his

association with the great

inventor and his work he is

fitted to tell the

full story of wireless.

The book begins with a
review of the work of Hertz,

Lodge, Marconi and
pioneers before 1900, and it

is interesting to note that in

this connection Mr. Vyvyan
i indebtednessexpresses

to
"

hi

Wireless,"

by the Editor of the "M.Mr
Then follow full and authori-
tative accounts of the de-
veiopment of trans-Atlantic

telegraphy, from the build-

ing Of the famous station at
Pold 1 1

U

in Cornwall to
Marconi's triumph in 1901,

when for the first time the
Atlantic Ocean was bridged

contains all the old features

that have made this diary
so popular. There are
useful notes regarding a
variety of careers, and
lists of university and school

records. The
carry interesting illus-

trated nature notes.

C« Sands, Clays and
»*Minerals

. L. Curtis.

We have received a copy
of the fourth issue of this

interesting journal, which
is

A.
tc by

Curtis, of Chatteris,

for the benefit of those who

Monsoon Clouds coming up the valley at the Mall, Darjeeling. (From «* The Book of Air and
Water Wonders * reviewed on the opposite page.)

B_ '

This
Mr. Vyvyan's story is completed by an
interesting review of the famous stations
afterwards erected at Clifden,

and Caernarvon on this

the Atlantic, and Glace Bay and Cape Cod
of the nowon the other. The

famous long wave station at Caernarvon is

full, for this station was always
up to date whenever possible,

and thus its history illustrates the wonder-

who will also be absorbed in Mr, Vyvyan 's

account of the wonderful record of wireless
as a means of saving life at
The book is completed by a chapter on

wireless as a career, and a section dealing
with the direction in which wireless may be

as a result of the unceasin

- - *
-

are interested in the produc
tion and use of economic
minerals of all kinds. In
addition to technical articles

on such matters as the rapid

valuation of coal, and the
analysis of sands employed
in glass making or moulding
opera tions,

includes articles that will
m

appeal to most "M.M itmake a
readers, especially those interested in

work that is now ng carri

engineers and scientists.

Vyvyan tells his story without the

ful progress in wir since its

erection

.

The developments described by the

use of technicalities, and the result is a work
that is both interesting and authentic,
book is well illustrated by means of plates
and diagrams, but lacks an index.

chemistry. These articles deal with cobalt
and its uses, the origin of gypsum and its

application in industry, and the recovery
of platinum and iridium from the worn-out
tips of sparking plugs or fountain pen nibs

ier sources of scrap metal
i

A particularly interesting article describes
the formation of peat, and how this product
is extracted from the bogs of Ireland

;

which occupy no less than one-seventh of

area of that country. All the
articles are well illustrated.
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electric trams and trains, every
of electricity.

this knowledge is by means of experiments, and the Elektron Outfits

specially for this purpose
These Outfits contain all the materials for carrying out a splendid

series of fascinating experiments, commencing with Magnetism and
ng on through Frictional Electricity to Current Electricity,

addition many interesting mechanisms can be constructed, including

a Reading Lamp, an Electric Bell, a Telegraph, a Shocking Coil that

gives real shocks, and Electric Motors.

No. ELEKTRON OUTFIT
Magnetism and Static Electricity

The No. 1 Outfit contains two powerful Bar Magnets and a reliable

Magnetic Compass, together with everything necessary for the carrying

out of a series of fascinating magnetic experiments. In addition there

are materials for experiments in frictional or static electricity, and for

the construction of an Electric Compass and two forms of Electroscope.

Price 8/6

No. ELEKTRON OUTFIT
Magnetism, Static and Current Electricity

The No. 2 Elektron Outfit contains all that is

No, 1 Elektron Outfit, with additional parts that e
series of experiments in current electricity to be performed. Among

uded in the

a splendid

construction of Electro-Magnets that can be used real

parts are a Horseshoe Magnet, and Coiis and Yokes for the

in building a

Electric Bell, and a Buzzer for use in an electric telegraph system.

A specially-wound coil and other necessary parts are supplied forparts

No. Elektron Outfit Price 8'6 assembling into a splendid Shocking Coil that will give hours of fun

and excitement. Price 25/-

No. 1A ELEKTRON ACCESSORY OUTFIT
Accessory Outfit is also available that converts

Elektron Outfit into a No. 2.
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VERY
to

;pect of its type, is desig
a certain maximum power When

a new engine is com it is tested eitl

the shop where it has been constructed or in a

or

ee if it is capabl up to

Ordinarily the

trength or ability, but

as a test hou

in a weighing device

or a steelvard, in

g of either a spring balance

1 loose

we ights Tli us the forces resisting rotation of the

shaft

weighing
are

s power
is to to

to engines it is us

ing
The range ol

rat of doinsr workb Tl s in-

dicated horse power or LH.P a steam or internal

ustion

sents

performed
A propoi

accom

engine

"Ffoude" patent
draulic Dynamometer
testing high speed inter-

nal combustion engines
up to 2,000 b.ta.p. Photo-
graph reproduced by
courtesy of Hecnan and
Froude Ltd., Worcester.

caused to react upon
ensur

power an speed
this

or

abs(

engi

and
the

w

bed

ane can
form
w o r

dkhtly

as

One
this

dynamometer is very
the load

altered at

will during opera-

tions,

small

infinitely

s

tween maximum and
minimum, without

changing any part

of the dynamometer.
The is also

for continu-

ous non-stop run-

ning at

outside

load.
" hy-

draulic dvnamo-
Froude

meters are used

than the LH.P
This net figure is known

the

car

engines,

B.H.P.,

is measu
of an
a Dynamometer.

means torpedo motors, steam or

Diesel,

oil or gas engines,

er turbines,

husre

electric motors.

testing

Diesel

ofrpe oi measuring
tus is the " Frou J "

Hydraulic
a a

rotor

are of slightly

trated above,

different design

engines, such as

and
a
Froude ' dynamometers

iilus-

this

which consists essen

and running in a casing. The shaft is carried by bear-

e and capable of measuring 15,000 b.h.p

now in use

ngs fixed

anti-friction

which is free to swivel upon
that it. When an

engine is to be tested it is directly coupled to the main

shaft transmitting the power to the

inside the casing. Water is then circulated through

Rolls-Royce engines of the Vickers-Supermarine

seaplanes that won the last Schneider Trophy, and also

in

cast

at the same
by destruction of

the hydraulic resistance and
r

carry away the heat

rer.

In each face of the rotor are pockets or cups of semi-

cross-section, from one another by
means

arranged
The internal

a corres

the dynamometer

o

Miss England III M in the successful

1932 on the world water-speed record, were
dynamometer. At the

r end of the scale, these dynamometers are
tested on a high-power

umv
the

power

employed in testing motor
" class of which develop only a
a

employed as hydraulic brakes,

engines,

horse

also

and descent

and owin
which

electric winders and

form
governing the spe

haulage ears

through holes in the

vanes. Jne rotation of the rotor discharges this water

into the pockets formed in the casing, and a vortex

circulated

casing

sensitive

nature of the resistance

particularly sweet and
control.

ac t ion

•

water er constan
is

ne

Among the advantages of the " Froude " dynamometer
hydraulic, is practically

with the speed.
its

lie at starting but rises

space formed by rotor

resistance by the water to

e rotor reacts upon the casing, which tends

to turn on its anti-friction supports. This tendency

is counteracted by means of a lever arm that terminates

The inertia of the rotor is very slight, and the apparatus

exerts a pure torque resistance and imposes no load on the

engine bearings. It places at the disposal of engineers

a of accurately measuring the

developed by their prime movers
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A POKER HAMMERING
ROBABLY the most

the itself.

interesting of magnets is

It is certainly the most
mysterious, for as yet no completely satisfactory

explanation of its magnetism has been given, although

on these is very interesting An iron or steel

poker is held with its point towards the north magnetic

this may have some connection with the immense
mass of iron and nickel believed to constitute its centre.

•

Whatever the cause of its magnetism, the Earth has
two poles exactly like an ordinary magnet.

the far north of Canada
Antarctic

of these

the
movements of the compass needle,

magnet suspended so that it is free to swing
due to the attractions of the Earth's magnetic
poles

testing

magnetic.

A
itself

compass wherever it taken,

along the lines of force due
Earth's magnetism,
of this

the result of trials

over

of the Earth's a map
magnetic field. Thus the compass
needle plays on a large scale the
part of the iron filings in the
fascinatin

ments described

or
5 map expen-

Elektron
Manual. Magnetic maps obtained
with its aid are published for the

guidance of mariners, for the

magnetic north is not true north,

and for navigation purposes it is

to know how these

needles are not the
things affected by e

Earth's magnetic field, for every
piece of iron or steel comes under
its influence. As explained in

the No. 1 Elektron Manual, it is wg-i.

and the other end towards the south magnetic
This position is readily attained by simply
the poker parallel to the line along which the

Elektron Compass Needle sets itself. With the poker
thus pointing in the direction of the Earth's lines of

the Compass,
violent blows

the

magnetic force, as revealed

given two or

with a hammer. This iars er

tiny magnets within it an opportunity to turn,

it is then found to be feebly

It is interesting to note that pieces of iron and
steel laid north and south and subject to vibration

have been known to slowly acquire magnetic
powers. For instance, railway tracks

running parallel to the
taken up by a compass needle
eventually become feebly mag-
netic, the blows thev receive

when the wheels
ends being equiv
hammer blows in the experiment
with a poker.

The
more
end pointing north is dipped at

an angle of nearly 70 degrees,

as shown in Fig. 2. The reason

for this is that the Earth's poles

into a
magnet if the

are not on the surface, but
that a

that

p of

poles pointing in

is com
AuoaUng battery, tue cunen. from which flows through a coll

of wire mounted above it.

e their northlar magnets^
same direction, and thus act with

each other. In an ordinary piece of iron or steel the

below it, with the

compass needle swinging
would not remain
but would dip down at one end.

Often the tendency to dip in this

manner can be

: and a
an

on a

small

are

magnets are not arrang in regular order, but

their

in various directions, with the result that

neutralise each other. These
are influenced by the Earth's

to pull them round so

i 1 1 agn et i c

their

magnets
field , whic

h

s all

compass
horizontal axis and placed

and south line shows it

magnet pointing downward
in the northern hemisphere, the south end dipping if the
trial is made in the southern hemisphere. The angle of

dip is of course greatest above the Earth's magnetic poles,

magnetic north
north end of the

experiment is tried

for the needle will point vertically downward.
nor

I
but the

to overcome the resi

force exerted i

offered to

In order to magnetise our poker as strongly as possible

movement.
A proportion of the molecular in a piece of

by simply hammering it, it is first thrown violently on
the ground in order to destroy any magnetism remaining

iron or steel can be set free to turn round if the mass
is jarred by striking it violently, and an experiment

om the previous experiment. The effectiveness of

this rough treatment is tested by means of the Compass
and of the Needle is attracted

—
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by one end of the poker, it can be assumed that this is no
In Great Britain the angle of

nearly 67 degrees, and the poker therefore is held

longer magnetic. is

in the magnetic north and south line with its

point towards the north and dipping at about
this angle, as shown in 2. Two or three

blows on the opposite end of the
then convert it into a feeble

magnet.
A poker magnetised in this manner picks

up pins and other light iron or steel objects,

but it is much more satisfactory to test its

magnetism by means of repulsion,

objects employed may themsel
magnets, and then would be attracted

When the current passes through the Coil, this swings
round slowly, and comes to rest with its ends pointing in

the same directions as the poles of a compass needle.
It takes up a position on the north and south line

more readily when a Magnet Core is placed inside it,

for this concentrates the magnetic lines of force, and
however it is disturbed after it has down it

: a piece of iron,

own condition Each
the magnetised

near
therefore

north
end of the Compass Needle.

The end struck by the
hammer attracts the north

the needle, and
is a south

end,

downward wh i1e

mag-

The
dipped
the poker was being

netised, causes the

e of the Compass Needle
to swing away from it, and
therefore is itself a north

pole. This is exactly what

will always swing round so as to return to this

position.

The Coil can be moved without actually touching it.

For this purpose the pole of a Bar Magnet is brought
near one end, and the direction in which it then

moves depends on the nature of the poles
In Fig. 3, the north pole of the

Magnet held in the hand is held
near the south pole of the

Coil The two
attract each other,

and the is pulled out
of its normal position to
settle down with its

as near as possible to
north

Bar Magnet.
pole of the

An even more interesting
way of showing how a coil-

of through which a
current is flowing can act
like a magnet, and even
form a compass, is illus-

1. The coil

would be expected, for the

pull of the Earth's north magnetic pole attracts the

tiii, £. {VidglieiUlug <t |nsn.ci uy mxu4ui« r 1u
Of

in Fig.

wire in this case is
b_*

i

north poles of the tiny molecular magnets in the
and when the hammer blow is struck, causes some
of them

ill

connection

e made

3 ft. length of the No. 35
is

uge
by winding a
Wire provided

rn so

Interesting

between
suspen

illustrating

magnetism can

in the Elektron Outfit round a tube or rod about 1 J in.

diameter. The coil thus formed has eight
turns. Its ends are attached to short

wire through which a current

sing,

this equivalent

can
and

distinguished

effect when sus

north

turn freely,

magnet. two
south

forms electro
Plates

compass
One of the two

can readily

this manner,

included in

suspended
si 1own

Elektron

means
over

Thread

Base.

Circular

Silk Thread
through

holes close to each other

covering

winding,

round
Coil itself, and
adj usted that this swings
horizontallv. order

to enable the current to

rough

lengths of thicker wire that pass throu_
cork and are connected to the

Zinc and Copper Plates, Elektron
Nos. 1526 and 1527, respectively. The

attached to the
means of Terminals an

wires are

Bolts passing through the holes

cork

device

supports both
the two Plates,

capable
surface

basin or other suitable vessel.

For purpose of ex
penment dilute sulphuric acid

, The acid need not be
strong, and j

be
prepared by diluting

e strength employed in

accumulators with its own
volume of water. care
must be taken to
spilling this

Coil, very fine wires

of its

Ftg. i. A jutyciiiicU Maguci Coii *ci* nacii iiurtu AlM soum wnen current Hows through its
windings, and the approach of a Bar Magnet causes it to swing round as if it were a

compass needleconnect the

windings to the terminals of the Elektron Bichromate
Cell, and these wires are looped, as shown in the illustra-

tion, in order to prevent them from checking the swing
of the Coil. For the same reason, wire as fine as is

available should be used for this connection.

being

a floatin

a floating

free to turn in any
direction, this device consti-

battery, for a current flows through the
e to the Zinc Plate,coil of wire joining the

the circuit being completed* across the dilute sulphuric
acid in which the Plates are
becomes equivalent to a

immersed.
magnet, and

coil then
[Continued on page tftf,
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ELECTRICITY IN THE HOME.
HPHE present era is often described as the Electrical Age, and
L there is justification

already make of

this title in the extensive use we
and in our increasing reliance

upon it for both light and power. It is only within comparatively
recent times that electricity has been introduced on a large scale
into our homes, however, and to many people the all-electric

house is still a novelty. Electricity can now be used for so many
domestic
to

pu rposes , rang ing from
mug,

light in

nng.
amusement and entertainment

1
.

worth while to consider how tins

power has become
everyday affairs.

servant

In home life we are most fami I

with electricity as a source of

. Although it is little

more than 40 years since
first crude electric lamps were
produced j we have all learned
to appreciate their conveni-
ence and cleanliness,

ease with which they

spaces, and were valuable sources ol illumination in lighthouses

and in other special circumstances. They were not suitable for

use in the home, however, and the problem of domestic lighting

had to be solved on completely different lines.

It was early discovered that passing an electric current through
fine platinum wires causes these to glow, so much heat
generated by the resistance offered to the current that the metal

Interesting experiments of this kind
were regularly demonstrated by scientists

about the middle of last

was
apprentice in Newcastle, whose imagina-

tion was so fired by the experience
that he commenced experiments that

becomes white

suitable

positkm

yearcon
the wiring
houses for electric light, and
new houses are fitted for its

use almost as a matter
course, provided
satisfactory connection with
the mains can be made.
The story of elecfri

iting goes back
beyond the beginning of the
present century,
possibility of using
tricity for lighting purposes
was appreciated as long ago
as 1801 by Sir

Davy The only source of

electric current then avail

able was the voltaic

invented shortly before by
the Italian scientist

Alessandro
•

discovered that if two rods

of carbon, one connected
to each terminal of a large

battery of cells of this type,
brought into

ion

use in anv
youth was

Joseph Wilson Swan. He had
experi-

of an American named
who in 1845 took out a

lamp consisting
a thin rod of carbon enclosed

vacuum at the head
column of

gave a very
bright light when new, but
were unsuccessful because

surface of the
glass was quickly blackened.
Swan's efforts to improve

Starr's lamp were
continued over many years.

realised that the thin

was
predecessor's
made many

order to

then slowly separated,

a brilliant arch or arc of

The ,- Westlakc ,f Automatic Bulb-blowing Machine
of the British Thomson

at the Mazda Works.
-Houston Co. Ltd.

Photograph by courtesy

strips

cardboard,
spirals and

by baking in

fire-clay vessels containing
charcoal. When suspended
in evacuated glass bulbs by
means of wires sealed into
their walls, these spirals of
carbon made efficient fila-

light was formed between them. The voltage must be at least 40.

This experiment may be regarded as the first instance of electric

lighting, but it was many years before practical use was made of it,

chiefly owing to the lack of

electric current.

a cheap and convenient source of

coming of the dynamo overcame that

difficulty, and our streets were then lighted by means of arc lamps.
The effect of the passage of the current between the two rods is

ments, their resistance being
high enough to cause them

to glow brilliantly when current was passed through them.
At first it was difficult to remove the air completely and the

The

to form a bridge of volatilised carbon, and the light of the arc is

due to the passage of the current across this bridge. The carbons
therefore burn away and thus the gap is slowly increased. ~~

this reason it was necessary to provide an automatic mechanism
to keep them the correct distance apart, for oi lurwise the distance
l>etween them became so great that the arc was cut off.

Arc lamps proved their usefulness in lighting streets and open

carbon filaments of Swan's lamps quickly burned
invention of the Sprengel mercury pump overcame this difficulty,

and the blackening that gave Starr so much trouble was avoided
by heating the carbon to incandescence towards the close of the
operation of pumping out the air. Swan then gave a remarkable
demonstration of the efficiency of his lamp at a lecture in Newcastle,
when 70 gas jets employed to light the room were suddenly turned
out and 20 of his own electric lamps were switched on, producing
a brilliant effect.

Meanwhile a second pioneer had been dnff on similar lines

to Swan, and independently achieved similar results.
mi. +

was Edison, the famous American inventor, who tried filaments oi
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platinum and other materials before experimenting with carbon.
Describing how his first successful lamp was made, Edison himself
says :

" We sent out and bought some cotton thread, carbonised it,

and made the first filament.

were first employed for the Hunting of streets and public buildings.

but now similar lamps of lower candle power are available for use in

ordinary houses. give a

We built the lamp and

light than
old pattern.

of the

*- . -r

on the current It

lit up, and in the first few
breathless

measured
minutes we

its resistance

quickly and found it was
275 ohms—all we
Then we sat down and
looked at the lamp ; we
wanted to see how long it

would burn. The problem
was solved—if the filament
would last. The was
October 2 1 st, 1 879. We sat

and looked, and the lamp
continued to burn, and the

burned the more
Nonewe were.

of us could go to bed, and
was no sleep for any

of us for 40 hours. We sat

and just watched it with
anxiety growing into ion.

and then I said

1 know I can make it
* **

The extent to which
electric lighting has made

shown by the
over 600,000,000
made

Their prod uction
enormous quantity has
meant the introduction of

high
driven
the bulbs are blown on
amazing machines ca
of

Even

e
roducing 35,0.00 bulbs

in 24 hours, and one of our
theillustrations shows

Westlake " bulb-blowing
machine installed at the

Works.
the

molten glass

required to make a bulb,
blows it into shape

• s it and
It lasted about 45 hours,

If it will

burn that number of hours
now,
burn a hundred

problems still re-

mained to be solved, the

chief of which was to make
a reliable filament. Edison made a world-wide search for an

delivers it to a conveyor
that carries it to
machine that trims the

burning off the
bulb

Automatic metal filament making machine In a modern electric lamp factory.
courtesy of the Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd,

Photograph by

neck
excess

pro-
and also is annealed

by raising it to a high tern-

efficient source Of carbon, sending experienced travellers to explore

countries where bamboo was grown, for this material showed the
promise. It is said that in his experiments he tested 90

different kinds of bamboo and 3,000 varieties of vegetable

perature and allowing it to cool slowly, before it is touched by hand.
The preparation of " ~*

"""""' ~

lind that three or pro\

conversion into lamp filaments. When the new lamps w
into commerce by a company in which both

inventors were interested, the filament was
eventually made by an entirely new method, in which
nitro-cv-llulose dissolved in acetic acid

under pressure through a fine die into

containing a coagulating fluid. There it formed
thread that afterwards could be shaped and carbonised.

twen ty

remained in use
during that time

more than
lighting

increase* 1 in popularity. Specimens of these

lamps are still to be seen, but they are now only curiosities

for they were displaced by more efficient lamps
filaments of osmium and tantalum are employed. These
m s in turn have given way to tungsten, which

known

interesting. The
ten in the form of fine powder is mixed with a minute quantity

thoria and other materials, and pressed in a rectangular steel
into bars about 16 in. in length and Jin. square by means

press working at from 10 to 20 tons per sq. in. After
removal from the mould the bar is heated for a short

at 1,200°C in hydrogen in order to make it strong enough
to handle. The next operation, which is called " treat

or sintering,'* consists of heating the tungsten
by means of an electric current, to a temperature of

3.000 C. in a continuous stream of During
this process impurities that may have been present in the

powder are v ed, leaving a tungsten bar
having a course grained crystalline structure
This sintered bar is very fragile, and in order to prepare

it for the subsequent drawing operations it is subjected.
while hot, to a process known as

m
" swaging,"

pairs of hammers striking blows at the rate of 100 per second
the hot barupon

the most suitable material for this purp
melting point is very high and its tensile strength

than that of iron or nickel. It is non-magnetic and
be drawn into very thin wires.

The superiority of tungsten as a material for em
in electric lamps is due to the fact that a smaller proportion

electric energy is dissipated as heat during the

of current through it than with carbon, and the filament

heated to a higher temperature w ut

th

Within the last few years, a great advance has been
reduced the cost of electric

One of the secrets of the success of the carbon

ment lamp was the complete removal of

inthe bulb. This process was
prevent the carbon filament burning out. The

filament lamps were constructed

on similar principles, but it was discovered that

the introduction at atmospheric pressure of an
inert gas, such as nitrogen or argon, reduced the

'
' ' ut halfconsumption of electric current to

of that required for a vacuum lamp. The greater

illuminating power of the gas-filled lamp is due

as it passes between them. This process
causes the original crystals to be broken up and elongated, and

rapidly takes up a fibrous structure. A fully swaged
about 30 ft. in length and l/30th of an inch in diameter,

stage may be regarded as wire, for it is quite flexible.

wire is now drawn hot through n series of carefully
and polished diamond dies until the required diameter

I
and wire SI

I

on

to the fact that its ent can safelv be raised

to a higher temperature than that of a vacuum

One of Edison's early experimental lamps, with
a carbon filament. Photograph reproduced by

permission of the Board of Education,

ready for mounting into the lamps.
made tungsten wire has a very high breaking strain
66 to 292 tons per sq. in. It is elastic, ductile and

and although it oxidises on the surface when
redness, it does not change at ordinary temperatures.

The component parts of the stem on which the
filament is to be mounted are assembled on
ingenious machines, but the mounting of the fine

wire is performed by hand. The end of the
tungsten wire on a reel is clamped in the hook at
the end of one of the leading-in wires, and the
filament is then draped on its supports.
pliers then are used to cut the
and the free end is fixed to the second leading-in
wire. Good contact is secured either by spot

wire

lamp. Typical figures for the hi. i ment of vacuum

this

and gas-filled lamps are 2,160°C. and 2,630°C

The man who halved the world's electric

manner is Dr. Irving Langmuir, an American scientist whose name
deserves to be coupled with of Swan and Edison in the story

of the electric lamp. Gas-filled lamps of high illuminating power

into

welding the ends of the filament to the leading-in
wires or by bedding them in by means of powerful
pliers. The finished mount is then sealed

the bulb by rotary machinery.
There now remains the exhaustion of the lamp, and this process

also is carried out by a rotary machine. The lamp is placed on one*
of the heads of the machine, each head being connected independent-

to the moving element of a centrally mounted slide valve.
The exhaustion is usually carried out in two (Continued on page 93\
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and materials required for a series of fascinating chemical
eriments that wil

!J - L -* '— "*"' *

no difficulty and no danger.
explosive non-poisonous,

requirements

hundreds
Outfits

inter

you can pe
chemical

producing invisible inks and preparing gases,

a wonderful er-water
different colours actua

experiment
splendidly-illustrated Manual of Instructions.

grow
escribed

KEMEX OUTFIT
130 Experiments

This Outfit contains a supply of specially selected ch togeth
with a length of Magnesium Ribbon, sufficient to perform 130 attractiv

d varied exp
Test Tubes and a Test Tube Hold

The apparatus provided in the Outfit includes

F Filter Papers, and Gt
Delivery Tubes, with a simple and highly-efficient Spirit Lamp that makes
the Outfit completely self-contained p 7/6

No KEMEX OUTFIT
Experiments

This Outfit Includes the whole of the contents of the No. 1 Outfit,
and further chemicals that increase the range of experiments up to 250.

The additional apparatus includes a porcelain Evaporating Dish. Special

Test Tubes to withstand high temperatures, a handsome Test Tube Stand,
and the

""

ex Evaporating Stand with Wire Gauze.

No
Price 15/

KEMEX OUTFIT
350-400 Experiments

This is a splendid complete Outfit that provides a boy with all he
requires to carry out between 350 and 400 experiments. It includes
the contents of the No. 2 Outfit, with additional chemicals and apparatus.
The latter includes a gas-generating apparatus, consisting of a large Wide-
necked Flask with Thistle Funnel and Delivery Tubes. These items
open up a series of experiments of outstanding interest. There is also
the Kemex Universal Stand, by means of which the apparatus required
for every chemical operation may be readily supported on similar fines

to those adopted by actual chemists. Price 25/
. —

•

actured MECCANO LTD., Binns Road, LIVERPOOL 13
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WEALTH FROM WASTE
chemist is always eager to discover new sources of the

important substances in which he is interested, and as the
result of his unceasing research he often performs what to

the ordinary person appear to miracles by transforming
waste materials into products of great value. The discovery of

radium, the world's costliest metal, supplies a striking example of

chemical achievements of this kind. This metal and its compounds
are remarkable for their strange power of continually shooting out

sources of valuable chemicals, and plants specially designed for

extracting them to the best advantage have been erected. In these

plants the ammonia produced is not allowed to collect in the

form of a liquor contaminated with tar. but is extracted directly

from the gas by passing this through lead -lined tanks containing
crj-stallises out and fallsunc Ammonium

to the bottom of the tank, from which it is removed to a draining

electrons and other
X-rays,

r with lays more penetrating

owe radium to the chemist's habit of raking over waste
and finding unexpected riches in them first

table without disturbing the onward flow of the gas.

The coal tar obtained when coal is strongly heated in the retorts

in gasworks contains many valuable chemicals, such as the benzols.

These can be separated from the tar by distilling it, but in the
modern direct processes the gas is cooled and washed in order

suspicion of the exist-

this

to

to separate them.

Plerre

a

ence
occurred
Curie,

scientist, and his wife.

They were
in uranium, a rare

that had been found to

- .

•

possess
•

in mild form
the characteristics we
now associate with
radium. While search-
ing for other material
showing similar
properties

amined
thrown out of works at

Joachimstal in
Czecho-Slovakia, inm

which uranium com-
pounds were

•111 pitchblende i

chief ore of this metal
To their surprise

found that by means of

certain chemical opera-
tions could be
separated portions of

this residue that were
more radioactive than
uranium itself. In great

excitement
the task of

began
this

manner
*

in which the
benzols have been used
in industry is one of the

romances of

•Ml

pre-

enormous
range of brilliant dyes,
valuable drugs, scents,

and other interesting

chemicals.

The aniline dyestuffs
are among the most
interesting of coal tar

e of them
the same

substances chemically
as natural dyestuffs that
have been in use for

For instance,

after many years of

patient and laborious
work chemists discover-

ed the secret- of the
composition of indigo,

the wonderful blue
colouring matter ob-
tained from the indigo

plant, and learned how
to build it up or

synthesise it, to use the
scientific term from

unsuspected activity to

its source, and after

concentrating the radio-

active material from several tons of pitchl

Recovering ammonia from the gas produced when coal is distilled. The gas is passed through tanks containing
sulphuric add, and ammonium sulphate then crystallises out

residues they
finally isolated compounds of the wonderful element radium.
Thus from the dump heap of the pitchblende mines came the

world's most precious metal, for the cost of radium compounds
to-day is about £7,000 per ounce. This value may seem high,

but the element is scarce, and the chemical operations necessary

to extract it from the few known ores are intricate and laborious.

The trouble of preparing its compounds is well worth while,

owever, for these have already brought relief to many who suffer

chemicals that can be
extracted from coal tar.

The result of this work
has been not only the production of synthetic indigo, but also of

other brilliantly-coloured dyes of a similar character.

This discovery naturallv had the effect of reducing the demand for

indigo, and between 1910 and 1913 the acreage devoted to its

cultivation in India decreased steadily from nearly 1,000.000 acres

to less than a quarter of that area. Even if synthetic indigo can be
s

from cancer, and it is hoped that further work with the increasing
*-----•

available will result in theuantities of radium now tng

iscovery of means of curing this terrible disease.

Chemists have effected equally amazing transformations with

the thick black tar and
when coal is

evil-smelling ammoniacal liquor formed
in retorts. Coal was first distilled on a large

tar thescale for the sake of the gas produced, and
ammonia were regarded as unavoidable nuisances that had to be

dealt with somehow. To-day these by-products are recognised as

more cheaply than the natural product, however, it is probable
that the latter will still be required to some extent; and other
chemists have studied means of increasing the yield of the plant.

Two specially ing are acetyl salicylic

acid, the chemical that forms the active principle of aspirin, and
coumarin, the substance that gives new-mown hay its characteristic

smell, and which is largely used in blending scents. It is curious to

find that both aspirin and coumarin are prepared by chemical
processes from carbolic acid, which is derived from coal tar. Thus the
irty evil-smelling liquid yields a powerful corrosive poison, and
his in turn is transformed into substances that are respectively

soothing to the nerves and attractive and agreeable in scent.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF FAMILIAR THINGS
THE owner of a Kemex Outfit need look no further than his

own home to find a very wide field for fascinating experiments.
The production of his food and clothing, and many of the

articles and utensils in daily use r depend upon interesting chemical
changes, and attractive experimental tests can be made with them,
A striking instance of a familiar substance that is at the same

time a highly important chemical is water. The quality of water
is of great importance, and the utmost care is taken by water
engineers to ensure the provision, not only of an adequate supply of

this liquid, but of one that may safely be put to many different uses.

What we call water is in reality a solution of various chemicals
present in very small proportions, and the practical chemistry of
water therefore really consists of examination of the various
impurities that it may contain. These may be gases or
solids. The experiment described on page 23 of the No. 2/3
Kemex Manual shows that water exposed to the air dissolves

great importance, although a furred kettle is not so efficient as one
in which the water is in direct contact with the solid metal : but the
formation of the same material in a boiler producing steam at high
pressure leads to waste of heat, for scale is not a good conductor
of heat, and if it is allowed to become thick an explosion may result.

It is therefore important to avoid
possible. This cannot always be

using

small proportions of the contained in it, and these
can be driven off by boiling the liquid. Water treated in

this manner lacks sparkle and tastes flat and insipid.

The solid contents of tap water are of greater importance
the gases dissolved in it, and vary in kind and

amount- The most important are salts of the metals calcium
and for these give rise to what is known
hardness. Some samples of tap water
rain in ing soft, and these

lather with soap. Others do not form
a lather with equal ease, and after using
proportionately large quantities of soap
in order to produce one, a scum is in-

variably found on the surface. This scum
consists of chemicals formed by the
interaction of the soap and the dissolved
contents of the water.

Soap consists of salts of certain acids

known as fatty acids, because they are
present in oils and fats, where they are

combined with glycerine. The calcium
salts of these acids are insoluble in water,

and are precipitated on the addition of

soap to water containing this metal in

solution. Not until the whole of the
calcium present in the water has been
precipitated can a lather be formed.

hard water as far as

and instead means are
adopted to soften the water by removing the calcium salts before
it enters the boiler.

Water can be softened by adding sufficient sodium carbonate
to precipitate insoluble calcium carbonate, and analysts have
worked out means of determining the degree of hardness of a
sample of water in order to enable the exact amount of soda

required to be calculated. One of these tests can readily
be carried out with the contents of the Kemex Outfits,

all that is required in addition to the apparatus included
in it being a small glass bottle with a good cork or stopper.
A six or eight ounce medicine bottle of clear white glass
is suitable.

A solution of soap is first made by dissolving half an
ounce in a pint of water. The best soap to use for this

purpose is Castile Soap, hut if this cannot be obtained
readily, a good white toilet soap will do. This should be

neutral, and a of Phenolphthalein placed
freshly-cut surface should not turn pink.

Two ounces of the sample of water to be tested
placed in

which enable
the markings
be measured.

A dropping tube is made by drawing out one end
of a glass tube in the flame of the Spirit

Lamp. The narrow end of the tube is

dipped into the soap solution, and the
liquid that enters remains in it when the
finger is tightly pressed on the opposite
end, and falls out drop by drop when the
pressure of the finger is carefully slacken-
ed. Allow three drops of the soap
solution to f into the water that is

Then close the bottle

liquid, and shake

An experiment in which the formation
these calcium salts can be followed can be made with artificial

Shaking a sample of water with soap solution in order to form a
lather when testing it for hardness.

hard water. This is made by shaking about half a measure of
Calcium Oxide in a test tube a little more than half full of water,

the liquid in order to separate any Calcium Oxideand filtering

that remains undissolved. A small shaving of soap
white toilet soap, is dissolved in a test tube almost full of water.
A few drops of this solution are then added to the artificial hard
water already prepared, and the liquid then becomes cloudy in

appearance owing to the formation of a precipitate. If really hard
water is available, a similar experiment should be tried with it and
the result compared with that obtained when soft water, such as
rain water, or tap water that has been weU boiled, is similarly

treated.

will be produced. In the second

vigorously in order to form a lather.

If the water, tested is soft, a lather
will be formed immediately ; on the
other hand, if it is very hard, no lather

the addition of

The calcium salt usually m water is um
bicarbonate. This is decomposed when the water is boiled, with

uction of insoluble calcium carbonate. When this happens
in the boiler of a locomotive or the kitchen kettle, in both of which
water is boiled repeatedly, the calcium carbonate accumulates
in the form of scale or fur on the interior surfaces. The presence
of fur in a kettle that has

-

used for many years is not perhaps of

soap solution three drops at a time, closing the bottle and shaking
in order to try to form a lather after each addition. This cannot
be done until all the calcium salts in the water have been removed
by the addition of soap solution, and the quantity of soap solution
needed to bring about this result is a measure of the hardness of
the water.

It will probably be noticed in experiments of this kind that a
lather is formed on shaking, but disappears on leaving the liquid

to stand for a time. For this reason, it is customary to speak of a
permanent M

lather, meaning one that persists for five minutes
4 i

when the bottle is laid on its side and left undisturbed. If in

that time a portion ol the surface becomes clear ol bubbles, more
soap ution is re

It is interesting to compare in this manner samples of rain water,
tap water that has been boiled, and untreated tap
samples of sea water and hard water are

If

also

should be included in the scheme ; otherwise experiments should
be carried out with artificial hard water prepared as already
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Foodstuffs provide many interesting experiments for owners of

Kemex Outfits. Foods may roughly be classed into three groups.

The first group includes those supplying what are known as

carbohydrates, starch and sugar ; in are

fats and a typical example of the third is lean meat, one of

In this experiment the sugar is decomposed into this gas and

alcohol, and this change takes place when a solution of sugar in

mix

substances ; i rethe flesh-producing foodstuffs. All these

organic, which means that they are compounds of carbon, the

chemical element known to us chiefly in the form of charcoal.

It is easy to prove that this is the case by simply heating typical

foods of these classes, such as bread, suet and lean meat. In

all three cases steam and tarry fumes that are inflammable are

which yeast has been standing for a short time is added to th

hire of flour and water from which dough is made. The result

is seen in the rising, or swelling of the dough. The
escapes and the alcohol is

given off, and a charred mass is left behind.

and interesting ofThe most important carbohydrates
Starch is obtained fromare starch and various forms of sugar,

potatoes, rice, wheat and other vegetable products.

Its presence in any of these is readily proved by means
' tincture of ' iodine, which forms a blue —^—

carbon
highbread on baking. This

and destroys the yeast cells.

Interesting experiments can be carried out

tem-

other means of providing the gas necessary
For instance, there

for the

production of light dough
many

carbon

of substance

known as starch iodide when solutions containing

starch are added to it. For instance,

in order to prove the presence of starch

in rice, a teaspoonful of rice grains is

boiled for five minutes with water to a

of an inch in the wide-necked

flask, and the liquid is then allowed to c

A drop of tincture of iodine is

a clean plate, or on the base

inverted Evaporating Dish, as shown in

flask

2, and a drop of the liquid in

added to it. The result is

the

is

formation of a blue stain.

Another method
with water in

of boiling

a test tube a small

quantity of the foodstuff to be tested,

and after allowing the liquid formed to

cool, pouring it into a second test tube

containing a few drops of tincture of

. Blue starch iodide is formed

immediately, and on warming the liquid

again becomes colourless,

grains of wheat, barley and other c

ecial baking powders on the market
are

The
basis of most of these is baking soda, which differs

from washing soda in possessing a greater proportion

dioxide. For this reason it is known
as sodium bicarbonate, while washing
soda is sodium carbonate. Washing
soda crystals contain a large proportion

of water that is driven off on heating, a
white powder left. Sod iurn

or baking soda, is usually

in the form of a white powder, but it is

easy to distinguish it from sodium
carbonate, for on it gives oil

carbon dioxide, which may be detected

by its action on lime water, while sodium
bicarbonate undergoes no such change.

Baking soda itself will help to raise

dough or pastry, for in the oven it gives

off carbon dioxide, as is shown by the

experiment just described, and this

blows up the mass. Baking powders
of baking sodaoften consist chi

and tartaric acid So as this

mixture is kept dry, it remains unaltered,

but as soon as water is added, the acid

It is mte

Testing rice for starch. The rice is boiled with water and drops

of tincture of iodine are added to small portions of the solution.

to test slices of potato,

acts on the sodium to

produce carbon dioxide. This

and bread in this manner.

Each will be found to contain starch, and this substance can also be
sources.

-

Wheat has long been the staple food "of a large proportion of

Earth's population,

extracted from leaves and plants and many other vege

m climates.the __
transformed into bread in order to make it" easily digestible

and pleasant to eat, and the chemistry of breadmaking is a

complicated but interesting science. Wheat grains are really

storehouses of starch, and when they are ground into flour the

It is

can readily be shown by mixing Tartaric Acid with baking soda,

and placing the mixture in a dry test

drops of w
of carbon dioxide,

samples of baking powder.

The addition of a few

gives an effervescence owing to the production

experiment also should be tried with

There is an inter connection ween sugar.

starch is reduced to a fine This is mixed with water

to form dough and the product is baked ;
but before the

dough is baked a very interesting chemical action is carried

order to ensure that the product is light — J

Actually the doughy mass is blown up into a

, This is a microscopic

cellular organism that'is greedy for sugar

astonishing rapidity when it is fed and warmed.

As soon as a yeast cell reaches a
These again divide

kind of froth by adding living y

When boiled with dilute acids, the first of these chemicals

is transformed into the second. This change also occurs

in the ripening of many fruits. For instance, if an unripe

apple, gathered early in the season, is tested with tincture

of iodine by allowing a drop of this liquid to fall upon a

freshly-cut surface, the presence of starch is shown by the

formation of blue starch This test fails with a

thorough ly ripe apple, because during further

the starch is transformed into sugar.

The sugar

certain

splits into two complete cells

after growing, and this process is

so that a small quantity

ofyeast placed in a solution of sugar

and gently warmed quickly increases

and spreads through the liquid.

As chemists we are

cerned with the very striking change
the growthat happens as

This can be followed by adding yeast

to a solution of a teaspoonful of sugar

in sufficient water to occupy a dc

of an inch in the wide-necked flask,

fitted with a double bored cork and
delivery tubes, as shown in Fig, 3.

One hole of the cork is sealed by means
of a length of glass rod or glass tubing

closed at one end by holding in the

The large right angle de-

livery tube dips into a test tube

containing lime water to a depth of

This experiment can also be carried out in a small

bottle or test tube fitted with a cork and delivery tube, but then

smaller quantities of the materials required must be employed.

On leaving the solution in a warm place, the yeast cells multi
'

common use for
_

purposes is

extracted from sugar-cane and l>eet. It actually is one of a

large family of similar sweet substances

known to chemists under the general

name of sugars. Another sugar that

is used for sweetenin
_ • _ •

purposes

also in medicine is grape so

of its presence in ripe

when
called

grapes. It is also produced
cane sugar is boiled with acid, and
this change enables a series of very
interesting experiments to be carried

out.
A solution of caustic soda is required

for these tests. This is prepared by
m

soda, with
water and

Preparing for an experiment in Ihe chemistry of breadmaking. The

action of the yeast on a solution of sugar is to be tested by means
of the apparatus being fitted up.

boiling half a teaspoonful

carbonate, or

half a test tube
about a quarter of a teaspoonful of

Calcium Oxide for about five minutes.

The boiling can be carried out in the

evaporating dish, a few drops of water

being added to the liquid from time

to time in order to com for

that driven off in the form of steam.

half an inch.

quickly, and bubbles are formed on the surface. From time to

time a bubble of gas escapes through the lime water in the test

tube, and this liquid becomes milky, showing that carbon dioxide

is produced in the course of the chemical changes that take place.

V test tube also can be used, but the quantities of chen used

should then be reduced to half those given. Caustic soda is

formed in the solution, and this is filtered in order to separate it

Calcium Oxide and calcium carbonate formedfrom unchanged
during the boiling.

About half a teaspoonful of cane sugar is dissolved in a little

more than half a test tube full of water, and the solution is divided

into two portions. To one portion a few (Continued on page 93)
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(300) Four Speed and Reverse Planetary (I. P. H. MackiUop, Farnham, Surrey)

By means of planetary gearing it is possible to obtain a wide
range of gear ratios that are not easily obtained with ordinary

Meccano gearing. The construction of a planetary gear-box offers

much scope for ingenuity, and a cleverly designed box of this

type is illustrated in Fig. 300. The 6£* Axle Rod 1 takes up the
drive from the power unit, and is journalled in the centre holes of

a 5£* Angle Girder and a 5£* x \" Double Angle Strip forming part
isof the framework for ear-box. The 5" driven Rod 2

in a similar manner
at the other end of the

A 5" Axle Kod is journalled in the outer holes of these Brackets and
carries two Couplings, in the upper one of which a 3J* Axle is fitted,

and in the lower one a A\* Axle. These Rods carry Couplings that

are connected by a 4£* Rod. A third Coupling on the lower Rod
carries a Threaded Pin and a 1* Axle Rod, the Pin forming a handle
for the gear-change mechanism, and the 1* Rod fits into the holes

of a A\" Curved Strip, fixed as shown. To allow correct placing

of the Strip, one end is attached to the slotted hole of a Flat Bracket.

The two horizon t al Rods are connected by means of Swivel Bearings
pivoted Angle Brackets to

is

A cage
built

for the planet
from twoup irom two Face

Plates, between which two 2*

Axle Rods are

means of Threaded Couplings

rigidly bolted to the Plates,

which are arranged wi
their bosses outermost.

The Face Plates should be
carefully lined up so that

the holes through the

bosses are in

alignment, and the com-
plete cage is free to slide

on the Rods 1 and 2.

The Rod 2 carries at its

inner extremity a 1* Gear
Wheel 4, in the centre

hole of which the end of

the Rod 1 is inserted to

prevent wobble. The
Rod 1 carries a fixed

3.

The sun wheels 6
and 7, consisting of a
57 and a 50-teeth

3*

3Vx¥
Double Angle Strip attached to the sun wheels.

1* Rod at the end of the
lever should be

adjusted so that normally it

fits into one of the holes in the

gear-change

Curved Strip, but by a slight

upward movement of the lever

can be disengaged to allow the
lever to be moved into another
position.

the illustration reverse
is in engagement. In this

the Pinion 3 on
the driving shaft engages
with the Gear 10, thus
causing the b" planet
Pinion on the Rod 8 to
travel round the sun
wheel 6. This movcmenl
causes the cage to re-

volve, and for reverse
gear the cage is locked
#i

solid
> *

with the driven
shaft by means of a
fixed v Pinion that
engages 1 4.

Gear Wheel, are held together

by a Socket Coupling placed over

their bosses, and the Rod 1 is free

to rotate in their centres,

Gears are prevented from rotating

X i* Double Angle Strip attached to the 57-teeth

Gear by \" Bolts, on the shank of each of which is a Collar

for spaciner purposes. Two 3* Axle Rods are placed as

Neutra

The Pinion is mounted
on a |* Bolt and spaced by

two washers from the Face Plate,
the Bolt being inserted in one of the

elongated holes so that the Pinion can be
correctly for the teeth to engage

and it from
The 5*

spacing purposes
passed through the Double Angle Strip to

rotating, but at the same time allow it to slide to and fro.

Axle Rods 8 and 9 journalled in the cage carry the planet Pinions

that rotate about the Gears 6 and 7. The Rod 8 carries a i*

Pinion engaging the Gear 6, and the Rod 9 a J" Pinion that meshes

with the Gear 7.

Each Rod carries a Coupling, these being connected

2\" Rods held in their end transverse bores. These
er by
Rods

en e the groove of the Socket Coupling, so that as the sun wheels

are slid to and fro by means of the 3£* x V Double Angle Strip

they also cause the cage to slide with a corresponding movement,
but at the same tune allow it to rotate inde ~

J~ i-1~

The Rod 8 carries, in addition to the planetary Pinion, two
_ _

Fig. 300 By moving the gear lever one position to the left,

the fixed Pinion is thrown out of engagement with the
Gear 4, which is brought into mesh with the 1" Gear 12 on the Rod
9. The driving Pinion 3 still remains in mesh with the Gear 10,

thus causing the cage to rotate, and the f
* Pinion on the Rod 9 to

ran round the Gear 7. Thus the Gear 12 drives the Gear 4. By
moving the gear lever into the next position, Pinion 3 is disengaged
from the Gear 10, so that no drive is transmitted to the cage

For second gear, the position of which is indicated on the
quadrant, the Pinion 3 is brought into engagement with the Gear
11, and the Gear 12 slides out of mesh with the Gear 4, which

the Gear 13. In this case the Rod 9 rotates idly. The
Gears 4 and 13 remain in mesh for third gear, but the driving
Pinion is disengaged from the Gear 11 and brought into mesh with

50-teeth Gears 10 and 11, and a 1* Gear 13. The Rod 9 carries

a 50-teeth Gear 11 and a 1* Gear 12, placed inside the cage, and

another 50-teeth Gear placed outside the cage at the opposite end

to the sun and planet wheels.

the 50-teeth Gear 14. Further sliding movement of the cage
disengages the two 1" Gears and causes the 50-teeth Gear mounted

the cage to engage with the Pinion 5,

The 94" Angle Girders forming the top and members

of the main frame are fitted with two Flanged Brackets that are

spaced from the Girders by three washers on each securing bolt.

while the driving
Pinion 3 remains in mesh with the Gear 14. It will be seen thai
both driving and driven Pinions are of the same size and engage
similar gears, both mounted on the same shaft. This gives the
equivalent of a straight through drive for top gear.
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(301) Balanced Aileron Control Smith

In monoplanes of the cantilever type that
have a thick wing section, the aileron

controls require considerable force to
of themanipulate when the top

machine is reached. When the aeroplane
is dived at greater speeds, the

5 consists of two 2* Slotted Strips, and a 1 }*

4 is to an Angle Bracket
attached to the wing. The link 5 is arranged
so that when the aileron is in line with the
wing, the auxiliary flap is also in line.

handling of the controls be
comes increasingly difficult,

on account
wind pressure tending
force the ailerons back into

the normal position,

order to assist the pilot in

operating the controls, the
has been

evolved. A small auxili-

ary flap is incorporated
of

. "

in the trailing edge
the aileron,

to it. The
with a similar movement
to the aileron itself, but
its movement is in

opposition to that of the
aileron. It is connected

-

to the wing by a pivoted
link, so that its opera-
tion is entirely auto-
matic when the aileron

Is moved.
A model of a

-

isbalanced aileron

illustrated in Fig. 301. *

The flap 2 is made from two 3" x 1£* Flat
Plates secured together at their outer edges,

m 2 m w

ed to

operating the
cords are attach-
11* Strips 6,

bolted at right angles to

the upper and lower sur-

faces of the aileron bv
of I'xl* Angle

Brackets. Downward
movement of

aileron causes
the
the

auxiliary flap to move
upward in relation to

the aileron. The flap

does not remain parallel

to the wing but has a
slight upward ang
Similarly, when the
aileron is raised, the flap

slight downward angle
relation to the winsr.

Fig. 301

flap tends to keep the
aileron in position when bank-

and reduces the effort

required on the part of the pilot

for handling the joystick. The
size of the flap must of course
remain small in relation to
the aileron, otherwise there

the inner edges being spaced apart by
Collars, and secured by bolts inserted in the
opposite tapped bores of the Collars, A Rod

through both Collars is pivoted in

Collars secured in a similar manner in the

would be the danger of its taking full con-
trol. Sufficient

ft
feel

n must be left for the

aileron itself. A Flat Bracket 3 is rigidly

bolted to an Angle Bracket secured on the
underside of the flap. The connecting link

pilot, so that he maintains complete control
at all speeds, but the handling of the
controls is lightened considerably 2
We are indebted

to General 5 6 7
Aircraft Ltd. for
much of the above
information.

4

(307 Microphone <l. wmis. huid

This interesting model can be used for

transmitting messages that can be received

on a pair of wireless headphones or a
telephone receiver,

phones and two
complete telephone system can be fitted up.

using two micro-
headphones,

much better for

purpose, however. The Wheel Flange
is fitted over the Boiler End, and when in

this position the dia-

phragm should make

Tlu

assembled
-

in

is shown completely
Fig, 302, and Fig. 2

I

302a shows the microphone itself

with the cover removed. A Double
Bracket is secured at the rear of the
Boiler End 2 by means of a 6 B.A,
Bolt (Elektron Part No. 1575) which is

insulated from both the Bracket and
Boiler End by means
Bushes. The inner end
carries the f

* Flanged Wheel
is in metallic contact, and
away from the Boiler End so that its

upper edge is very
level of the rim of the Boiler End.

slig below the
The

inside of the Flanged Wheel is packed
up with discs of cardboard so that the
carbon shot 4 protrude beyond
rim of the Wheel, but at the sam<
are retained in position. Tinfoil

contact with the
carbon shot but should
not touch the Flanged

3. If

assembled the diaphragm
will retain the shot in

The Wheel Flange 7 is

clamped to the Boiler End bv
2£* Strips and V Screwed Rods

as shown in Fig. 302, A cardboard
mouthpiece can be gummed in

over the centre hole in

Wheel Flange.
The stand for the device is built

making a channel section girder

placed over the cardboard and round the
rim of the wheel, so that the
carbon shot resting on this

packing are continually in con
tact with Flanged Wheel,
The diaphragm 6 is fitted

inside a Wheel Flange 7, a brass washer 5

being placed on each side of the diaphragm,
which may consist of a disc of tin cut to the
required size, great care being taken not to

buckle it. A piece of ferrotype plate is

from two 7i* Angle Girders, and securing

x2f Flanged Plate by
means of a Trunnion. At their upper
ends the Girders carry a Channel Bear-

and the Double Bracket behind the
Boiler End 2 is pivoted to this by the

Bolt 1.

The electrical connections are
made as follows. Terminal 9 is

earthed to the stand, and

Fig. 302
terminal 8 is insulated and con-
nected to the Boiler End 2. Thus

the latter terminal is in contact with the
diaphragm, whereas terminal 9 is electric-

ally connected to the Flanged Wheel 3. The
current to this goes through the frame to
the Double Bracket and 6 B.A. Bolt.

Suggestions Voting Contest

The Voting competitions that have
time to time in

connection with the M Suggestions Section
>>

have been met with enthusiasm from
readers, and have been a great help to
Spanner in assisting him to select for

publication ideas that are of greatest
interest. To help him in his future
selections and in order to ascertain if

Meccano boys have made good use of
the ideas published during the last year,

another '* Suggestionswe announce
Voting "

Competitors are asked to write down
the four suggestions that they consider
to be
These
in

published during 193
twenty-three from No. 277

issue to No. 299 in the
November issue. The Suggestion con-
sidered to be the best should be written
first, with the second-best next, and
so on for the third and fourth. The
competitor's full name and address should

*

be written below his entry, and only
one list of suggestions may be submitted
by each entrant.

Entries will be divided into two Sections,
A for competitors residing in the British

„ and
Overseas.

B for compe resid in

may be

Every vote received in Section
A will be recorded so that the suggestions

order of popu-
entry is then

found to coincide most
the

The voter

with
result so obtained

will be present-

a
for

ed with

I 1 -Is.,
while the

voter who is

next nearest
•

Ftg. 302a
3 receive

general con-
of opinion will

awarded a cheque
for 10/6. The twelve
runners-up "

consolation
will

The same method
prizes,

will be
adopted with the entries in Section B, in
which a duplicate set of prizes will be
awarded.
The contributorwho sent in the suggestion

that is voted best in one or both of the
will receive a ue for 10/6, and

the three contributors whose suggestions
are voted to be the next
will receive consolation prizes

in order

f«

m ust

Voting
add ressed to

it

Competition,
* Binns Road, LiverpoolMeccano L

The closing date for Section A is

February, and for Section B, 31st March.

Track
(E. Roberts, Whitchurch)

neat caterpillar track can be made
from Hinges, and Flat Brackets, a Hinge
being bolted at each end of a Flat Bracket,
and connected to further Flat Brackets
and Hinges to make a track of any required

gth. It can be used in the form of an
endless belt running over two 3*

The shanks of the Bolts holding
the parts together, fit into the grooves of
the Pulleys. Smaller Pulleys than 3* in
< liameter will be unsuitable for

operating the track, and one of the Pulleys
should be adjustable so that any slack can
be tightened up by means of a screw
mechanism.
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model to be described this month is a

half-scale uction of a Marston " Seagull
"

h.p. outboard motor, and it is one of the most
examples of Meccano engineering yet produced.

is fitted with an El Electric Motor concealed within

the cylinder block, and this drives the propeller through

Flanged Plates in place, forming the top and bottom
of the cylinder block ; and also to support the far end
of the motor, through convenient

r*
4*

the medium
switched

situa 4

and
the tiller arm

The main structural base

of the model consists of

crank-case

and cylinder
block, and
therefore these

must

simple gear train, the

throttle

being
,

.V.

It

* y

I.I

;«<#c

* • & * * G»
.*-_ •

.

X-i*^

built
'•#

Electric Motor is bolted

" "'!

place a flat plate built

from three 3" x 1 Flat
pV.-'

Plates,

Each long

shown -. .

this com- m& ,

i

fitted with
>ri

plate bein c
Er- -

-

overallowed
ends of the Girders for a

distance

.-.

portion

fitted witlf two \"x¥ Angle Brackets

A second built-up plate is now constructed

f
,'"• * r*

i

from three 3
ff xl|* Flat Plates and two

Angle Girders, manner that
.'.

already described. When this is com-
e plateattached

supporting the Motor by two 3$*x2J
Flanged Plates, which are held in place

by the
four

Fig. 1.

Front view
of Outboard
Motor,
showing
fixing clamp.

. . i

. .•

A .

Angle Girders and also by
xl* Angle Brackets shown
It should be noted that certain Nuts and

. .

this have been eliminated,

in the way of the gears carried by the
Bolts

thev
Motor.

Before

further

fitted to the motor. This consists of a

am

-II

proceeded with

first stage of the gear train
:-' -u

:

**&

I

Wheel,
connected

armature shaft,

short length
T

t
V

y

Sprocket Chain to a \\* Sprocket Wheel
i

i

_ _

.

es of

which the Threaded Rod is passed.

The rear of the cylinder block,

consists of

Plates,

own in Fig.

3*xir Flat

secured together by means
two 1* Threaded Rods
! outer ends of

used for support! n

are

f
L

means
Before

Ends forming the cylinder heads.

The two Flat Plates are attached
to the main structure by means

Nuts and Bolts,

the Nuts being held in place

on the inside of the flanges

Flanged Plates by
sets,

cylinderrear

block is finally fitted, the two cradles for

carrying the petrol tank must
These are held in place by means of Flat

shown in Fisr. 5. TheirBrackets
construction

illustration,

Angle Brackets
addition

shown clearly

use
19 will be described later.

cradles, Threaded
Boss and two Terminals are fitted, these

being conce under
cover

dummy spark
Threaded

Boss, which is secured to the side plate by
a Bolt, carries a 1* Threaded Rod locked in

position by a Nut. The outer end of the
cover,Rod protrudes beyond

this latter fittin

means of a Nut the end of the Rod.
One of the terminals connected

the insulated terminal of the Motor and
to the other is attached to 18 in. of wire,

the connecting
described

The rear of the cylinder block is now
, and

earlier, are secured on
their respective Threaded Rods. It should
loted that the two Boiler Ends are con-

perm
Ends, descr

carryinglocked securely on a 3

Pinion 2. This Rod is journalled

Flanged Plates forming the top

neeted
" x 2\*

bottom of the

together a
**

spider" taken
of the unoccu

a

Bolt. This

cylinder

Pinion 3,

The Pinion 2 is in mesh with a similar

on a 1 J" Rod journalled in two practice is provided to facilitate

secured across the visible
-

Double Angle
of the structure shown in Fig. 3. It will be

that the short turned-over ends of these

Double Angle
plates by means

are spaced away from the side

Washers
The construction of the frame is now continued. The

3£* Threaded Rod 6 is fitted in order to hold the two 3J*

Swivel Bearing, and
tapped holes of this carries a
Bolt supports an elongated diamond shaped

in

handling the motor. The construction of this

is shown in Fig. 2.

One more thing remains to be fitted to complete this

the model ; the inlet pipe to the cylinders.

It consists of two Sleeve Pieces bolted to one side of

the cylinder block, the

of two Chimney
being means

ors.
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The crankcase now built. The two sides

he forward

2" R
consist of 4j*x2J" Flat Plates, an
composed of two 3"x \\" Flat Plates overlapping three

carrying a f " Pinion 8 and a J* Pinion, the \"

aging with a similar Pinion gripped

holes These three vertical plates are joined
carryi ng Pinion

means
being fitted

Angle Girders Girders
Rod is journalled in suitable holes in

x- *9

the Flat Plates 14 and
and bottom

The Pinion
"

Plates 14 and 15. The open en
i *

' *

.'.

engages with 50-teeth

fitted with two Girders
as shown in Fig. 3, and these suppor

l.jfi

that

corre

s

mounted on e shaft

crankshaft

two
Angle

"X£ # Doubl
actual engine. The flywheel

on
Strips carrying f

Angle Brackets 12 and 13. Each
~ ft

j

*

and
Discs,

upper end

of these Angle Brackets carries a

4£"x21" Flat Plate, curved

, and these,

when the cylinder block and crank

T"

constructed from six Flanged
starting

e of the

«a.

fitted

represent
V

consists

upper

and
in

^i*

Face Plate.

crankcase

Wheel Flange

case are fiti d together, will have
their ends passed under the flanges

of the Boiler Ends representing the

* i« now fitted

len this done
ings are built

They also secure

the cylinder block by means of two
Rods 5 and 5a.

Threaded

Tfli

i iTir

and The

cylinder block

described,

petrol tank and
own clearly in

constructed from
t * four Boilers, minus Ends, which are first

reproduced in

*

model as shown _

No description is required for this

model, e construction

illustration

shown

however,
j. x * should
Strips

noted,
•

•js

flattened
3_. Li"

form
diameter

bolted

prevent

slightly

drum 8 in.

Four \

and then
length

Angle
e tank

together

4 in.

order
Circular Plates, forming

*
ends, from being forced inward.

respectively, are

are

bent
not

-'

required curvature when remainder
represented

however. The filler

are

Wheel Flange surmounted

of the shaping of the crankcase is completed.
pring Buffer shank and

The tiller arm built from two j

ether

girder.

BoltsAngle Girders joined

to form a box section

the throttle lever and other accessories, it will

be necessary to keep the tiller in two halves.

M
•> r:

1
I

V
* \*

:M-.

I
.-:\

butter shank being gripped
Bush Wheel bolted
The two Spring Buffer
rubber bumpers fitted

dama

boss
Wheel Flanere.

order
represent

prevent

down
the tank when the engine is laid

hard surface.
A |* Bolt, carrying a Strip and 1" loose

Pulley 45 (Figs. 1 and 2), is

the boss of a Threaded Crank.
in

Fig. 2.

struct)on
View sbowing the con-
of the streamlined under-

water body of the motor.

The carburetter is built up in the following

of the
the tiller arm, and
locked securely to its Pulley

Crank is bolted to
Angle Girder

, supported
1

Strip The

tr

Chimney
A 2* Threaded Rod carrying the

er 51 and a f " Flanged Wheel, is locked
to the underside of the petrol tank
shown in photographs.

held in

The

Strip is fitted
1

a
Coupling 48 that carries a T Rod bent to

the shape of a throttle lever

necessary. A Collar on the
of the Rod forms a suitable finish

to the lever. A Threaded Boss
carries one end of a dummy

bowden cable, the other end
which will be attached to th

carburetter when it is fitted

dummy ignition button 46
is also fixed as shown.
The terminal point 49 is

connected a 1 en of

wire to the

terminal
18.

remaining
under the plug cap
The terminal 49 forms one
side of the starling switch,

the other side of which consi

of the I" Bolt carrying the throttl
4 mt mm « * * m

lever. Thus, if

a Threaded Boss,
the lower end of which is fitted with a
Threaded Pin. A Coupling 52 is

carried on this Threaded Pin, and
this in turn supports a bent
8|* Rod 53, the unsupported
upturned end of which carries

a Crank 54. Tins section

the Rod also is fitted with
a buffer stock and six 1" loose
Pulleys that are held securely
in place by means of a Collar.

\
m xV Angle is

fitted between the bottom
Pulley and its neighbour and
this a Sleeve Piece,

upper end of which is

fitted with a Chimney Adaptor
carrying a Threaded Boss and
a Collar. The loose end of the

Fig. 3.

ustment is correct, turning e

from side to side the Bolt is raised or lowered in

the boss of the Threaded Crank, and in this manner

Interior view of cylinder block
and crankcase.

fitting.

The lower end

imit at ion cable from the
is attached to this

contact is made, when required, with the termini
The gearing is now fitted inside the crankcase.

49.

Two

the Sleeve Piece is fitted

second Chimney Adaptor that carries a Threaded
the shank of which passes through the outer hole of the

l|"xj* Double Angle Strips, shown in Fig. 3, support

Crank 54. The Threaded Pin supports an Octagonal
Coupling, the lower end of which is finished off with the
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The construction of the
is dearly shown in

view.

of a Spring Bu r The two stop cocks shown in Fig. 1

ti in theare now fitted, their construction being clearly

illustration.

The inner face of the Sleeve Piece, mounted on the Crank 54,

is fitted with a Threaded Pin supporting a Socket Coupling,
the necessary connection being made by means of a Collar, This
fitting represents the connection between the carburetter and
the cylinders.

The petrol tank is now secured in place by ing it to the
Angle Brackets 19, Fig. 5. The ends of the tank are held in

from one sideplace by two 8* Threaded
to the other and held in place by Nuts.
The next section of the model to receive ion is the tube 20,

enclosing the transmission shaft to the propeller. This is built

from six 7£"
up

and two 121" Strips, the latter Strips passing
right down into the underwater casing. The eight Strips are all

secured together by bent Brackets, and the complete tube is

attached to the bottom of the crankcase as shown by four Y x V
Angle Brackets. Before the tube is fitted in place the crankshaft
is lengthened by means of an 1 1£* Rod connected to the crankshaft

.

tf

by a Universal Coupling.

The construction of the section 21 is shown clearly in Figs. 1

and 2, and the spaces at the upper end of this are filled in by 1

Corner Brackets held in place by |*x£* Angle Brackets. The
after Corner Bracket is fitted with a Threaded Pin supporting a
Coupling, the other end of which supports an MV Rod 50 bent to

the shape shown. The upper end of the Rod is passed into one
of the side holes of the cylinder block. This Rod represents

the cooling water delivery pipe.

The exhaust mouth, which in actual

consists of two side members composed of 1\
under water,

eonnet ted
together at their upper and lower edges by 2|*x2£-* Flat Plates,

These Flat Plates, four in number, are

each one its neighbour two
together in pairs

and are held in

spaces betweenplace by means of ¥

'

k\* Ang
the exhaust mouth and the body 21 are filled in by means of
2\* Strips.

Above the exhaust mouth is fitted the streamlined fairing 22,

the construction of which will be made quite clear on reference to

the illustrations. This part of the model is held in place at the
after end by a 2* Threaded Rod 27. The expansion chamber,
which is carried on the fairing 22, is constructed from alternate

5J* and 4\" Strips bolted round the periphery of a Face Plate.

These Strips are secured to a 7£* Strip, bent to the correct curvature,

that is attached to the Face Plate by four eq ually spaced £* x £*

Angle Brackets, At the lower end, the 5£* Strips are secured to a
circle of Flat Brackets, eight of these parts being used for the

purpose. The 4|* Strips are held in place behind the longer
Strips by Nuts and Bolts fitted with Washers,
The upper end of the complete chamber is fitted with a Boiler

End 28 and the lower end with a V loose Pulley 29, the entire
expansion unit being attached to the top of the fairing 22 by an 8"
Threaded Rod. This Rod passes right down to the lower side of
the exhaust mouth, a securing Nut being placed in this position.

I"-. __ I : .— _ l : _ ,
, , . , . l _ _ _ A 'l/V J l l V 1The Triple Throw Eccentric 30 represents the back pressure valve

which, on being opened, allows the exhaust to ass the
underwater exhaust. The exhaust pipe 31 is built up from Sleeve
Pieces and Chimney Adaptors, a 6" Rod being passed down the
centre of the complete pipe to hold it rigid.

The lower end of the casing 2 1 consists of a Boiler, fitted with a
Boiler End, held in place by J* x £* Angle Brackets, the open end of
the Boiler being of slightly smaller diameter than the opposite end.
This end is fitted with a 1 J* Strip 26 as shown. The extention to
the crankshaft passes inside the Boiler for a distance of £* and is

Vjournalled in a Coupling, loosely mounted between a Collar and
1

J

Contrate, on the shaft 57, Fig. 1. This shaft is journalled in the
centre hole of the Boiler End and the centre hole of the 1|* Strip 26.

. ^^ M 1 ^^ 1 I ^^ .. _ j * -A j— i m. ^% m ftThe Contrate already mentioned is spaced away from the Coupling
by two Washers, and it engages with a
shaft extension.

Pinion on the crank

Below the Boiler is fitted two 4£* Strips 25 that are secured in
place at the fore end by a Double Bracket, and at the after end b\
two '* " * ---' ~- - ~-X i* Angle Brackets placed outside the 4±* Strips, These
Strips support the rudder fin, which in this engine turns only when
the entire motor is turned. The framework of the fin consists of
two compound curved strips 23 and 24 built up as shown, and the
enclosed space is filled in by Strips of varying lengths. The front
edge of the fin is represented by a curved 5£* Strip 58 held in place

2.

at its upper end by a \" x \" Angle Bracket.
The construction of the propeller is shown clearly in
The remaining part of the model to be built is the transon clamp,

Fig. 4, by means of which the engine is secured to the boat. Four
round the

are
33 by means of 2* Angle

5£* Strips 32 are first bent as shown and are
transmission lube in the manner indicated in Fig. 2.

then bolted to the 2£* Angle Girders
Girders. A simple swan neck, built up of Strips, then connects
this fitting to the transverse 4

J* Angle Girder 34 that is pivotally
attached by the 6£" Rod 35 to the clamp proper. Two Handrail
Supports form the necessary connection between the Girders
and the Rod.
Each side of the clamp is constructed from four 2\* large radius

Curved Strips 37 and a curved 5£* Flat Girder 38, strength being
given to this frame by means of the built-up angle piece 36, formed
of two 3* Flat Girders. The remainder of the construction of the
side of the clamp is shown clearly in the illustration. The two
sides are coupled together in the centre by a (Continued on page

Fig.

and cylinder block assembly,
showing the dummy sparking

plug cover.
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A :MI

A NEAT ELECTRO-MAGNET

aD electro-magnet that is suitable for use

*

in

numerous electrical models can be built up from two
-»

which form the centre core TheDouble Brackets,

Brackets are held together by two cheeks of cardboard

with narrow slots f
* long cut in their centres. To place

the cheeks in position, the two Brackets are placed

-end to end and the two cheeks dropped over their

inner ends, By turning the Brackets round until

they are back to back, the two pieces of cardboard

will slip into position and are placed one at each end

of the Brackets. A strip of paper is wound round the

Brackets and glued in position before winding on
the wire, and it will also be found necessary to

the securing bolts into the end holes of the Brackets

before the wire is wound on. In this connection
quite certain of the

since once the coil

The Pawns consist of 4* Pulleys placed with their

„„__ uppermost, and carrying Handrail Supports,

Each Queen is made by mounting a Socket Coupling

on the boss of a f* Flanged Wheel forming the base,

and fitting a Handrail Coupling into its upper socket,

For the Kings |* Pulley Wheels are substituted for the

d r a t I Couplings, The Bishops
fixing a r Axle

the boss of a
Flanged

and

• the

H a n tl r a t

are made by
Rod into

small
Wheel,

can be substituted for the Tonneau Cover on
Sports Tourer Model No. 4, thus giving an open car.

The model illustrated here is similar to the Sports

Tourer in other respects, and the Hood Cover is held

in place by two bolts, as shown.

FRONT WHEEL DRIVE TRANSMISSION

it is advisable to

size of bolts required,
i- wound, thti o»U cannot

once the
be removed.

FIXING MECCANO BOBBINS

Meccano Bobbins
181), when used as
magnets or solenoids, can be

mounted in position by clamping them
in Single Bent Strips, the ends of which
.are bent slightly to retain the Bobbins in

P
These parts can be used only when the

Bobbins are not wound fully* Another method
of fixing the Bobbins is by means of 1J* Strips.

A Strip is placed at each side of the solenoid or magnet,

and the two are held together at one end by a 1*

Screwed Rod, and at the other end bolts are passed

through the Strips and inserted in the opposite ta

bores of a "spider" removed from a Swivel Bearing

or Universal Coupling. The spider is provided with a

Grub Screw for mounting the unit on an Axle Rod
that may be conveniently fixed in a Rod Socket fitted

in any suitable place on the model. The arrangement
allows the solenoid to be mounted in almost

position,

ROLLING LIFT BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION

The sectors at the rear of the bascules of rolling

with teeth or studs

The construction of a front wheel drive mechanism
for a model motor chassis presents considerable diffi*

culty in the arrangement of a suitable universal joint to

allow for the steering of the road wheels without

interfering with the steering mechanism. The centres

of the universals should be in line with the pivot pins for

the stub axles, and on correct Ackerraann steering gear

the pivot pins are so placed that if imaginary lines

are drawn through their centres they cut the

road at points immediately under the tyres.

These requirements necessitate very
compact flexible couplings, and the

Universal Couplings are some-
what too long for the purpose. If

they are used, the wheels must of

necessity be incorrectly placed in

relation to the pivots, and the result will

appear clumsy and will not conform with

actual practice* Such an arrangement on an
actual car would make the steering difficult

ng a i*
Loose Pulley
on the Rod before

End

A
Set of

Meccano
Chessmen.

lift bridges are generally

that engage with holes in the rails on which the sectors

roll. With models built from small Outfits this

arrangement is not always possible, on account of the

limited number of parts available. To overcome
the difficulty, cords may be tied at

each end of the two rolling sector*

and passed round their rims before
being tied at each end of the flat

rails. These cords prevent the
from

'ripped. Single Bent
ngs by bolts inserted

ripping an
earing in place. The

bases of the Knights are

made from 1* Pulleys, and are
provided with Socket Couplings in the upper socket*

of which ordinary Couplings are ' "
a--*..**.-.—

Strips are attached to the
in the opposite tapped bores, each bolt being provided
with two Washers- A 1* Pulley and Socket Coupling
is used for each of the Rooks, the Socket Coupling

being surmounted by
a f* Contrate Wheel.
The opposing sides

b
opposing
m a y

The difficulty can be solved by using built-up

flexible couplings of the ball and socket type, formed

from Socket Couplings and Handrail Supports. The
Handrail Supports are free to swivel, but are prevented

from rotating by 7/32* Grub Screws that engage the

slots in the Socket Couplings. To prevent the Grub
Screws from working out, a second Screw is inserted in

each Handrail Support and screwed down until it lock?

the first in place, but does not protrude.

The shank of each Handrail Support is passed through

the centre hole of a If* X i* Double Angle Strip that

is pivoted at the top and bottom to the front springs

of the chassis. The road wh«I is th$P gripped on
the shank, A suitable method of controlling the

movement of the Double Angle Strips is to use a

I* Axle Rod for one of the pivots on each. This

may be gripped in a Collar that is held by a bolt

screwed into one of its tapped bores. The lower end
of the Rod may be provided with a Crank or

Coupling for connecting to the track rod.

sectors

rails, and models
this way operate equally as
well as those that are provided
with studs to prevent slipping.

GUIDES FOR HOISTING
CORDS

Small models of hoisting

ear sometimes require guides
or the hoisting cords, but
these must be small if the neat
appearance of the model is to

be preserved. Where Axle Rods are employed
constructional purposes, the cords may be passed
through the loops of Anchoring Springs that are
placed on the Rods at intervals as required. Anchoring
Springs used in this manner are particularly suitable

for models of boat-lowering gear where Axle Rods are
used for the davits, but numerous similar applications
will also be found for them. Where such parts cannot
be used it is sometimes desirable to make a small

Part No

Four-Seater Tourer using
w Folded Hood Cover.

STREAMLINED AIRSCREW BOSS.—The addition

of a conical boss to the Aeroplane Propellers would
certainly enhance the appearance of the models, and
we Would point out that Airscrews included in the

Special Aeroplane Outfits are fitted with streamlined

bosses. These parts are not interchangeable
with the Airscrews on the standard
Engines, however, as they do not
permit lock-nuts to be fitted on
the ends of the fixed shafts to

retain them in place. They are
intended to be mounted on
Axle Rods that pass through
the centres of the Special
Radial Engines,

wm The suggested part wouldW replace the lock-nuts retaining

the Airscrew in position on the
standard Engines, and the idea
certain! v merits careful thought.
The chief difficulty that is likely

to arise with your proposed part

\

loop from 23 gauge wire (Elektron Part No. 1587)
from which the cotton covering has been stripped.

The wire may be fixed in position on the model by
means of a Nut and Bolt, and if a more rigid guide
is required an Angle Bracket can be used, although
this is not quite so neat.

A USEFUL SET OF CHESSMEN
The upper illustration on this page shows a complete

set of Chessmen built entirely from Meccano parts.

distinguished by painting them with Meccano
Enamel, which is obtainable in green, red or

grey. The pieces may be coloured entirely, or only

the bases enamelled if preferred- An ordinary

draughts board can of course be used ft* play, or a

board may be made from a sheet of stiff cardboard,

the squares being

boss
is the method of grippii l the conical

to screw it lightly hi position. Its

appearance would be marred if a squared section

were provided for use with a spanner* {Reply to

D. McGimpsey, Liverpool,)

a T
- form

NEW MOTOR CAR PART
1

models

uctions included in the No.
Outfit illustrates four different

ilt with this Set. The accom-
panying illustration shows a fifth model th;

possible by the addition of a new part to

This oart. No. Al 22S. Cover for Folded Hood

SHAPED STRIP.—A Strip

of the letter " T ,f would be useful for securing Strips

and Girders rigidly together at right angles to each

other. It would enable a neat joint to be made,
but a T-shaped piece would not be so adaptable

as an ,fX" member, and such parts are already

included in the Meccano range in the form of

Architraves, Parts No. 108. Corner Brackets, which

are obtainable in two sizes, can also be used for this

purpose, (Reply to #. Jeffs, London S.W.L)
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No.
3. Perforated

s. d.

9b.
17.

19a.

20.

long - -*

stripS| ar
...-idoz*• ##

An^le Girders, 34" long
Axle Rods, 2* long ... 3 for

Wheels, 3* diam,, with
set screws m m m each

Flanged Wheels, 1|* diam, n
Pulley Wheels

centre boss and set screw

4
8
1

6
5

19c.

20a.
21.
22.

23a.

3* diam,
6*

* * *

i.

If „
1*

4*
"

¥ * «

• • •

* 4.

* * -

« I -

* 4 *

each
2

n

7

5

4

3
3

No. s. d.

27b. Gear Wheels, 133 teeth

Pulley Wheels
without centre boss and set screw :

22a, I* diam.

24.

#•

tl

i Wheals

# each

^ *

27a. Gear Wheels, 57 teeth to
gear with \* pinion ...

2
2

4

6

28.
29.
30.
31.

32.
34.

44.

45.

46.

S3.

55.

57b.
63a.
63b.
65.
72.

to gear with \" pini

(34 diam.) each
ConUrate Wheels, 1

4* diam. „

m m

•»_##

- • •

Double
n

if ** i pi

Bevel Gear, J*t 26 teeth „
Gear Wheels, 1*. 38 teeth
Worms ...

Spanners
Cranked Bent Strips ...

Double „ „
Angle Strips,

24*xl* 4 doz
Perforated Flanged

Plates, 3.rx2$* ... each
Perforated Strips, slotted,

Hooks, Loaded, Large
Octagonal Couplings
Strip Couplings
Centre Forks „
Flat Plates, 24* x 24"... „

1

1

3
9

9

2

I

1

6

3

No.
76,

77.

80a.
90a.

94.

s.

each
•»

95,

95b.

Triangular Plates, 2**
1*1 ft

Screwed Rods, 34* ... „
* Curved Strips, cranked,
li* radius, 4 to circle „

Sprocket Chain, per 40*
length

Sprocket Wheels, 36 teeth
,

2* diam each
Sprocket Wheels, 56 teeth,

3* diam each

d.

2
I

3

99. Braced Girders, 124* long 4 doz.

2

« - r

m * «

» * *

ft

«

_

o
2
2
8

1

2

103d, Fiat Girders, 3J* long
109, Face Plates, 2|* diam.

Rack Strips, 34* ... .

Girder Frames

each
110.

113.
Ufi.

US.
1 19.

* m t

1 *

120,

123.

Fork Pieces* Large
Hub Discs, 54* diam.
Channel Segments (8 to

circle. Hi* diam.) ...

Buncrs .., **. ..*

Cone Pulleys ***

ti

o 1

6

5

6
6
7
4

2
3
3
3

No.
125.

126.

126a.
128.

129.

130.

s, d,
Reversed Angle Brackets,

i* 4d°z.0
« •

ft *

m * #

»

* #

|fc ** »

o
n

1

i

4

2
3

133.

136.
137.

139.
140.

143.

144.
145.

146.
147.

Trunnions
Flat 1 ninnions ,

Boss Bell Cranks
Rack Segments, 3* diam*
Eccentrics, Triple Throw
Flywheels, 2|* diara.

Corner Brackets, IJ*—
Handrail Supports
Wheel Flanges ...

Flanged Brackets (right)

Universal Couplings.,,
Circular Girders, 5i*

diam* ...

Dbg Clutches
Circular Strips, 7i*dianu

over all

**

***

n

•n

n

*»

1

2

o

1 ** II

• * • « * •'••

Circular Plates, ei* diam.
Pawls, with pivot bolt
and nuts

ft

148. Ratchet Wheels
•• *

**# •*

i

1

3
2
1

3
5

1

3
3

6

9

3
6

^t!llllllll!llllllllllll!IIIIIHill!l!lllllllllll^ Hit itiiHitiiiiimiimimiiiilt
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Were you one of the many thousands of s who

received a present of a Meccano Outfit this Christmas ? If

interest you, for it

in

so the following announcement
explains

winning
can turn the

valuable prizes w
of model-building.

Each month on this page a

to good
enjoying the pleasures

competition
is announced. These contests are

open to every owner of a Meccano
Outfit, there is no

living O erseas. Although Overseas entries are grouped
into one section, the age of each competitor will

considered when judging the models. It will therefore be
seen that no matter where you live or what your age may
be, you are eligible to become a competitor.

In building your model you should try to construct it

as strongly and realistically as

possible. Endeavour to copy the

prototype faithfully, but only the
most important details should be

minor
fee to pay. The idea of these com-
petitions is to encourage boys to

awarded
builders of those models that the

interest

model

attract greater

from the judges than a
model that is badly proportioned,

simple that there is no reason why
Meccano

become a regular competitor.

and in which little care has been
a neat appearance.

\fter the model is completed the

obtain either

photograph or a good drawing of

need not
competitions is announ
and the prizes offered are listed at

the foot of this page. To enter the

prepared

competition, all that it is neces-

sary to do is to build a model from your own ideas,

then prepare either a photograph or a good drawing of it

and send it to us. In building the model you are allowed

others if necessary. If possible, it

is best to send a photograph, and
this should be c

olutely free choice of subject. build a

and sharp.

Write your age, name and address carefully on the back of

the photograph or drawing, and also the letter A, B or C
indicating the Section for which you are eligible. The

addressed
crane, a ship, a motor car, or any other engineering model
that you can think of, and you may use any number of

parts or size of Outfit. The model
must be

containing your
Winter Model-Building

K 3

should
»> Meccano

Binns Liverpool 13

your own un-
aided work. The actual in odel

-

must not be sent in any Meccano
com
No matter what your age maj

be you have an equal chance with
other competitors, because the
entries will be divided into sec-

tions according to age, as follows:

A, for competitors over 14 living

in the British Isles ; B, for com-

n
n
n
n

n

D
n
a
n

" Winter jf

Model-Building Contest

The n-es
be

petitors under 14 living in the
British Isles ; C, for competitors

a
n
n
n

a
n
n

The following set of prizes will

each of the Sections A, B and C
First, Meccano an J Hornby Goods value £3-3s.

Second, Meccano and Hornby Goods value <£2-2s.

Third, Meccano and Hornby Goods value <£l>ls.

Five Prizes of Meccano and Hornby Goods value 10/6
Five Prizes of Meccano and Hornby Goods value 5/-

Ten Prizes of " How To Use Meccano Parts "Manuals
Twenty Certificates of Merit.

n
n

n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n

n

n

Entries for Sections A and B
should be posted so as to reach
Liverpool not
February, 1934. The closing date

for Section C is 30th April, 1934.

ographs or drawings of

nmn models become
property of Meccano Ltd., but
unsuccessful entries will be re-

turned to competitors provided
at a stam

envelope is

entry.

with the
More than one model

nDnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnannnnnnnnnnnnDnp be submitted if desired.
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WATT'S ORIGINAL
GOVERNOR

EEL
GOVERNOR

ENGINE GOVERNORS
A steam engine is designed to run under a load at a certain speed.

If the load on it is reduced suddenly the engine tends to speed up
rapidly and to " race/' thus wasting steam and possibly also causing

damage. To prevent this a mechanism known as a governor is fitted.

A well-known type of governor, an example of which is seen
in the illustration above, was introduced by James Watt. It consists

of two or three weights or balls attached to pivoted levers

a manner that they are rotated by the engine
normal the balls move outward from

result of the

in such

If the speed rises

rotation, asaxis

in centrifugal force ; and this movement
transmitted to a valve that partly closes, and thus reduces the

s fall inward, the valvesteam supply. As the speed decreases the
opens, and more steam reaches the engine. In this manner the
engine is to run at constant speed under greatly varying loads.

Another type of governor is attached to the flywheel of the engine,
and regulates the speed by varying the movement of the eccentric that
operates the valve.

The operation of engine governors is made perfectly clear

building models of m wit M no Three interesting

models of this type are shown on the left, and they give a good idea
of the realistic appearance that is typical of all Meccano models.

The top model shows a type of governor that is used in mill

engines and other slow-moving engines. In the centre is a model
of the original centrifugal governor used by James Watt in his early

pumping engines. By comparing this model with the drawing at

the top of the page it will be seen how little this governor has altered

since it was first introduced more than 100 years ago. The bottom
Meccano model is of the flywheel type, which is more efficient than
the centrifugal type for high-speed engines, and especially those
are subject to large variations of load.

i

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

PRICES OF MECCANO OUTFITS
Outfit
No. X1
No. X2
No.

4 « 4

**-

Bulfds 70 models
96

OOO
No. OO
No.O
No.1
No, 2

* fr ft

# »

. • .

- < »

I*

t*

II

162
189
343
573
629

ii

t
pi

t
•i

1/3
2/-
2/6
3/6
5/-
10/-
16/-

Outfit

No. 3
No. 4 #**

Builds 687 models 27/6
753

No. 5 (Carton)
No. 5 (Cabinet)
No. 6 (Carton)
No. 6 (Cabinet)
No. 7 (Cabinet)

i

•#

II

ft

ii

798
798
844
844
889

ii

52/6
70/-

100/-
125/-
155/-
41 5/-

I

MECCANO LTD., Bfnns Road, Liverpool 13
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By Frank Hornby

D

((Meccanitian "
etition (Home)

As a result probably of the fact that a large Outfit is not necessary
to build a really interesting " Meccanitian " model, the number of

entries in the Home Section of this Competition exceeded mv
expectations, and the quality of the work was so good
that it was a difficult task to choose the best. Finally,

DnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnDnnDnnnnDanan
Strip By using the Curved Strip for one leg, the angler

however, it was decided -to award the

Setitors named in the following list

one Section

First Prize, Meccano or Hornby Goods
value /2-2s, : A, Turabtill, Consett, Co.
Durham* Second Prize, Goods value

to the corn-

re presents

reel formed with a J* Loose Pulley,

Simson,
hird Prize, Goods

Pilgrim, Croydon* Surrey.

London,
value 10/6:

E.17.
B.

Ten- Prizes of Goods ^V
KeiDsley t Liverpool 17; A. Suit.
Prittlewell, Essex ; A, Davies, Swansea ;

H. Event t, London, S.W.I 6 ; J, Mann,
Ottey, Yorks,

; J. Macken, Bromley,
Kent; J, Bailie, London, N.ll

; J.
Espir, London, N.W.6 ; H. Finch,
Walton-on-Naze, Essex ; D. Whiting
Newport, Mon.

"Meccano Engineer's Pocket Books
G. Rayworth, Newark, Notts,

; J.
Cushion, Chard ; B. Boston, London,
W.3 ; J« Jackson, Bournemouth ; D*
Rice, Liverpool 17 ; H. Cunningham,
Belfast ; B, Dwyer, Bromley, Kent

;

T. Tourtelp Guernsey, CX ; S* Pain,
London, S.W.9 ; C. Walton, Readin
D. Rooke, llford ; P. Barefoot, Ipswic„

t

I. Robinson, Rugby ; G. Merry, Dunlavin,
Co. Wicklow*

Two models were entered by Albert
Turnbull of Consett, and as

when more than one model
mitted, they were judged on their joint

merits. One of the models
1 1

appears to be leaning backward and pulling against the weight of

the fish. The head, a 1* loose Pulley, is secured to the top of the
3|" Strip that forms the body by means of a £* X $" Angle Bracket,
and the jointed arms are formed by 14* Strips. The man's hands
arc Double Brackets, and through them passes an Axle Rod that

The line passes round a

made from two Cranked Curved Strips
form an oval, to one end of which are

Brackets that represent the fish's tail.

space ween Curved
is filled in by means of a

Flat Girder bolted to one of them

.

The fish is attached to the end of

the line, and a small stool made
from 1 J* Slotted Strips and a Flat

Bracket is placed in one corner of

the behind the angler
and adds the finishing touch to a

One of the illustrations on this

page shows a model of " The Editor
at his Desk It was built by B.

# i

in-

detail it

The Wandering Minstrel/'
other is " G. McKarno riding Sector Plate to victory in the Hornby
Stakes/' The minstrel is built as follows :—The body consists of a

-

Mecca ntlian
Competition.

Flat Trunnion, to the apex of which a 1* Loose is attached by
means of a 1£* Strip. The Pulley represents the minstrel's head,
its three holes and a Bolt Head forming excellent features. The
right arm consists of a l'xl* Angle Bracket bolted to the bottom
of the Flat Trunnion, which is fitted with %"x \" Angle Brackets for

A 1 J* Pulley secured to the body by the same Bolt as that
which holds the right leg in place, and a 2i* Strip bolted to it, form

rim, and is

teresting because
possesses, special points being the
telephone and an ink-well formed
from a

I should like to describe the
construction of all the prizewinning
models, but unfortunately the
limited space available permits
me to mention only the more
noteworthy entries.

other illustration on this

the banjo, which rests in a Double Bracket
left

represents

has
Turnbull's other model is equally ingenious.

a body consisting of a Sector Plate,

i* made of two Curved Strips, which an." bolted to t he-

top and centre holes of the wider end of the Sector
e. Across the top of the Strips

2J* Strips to form the head, while two Flat Brackets
make realistic ears. A businesslike tail is made fr

a Curved Strip, and the legs, arranged so as to produce
a galloping effect, are" made of 2\" Strips,

The body of the is a
attached arms and legs consisting of 2
Loose is used for the head.
fixed to the horse in a most realistic attitude.

Besides making excellent use of Meccano
parts, the model is most appropriately
titled, indeed the title is

ingenious as the model itself.

securedThe m
Sin olid Prize shows an
angler just in the act

page shows a navvy at work with a pneumatic road drill. The body
of the workman consists of two Flat Trunnions, while the legs and
arms are made from Strips, Cranks and Angle Brackets. The drilling
machine consists of a 2" Rod, a Coupling, a Universal Coupling and a

"A piece of wool is used for the pipe, and the handle
fits into the bosses of the Cranks that form the workman's

Model Suggestions" Contest

: J. Johnson

,

Bodell, Romford.

Section A (Home competitors)
Prize, Meccano or Hornby goods, value

gh. Second Prize, goods value IS/-:
Third Prize, goods value 10/6: G. Ransom, Cowcs, LO.W.

"Meccano Engineer's Pocket Books" : N* Taylor, Mitcham,
W, Greenwood, Stalybridge ; P. Howarth, Grange-over-Sands

w

Dimelow, Warrington ; H. Taylor, Gerrards Cross ; L. Luck, Portsmouth
;

D, Hoiloway, Squirrels Heath, Essex ; L. Slater, Portsmouth ; J*

Guthrie, Bonhill ; J. Leeson, Brigg, Lines. ; R. Newhouse. Birkenhead
G* Toft, Oldham.

Section B (Overseas competitors)
First Prize, Meccano or Hornby goods, value £1-Is. : D, Bamierman,

Vancouver. Second Prize, goods value 15/-: D.
Tolkowsky, Palestine. Third Prize, goods value 10/6 : W.
Thomson, Alberta, Canada*

'Meccano Engineer's Pocket Books "

Ontario ; R> Inch, Montreal ; H
: R. Begg, Hamflton,

Eustts. Alberton, S. Aust,

ii Tug Boat ft Eye Contest
c.Goods value £3-3s.

:

Second Prize, Goods
Third Prize, Goods

landing an enormous fish, "The Road Breaker," a novel model by

and iiiHcri^cr hv +h*» av- J. Bailie, London, N.ll.

pression appears that he is wondering whether
anybody will believe him when he tells them the size of his "catch "

!

The model is mounted on a baseplate consisting of a 5J*x2J*'
Flanged Plate. The angler's body is a 3 J* Strip with a Cranked
Curved Strip bolted to it, and his legs consist of a 2V Strip and a

First Prize, Meccano or Hornby
Wrayiord, Moretonhampstead, Devon.

value £2-2s. : A. Khandwalla, Karachi, India,

value £l-ls. : A. Stapleton, Derby.
Five Prizes of Meccano or Hornby goods value 10/-: A. Ingall, Moose Jaw,

Canada ; J. Gnanadurai, Trichinopoly, India ; B. Choksi, Bombay, India
j

A. Abdulrahim, Karachi, India
; J, G. Gnanadurai, Trichinopoly, India.

Ten Prizes of Meccano or Hornby goods value 5/-: C. Spencer, Warsash, Hants.

;

S. Cutteridge, WimbUngton, Cambs. ; S. Smith, Enfield Highway, Middx. ;

D. Atkinson, Yalwal, Aust. ; C. McCain, Sydney, Aust. ; R. Atkinson, Punchbowl,

Aust. ; R. Walton, Sydney, Aust. ; M. Bartels, Pretoria, S.A. ; N. Gulamabas,
Bombay, India ; C. Akrell, Stockholm, Sweden.
In addition a number of prizes consisting of " Meccano Engineer's Pocket Books

have been awarded.
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Hornby Locomotives are the

Longest Running and
Strongest Pulling

ocomotives

m the

Here

secure

me new

orn Locomotive
Just think of it, an allowance of 50% on your old Hornby

otive I This is the finest part exchange offer ever made.

The allowance that will be made for your old Locomotive is ,

shown in the list of Part Exchange allowances for Hornby Loco-
motives given on this page. Please note that the catalogue price
of the new Hornby Locomotive you purchase must not be less than
double the Part Exchange allowance made for your old Locomotive.

LI -*

What ave

have
see from

is an
Tank Lo

pie of how
that

wo
wish

Hornby Tra
that its exchange value is 6/3

uming you
to exchange, you

then look
h

motives, t
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What the

Guild Means

How it

Commenced

President: Mr, Frank Hornby—Inventor of Meccano
The Meccano Guild is an organisation for boys, started at the request of boys, and conducted a& far M possible by boys. In joining the Guild a

Meccano boy becomes a member of a great brotherhood of world-wide extent, every member of which has promised to observe its three great

objects ; wherever he happens to be—even In strange countries—he wilt know he has mel a friend whenever he aees the If I tie triangular bad Je.

The Meccano Guild is bringing together Meccano boys ail over the world, and is helping them to get the very best out of life.

More than a million boys in Great Britain derive their greatest indoor pleasure from Meccano, Before the Guild was formed, hundreds of these

Meccano boys wrote to us every week. They lold us how they wished they could be put into communication with other Meccano boys and how
they longed to be able to meet them. They asked if arrangements could be made so that their wishes might become an accomplished fact. We
responded to their repeated and increasingly numerous appeals, and as a result the Meccano Guild came into being.

Why You

Should Join

All who have studied its objects must agree that the Guild cannot fail to have
lo help or give advice whenever

Every Meccano boy should be a member of the Meccano Guild.

a profound effect for good on the lives of Its members. It is ready to be of service to each individual member
requested* At the head—guiding and controlling, and taking a personal interest in this great movement—is the President, Mr, Frank Hornby,
Inventor of Meccano and Managing Director of Meccano Limited,

The Headquarters of the Meccano Guild are at the Head Offices of Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13

*

HOW TO A MECCANO
ip of the Guild is open to every boy possessing a

Meccano Outfit, or Hornby Train Set, who satisfactorily fills in

the prescribed application form. The only
conditions are that members promise to ob-
serve the objects of the Guild and to wear
their badges on all possible occasions.
The price of the Guild membership badge is

7d. post free in the United Kingdom, and 1/
post free abroad. A remittance for the neces-

sary amount should be sent along with the
form of application. The Guild badge is

beautifully enamelled in blue and white and
is made for wearing in the lapel of the coat.

In addition to the badge, each member
receives

and sepia and in design is a smaller edition
of the large club certificate.

Write to the Secretary of the Meccano
Guild, Binns Road,
an application form
Then fill in the form and return it to Head-
quarters, when your badge and certificate

will be sent you.
Boys living overseas should write to one of

the Meccano agents at the following addresses ;

ada: Meccano Ltd., 34, St. Patrick St.,

nto. Australia : Messrs. E. G. Page & Co.. 52. Clarence

Meccano Clubs are founded and established by enthusiastic

Meccano boys under the guidance of the Guild Secretary at

Headquarters, At the present time there are

more than 300 affiliated clubs in various towns
this country and abroad,.

-

a membership certificate, meas
This certificate is printed in orange

asking for

particulars.

and villages

together with a number not yet affiliated. If

the nearest club to you is too far away for you
to join, or if you are unable to join for any
other reason, consider the possibility of forming

a new club in your own A special

booklet explaining " How to run a Meccano
Club " is now ready, and will be sent to any
reader (post free) on receipt of 2d. in stamps.
When a Meccano Club has been successfully

islaunched and good
affiliation with the Guild is granted.

m
A

beautiful club certificate, suitable for framing
and hangingin the club room, is presented, and
the club becomes entitled to many privileges,

including the loan of interesting lectures.

All members of the Guild are eligible for the

Merit Medallion, which is awarded to those

who display special ability in connection with
club work, or helping the Guild.

THE CORRESPONDENCE

Street, Sydney, N.S.W. New Zealand : Models Ltd. (P.O.

Box 129), Paykel's Buildings, Anzac Av„ Auckland. South
Africa: Mr. A. E. Harris (P.O. Box 1199), 142

?
Market

treet, Johannesburg.

Members of the Guild are able to jo'n the Correspondence
Club, by which they are placed in communication with other

Guild members of similar age and interests who live in some
other part of the country or abroad.

THE GUILD CAMPAIGN
Every Meccano boy should become a member of the Guild and do his utmost to help to make the obj of the Guild widely

known. With this end in view, a Special Medallion is presented to each member of the Guild who obtains three new members
within three months of the enrolment of his first recruit. As a mark of further merit the medallion is engraved with the name of

the recipient and with the words " Special Award " if he recruits three more members in the next three months, making six in all.

Full particulars of the Recruiting Campaign, together with a supply of application forms, will be sent on request.

THE THREE GREAT OF THE GUILD
make ever I bright and ler

foster clean-mindedness. truthfulness, ambition, and

encoura and hobbies in the de-
BADGE OF

MEMBERSHIP their mechanical and eering prin
UB LEADER'S
BADGE
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f( A Happy New• ear JJ

Once again I have the pleasure of wishing all members of the
Meccano Guild a very brigh t

.

erous New Year. \
very large number of them have already sent me their good wishes
for 1934, and I have been delighted to receive these, and to read
the glowing accounts that accompanied them of happy days

in mas vities.

that this event
During the year the

birthday, and I think
should be recognised by record recruiting
This can be done if every member makes

Guild will celebrate i 15th

Club Reports and Recruiting

fhe Leader of a well-known club recently sent me a special
nomination for a Recruiting on, and I was amused to
find, after reading his account of the good work of his nominee,

I was the intended recipient! On reading his letter further,
I discovered that my reports on the " dub Notes

"
that

inter
page of the

at meetings of his club, together with a
recommendation to certain members of the Guild living in the

neighbourhood of the club room, had

up his to do his bit, and I ;hall

look forward to the entry into the Guild
during the coming year of thousands of
enthusiastic Meccano boys, recruited by
those who are proud to belong to this

world-wide organisation and wish others
to share in the movement.

Pursuing a Definite Aim

an
a

a
a
a
a
a

a

Meccano Clu Leaders

No. 70. R. Rawlinson

At present club members are in the
midst of the gaieties of Christmas and th

.

e
New Year, and are enjoying Exhibitions,
Socials and Concerts. In addition many
of them are making excellent use of the
special opportunities the season
them for model-building.
things, holidays will come
however, and soon it will be time to return
to normal club life. This need not be less

attractive than the special activities of the
festive season, however, and members will

nu-etings as much as social
events if they are made to feel an interest
in the purposes behind them. A course I

recommend is to arrange
events _

some definite event. This helps to con-
centrate interest by providing members

a purpose and they become more
ified with the aims of the

movement than if tht-y simply
attend a succession of ordinary meetings
that have no connection with each other.
The usual climax to a series of meetings

if this kind of course is an Exhibition. A
iisplay arranged to show what members are doing is sure to
beneficial, whether it is attended only by a few parents and friends
of members, or is open to the general public. On the one hand,
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res in the of three keen
and skilful model -builders.

This incident asises the value of
-
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club reports, and I hope that Leaders and
secretaries will continue their efforts to

me in touch with developments in
order to enable me to do full

^estheir clubs in the Guild
Magazine. Good reports help members to
feel that they belong to an important club,

and so stimulate their enthusiasm. They
also attract other Meccano boys, some of
whom may possess gifts for model-building
or organising powers that
to

can be turned
account in life. Such

op •If rtunities of obtaining recruits should
a constant streamnot be overlooked,

of new members is by far the best means
of ensuring long life and activity to a club,

and the point therefore is one of importance
" s of long standing, as well as to t hose

that are yet in f

Income

Mr. Rawlinson is Leader of the Hutton Modern
School (Bradford) M.C., which received affiliation
in March of last year. Its members are keen
and capable, and Mr. Rawlinson wisely encourages
them to undertake responsibility and display
resource by giving them a large share in the

management of the club.

existence and are struggling
prosperous.

Another point that arises in connection
with this incident is the fact that I am

asked by members of the Guild to
recommend clubs to them. I am always
very pleased to introduce a Guild member
to the joys of club life by giving him the
information he requires, but I can only
do
the

wi th
ubs with

complete satisfaction when
near the

applicant's ' home are really alive, for

is mting to a recruit

to find tliat both officials and members
of he has are
lacking in enthusiasm. Undoubtedly

the best means of showing that a club is worth recommending
is to produce evidence in regular reports of the enjoyment provided

take pride in being able to show that they are occupying
themselves with things that are worth while ;

visitors become keenly interested in a well-planned Exhibition,

its activities.

and on the other Proposed Clubs

\v may be a means of introducing valuable or of
ing the services of grown-up people willing to encourage enter-

prise and initiative by accepting official positions, or to assist in
some way in the development of the club.
A scheme of this kind need not exclude Games Meetings, Lantern

Lectures and other interesting events. These should be arranged
at regular intervals in order to give variety to the
and after the relaxation they afford, members will return
greater to activities connected with their chief purpose.
The ideal arrangement is a happy fel nding of meetings devoted
to the club's aim and others specially designed to introduce variety

to stimulate the interest of members.

Attempts an* being made to form Meccano Clubs in the following
aces and boys interested should communicate with the promoters

whose names and addresses are given below
Hull

Hull.

II. Mathews, unnymede," 21, Allderidge Avenue,

,-bury—Rev, B. S. Spencer, W
Clevedon—W. Read, 5, Ken Road, Clevedon, Somerset
Trecastle Davies. School House. Trecastle, Breconshire
Ilford—Mr. N. G. H. Browning, 5, Valentines Road, Ilford

Peterborough—Mr. F. Law, Abbey Cottage, Thorney, Peter
borough

* Yarmouth—A. W. Allen, 27/8, Broad Gt. Yarmouth
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Old Charlton MX.—Subjects for Model-Building
Contests are set three weeks in advance of the actual
competition, and members design and build models
at home for display at the appointed time. Recent
subjects in these contests have included Motor
and Breakdown Cranes. Modei -Building Evenings
alternate with talks by members, and various enter-

taiumenls are arranged for other meetings* Club
roll: 21. Secretary: B. Stevens, 53, Mount Street,

Charlton, S.E.7.
Cohvyn Bay MX,—An excellent programme has

been arranged for the meetings of this newly-affiliated

club, and models have been built for an Exhibition
to be held this month. A Cinematograph Show was
arranged by one of the members, who brought his own
projector for the purpose, A camera, and parts with
which to construct a wireless receiving set f have
been presented to the club. Club roll : 17, Secretary

:

II. Thomas, Summer Seat, Conway Road, Colwyn Bay,
Anderson Baptist M.C.—The second "Annual

Exhibition and Concert was very successful. There
were many visitors, and the proceeds amounted to

£2 10s. Od. The models entered in the various contests

attracted attention, and special interest was
in the club's printing machine,
which throughout the Ex
hibition was employed

Beckenham MX. The session began with a Social*

in Games and Com*
_.

An excellent
at which all members took part
petitions and enjoyed light refreshments.

mme was arranged at the business
that followed. This included Model-Building Contests,

Debates, and a Lecture on fl The Story of Petrol,"

for which slides were kindly lent bv Shell Meat and
B.P, Ltd. Club roll: 16. Secretary : C. J. Carvell,

45, Sidney Road, Beckenham.
King's School (Peterborough) MX*—A splendid

Model building programme was followed in the session

just ended. Spec s d types of models were built at each
meeting, the subjects including Aerial Ropeway,
Dockyard Machinery, Cranes, Aeroplanes, and Slotors.

Contractors* Evening and various types of Model-
Building Contests also were included,
attention this year is being paid to the building of

models by the co-operative eflorts of members. The
Aerial Ropeway was erected in this manner, and the
venture is proving very successful, members working
enthusiastically with each other in carrying out the
plans previously discussed. Members also enjoy
Miscellaneous Nights, when they produce interesting

and Ingenious mechanisms of thrir own design. Club

the construction of a model of a high-wing monoplane
that will be tested by means of short flights, A
Branch of the Hornby Railway Company has been
formed, and it is hoped that this will be incorporated
shortly. Special Instruction Nights have
arranged for various hobbies. Attendance at these is

voluntary, but members are very keen. The first

number of the new club magazine " The Flywheel ,f

appeared in October, and this and the succeeding
issues are well-planned and attractive. An interesting

feature of the Christmas issue was the reproduction
of a series of photographs of members of the club

taken in 19 IS- 19 and at intervals down to 1932,

Secretary: J. A, W #

Liverpool Road, Islington, London. NJL
tide's . School {Exeter) MX.—A special feature

recently has been made of Games Nights and Lantern

Club roll 62,
Road

Him*, 331,

Lectures have been given on and
first

in

ion of programmes for
the Concert that followed. A
realistic Hornby Train layout
was in operation, and a radio-
gramophone supplied music.

were presented during
an interval in the Concert bv
the Rev, W, C. King. Club

27. Secretary: R, E.
Ho flier, 27, Pitcroft Avenue,

ttg, Berks,
Constant!ne (Falmouth) MX.

The winter session began
with a business meeting, and
this was followed by others
devoted to Model-building, and
to Billiards, Draughts and
other Games, A Firework

also was included inay aiiso was
the progn tinme. Mem bers hav

e

en up cork mat edging and
are obtaining excellent results

with this new hobby. Club
roll : 20, Secretary : R. J.
Thomas, The Bridge, Con-
stantine, Falmouth.
Queen Elizabeth's Grammar

School (Barnct) MX.—Activi-
ties were resumed for the winter
with a month of Model-building,
leading up to an Exhibition
open for two nights. This was
well attended, and the Trans-
porter Bridpe modd, on loan
from Headquarters, was a great
attraction to visitors. Three
Lantern Lectures have been given,
One of them being kindly lent by London Transport.
Other interesting events arranged have included a
visit to the United Dairies Depot at Ftnsburv Park.
Club roll: 70. Secretary: F. Gear, " Quetta,"
30, Cranbrook Road, ICast Barnet, Herts,

St, Georgte's (Edinburgh) MX.—Modd-buJldin

Albert
made

A group of members of the Forest Hill and District MX. Mr. D. Garnett, Leader of the club, is third from
the left in the front row, and E. Barnard, Secretary, is on the extreme right. The club was affiliated in

August, 1930, and under Mr. Garnett 's enthusiastic guidance, has made splendid progress. Model-building

is the chief activity and special attention is paid to originality of design and accurate construction.

the slides for

i

track work on the Clubs Hornby Train layout have
been carried on. Other interesting features have been
short Talks by the Leader. One of these was on
g< Foods of all Nations" and the samples of cake
distributed at the end of the Talk were highly appreci-
ated ! Members visited the Glasgow Motor Show, and
Huntly House, the historical Museum of Edinburgh,
and special interest was taken in a friendly visit to
St. Giles

1 Boys' Club. Club roll : 72. Secretary : A.
Matheson, 18, Hutchinson Terrace, Edinburgh,
WaUlngton County School for Boys MX.—

Model- building has bc*en the chief feature of the first

winter session. Members worked together on a
large model of a switchback. In this balls run down
irom the top of a tower and are returned to the top by
means of a mechanism driven by a water wheel
through sprocket chains. Concerted Model -building
is greatly favoured, and groups of members are busy
constructing large models* Club rolls 12. Secretary:
K. H. Baker, "Glen view/ ' 50, Wordsworth
Wallington*

Erlth MX.—The Club Orchestra is busy practising
for a Concert organised to increase club funds. New
activities in ordinary club work include Stamp Collect-

ing and Electrical Experiments and Demonstrations-
Club roll: 35. Secretary: 3. Tice, 30, Knee Hill,

Abbey Wood, London, S.E.2.

an engineer
inspiring members,
has been begun P

roll; 28. Secretary: C. Shallcross, " Morisville,"
Garton End Road/ Peterborough,

St. Saviour's rRaynes Park) MX.—Mr, F, T. Newman,
Leader of the club since its formation, unfortunately
is unable to spare time to attend meetings, and has
resigned. He has been succeeded by Mr. Britton,

has quickly proved capable
The erection of a large Workshop
This includes Mechanical Drills,

Hammers and other machines driven from overhead
shafting, A lecture on * Railways and Railway
Working " has been given by Mr. Willoughby, father
of one of the members. Club roll: 8. Secretary:

K, Woollcott, 33, Crossway, Raynes Park, S,W^20*
Mall School MX.—Model-building work is being

carried on in preparation for the club's Seventh
Annual Exhibition. At other meetings cinemato

films have been shown, one dealing with exploration

in Yukon being particularly attractive. On Hornby
Train Nights engine speed tests have been held, a good
number of entries being attracted, A Mock Inquest
formed a humorous interlude in the programme*
Club roll i 22. Secretary : K. W. R. Rubin, Mendy's
Lodge, Clifdcn Road, Twickenham.
Holy Trinity (Barnsbury) MX.—Model-building is

greatly encouraged and all members take part in a
Model-building Evening once a fortnight. A
type of model is dealt with on each occasion,

interesting models brought have included an Electricar,

a Sand Yacht, a Bentley Racing Car
f
and several

aeroplanes with ingenious mechanisms and accessories.

Various sections of the club have made articles for the

Church Sale of Work, A Model Aeroplane Section has
been formed for junior members, who are at work on

Windmills
11 The Story of Electrical Communication" The
wintc-r session ended with a Social Evening, to the cost

of which members made weekly contributions in

advance, and an Exhibition of models constructed
by members is to be held shortly. Club roll : 15.

Secretary : J. A, Drake, 7, Barton Terrace, Exeter.

AUSTRALIA
Marlborough Mont

MX,—This dub has
great progress since its affilia-

tion to the Guild. An excellent

club room has been secur
i h rough the genejtfcit y of

Mr. Lothian, an enthusiastic

supporter, and members have
enjoyed Model-Building Con-
tests and other events of

a similar character. Specially

attractive items have in-

cluded a Lantern Lecture
by Mr. F. W. Kerr, the City
Engineer, on u A Trip Through
Fiji*** and a talk on
"Electricity" by Mr. C. F.

Wright, the City Electrical

Engineer. Several keen Debates
have been held and Visits

have been paid to the Gas
Works, the Electric Supply
Works, the Printing Office

of the " Argus " and Newport
Railway Workshops* Models
exhibited by members of the

club were awarded prizes

at Exhibitions organised by
the Melbourne MX,, and
at the Bos Hill Hobbies
Exhibition, Club roll : 19.

Secretary: I. L, Scott, 11,

Marlborough Street, Mont
Victoria , A ust ralia.

Thebarton Technical High
School MX.—Model -building

scale has been
model

on a large
carried on, and a specially interesting model con-

structed is a Cambridge chronograph for measuring
short intervals of time* This has been adapted
to measuring the time required for members to

press a button on hearing a bell ring, and that required

to change the direction of a motor car on seeing

the lights of an indicator change. Lantern Lectures

have been given on " Switzerland" " Wireless"
" Coins,"

t§ The Moon " and " The Construction

of Aeroplanes™ Visits have been paid to the Adelaide

Glass and Bottle Works, and to the Thebarton Power
House. Secretary: D. Med well, Thebarton Technical

High School, Thebarton, South Australia.

NEW ZEALAND
Blenheim MX,—Model -Building Evenings and

Games Nights continue to be the chief attractions.

Model -Building Contests are arranged regularly, one
that aroused great interest being a Simplicity Contest

in which only IS parts were to be used by each com-
petitor. Working models were built for display in

the window of the local Meccano dealer. Club roll:

20. Secretary: h\ J. Oranis, Redwood Street,

Blenheim, New Zealand.
Christchurch MX.—The club organised an exhibit

at the Christchurch Winter Industrial Show, the

attraction on view being a Hornby
Train Display, Members continue to show keen
interest in Modd*- Building Contests, in which models
of high quality have been entered. Other events

have include! l-antern Lectures, Cycling Runs and
Rambles, and visits to works* Club roll : 44* Secretary:

J, C. Fleming, 52, Cowlishaw Street, Avonside,

Christchurch. New Zealand.
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CONSTRUCTOR OUTFITS

No* 1 Motor Car Constructor Outfit

Motor Car
Lighting Set

This Lighting Set
enables the headlamps
of Motor Car models
built with the /4
No. 2 Motor Car Outfit
to be electrically
lighted. Price 2/6

CCANO

MECCAUTO 538189

a

One of the most fascinating of

s hobbi es, either indoor or
outdoor, is model car operation
with cars built from Meccano Motor
Car Constructor Outfits Perfect

miniature

different

cludl

uctions of many
car can be built

splendid Outfits, in-

ng sports four-seaters, speed
cars, spores coupes an ers.

Now is the time to get a Meccano
Car wil never

grow
!

of building and running
the superb models that you will be

able to build.

No. 1 Meccano Motor Car
Constructor Outfit

that can be
the finest you

The motor
buiit with this

ever saw. Look at the examples illustrated

at the left-hand side of this page and think
of the fun you could have building these
and other types equally graceful and realistic.

No. 1 Outfit is available In four
different colour combinations and is supplied

complete with powerful Clockwork Motor.
Price 14/6

• 2 Meccano Motor Car
Constructor Outfit

Larger models of a superior type can
be buift with No. 2 Outfit, Their handsome
and realistic appearance may be judged......

e illustrations at the right-hand
side of this page.

No. 2 Outfit is available in four different

cofour combinations, and a powerful
Clockwork Motor that gives a run of

feet on one winding is included.

fManufactured by
Price 25/

Meccano Ltd., Biims Rd., Liverpool 13

MftuT&O

No. 2 Motor Car Constructor Outfit

Motor Car
Garage

i

The Meccano Motor
Car Garage provides
accommodation for any
Meccano model motor
car or other car of

su itable s ize. It is

strongly built, with
imitation rough-cast
finish. Inside dimen-
sions : Height 5 in.,

13 in» Width
Price If
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LOCOMOTIVE of the Hornby IS

among miniature railway owners
'* County of Bedford."

is the G.W.R.
Naturally it appeals

particularly to those whose layouts are based on Great Western

the wheels removable, which is a convenience
-

ing purposes.

To deal with these nuts a slotted screwdriver blade is embodied in a

special tool that com bines the functions of a rail gauge, screwdrivei

and spanner- One of these tools is now
practice,

it also attracts

those whose
choice favours

may

railway on
m

which all
groups are
represented.
The reason in

Vi r case is

the same
nam^ij,
the

i

t hat

essential

features of

Swindon
JPdesign are

splendidly
reproduced

,

the
e c t

"atmosphere
to G.W.R
layouts on
one

giving
e o r r

* p

V

ed with all Hornby
locomoti vos
having"

oftype wheel
mg.
The interior

of the cab is

well fitted up
with a cast

and
footplate.
The
fittings

vanous
are

cast in relief,

such
• i

as
regul at or,
water gauge
steam and
vacuum

•

, and
fire-hole

These
can be picked

individu-

the
door.

-

A Hornby G.W.R. No. 2 Special Locomotive leaving a station. Its realistic appearance is very striking, as is evident when it is

compared with one of the corresponding real engines shown below.

ally in a
realistic
manner by the
keen enthusiast

on the other hand rendering the engine distinctive and1 *

recognisable in an assembly of mi
font

£*
locomotives

- —
is handy with a paint brush. An illustration and description

groups.
The most striking feature of the

princi classes of Swindon
engine is that, like all the

of the method to be employed a

1932, "M.Mr
W

The name of the engine repre

on page 387 of the May,

origin for the last 30 years, it has

a dbmeless tapered boiler, the
mted.sa valves being nion

not on the fire-box as is usual

elsewhere, on the boiler

i

The Belpa ire fire-box,
-1

is of essentially Greattoo
Western contour, and adds still

further to the individuality of

the engine. A fire-box detail is

that two whistles are provided,
as is the Great Western custom,
one to give warning of approach,
and the other for code signalling

The footplates arc raised—-a

standard G.W.R. feature for

many years past—and the
piston

them

,

of the distinctive pattern used
on all Swindon engines with two
outside cylinders. Each cylinder

connected to the
% J ~

is ng

edford,
'

' appears
in the correct style on a large
nameplate of the type favoured
on the G.W.R., fitted above the
driving wheel splashers,

numbers also are transferred on
plate " on the cab

appear on the

to a

buffer beam.
The

i or

arran

er follows closely the
lines and internal

of the 4,000-
gallon vehicle developed during
recent years on the G.W.R. The
water tanks are specially

so as is

shovel I ed away by the fireman
the remaining fuel tends to
work its way forward. A
division plate is fitted to keep
the coal away from the w
filler, while air release vents
the typical large dome in con-
nection with the water pick-up
apparatus are fitted on the tank~

brake and water scoop
dri ving wheels by a neat piston '^ —j>— *~* — handles are fitted on columns at

rod and crosshead assembly and One of the famous G.W.R. "County " class. The photograph is particularly interesting the front end of the tender

a fluted connecting rod with in that it shows the prototype of the Hornby Locomotive ll County of Bedford."

ain round 1* the

Both engine and tender have
the correct number of

pattern commonly applied now
The famous No, 2

with outside cylinders
anism su ies t he ive manner

power, and the latest examples of this have a special method of

tixing for the driving wheels. This ensures that the wheels are

]>ositively locked in the correct position on the axles by the round
that fit in a recess in each wheel boss. These nuts are

, and in conjunction with the plated flange and tyre look
extremely smart against the black-enamelled wheel spokes and
bosses. This method of fixing has tfce great advantage of making

ets, so that the class of train may be indicated in the orthodox
means of the miniature head lamps. Vacuum brake

pipes with their dummy hoses are also fitted.

The real " County " class engines of the G.W.R. , which the

Hornby locomotive represents in s a ing manner, originated

in 1904, and formed avertable departure from the usual British tvpes
of 4-4 os then running. Although not. extremely large as 4-4-0s go
nowadays, the ' Counties" were efficient, and certainly a

the development of the large modern 4-4-0 locomotive.
in
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n Engineering Problem

At a certain engineering works one of the foremen
was very fond of testing the ingenuity of the apprentices
by giving them problems to solve. One day he
produced a piece of steel plate in which was a hole 1 in.

square, and asked the apprentices how they would
fill the hole in the plate with a round piece of metal*
How can this be done ?

Railway Speed Restrictions

—

-{Com/, from />. 33)

5 or lSm.p.h,, m shown by what is known as a warning
hoard painted green with a white border. It is shaped
like an arrow and is placed about half a mile before
the work is reached, and at night it shows a green
and a white light side by side. For bridge repairs^

or the making of a new bridge under the line, it is

generally necessary to carry the rails for a time on
longitudinal timbers, and a speed restriction is therefore
required,

In ordCT to avoid having a large number of speed
restrictions in force at the same time on important
routes, engineering work has to be planned
beforehand, and meetings of those concerned are helB

the number of checksto arrange a programme so
to important trains is kept as low as possible to assist

punctuality. Of course emergencies arise! such
slips of earth at cuttings, that cannot be foreseen, and
in such cases speed has to be restricted at short notice.
Where men are working in long tunnels that are

liable to be full of smoke and generally unpleasant,
speed is usually reduced to minimise the risk to the
men. This applies especially if the men are working on
the roof from scaffolding above the trains.

it is not of any practical consequence,
it is interesting to note that a very slight check to
speed occurs when an engine picks up water from
water troughs on the track, the resistance to the

quite considerable. This slight check
was recorded by the observers who timed some of the
record runs of the " Cheltenham Flyer "

ft will be realised
p
therefore, that the maintenance

of sustained high speeds on our railways is not
as fuitfht he supposed, and that certain routeseasj

are never likely to
Generally speaking the
for where powerful

for spe
results may be looked
are used on trains of

mode rate weight on lines not severely curved or graded.

Magnetising a Poker {CctUinued from page 41)

can be moved by means of the attraction and repulsion
between its poles and those of a Bar .Magnet held near
it, as shown in the illustration on page 40*

In an alternative means of passing a current through
a floating coil of this kind, the Copper and Zinc Plates
are replaced fry thin wires that pass to the bottom
of the basin, whnre they are allowed to form a loose coil.

The outer ends of the two wires are led up the side of
the basin and thence to the Bichromate Cell* The
thinnest wire available should be used for this purpose,
in order that its weight may not hamper the movements
of the cork carrying the coih

Whatever form of apparatus is used, this experiment
lends itself well to the creation of picturesque effects,

tor the cork may be cut to the shape of a boat and
painted to. add to the realism of the scene* Since the
oil is flat, it can be hidden in one of the sails, especially

if a fore and aft rig is adopted ; and the wires leading
from it can be disguised as stays or fitted to the mast.
If the floating battery is employed, the Copper and
Zinc Plates can be concealed by providing the cork
hull with a sheath of card or stout paper that extends
below water and the vessel will then behave as a
completely independent unit*

No iron or steel should be employed in building a
magic cutter or schooner of this kind, and the vessel

then readily be controlled by means of magnets,
although apparently there are no magnetic materials
in it* If in addition, means of concealing the Bar
Magnet employed to direct its course arc adopted, its

movements wiJl arouse great inteies.t and curiosity
in the minds of those unfamiliar with the magnetic
properties of a coil of wire through which an electric
current flows. The employment of wires when current
is derived from a separate source will suggest that the
means of control used are electrical in character, but
that will not decrease interest in the experiment

ir-ii

Modern Cinema Theatre—(Cont, from page ?)

on to the sound track of the film as the film passes
through the machine. On the other side of the film
is arranged a photo-electric cell that takes up the
fluctuating beam of light passing through the film,

and causes minute changes in electric current that are
amplified and carried to the talkie horns. These
horns are usually placed directly behind the screen,
in order to produce the illusion that the sound is

coming from the figures on the screen. Sometimes the
talkie horns are slung on metal tracks so that they
may be hauled to the side of the stage when desired,
an arrangement that is particularly suitable for
theatres where vaudeville items are included in the
programme, as it enables the artistes to utilise the
full depth of the Stage. Alternatively the talkie horns
may be mounted on a lift platform that can be raised
and lowered as required*
Next month we shall describe the equipment of the

fa

auditorium of a modem cinema. Under this heading
will be included electric orchestra lilts, colour light

apparatus and curtain controllers. In addition will

be given some interesting facts concerning the world's
largest cinema theatre.

Foreign Aeroplanes

—

(Cmtiinuedfrom page 27)

factory established by Maurice Farman, and the
present factory was opened in January, 1912. It is

now organised" so that it is capable of producing 10
machines of various types every day, 5,000 workpeople
being employed.
The last nxachine with which we are dealing in this

article is the junkers F-24K, a commercial cabin
monoplane intended for the transport of passengers

freight. It is of the low wing cantilever type,
and its most noteworthy feature is that it is equipped
with a water-cooled heavy oil engine, the Junkers
11 Jumo 4," which develops between 600 and 720 h*p*

The radiator for this engine is mounted underneath
in a special tunnel fitted with shutters. Compressed
air equipment is provided for starting up.
The wings and the fuselage of this machine are

made of metal on the normal Junkers principle, the
beijmetal employed for the skin emg the customary

Junkers corrugated duralumin sheet. The machine is

provided with side-by-side controls in a completely
enclosed cockpit, and the main passenger cabin has
seats for nine passengers. Behind this is a baggage
compartment. When the machine is intended lor

service purely as a freight carrier* the seats in the
main cabin can be removed without difficulty.

The machine is SO ft. 6 in. in span and 50 ft. in

length, and weighs 8, 150 lb. empty and 10,350 ib.

fully loaded. It has a maximum speed of VA2 m.p.h.
cruises at 102,5 m*p.h<, at winch speed it nas

a range of 822 miles.
The " Jumo 4 lf engine is the- uiost recent of a series

of junkers crude oil engine*, the iirst of which was
built before the War, It is of the sis-cylinder type,
the cylinders having a bore of 4,7 in. and a stroke oi

8.3 in. ; and is 67 in. long, 66| in. high, and 20 in. wide.
When working normally it has an output of eon h.p.

at 1,550 ni.p.h., and its maximum output is 720 h.p.

at 1,700 m«p.h. During the type test, the engine was
tested up to an output of 750 b*h.p.

A New nes of

Hornby Miniature Posters

At the beginning of 1932 we introduced a series

of Miniature Posters for use with Hornby railways.
These Posters consisted of accurate reproductions in

full colour of famous advertisements that are to be seen
displayed on hoardings ail over the country- They
were introduced to add to the realism and #i

life
"

of Hornby Stations, and they quickly became exceed-
ingly popular.

Headers will be interested to know that there
is now available a second series of these Posters,
These are even more attractive than those of the first

series, and will enable Hornby Railway owners to
bring their station advertising up to date.
The Miniature Posters are gummed on the oacK, so

that they may be readily attached to the Station
or to walls, buildings, or other features

on a layout They are made in two sizes, and there
are available for their display Poster Boards of corres-
ponding size. These Boards are specially suitable
lor display on Paled Fencing or Footbridges, and are
hooked in position by means of two lugs.

There are 53 Poster* in the new series, and a sample
Board of the smaller siae is included in each

Hoarding,

packet.

ft Brookiands—Track and
This interesting magazine {produced at B

6d.

kiands
ByfLeetj Surrey* price 6d, monthly) is

unique in being devoted entirely to motor racing and
private flying, with special reference to activities at
the famous Brookiands motor course and aerodrome.
In addition to a review of the outstanding features of
the month, it contains special articles on various
topics connected with road, track and air, together
with a survey of the most recent machines- the
magazine is well produced and excellently illustrated
by photographs.

1

Famous Admirals—{Continued from page 5

\

41 t*am " again suffered severely, and at a
trom Jervis the * 4

Excellent** commanded by
Captain Collingwood, took a hand and soon silenced
the guns of the two larger vessels. Nelson succeeded
in boarding both the "San Josef" and the "San
Nicolas" and compelled them to surrender.
During the subsequent confusion among the Spanish

fleet the ' San Ysutra" of 74 guns, struck to the
" Excellent," and the M Salvador," also of 74 guns,
surrendered to the *' Orion" commanded by Captain

rez. The remnants of the Spanish fleet drew
together and made off toward Cadiz, and Jervis did
not pursue them. At the close o* the action Nelson
went on board the flagship, where Jervis received him
on the quarter deck and embraced him, thanking him
warmly for his brilliant part in the victory. The
total English losses were only 74 men killed and 227
wounded, while the Spanish losses were much more
severe and included four ships.

The victory caused great rejoicing in England,
/is was raised to the peerage with the title of

Sari of St. Vincent, suggested by the King ; Parliament
awarded him a pension of £3,000 a year, and the City
of London presented him with sword of honour and
the freedom of the city. Nelson received a knighthood,
and was promoted to Hear Admiral.

Tervis retired to Lagos Bay to refit his much damaged
ships, and when this work was completed he returned
to Cadiz and began an intensive blockade of the
Spanish port that was maintained until JuJy ; and
throughout the autumn and winter of 1797 Cadiz was
kept under observation. In June 1799 ill-health

compelled him to resign his command, but he felt much
better by the spring of the next year, and in April
he took command of the Channel ileet, and began a
severe blockade of Brest He was promoted First
Lord of the Admiralty in 1801, and held this high office

for three years, during which time he abolished many
abuses in the Navy, In 1806 he was again placed in

command of the Channel fleet, but ill-health and bis

advanced age brought about his final retirement
after a brief period at sea.

The great service Jervis had rendered to his country
during his long naval career received further recog-
nition in 1820> on the accession of George IV* when
Jervis was made Admiral of the Fleet. I he significant
of this honour lay in the fact that it was a custom
of the Navy that there should be only one Admiral
of the Fleet, and the office was already held by the
Duke of Clarence, Jervis died on 13th March, 1832j
aged 90 years, and was buried at Stone, in Stan ordsh ire,

and a monument to his memory was erected in St,

Paul's Cathedral.
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Branch Notes

;kham School. Th resources of

increased by a
one of

the Branch
locomotive kindly
the masters of the school, and by extensions

to the Branch track. A special feature

has recently been made of Lantern Lectures

and similar events. These have included

the display of three films, kindly lent by

an excellent Branch Magazine made its

: A. Morlidge, 4,appearance. retarv

and several games have been
of members A

\ Branch
Blagg Street, Macclesfield.

Belfort (Cati-oro).

room has been obtained by arrangement
with a local Scout Troop, and a very
extensive and interesting track with two

Lantern Lecture on
was
L.N.E.R. At

a Hornby No. 2 Special Locomotive
terminal has been laid down,

become interested in

the Canadian National Railways
lectures by
Railways

ii

members on
and " The

fi The
tenary

and
of

of

Table Tennis, and have been
successful in matches against the

Scout

Railways" slides

the L.N.E.K.
Dent, Caterham School,

Surrey.
West Leigh (Leigh-

lent by
, H.

very
local

and other Table Tennis
Instruction

This is

" has been
experimental

scheme, by means of which it is hoped

resources
' * The Fly ing Scotsman"

slides being kindly lent by the
track meetings special

interest was aroused by the performance
of a Hornby No, 2
** County of Bedford," which out-distanced

every other locomotive entered for tria

and showed higher speed. Special attention

is now being given to the maintenance of

locomotives m good running order.

meeting every month is to be devoted to

indoor games. Secretary : B
Tudor House," Malvern Road, Bourne-

mouth

ON
mee
nrran

c i a 1

been
junior

members of the Branch.
At these fonts, pre-

viously operated at track
meetings have been used
m order to flive useful

An interesting

of

railway
ics has been

collection

slides of

other
made by one of the
members and these were
displayed at an open
meeting arranged for

the purpose. Secretary
K. G. 129,

Southsea Avenue, Leigh?
on-Sea.

Skfton,
meetings have been held

which various newin

types of track have been
tried out. It was de
to keep to simple layouts

and
arrange
a

AUSTRALIA
Parramatta

A garage measuring Is it.

10 ft., and fitted with
electric light, has been

Mr. H. H.
Matthews, Secretary of

the Branch, and meet-
arc now held in it.

The track has been re-

in

1 * * V

in >ts are

busy carrying out exten-
sions m order to

realistic working
on. are

mem-
bership is steadily

increasing. .Secretary *

H. H. Matthews, 27,

Ross Street, Parramatta,
N.S.W., Australia.

Branches in Course

of Formation

The fo 1lowing new

to

I1U1I1-

A group of members of the Si. Saviour's (Kaynes Park) branch. No. 236. Chairman, Mr. W. Brittain.

Secretary, D. J, Fielden, At the track meetings of this Branch special attention is paid to timekeeping and
two large clocks have been installed in order to leave no excuse for lack of punctuality in the services provided!

system of. signalling. The track is

continually
experience

and as
complicated

timetables are being introduced. A new
Branch room has been secured, and this

to

J.

improve
H. Forth,

¥

Branches of the liornbv

Railway Company are

at present in process of

formation and any boys
e

ii

31, Ardock

will n er to be
operated. It is proposed to illuminate

working.
Gleneagles/'

Road, Catford, S.E.&
Birstall (Leicester).—All meetings so

far have been devoted to track operations,

members being very keen on planning an
extensive layout and

who are interested and desirous of linking

up with
communicate

unique
with the

organ isation should
whose

; All

the Branch layout by means of floodlights.

running passenger

Secretary Mather, Appleby,
Road, Liverpool, 18.

Macclesfield Central School,
progress is

and goods trains on it in accordance with
correct railway principles. As experience is

the track is improved and more
ambitious schemes are ado

bein CT hopedR made, anil it is

shortly to add to the Branch Hornby
Train material funds built up from
members' subscriptions. A special demon-

is to be given at the

Exhibition, and a committee has been
arran to

Lectures on
given,

the British

have.

loaned
4

anies,

An effi-

cient Breakdown Train has been organised,

in order to deal with derailments and
G. B. Gibson,

names and addresses are given
owners of Hornby trains or accessories are

eligible for membership and the various

secretaries will be pleased to extend a warm
welcome to all who send in their

Birstall, Leicester.

(Bournemouth)
n\
The

other accidents.

49, Front
Charminster

Branch room has been
rearranged, and an oil lamp pure
give adequate illumination. The premises

made more attractive by
magazines in

B. Field, 20, West Park
Terrace, Bradford, Yorks.

Middlesbrough—W. Hall, 21, Hambledon
Road, Linthorpe, Middlesbrough, Yorks.

New Malden.—Mr. S. 91.

Burlington Road, New Maiden, Surrey.

new iS

Settle—Mr. J. Vant, Settle,

. Wait, 25, Bird Street,

Lichfield, Staffs.

Bradford—L. Robinson, 21, Beaconsfield

Road, Clayton, Bradford, Yorks.
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e course of these articles we have dealt from time
to time with various
four

the of the

TRAIN WORKING
Marylebone, is not large, but is compact and well
arranged, so that there is little difficulty in making

way
that

groups
can

applied
H ornby

e

to
rail-

ways, thus
ing them

repres
more cor

the

lines favoured
respective

model
owners.

of asections

group
for various
reasons

on a Hornby
layout, particu-

if the

scheme
forward last

month in the
article

with
and

layout of
stations are

followed up

are

rule

not

on

_

e

this

for it is
An Interesting express on the layout of D. J. M. Thome, of Upminster. The train is made up of Hornby No. 2 Pullmans,

and has heen specially arranged by its owner to represent one of the L.N.E.R. " Tourist '* trains.
s t e e 1

istics that are not found on o

the em,
group

advance of stan

ures

sections of

isation,

doing away with

advantage of this is that if similar limitations are
in miniature the station platforms not

unduly long, and this will save space on a layout.

companies
month we

consider the

will

Great

is

Central section

L.N.E.R.,
quite a favourite with
railway
and can be made the

•

a 111-

mi mature

assume that

question

layout
the question of

of

line has been satisfac-

torily settled. A popular

those who
m a in

l s therailways
continuous track, more

of

The southern section

the G.C. line is

specially interesting in

that between Neasden
and Grendon Under-
wood Junctions there

is a choice of routes.

Trains can travel

way of Aylesbury and
the Metropolitan Rail-

way, reaching the G.C.
main line proper at

Quainton Road Junc-
tion, some 44 miles out

or they
route
Wycombe,

can take the
via High

from
Northolt to Ashendon
Junctions is join

owned with the G.W.R.
This association

or in

with one or

terminals

the main track,

perhaps
situated

A striking view of a Hornby No. 2 Special L.N.E.R. locomotive *• Yorkshire." This may be used
on layouts based on the Great Central Section, as express engines of standard group design arc

now working on the more important duties on that line.

on branches inside or outside

w i t h

:an system
enables some interesting

carriedworking to

Lon terminus
space

Great

out in immature, as suggested by one of the accompanying
photographs. Here a
hauled by the w known

an rain,

locomotives,
r
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a No. 2 SpecialL.N.E.R. suburban train
>

its head, are running side

A four-track section will be impossible on
layouts, and L.N.E.R, and trains will

*

then have to use the same tracks. Alternatively, a
single electric track for Metropolitan use alongside
L.N.E.R. line mav be sufficient, but this de

miniature Great Central trains as

to the
i t

or

to

H un t

J#

of actual

nearest approach

on
to

e extent

-0 engines do occasionally

however. The 4-4-2 wheel arrangement
of the Hornbv No. 3 Locomotive suggests its use as a

G.C.
"

which the

for both have outside cylinders and
Belpaire fire-boxes, and the cab and tender outlines of the

en erine

Metropolitan is

represented on
miniat tire

poi

to bear in mind
Rick-is

mansw is

the

point

steam

boundary

and
electric work-
ing for Metro-

itan train

To
the steam
locomotives of

company

are close
e n o u g 1

1

of

to
the

loco-

motive
is now no really

suitable engine
in the Hornbv
Series to

the
•

**
l a i

Director"
butOs,

those
who possess
any of the old
No '2 4 0s

engines i n

A fast fish train at full speed. Such trains are familiar sights on the Great Centra] Section of the L.N.E.R., and their miniature
counterparts can be effectively made up with Hornby components.

may use them
as such.

L.M.S.R. passenger colours might be used, as their dark
finish is similar to that adopted bj' the Metropolitan.

notable
type of engine used on the outer suburban services from

whose work
Layouts the alternative route,

perhaps based chiefly on it, will be able to feature G.W.R.
locomotives and rolling

Western traffic for Birmingham
stock, for important Great

beyond passes this

way The dark domeless Great Western engines,

Marylebone is the large G.C.
may be carried out in miniature
Special Tank, Other standard locomotives ' of
Hornby Series may be used to represent the various

ornby No.

with their brown and cream coaches, will form a striking

contrast to the light green L.N.E.R. locomotives and
teak-coloured stock. A great deal of exchange traffic

bet ween
L.N.E.R.
G.W.R.

service, both
for

G.C. and L.N.E.R origin.

expresses are the
oons in L.N.E.R, colours. The teak

colouring and domed roof of the No. 2 Saloon are typical
N.E.R. features, and miniature expresses therefore may

Hornby No.

and
¥m

vice versa is

dealt with at

Banbury. This
on the

n eli

to, but
on the G.W.R.

isproper,

approached by
the L.N.E.R
spur from
C u 1 w o r t h
Junction
B a n b u r

to

y
1 unction. Such

be
made

correctIv

corn
vest i buled
together.C5

semi-
For
and

suburba n

w g the
popular scheme
of employing
Metropolitan
vehicles as

e cross
a scene on a joint L.N.E.R. (G.C, Section and Metropolitan layout.

in this

country trains

as the
4i
Ports-to-Ports " Express from Newcastle to

Cardiff, pass over this line. This train was instituted

by the G.C.R, as long ago as l£

way, as suggested in this article.

operations are possible on a line arranged

. E
coaches may be
utilised,

colour is very
to the

. E
st andard

general design renders them
An L.N.E.R. layon t

finish, and their

e appropriate for such
that incorporates a

of cons able interest to G.C.
r-

enthusiasts has been the appearance of L.N.E.R #

ex press ives on the hardest duties

on the London main line, including of course the famous
*<

3.20 wn in e

locomotives of Gorton design previously used,

gives ample reason for the emplovment of the
Hornby "

ou>

miniature Metropolitan section, as suggested previously,
may therefore " borrow " suitable passenger stock when
traffic is particularly heavy ! or on the other hand such
double duty may be necessary owing to limited resources.
A recent development associated with the G.C. section

No. 9 otive on

has been the operation for tourist traffic of the special
trains described in the November, 1932, "MM." One of

our photographs shows a set of Hornby No. 2 Pullmans
arranged to represent a train of this kind.
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IS year's Schoolboys' Own Exhibition a

»

T W

real Boys' Paradise—read some of these attractions.

AERO SECTION that shows you the story of

the Heroes of19U to 1918 who fought in Air, and

including a Hawker Fury with full equipment
side side with a 1918 Sopwith Camel—and
a host of flying ex hibits.

HISTORY BY TELEPHONE-the private I ife of

English Kings from William the

to—well you come and hear it—you
ueror

roar

wi laughter.

AN MODEL of the Southern
" The Lord Nelson."otive,

8-FOOT
Railway Giant

running in the show under steam.

SIZE TALKING PICTURE THEATRE by

Gaumont-British.

THE BRITISH RACING DRIVERS' CLUB have got

a real thrill for you-THE TEN FASTEST CARS
IN ENGLAND—with their drivers—and a racing

pit by " SAMMY DAVIS "-you will learn how
Grand Prix races are run and won.

AND THERE'S STAMPS-PETS-BOOKS-MODELS
OF ENGINES AND SHIPS-WIRELESS-and OTHER
WONDERFUL EXHIBITS.

A MECCANO COMPETITION
and a host of other Competitions with rattling

prizes.

FULL SIZE AMUSEMENT PARK with all

fun of the fair.

e

ARE THE AT

Book to Wood Lane C.L Rly

DEC. 28th

10 a.m. —
TO
TO
f

JAN. 13th

p.m.

(including tax)
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this layout, andHE miniature

i . _.

tiway
both for

system illustrated

the scheme
operations and for the extent and completeness of detail of

the line. The owner of the railway, Mr. H. Snow, lives at Cannes,
and in laying down and equipping the system his chief aim was to

represent the main features of a journey from London to Cannes.
Tims locomotives and rolling stock of the Southern Railway and
of the Nord and P.L.M, systems are used, but in addition the scope
of operating conditions has been extended so as to require engines
and coaches of other railways, both English and French.

Riviera " Train . that i

is one of the most important trains on the miniature system.
It is made up of course of the popular and distinctive Hornbv
" Riviera Blue components.

French scenerv follows, and after Lyons notable
features are the famous Pont d'Avignon over the River Rhone,
built in 1108; the Palace of the Popes at Avignon, built durin

the years 1336-70, and other ecclesiastical structures. Approaching
Cannes an interesting piece of modelling representing a farm scene

has been carried out in such a manner as to tone well with the

background. Tt is entered through an old stone arch which,
it is interesting to note, is inscribed " Mas del Soulee," which
is Mr. Snow's own address. Thus the local scenery by Cannes

appropriately arranged, and the station itself

original. The miniature station

has three platforms each 8 ft. in length, and is complete with
. When illuminated

The road approach to the station

and here and elsewhere on the layout good

to represent road traffic.

The accessories used on this extensive railway are extremely
raried, and together with the scenery give

iature

of all kinds, railway, civilian and military,

are employed with good effect, the last

named particularly in connection with
aviation ground provided

guns,

luggage

throughout included.

operation the complete track is

built on a special superstructure
3 ft. high, and forms roughly a
large rectangle as it follows the
walls of the room,
sufficient

attend

,—

,

__„,
o enable the layout to

to from the outside
as the inside, which is necessary, for parts
the baseboard are some 6 ft. wide. Tin
are four main tracks throughout, each giving a
continuous run 100 ft. Various

introduced wheresidings

but the line is specially laid out

com rem ote

railway
on this page.
(Centre) The main

runs. Most of the signals line near
(Right) The scale

model Nord
* Pacific."

for long
and points are electrically operated, so that

movements is afforded. A feature that adds
greatly to the realism of operation, especially at night, is the

themselves are lit up.

1ayout illuminated, and the trains

uitable surroundings are provided a panoramic
wasbackground extending completely round the layout, w

specially prepared to show the chief scenic features of the journey
trom London to Cannes. Starting at Victoria, Grosvenor Bridge
carrying the railway over the River Thames is shown, with the
Tower Bridge in the distance. Other notable London landmarks

as
M Big Ben " and St

I

, are included, and soon the open
country of Kent appears. This typical scenery then gives place
to the chalk cliffs in the neighbourhood of Dover, for " The Golden
Arrow " runs alongside these.

The crossing to ais made by the well-known S.R. cross-
lannel steamers is depicted and also the Maritime Station from

where trains leave for all parts of the Continent. The services
particularly represented on this layout are those for Paris, and
through to Lyons, Avignon, Marseilles, Toulon and Cannes.
The well-known Gare de Lyon at Paris is the next feature,

and from here manv famous South-bound expresses depart.
off

are attached to P.L.M. trains, having skirted the city by means
of the Ceinture system. This route is followed by the famous

centre sections of the standardand a long viaduct formed
Hornby Viaduct. The latter carries an elevated loop line that
leaves the main line near Lyons and rejoins it at Marseilles. The
gradients thus involved add considerably to the effect of the
system in the neighbourhood of the loop, and of course increase
the interest of working

is nearly 500 ft. of track in the layout, and the heavy
passing over it is dealt with by an interesting and varied

array qf locomotives, coaches and wagons. The fine scale-model
Nord " Pacific " shown in one of the illustrations on tliis page
usually hauls a train of six bogie corridor coaches and a luggage
brake van. Hornby " Kiviera " Locomotives in P.L.M. and Nord
finish are in use for the operation of the " 7 rain Bleu

" """

d'Or
'

' respective! y\

The English groups arc represented by

M M

No. 3 Loco-
motives, and appropriate rolling stock, while a miniature L.M.S.R.
Royal Scot " engine has a train consisting of postal, dining and
"man vehicles. Miscellaneous duties are performed mainly bv

Hornby Tank Locomotives ; and coal, mineral and other goods
trains have suitable engines of heavy main line type.
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BOOK
ABOUT

CRA
Price net

AH kinds of Flying Machines clearly described, with 19 lour

pfates black-and-white titrations.

TELEGRAPHY
TO

TEL

K

V fffftU,^*Hl^"

FROM

GRAPHY
TO

TELEVISION
Lieuc-Col. CHETWODE-CRAWLEY, MJ.E.E

(Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P-O.)

With 38 half-tone illustrations and text diagrams.

Price net

can confidently recommend this book.w UfY

STORIES ENGINEERING
N ADVENTURE

Railways Ships Canals

EDWARD CRESSY.

With 24 photographic illustrations, a xt diagrams.

Price net
1 A book to delight the heart *i

ABOUT R.CRAF
RAILWAYS

CIL J. ALLEN, M.lnst.T.

With 36 coloured plates, 200 black-and-white plates

and text diagrams.

Price
11 Packed from cover

j

net

cover with technical,

riiative information/'—Daily Tdegmph

FREDERICK WARNE
CO. LTD.

-* -

t )R VtJk i

I" wi
It !

Chandos House, Bedford Court

London, W.C.2

>

THE

BE ONE OF THE FIRST THIS NEW YEAR TO
SECURE

MODEL
REPUTABLE RECORD-BREAKING

AEROPLANE-THESE STURDY

MODELS WILL STAND NO END OF ROUGH
USAGE-AND THEY'RE CRASH-PROOF TOO !

AN INGENIOUS COMBINATION ROCKING
BRACKET UNDERCARRIAGE PREVENTS

THEM FROM SUFFERING ANY INJURY OR
DROPPING TO WHEN LANDING

THEY'LL STUNT-LOOP THE LOOP
AND "TAKE OFF" FROM THE GROUND
AT THE PILOT'S WILL !

MODEL AEROPLANES BE HAD!

rices om /
fo CNS.

Obtainable from
stores, toy shops and
dea le rs thro u g ho u t

world.

all gofcd

sports

the

Illustrated Price List post free on
. -

application from WARNEFORD'S.
Dept. E.3, 137, Greenwich Road,

London, S.E.10,
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Competitions a
written in the top

ing on this page are open only to members of the Hornby Railway Company, Envelopes containing entries should haw the title of the com
left-hand Cqrn& and should be addressed to :he Hornby Railway Company. Meccano Ltd.. Binns Road. Liverpool 13* The mime, address and memhe

0/ f<i£#r competitor sftould appear iti rfear trrtHffg on the back of every sheet of paper used.

numhe

MUTILATED NAMES CONTEST

an
rhis month we
old favourite, name

a contest of a type that is
It TUT __J_*1 _ a. t XT M

t a Mutilated Names
Contest, It is more than a year since we had a com

1tion of

contest

anwith
readers.

The accompanying
panel contains the names
of 16 well-known loco-

motives, each belonging
to one of the four

British railway groups.

The letters that make up

kind, and we feel sure that the

po

The Contest will be divided as usual hit' two sections,

ingand Overseas. Prizes

Train goods (or Meccano
of 2 15/

d
a i

new

preferred) to the

awarded

Ji VLLu

four

)F
competitors in

tion

UllVI vnr* ^(N

W 1 1o

aining

submit
the

sec-

lists

highest

"*I I number of correct solu

FVLFI >\ PuNWFM'KL
A
on

of

Wlill be
prizes

to

each
ba
think

name have been
we

LL1 vM VU U>ZIV

it will tax the

of readers to

discover the 16 names.
When all the names.

FFFVILP

not quite come
-winning

etitors

$end
even i they ve

"i

1 cr-
A

been unable to find the

correct details required

in every case. In the

as

ciphered,

written

in the

been de-

must be
in a list

Ull ILUKPPL J J\CITv C/Il count
final decision.

the

in

appear in the panel,

place of any name
cannot be

cporpiw Ml PIP)V
Envelopes containing

entries must
•

b e

being bi

must be set the number of the
locomotive, its wheel arrangement, and the name of the
roup to which it belongs. On each entry—which may
be submitted on a postcard—must be written clearly the
competitor's name,

Contest " in

marked "H.R.C.
left-hand corner,

and H.R.C. n >er

Mutilated

and
Ltd. , Binns
January. Entries from Overseas competitors must

reach Headquarters at Meccano
13, on or before 31st

to arrive at uarters not later than

a My Favourite

Railways exert a

the mighty main line

fascination in this country than anywhere
else in the world, and interest in
locomotives,

express engines of each of the
groups dou*n to the

diminutive shunting tank, is shown by a
surprising number of people. Keen debates
on the merits of the representative engines
of the different groups often take place.

This is particularly the case with members
of Branches of the H.R.C, accounts
frequently reach Headquarters of lively

debates on their relative qualities.

Drawing
This month we announce the first of a

of Drawing Contests in which
competitors are required to sketch some
particular railway employee carrying Out
one of his duties. The subject we have

or 30th April for Overseas competitors
The closing dates should be carefully noted
as entries received late cannot be
on to the judges.

Unsuccessful entries
.

IS
n

,4
j#

This is a
Giving The Right-
iliar sight to

fn view of the great interest of this

of

A way

.

readers, and we shall look forward to a
large entry. Drawings may be in pencil,

ink, or in colour, as desired.

To the senders of the four best entries

in each section, Home and Overseas,
prizes of Hornby or Meccano

awarded to the value of 21/
will

ic, we have chosen
this competition " My

" and we ask members to tell us in

Favourite Loco
motive,

15/
and 5/- respectively. In addition a

number of

aw a rde< I

not more than 500 words which class of

engine favour and why it makes a
special appeal to them.

material (or Meccano
if preferred) to the value of

10/6 and 5/— respectively will be awarded
for the four best entries in each section.

Home and Overseas. Envelopes should be
m H.R.C. Favourite Locomotive
Contest and must be despatched to reach
Headquarters at Meccano Ltd., Binns Road,

13, on or before 31st January.
date for Overseas ion,

ation prizes will be
those competitors whose

entries do not quite come up to competition
standard. The sender's name, full address
and
written on the back of each

.R.C. membership number must be
It

must be remembered that the omission of

the H.R.C- number from any entry will

it to be disqualified. This is an
members

cause

mis-

important condition to w
should pay special attention, as its neglect

in the past has occasionally

ing entries to be discarded.
Envelopes containing entries must be

marked " H.R.C. Drawing Contest
"

posted to reach Meccano Ltd., Binns Road,
Liverpool 13, on or before 31st

be returned
if they are accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope of suitable size.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

October " Impossible Train Contest No. 4."—First

]. C. Button (10335), Crewe. Second : C. D. Eagmng
(31292), Mortlake, London, S.W.I4. Third: W. B,
Hudson* (1733), Westham, Weymouth. Fourth:
H. Sutton (34561), Wolverhampton. Consolation
Prizes : D. C H. Stamford (17558), Mcrstham, Surrey;
K. Costain (5708), Bolton, Lanes. ; S. Maxwell
(33312), Lockerbie; E. Beven (35158), Sheffield;

J. Evkritt (542), Strealham, London, S.W.16.
October "Questions Contest No. 5.

M—First : B.
Hull (30795), Walton, Liverpool 4. Second: H. T.
Buckingham (23588), Leighton Buzzard. Third:
L. Reason (32408), Bushey/ Herts. Fourth: M. H.
King r 2982 1), Barnehurst. Kent, Consolation Prizes:
E. Beven (35158), Sheffield; J. C. Weight (32750),

Fronton, Birkenhead ; C. E. Wrayford
Moretonhampstead, Devon ; J. L. Ma kin (30933)
Penworlham, Preston ; R. C. Cockerill
Wolverhgmpton ; S. Winnard (7843), Ince, Wigan

OVERSEAS
1 Famous Trains Contest.

''—First : H. C.
India. Second : G. Hallack

Third : M. De LtMA
(24764), Calcutta,
(17578), Capetown, S. Africa.

(34925), Bombay, India.

July " Railway Photo Contest. " '—First : L. A- Setox
Montreal West, Quebec, Canada. Second: E. R
Paasch k, Bergen. Norway. Third: J. A TES
(23863), Greenfield Park, Quebec, Canada. Fourth :

J. Boroman (29579), Maastricht, Holland, Con-H

*

Prizes : M
Holland ; P. D. Charlwood
Australia.

Maastricht,
ney,
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SETS
10 Angola...

5 Bolivia

5 Barbados
5 Brit, Guiana

• * *

w *r "

# * •

Sd.

3d.

2d.

3d.

TREASURE

5 Cape Good Hope 2d,

s ** *

20 Denmark
5 Esthooia

10 Finland
20Greec

,-*.

20 Holland
8 Iraq „
5 Jamaica

20 Japan *•*«

3d.

3d.

2d.

2d.

4d.

2d.

... 5CL

2d.

4d,

*

» + »

. . .

- *

iii

**,

4 Kedah
4 Kenya ...

5 Lithuania

10 Luxemburg
5 Malta *..

5 Nicaragua
10 New Zealand

10 New South VV

ISLAND
OUTFIT

PACKET AND GRAND
!'

* + -

i *

. m «

** m

...

- -

» » *

•

•"

M Peru
5 Porto Rico
5 Paraguay

20
20 Poland
10 Palestine

..*

t » V

fr I

2d.

2d.

4d.

2d.

2d.

3d.

Sd.

3d.

2d.

2(t

2d.

Sd.

Treasures galore will be found in this wonderful assemblage. Stamps from the far-off Caribbean Sea Islands
{where pirates of old buried their loot), Barbados, Cuba, Guiana, Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago. Also a
useful miniature Stamp Album and Perforation Gauge, Pack of Stamp Hinges, Over 57 different varieties
of Stamps, which include several interesting Russian Army emissions, as welt as fine sets. All these are

free and waiting to be stored in your Album, just request approvals and ?<*nd 2d. postage.

LISBURN & TOWNSEND (Dept. M.M.), LIV RPOOL

RUSSELL
23, Shanklin Drive, Wcstcliff-on*Sea

Ask for
a bonny illu

"XLCR" Stamp Album
ed robust album to hold

over 2,000 stamps- 100 pages complete

nn lu wit,] index. British-made, too, andun| yonly 6d, Don't accept any other

£Jj4 until vou see it. Insist onOU. «« XLCR * Albums. Stamp Outfits
and packets* If any difficulty write to—

Thomas Cliffe, Colwyn Bay.

OFFER
34 New Issues and Novelties.

Including Afghanistan (1932), Angola (redrawn), obsolete Austria, France (new value
mint)* Fr- Morocco (Sultan's Palace), Italy (portraits), long set of old Japanese, Martinique
(new pictorial), Middle Congo (steam train), Reunion (waterfall), St Pierre (new design],
fine long set of pictorial Ukraine, etc. I will send this tier absolutely free to all collectors

sending 2d. p.-^ugc (abroad 4d.)

G. P. KEEF, Willingdon, urne, Sussex

CAN YOU IDENTIFY YOUR STAMPS?
THE STANDARD CATALOGUE OF THE
POSTAGE STAMPS OF THE WORLD.

6,419 Illustrations.

PRICE

1,040 Pages,
W ill to understand

It is

you
arrange your collection,
and popular reference catalogue

and general collector.

your stamps and
the most practical

for the beginner POST FREE.

WHITFIELD KING & CO., IPSWICH, SUFFOLK Ert
?8
b
L'5
hM

Once again I am offering this wonderful packet. It contains more stamps than ever,
35 fine Orientals with mosques, minaretti s, domes and eastern views. Set of EGYPT,
SYRIA (pictorial), set of 4 TUNIS, SPANISH MOROCCO (beautiful stamp), set of
PALESTINE (mosque, etc), AFGHANISTAN (new issue), set of FRENCH MOROCCO

f* #% i#p«w (Arab buildings, fine pictorials). 2 S0MAL1LAND (new issue), GRAND L1BAN, set of

PH I . H r I
unuscd ALGERIA, fine MECCA, pictorial IRAQ, and a wonderful set of 10 TURKEY.nUllLI including pictorials, towers, minarettes, etc. (usually sold at I/-. Price 4Jd. Postage
2d, extra, abroad 3d. extra). PURCHASERS of this packet asking for approval

ts will receive FREE a unique set of 10 PERSIA, usual price 1/6. Money returned
if not satisfied. Senders of addresses of stamp collecting friends receive an additional
set FREE. BARGAIN OFFERS:—20 AIR POST 6d„ 100 BRITISH COLONIALS 1/-

H. C. WATKINS (M, Dept.], GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET.

10

BETTER
THAN EVER

!

00 DIFFERENT
This wonderful offer of the World's

RITISH COLONIALS
commemoratives, high values.

most popular stamps, from most of the colonies of our Empire, includes pictorials,
. - _, . --.**, ,

Bird, stup and animal stamps, outaf-the-wav stamps from Deccan, Charkari, Cochin, etc. Long
fom ?

m
A M^l0lii£aA,a^A?Ara4 t

f' Ife^y^A^traIia
'
War and ncw "»u«. etc- ABSOLUTELY FREE TO GENUINE APPROVALAPPLICANTS WHO SEND 2d. FOR POSTAGE. J. BURTON, 31, ONSLOW ROAD, LIVERPOOL.

II If Sets of Br, Colonials
Mint, Obsolete and
Scarce Used Stamps
from "Gut-of-the-

fi Countries

—

Buy now and watch them rise in value I 1

«* +

•

* «

5 Antigua
5 Bahamas
5 Bechuanaland
5 Br, Honduras
5 Br, Levant
5 Br, Solomon Is.

5 Brunei
Cayman Is,

5 Dominica
5 Falkland Is*

S Gambia
5 Kelantan

• *

• •

< * »

9d.

9d.
lOd.
9d.
9d.

8cl.

9d,
9d.

V-
6d (

5
5
5

10
5
5

10
5
5
5

10

Leeward Is. ...

Montscrral ...

Ncw Guinea
New Hebrides
North Borneo
St. Kitts-Nevis
St. Vincent ...

Sarawak
Seychelles
Trengganu ...

Turks & Caicos
Zanzibar ..

.

6d.
9d.
10d,
9d.

1/3

9d*
1/3
V-
1/-
lOd.
13

GUARANTEED

Every Stamp examined bv an expert
No other packet offers such a service.

Have you tried one yet ?

bad
delay
huge
in the

the supply is limited, and we
to our announcement

November Magazine

NO RUBBISH.

POSTAGE EXTRA.

100 all different
200

J J

l>

J)

• » +

m *

fr

,**

. **

5/
... 10/

20/

1/3 post free

2/6 It

PHILIP J, DYKE. 122, Gladstone Rd«, Wimbledon.
COSMOS PHILATELIC EXCHANGE,

Tf

254, Kentish Town Road, London, N.W.5, Eng.

TRIANGULAR AIRS !

ITALY FASCISTS!!
PICTORIALS ! ! !

84 STAMPS 6d.
Including set of 8 Italy 1932 large Fascist Commemora-
tive Stamps. Set of 9 China pictorials with surcharged
issue. 10 attractive British Colonials catalogued at

5/9* Set of Lithuania 1932 Triangular

Set of Roumania Schoolboy King
issues

Mails

.

Other
pictorialStamps include

Price 6d. (Postage I Jd, extra). Money back guarantee,

We have numerous other offers at low prices. Hundred*
of unsolicited testimonials have been received.

W. BENNETT,
ARLBOROUGH RD.

( LONDON, E.853

STAMP ALBUMS r

All collectors should write for particulars of this
amazing offer, also list of bargain mixtures, packets, etc
SPECIAL OFFER ! 500 different genuine stamps/I/-,
APPROVALS : Super id. selections on request,

INTERNATIONAL STAMP TRADERS,
3, KING STREET

P TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX*
•

BOYS J

!

Wear

splendid

_

TRUMPS Thousands of "M.MS1 readers have

discovered this. WHY NOT YOU ?

approx, 1,000 UNSORTED STAMPS from Convents abroad, and

1 pkt., 1/3 ; 3 pkts., 3/6 ; 5 pkts., 5/6. All post free

3d. per pkt. extra

ano, LONDON, N.8

Stamp Badge

_^______ It's

JUST SEND Id. STAMP and v u will be enrolled
as a Junior Member of "THE EMPIRE STAMP
LEAGUE."

KINGS* HEADS, Colonial and Foreign Duplicates
for disposal. One Farthing per stamp. Send postcard
for trial.—Philatelist, 32, Josephine Av., Brixton, S.W.2.

SALE—BRITISH STAMPS. Stamp for approval.
Smith, Jnr.. 33 Meadfoot Road, S.W.16.

FREE. B. Colonial Pkt. Cat. over £1 , Request Price

, etc.—Gulbeukian & Poole. 392, Stiand, London,

Dealer's Stock to be cleared* Bargain Approvals*—
Hurklc, 89, Surbiton Hill Park, Surbiton, Surrey.

and will receive the ue
Badge with design as illustrated in the League Colours
Red and Blue. YOU'LL BE PROUD TO WEAR THIS
BADGE ! WRITE NOW—the Badge is waiting for you.

Request Approvals.
VICTOR BANCROFT,

Empire Stamp League (M.M.), Matlock,
If 2d. be sent, a splendid Magnifying Glass in folding
metal frame will be included as well as the badge,

CATALOGUED OVER 20 I

En#

This amazing packet of 40 different stamps Catalogued over £1 in chides Newfoundland (Pictorial), Abyssinia
(The Old African Empire), Manchuria (overprinted), Scandinavia and Schieswig (Lions), Prussia (Ofliciat),

also Turkey (Palace), Set oi 3 Charkari pictorials, Brazil (Aeroplane), a large U.S.A. (Columbus), Samoa
(Unused), also Cape of Good Hope, Sardinia (1855), and the scarce 1S9S issue of Nicaragua, ALL

ABSOLUTELY FREE I ! to approval applicants enclosing 2d. for postage.

SHOWELL BROTHERS (M.M.26), 42, VANBRUGH HILL, LONDON, S.E.3
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- OLD LADY WITH

in

H"THE old lady in the shabby grey dress and the antique hat

1 stopped in front of Kaufmann's stamp shop and gazed at his

wares. It was a very small shop, wedged tightly between
larger, opulent -looking
a busy side-street of the city. To the
window glass were fixed sheets of

weary-looking sun-faded stamps, many
cockled up into strange twists

the gum on their

were priced from
effect

The
6d. each, and here and there were
gaps in their rows where some optimistic

youngster had picked his

m ; it I e

and
a

some more discerning

possibly w

on what seemed a bargain.

Kaufmann sometimes salted his

window, knowing the value of ground-
bait. The bottom of the window was

littered with cheap packets of many shapes and sizes, ranging from
the humble " 100 stamps for 3d." to the lordly " 5,000 stamps for

0s." There were also three albums, some catalogues, a " Hand-
_ .l. r»j. _* ^_ i _ jL__^-_ ^ ut some

«>

book on the Stamps of the Australian Commonwealth *

ma -glasses, boxes of
Everaccessories.

In the centre of the
lettered

"

ing

window was

hinges, and
rather

a card plainly

By H. Thirkell

for that stamp ; he's about the only man who might have it ?
"

or " Send it to Kaufmann, he'll know if it's genuine,"
on the glass counterThe old lady placed n brown-paper

and waited. Kaufmann's manners were
like his

M Yes ?
"

ranee

gatively.

nervous

.

terro

was palpably

- •

lmes,
What have

buy stamps
ti

you
He possessed himself

nicked the strin

said Kaufmann.
got ? Show me 1"

of the parcel,

and paper off it and
(lipped over the pages with scornful

Something caught his eye
and he turned back to the page and
examined it somewhat closely. went

the rest of the um
perfunctorily, put it back

paper and in the act of re-tying the string.
" What do you want for it ? " he snap
The old lady cowered under this brusque treatment.
" Oh, I don't know," she said, " I don't know at all.

you would tell me what you'd give."

I thought

The old lady was aware of this card, had indeed
. She was nowsome

gazing
aware of it for

neither at it nor at the contents of the
_ a I

window. She was trying to peer beyond into
the shop to see who might be behind the counter.
From previous scrutiny she knew there might be
either a girl, probably pert and ignorant, or Kaufmann
himself, tall, fat, hook-nosed andm r m

Satisfied that Kaufmann was in charge, she entered.
There was a glass-topped counter displaying more

Kaufmann wanted a lead. Did the old lady
e ? Or more than a little.or a

" I never deal that way," he said. "The seller

must make a price—
The old lady

I buy or I do not buy.'

eted when

««

continued tying the string

My nephew, who collects stamps,"
Kaufmann

it

thought I ought to get twenty pounds for it

I don't really think it is worth all that," she
hurriedly, as Kaufmann made to move away.

" Well ? " he said.
" Would it be worth ten pounds ?

»«

or less a repetition of the goods in the window. Behind it, against

was a long table, littered with a mass of papers, books
He had

' It would not 1

"

on his tactics now.
said Kaufmann, < Never 1

t *

4 4

I will tell you about this

on on enveJ es and some
collection now to show you I am speaking the truth and you will

am wrong. It was made by your husband thirty,tell me if I

es of water on which stamps floated. In a corner was a large

safe which, as a matter of fact, contained more stamps than all

the rest of the shop put together

forty years ago. So? ?f

Kaufmann's shop and ann's appearance were
His shop and his shop window were merely the frame for that card
" Stamps Bought." What he sold there over the counter was
petty, mere chicken -feed. He dealt privately or by mail with his

real buyers. But what he bought in that little shop was generally

ma in

The old lady nodded.
" Your husband is dead and times are bad and you are hard-up.

You were looking through an old trunk and you found this album.

So?"
Again the old lady nodded.
" I will tell you some more truth," said Kaufmann. " This is a

common old collection. It is full of common stamps, torn stamps,

forgeries. I have bought hundreds like it in my life. But in this

stamps culled from the mail of business

houses and banks, parcels of old letters

from dingy offices came his way and old

one there are one, two, perhaps three

stamps which good. All the

collections of forty years
surprised even Kaufmann

ago It

lmes

stamps are stuck down tight with glue
in the album. I must soak them ofi

and clean them before I can sell them."
trove whichthe amount of

floated about the eddies of the city.

The man himself was an expert,

internationally known. In Paris and
New York, London and Berlin, when
giants of the stamp-world foregathered

men who might spend a thousand
pounds on their beloved stamps as

spends his

uncommon to
hear it said, " Have you tried Kaufmann

as

ence—it was

He
linted

the

His little dark eyes

pointed a finger at

old

Still I will tell you some more truth.

What will I find when I soak off those

two, three stamps which might be worth,
perhaps, ten, fifteen, twenty pounds ?

What will I find, you old thief ? I will

find they are torn and mended, very
beautifully mended, by some clever

faker in Belgium or [Contumfd on page 77)
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CELLULOID
—the Inflator

ea

immensely sfrong

an

" Noweight/'
illustrated, 2/6. Others

Send coupon
below (postage /d. un-
sealed) for complete list

of "Noweight" Cycle

BLUEMEL BROS. Ltd,, Dept. 27,
WOLSTON, neartCoventry,

Please send new illustrated list, post free.

Name.,.. *•••!• t *---! - I,

*J *J i- • * - "*.. « » * *
'

-

o^cixoxc mcttatoi >x&xoxo

DRAGON
r

Jr- r

this fine one
.- ~r

stamp. It is

great new German Wagner
stamps, all of which show
scenes from the famous

stirring

oser s

operas

THE COMPLETE SET. Nine scamps representing Tannhauser, The
Flying Dutchman, Rhinegold, The Metstersinger. The Valkyrie,
Siegfried, Tristan and Isolde, Lohengrin and Parsifal.

Set No. S4169, 9 mint. */3
SHORT SET. Six stamps up to the 12 pf. "Siegfried and Dragon"

Set No. $4170, 6 mint. 1/6

OTHER REALLY -WHILE BARGAINS

S 4092 EGYPT.

A 89

carce Railway Engines

No. of
Stamps Price

3/6
ITALY. 150 Alt Different. Used 150

4145 NEWFOUNDLAND.
A famous set

Humphrey Gilbert *

* W ' i * fr

S3547 NYASSA, 1921. Complect Pictorial set.
Obsolete .* *• • p* . ,

.

4100 PARAGUAY. 1881.
stamps

ling

• *# * fr * • - * I . .

S63 POLAND. Famous " Paderewski " series.
complete *« a. u. * m * m

S4152 REUNION. 1933. Brilliant
Postage Dues

type
• * f 9 I I fr

S 3981 SAN MARINO, 1932. Train In Station «*

8d.

lOd.
ALL ABOVE PRfCES POSTAGE EXTRA,

THOUSANDS MORE BUMPER

miiWf^iih

Factlit.* S*n
Mill

fc ~

•

BARGAINS

FREE 1934 SET LIST

Don't be out-of-date. Send f

copy to-day.

or your

LOOSE LEAF
•

ARETHEBESTOF
THEIR

Extremely strong steel spring-
back covers, cloth covered
and of handsome appearance.
Special inner cover holds

prevents
damage. Quadrille-
ruled leaves.

f
,"

stamp

SIMPLEX
75 leaves, 9g x7$ins

SIMPLEX MEDIUM
75 (eaves, 10| x8{ ins. 6/6

•

SIMPLEX STANDARD
100 leaves, 11 A x9f Ins. 1 O/

ALL PRICES

"POSTAGE EXTRA."

page ALBUM LIST giving full details

Stanley Gibbons Stamp Albums,
ues, Books and Accessories.

GIBBONS
DEPT.S.l5,391STRAND,LONDON,W.C2
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Stamp Collecting

—

-[Continued from page 75)

Switzerland, or somewhere 1 And worth
i

nothing, nothing, nothing, but two, three

shillings. Oh I how care you stuck

t

them into the old collection to catch
Kaufmann, you old thief 1

He picked up the parcelled album and
flung it on to the littered table behind him.

" I give you five shillings for that, so
you can't keep it to try on someone else.

Here is the money. Now get out and never
show your old nose near me again, or I call

the police.

Y o u

caught my
r i e n d

Anson
Melbourne
a while
ago, but
you do not
catch old

Kaufmann.
Hop it !

Out of

down the street to the turmoil

Street went the old lady in grey—-very

active for an old ladv, too. By the
way she doubled from one street to

another one might have thought she
her trail At last on awas covering

corner of Martin Place, she waited until

ina man
to join her

"Well?"
"No

a brown suit crossed the street

luck !

he queried.
• f

saidHe tumbled 1

' Gave me five bobold lady
kicked me out before he called the police."

* * *

Half an hour after the old
•

gone ann unwra the
album again. He ignored those pages
where the fakes were set

turned to a
scrutinised

as traps He

It

page headed " Spain," and
one stamp under a

was a deep blue stamp showing the figures

and the words
fi
Correos

"
#<

12cs.
tJ if Espana " at the

top and at the bottom In

the centre was the head of Queen Isabella

printed

heavily

was a
ragged

was printed
if T*They

and rather stained by the brown
with which it had been stuck
album. It was a valueless stamp save
for one fact

—

the head of Queen
down.
see that, the clever

ones," mused Kaufmann, " but Kaufmann
saw it. It is a dirty stamp,
but it is the error and it is

nnannnnDannnnnnnnnnnnnDDannnnnnnnnnnnnnnDn
One Hundred Years of Freedom

A point that will strike the observer

immediately is that Sierra Leone's new
stamp issue to commemorate the abolition

of slavery and the centenary of the death

of William Wilberforce, the man who freed

the slaves, contains no of

Wilberforce and,

of the 3d. stamp, no
purpose

with the single exception
of the

w

of the issue.

Wilberforce's port rait

with Colonial Office practice, which is to

debar the appearance on stamps of portraits

than His

/lajesty. The absence ot any indication

of the purpose of the stamps is a weakness,

of identifiable persons
The absence

however. for the otherwise excellent

designs tell no connected story, and those
'*

* knowledge of ^ '
^*

badlv.
without origin are

~™ »

guessing
> .™ 1

1

We illustrate seven of the more interest-

ing assigns this month, the full list of

designs being as follows :—Jd., the Arms
of the Colony (note that the flag does not
show the Cross of St. Patrick, from which it

may be inferred that the grant

The Christmas Charity Issues

As usual there has been a small flood

of issues of special charity stamps for

Christmas use,

and next
month we hope
to give brief

details of some
m

more
of

of
*

im
these, Switzer-
land, of course i

led the way
with the annual
" Pro Juven-
tute

*

the designs
jssue

is season
depicting
t y pica!
irlhood of the
raud, Berne and Ticinio cantons. The high

value, as u is devoted to a

Fat In T
in this instance the philosopher

Gerard

.

Gregoire

of the arms was m« sometime
ween en the

settlement of freed slaves was
in Sierra Leone, and

f
Id a slave castinaa

aside his chains—

a

the object of the colonisation, to

provide a land for freed slaves
;

1 id., a map of Sierra Leone and,

inset, a small map of the whole
African continent, w Sierra

Leone marked to show the
position of the colony.

Twopence, the old slave

market, Freetown, with a giant

mango tree in the fore

Note the specially

side panels depicting the pro-

gress of transport to Sierra Leone, Apart
from its extensive sea-borne traffic, the

colony is served by the South Atlantic and

here

North n air mail

genuine That fellow
Martinez will certainly give

£10 for it! "
A ustralian

The
il /o )i th ly .

A Stamp Voting Contest

[n our stamp pages this

month we illustrate seven
stamps from Sierra Leone's
new issue commemoratin
the abolition of slavery.

It would be interesting

to know which stamp our readers consider

the most beautiful, and they are invited to

services ; 3d., a native girl

carrying a basket of indi-

genous fruits ; 4d., a native
scene ; 5d., a canoe

of the Bullam Tribe crossing

Freetown
natives punt in

Banana Islands.

Harbour ;

near
6d,
the

Shilling, the Government
Buildings at Freetown ; -, »

Bunce Island, an old slaver's

resort 18 m iles above

place the seven stamps in order of merit.

Prizes consisting of Meccano products or

Stamp Collecting Equipment, to the value

of 21/-, 15/-, 10/6
are olTered to the

Freetown on the Sierra

'er. From 1660 onward this was
one of the main centres for those engaged in

the slave trade ; 5/-, a trumpeting African

"

•V- «« i\e

entries most nearly coincide with the resu

of the massed voting of all competitors.

Entries should be addressed to " January
Stamp Contest." Closing date. 31st

January.

elephant

;

flanked on
Ro

a portrait of His Majesty
side by sentries of the

Closing da
30th April

West African Frontier Force; £l t

sunset at Freetown Harbour, appropriately
enough the most beautifully engraved
stamp of the whole series.

This series is to remain in service for 12

months, and during that period will replace

the general pictorial issue of 1932.

urg, having come to

the end of its series of portraits

of present members of its Royal
Family, has gone back to the

Middle Ages for inspiration, the

chosen design being a portrait oi

Count Henry of Luxemburg.
who was subsequently Henry
VII, Emperor of Germany.
Lithuania's Child Welfare issue

appeared early in October and
a specimen, the IL stamp, is

It shows a

taught to use an
old-fashioned spinning wheel.

There are six other values in

the series.

On 24th December Italy

issued a special Mother's Day
stamp bearing a 10c. premium. Its use

was obligatory, the premium be
to various child welfare organisations.

Germany has combined the commemora-
tion of the death of the composer, Richard
Wagner, 50 years ago, with the annual issue

of National Relief stamps by choosing scenes

from the famous
the

nerian for

The
f* f r

Rhinegold, Siegfried,

The
and

(these last four

operas

gns of the stamps,
operas represented are " Tann-
" The Flying Dutchman,
" " o: '-*--* " " Tristan

Isolde," "The Valkyrie"
comprise the great Nibelungen Ring cycle

" The Meistersinger of Nurem-
burg," "Lohengrin" and "Parsifal."

There is not space to describe the stamps
in detail this month, but we will deal with

them fully in an early issue.
*

of operas).

* * *

We illustrate on this page the striking

20 lire air stamp from the recent Italian

the 10thColonial issue commemorating
Theanniversary of the Fascist regime.

full series consists of nine stamps for general

use, and seven air mail stamps, 50c. to 20 lire.

We thank Stanley Gibbons Ltd, for their courtesy in

leaning the stamps from which the illustrations for our
stamp pages have been tnade.
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OVER 10/ WORTH OF STAMPS
(Including Rare NICARAGUA, Catalogued 7 - _

To introduce you to this new firm, we are presenting an amazing packet, the value of which CAN NEVER BE
REPEATED. The packet contains unusual and scarce items such as : ESTHOKIA (mint), CAPE OF GOOD
HOPE, R0UMAN1A (charity issue), SET OF AIRMAILS (mint), TURKEY (palace), NEW SOUTH WALES.
BRAZIL (airplane), PHILIPPINE ISLANDS (obsolete), HUNGARY (war charity}, and the earliest issue of
NICARAGUA (cat. 7/~) ; also a FURTHER 30 GOOD QUALITY STAMPS are included, among which are
COLONIALS, COMMEMORATIVES. and several UNUSED. This grand packet is ABSOLUTELY FREE to

those who request approvals and enclose 2d. for postage. Write NOW, as the sup pi v is limited.
SUPER STAMPS, "M.M.1," LALESTON, VANBRUGH HILL, LONDON, S.E.3.

ONE of the
following

Pictorial Sots

or

or
TO APPROVAL APPLICANTS.

BARBADOS
10 JAMAICA

State
i <

which

3 CHARKARI required

PUCKA STAMP CO., 27, NORMANDY AVENUE, BARNET

I WILL SEND YOU
1,000 DIFFERENT STAMPS

on approval, from which you may select any 100 for 3/-
These Stamps are EXCELLENT VALUE 'and include

some catalogued at I/- each or more.
MORE ADVANCED Co) lectors are invited to send for
better class selection on approval, priced

fifth to one - tin rJ Catalogue*
at one-

§, B farchin gton Road,
H. HARDY,

London, N.8.

EE G FTS
How to Obtain

A STAMPALBUM FREE
Write for particulars and

44-PAGE BUMPER BARGAIN LIS!

D. A. BERRY. Member British Philatelic Assn.,
19, CORPORATION STREET, MANCHESTER,

- « - ,

"WORTH WHILE"
DIFFERENT
CANADA

I want YOU to seelny^WORTH U>H1LE " Sheets.
MY Stamps and prices will then add you to my regular
clients. These sheets are really different, containing
Only clean, nicelv mounted stamps which are

WORTH WHILE.
20 Canadian Stamps will form a good basis for your
collection of this popular colony, so accept my offer,

?end li<l postage, and ask to see some of these
interesting sheets. A WORTH WHILE OFFER.

, H. GAZE, DIDSBURY, MANCHESTER,

HERE *S

JOYFUL
LINDSEY'S

LIBERAL
NEWS ! -J- LINES !

6 Belgian Congo, most vivid native set, 7d. Drum-
beaters, etc. A striking Borneo set, 3d., shows Rail-
road, Tapir Beast, etc. Both sets for 9d. with free
gift of scarce 70 cents Russian China, cat. 1/-.
Ask for more Liberal Lines, and some to look over.
H.LINDSEY, 27a, The Square, St. Annes-on-Sea, Lanes.

MANCHUKUO PACKET FREE
A fine packet of all different Stamps containing
Manchukuo, 1932 § fen pictoriai, French Indo China
Air Mail, unused, Eritrea, 1930 2c, large pictorial
Somali Coast, Tunis 1933, new issue, Turkey pictorial,
Brazil pictorial, Nigeria, Portugal, Ceylon, etc., free
to all asking to see my famous Approval Sheets and

enclosing 2d. for postage. (Abroad 6d. P.O.)

ms, 1/4, 2/6, 5/- and upwards
S. HAMMOND, CHESHAM FIELDS, BURY, LANCS.

A3
D2

H3
12

6 Austria, 1932
JS „ 1930
6 Denmark,

1930...

3d.
6d.

N2
S29
S21

... 2Ad.
S Hungary, 1932 2* d.

12 Jugo-Slav. y

1926 6d.

T2
T3

ISNvassa, 1921
I5Saar, 1922
6 Spain Silver

Wedding

¥ I 9

* ft

4 Turkey, 1929
5 Thessaly

Octagonal ..

1/2
3d.

3d.
2|d.

6d.

L. D. MAYNARD, "8, Richmond Street, Southend-on-Sea

FOUND
ANOTHER OF OUR FINE FREE GIFTS

e

packet containing New Guinea Air, Bird
Siara Air Mail, Spanish Air, monastery

of La Kabida, Eritrea, Italy, naval Academv, Chili,
Columbia, Dutch East Indies, Salvador, Spanish
Morocco, and a host of other good stamps, free to
genuine approval applicants. Free and Post Free.

HEWSON & SAYWELL, ABINGDON, BERKS.

STAMPS 1

1

This huge parcel contains 5 O 6 genuine Stamps from
MOYEN-CONCO (Train and Viaduct), OLD CAPE
OF GOOD HOPE, Japanese, Chilian (Columbus),
OLD PRUSSIA, Pictorial Pretoria, MALACCA (Tiger),

etc. Absolutely FREE to all sending 2d. jor postage
requesting my FAMOUS EXTRA-LARGE-

DISCOUNT Approval Sheets. (Abroad 6d. P.O.)

E. EAST1CK, 22, BANKSIDE RD„ BOURNEMOUTH.

AIRPLANE &
PACKET FREE !

TRAIN
A large MINT INDO-
CHINA AIRMAIL is

included in this magnificent packet of over 40 varieties,
and depicts a mail-earrying AIRPLANE in full flight.

The packet contains a new CONGO (Train speeding over
Viaduct), ROUMANIA (.Airplane), and other fine Stamps
showing AIRPLANES and TRAINS : mint Airmails,
High Values, British and French Colonials, etc., ABSO-
LUTELY to genuine Approval applicants

enclosing 2d.
C. A. REISS {Dept. M.), 1, CASTLE GARTH t KENDAL.

STAMPS FOR PRESENTS
We recommend, the following LONG SETS, which

are all wonderful value

:

P

• . .

22 Barbados
100 Bavaria ...

40 Brazil ,

100 Czecho-Slovakia
20 German Colonies

Satisfaction
All Different.

1/6
1/9
1/6
1/3
1/9

25 Mem el

50 Siam
20 S.W. Africa
30 Turkish War
115 U.S.A.

Excellent

1/6
3/6
2/6
1/9
4/6

or cash refunded.
Full Lists Free. Postage Extra.

illustrated Albums from 6d. upwards.
NORRIS & CO,

f «

(Dept. M), Norwood, London, S.E.19, England.

£25 IN CASH GIVEN AWAY
We are giving away £25 to buyers responsible for the
greatest number of Stamps sold from our Approval
Sheets in 1934. Write for particulars of our grand new

1934 PUBLICITY COMPETITION.
For AQ (abroad 60) days we are giving to all applicants
for our Approval Sheets a fine set of 20 DIFFERENT

BRITISH COLONIAL STAMPS FREE.
.

EARLY

to

RIGHT NOW
Department

236.

TRAIN FR
We will give you FREE a set of Turkey pictorials

shewing train crossing the bridge over River Kizil-
Irmak in Anatolia,

This splendid set is one of the finest examples of
the stamp engraver's art and should find a place in
every album. Just send 2d. for postage and request
our Approval Sheets* You wit! he glad you sent.

SHIRLEY STAMP CO.,
I9 t Sandringham Avenue, London, S*W.2Q.

A set of English stamps
OLD ENGLISH PENNY POSTAGE STAMPS FREE
Issued nearly a century ago
including 7 postage stamps issued and used postally
in 1841, 1856/8, 1858/79, 1887 and 1902 with 3 other

s (5/S 10/- and j£l), issued and used for a
special revenue purpose; will be given free of charge to
applicants for specially cheap selection of stamps

on approval. Big discount
Very Special. British Basutoland. Just issued. Mint
condition, id., Id. and 2d. 3 stamps.

os tage extra.
5d.,

Henry Turner, 110, Barnett Rd., Preston, Brighton, Sussex

AIR MAIL FREE ! i
to all sending 3d. for our Approval Sheets of
specially picked Foreign and Colonial Stamps,

including many
You can add some rare specimens to your

now! 10 splendid Zoological
for 6d. extra.

THE R1CHMAN TRADING CO. (Room A),
29, VENNER ROAD, LONDON, S.E.26.

M I ^^^

100 Diff. Stamps Free to applicants for id. approvals
Hi- discount.- " "" " " 'Cox, 21, Dennis Mansions, westeliff.

FREE I 100 different Postage Stamps to " Popular
Approval " applicants-—The Western Imperial Stamp
Co., Trowbridge, Wilts.

20 Pre-War Stamps free to Approval A^
H. Stanley. 24, Trafalgar Street, Burnley

—

SPLENDID
rising Jamaica •

COLLECTION. Yacht Series, corn-
Samoa, Gat>ou, Caroline Islands,

ameroons, Ecuador, etc.* Free. Send 2d only
for postage requesting approvals,—T. H. Cross & Co.

MAC), 2, Heoldon, Whitchurch, Nr. Cardiff,

FINE BRITISH COLONIALS -BARGAIN PACKETS,
24 Australia, 9d. ; 50 Canada, 1/6 ; 30 New Zealand.
I/-; 15 Malta, 6d, ; 20 Straits, 9d. ; 12 Malay, 6d>

;

ritish Colonials at Jd. and Id. each a speciality.
Ask to see these special approvals.—S, F. Bickers,
11 Elveden," Lordswood Avenue, Southampton,

20 AIR MAILS—FREE* Includes Goya Air, Morocco,
Danzig, Roumania, etc, to genuine applicants for my
Approvals. Please send 2d. for postage, stating
favourite countries. Accessories, Stamp Albums, valu-
able Stamps free to regular customers. Ask for particu-
lars.—Hughes, 7, Winchester Road, N.W.3.

POCKET STAMP WALLET FREE !

S| x 3 1 (with strip pockets), Pkt. of Mounts, Peri.
Gauge and a FINE EMBARGO Collection of 25 Soviet
Russia Pictorials* All Free to genuine Approval appli-
cants sending 2d. postage (without approvals, 1/6).
North Wales Stamp Co., Dept M. 25, Lawson, Colwyn Bay*

GREECE
To Genuine Applicants for my I Peak

(1027)

Approvals.
i

.

S, BACKHOUSE, 61, WARNER STREET, DERBY.

aMAJESTIC" STAMP OUTFIT FREE
Al^o LIBERIA PACKET of 51 different Stamps
to all genuine applicants for my world famous

Send 2d. Postage, * Abroad 4d.M WILKINSON. Majestic Buildings, Colwyn Bay.
\ pprovals.

YOUR CHANCE ! The finest value ever offered in real
bargain Approvals. Thousands different on sheets at
d*, fd., and Id. each. Fine range in books from 1 Jd. to

/6. Prices average £th Gibbons. Write now for a
pleasant surprise! State "Wants/*

CAMPBELL, 1, Haldon Avenue, Teignmotith, Devon,

100 DIFF. STAMPS
Send your written promise to return the selection
within 14 days and I will send -a fine approval selection

at tempting prices and the above gift.

A. GOSLING, 21, FOWLING ROAD, IPSWICH.

FREE. 500 STAMPS
To introduce my approvals to collectors, lam giving
Free to all applicants, a Packet of 500 Assorted
Stamps—if you enclose 2d. for postage I will add

in addition, two Fine Sets.
CHAS. A. HILL, 51, MONINS ROAD, DOVER.

COLLECT SOMETHING WORTH WHILE. Beautiful
Pictorial Newfoundland Stamps are always increasing in
value. How different from some foreign rubbish that is

never worth anv thing. Start Now to collect this interest-
ing country, 20 different Newfoundland, Post free, 6d.
HALL, 111, Tweedale Street, Rochdale,

A FREE GIFT, Send me 4d, ask for selection
from 4 for Id. (30 for 6d.}, and I will send you Indo-

tna Air Mail, Afghan, Ethiopia, Piccard Balloon,
Angola, Guinea, Vatican, Spanish Morocco, and
25 Colonial and Foreign. Without Approvals, 6<L

J. R* Morris, 9, Audlcy Road, Folkestone, Kent.

i

set of NEWFOUNDLAND
MALTA, post free.

^^ «

One of the above fine FREE sets to all genuine
applicants for approvals. The finest approval
selections priced from $d. towards containing
Colonials, Foreign Pictorials and Air Mails.

SEND A POST CARD TO-DAY.
C. H. SHAW (Dept. M) t

95, Christchurch Avenue, Kenton, Harrow.

Colour
(Locomotive Publishing Co. Ltd. i/- each)

The latest additions to the excellent series of coloured
plates of locomotives issued hv the
Publishing Co *.!

by the Locomotive
nsist of reproductions, from

paintings by Mr. F, Moore, of L.M.S.R. No. 620(1,
'* The Princess Royal; 9 and S,R. No. 910, » Merchttut
Tayfors" The appearance of " The Princess RovaL*
the largest and heaviest passenger locomotive in
Great Britain, was one of the big railway events of

1933, and it is fitting that it should be chosen for

reproduction. " Merchant Tavtori " is representative
of the later batch of •' Schools *' class locomotives,
which are the largest and most powerful 4-4-0s in the
country. These two plates are fully up to the firm's

high standard, and are well worth framing.
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ARE THESE
Our competition this

most fascinating sim
is on one of

mes that we know.
le

We
wonder whether there is one of our readers who has never

a few

in

idle

ue

offered to those who
* 1 and » are

in providing the most

moments
country
five-

watching
traffic

the*

on a

gate

by, and
endeavouring
to identify each make
of car as it comes into

sight ! Many young
enthusiasts

» converted the

ime into a com-
lon

forpoints

identification

is

or

correct

while

a

accurate lists. In the event of a tie for any or all of the
prizes, preference will

be given to the neat-

most novelly

l 2

est

prepared entry.

Kntries should be
submitted on post-

cards
3 4

cars

being numbered 1 to

12, as shown on the

illustration- Numbers
1 to 4 in the

row of the iilus-

5 6 7 8

tration, reading
left to ri

numbers 5 to 8 in

hundred
yards
points for each correct

away
more
five

rowthe

9 to 12 in the bottom
row.

be
Entries

addressed to

hot, two points de-

ducted for each in-

correct shot, and one point

shot by another competitor.

9 ro it 12

Our it will be seen, consists of 12 li

sketches giving head-on views of well-

car.

makes of

Readers are asked to identify each of these cars,

and prizes of Meccano to be chosen

13,
n

"Motor Contest,
Meccano Magazine,

be sent to

reach this office not later than 31st January.
separate set of prizes will be reserved for entries

from Overseas readers, those living outside

Kingdom and the Irish Free State, whose entries must&
arrive later than 30th April.

A Meccano Conundrum
A few weeks ago a reader on the North

East Coast sent along the following

conundrum : If the Meccano office boy
were sacked, what Meccano part would he

amiary Drawing Contest

represent ?

without Boss
The was '

So great was the interest taken in the
October Colour Drawing Contest that it is

clear that most of our artist readers would
welcome another contest of this type. This
month, therefore, we are again asking

That IS the best Meccano conu
we have seen for a
su interesting pos

time, and it

a

competition. Accordingly prizes are offered

this month for new Meccano conundrums,
The prizes will consist of Meccano

readers to make a copy of any illustration

than the cover—from this month's
"A/.M." but we do not insist that it shall

be in colour, as was a stipulation in the
October contest. Black and white drawings

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

October Drawing Contest.—The outstanding feature

of this competition was an amazing instance of the

similarity of the work of twins. The judges were
quite unable to separate the entries of the 16|~year old

twins H. and R. Powell, of Dursley. Glos.v and it was
decided to augment the first prize and award each of

It was also to give two
these consisted of

in ink or pencil are equally
The entries will be divided two

alue of 21/
tlie

15/ 10/6 and 5/
winners ourto be chosen by

current catalogues,

ers may submit as many entries

as they wish, but no reader may gain

more than one prize. Entries should be
addressed " Conundrums,

sections, as usual, A for competitors aged
16 and over, B for those under 16, and two

zine, Binns Road, Liverpool 13,"

be sent to reach this office not
_

later than 3 1st January.
A separate set of prizes will be resen

for entries from
must arrive not later than 30th

prizes of Meccano products or

Materials, if the winners prefer,

value of 21/- and 10/6 respectively, will

be awarded in each section. In addition

there will be a number of consolation prizes.

A separate set of prizes will be reserved
4 J-

for entries from Overseas readers.

Entries should be addressed " January
Drawing Contest, Meccano Magazine, Binns
Road, Liverpool 13," and must arrive not
later than 31st January. Overseas entries

fleering

Joint First

R. Powell

the boys one guinea*
al prizes b the A Section

;

autographed copies of the Editor's book
for Boys.

11

The full list, of prizes is as follows

:

Prises: Section A
t

H. Powell and
(Dursley, Glos.) ; Section B, K* T\ Margetts (Wands-
worth Common), Second Prizes: Section A, J. A.
Preater (Cam.) ; Section B, JL Wallace (Dundee
Special Prizes: K, Costain (Bolton); K, A,

mmm (Liverpool).

OVERSEAS
First Prizes ! 'Section A f

Section B. W. P. Scott
Section A, A. A.
Joint Second, B.
P. K. Wiener

The best of the entries will be used in

the Fireside Fun page subsequently, and
the Editor reserves the right to publish

any entry without fee.

must arrive not later than 30th April,

Successful entries are retained by the

Editor but other entries will be returned
if a stamped cover of

size is sent with the entry

August Photo Contest.-

J, Credit {Capetown}

;

iDunedin, NX). Second Frizes;

Boult (Auckland) ; Section B,
Lcmsdex (Feilding, N*Z.) and
(Claremonl, CP.).

August Point Words*—!. D* J* White (Dunedin)

;

2, F. T. Reich (Rangoon, Burma) ; 3. E* K. Shorrock
(Vancouver);. 4. T. F. Nicholson (Johannesbu
consolation Prizes: N, A. Burt (Miirchison, N*Z.)

;

j. C« Carter (Capetown); W, S. Eagle (Byculla,

Bombay).

July Sharp Eyes,— 1, E, H. It Tenison (Colombo)

;

2, D* ft* Thompson (Johannesburg) ; 3* J. B* Collins
(Melbourne) ; 4- Jan Hers (Johannesburg)* Con-
solation Pnzes: B. Amm (Grahamstown, CP/)

; J. C.

Carter (Capetown) ; W. Dausch (Salisbury, S*R,)

;

P. Klassen (Singapore) ; J. S, Tkgart (Toronto)

IL F, Worsley Christchurch, NX}-
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MACHINE GUN
COMPENDIUMSOF GAMES
These compendium* contain the most popular
games, including all the old favourites. Games
for old and young, party games, games of skill, etc,
will all be four!-* In GAMAGES COMPENDIUM!
No. 1 Contains 21 games. Price 3/-. Post 6d

Truly remarkable value in a machine gun* Fitted on collapsible metal
tripod. Can be turned to any direction and elevated to an angle of 45
degrees. Fires roll caps at a very rapid race, and these are easily fixed.

Emits a very loud report and smoke pours from barrel giving A ^\f
a realistic effect. No boy should be without this gun- I \J
Length of barrel, 251*, Height of gun, 204 in. Price Post 1/

GAMAGE CHEMISTRY SET
This set contains 23 chemicals (of which 7 are

contained in test tubes with rack which may t>e

removed from the box when working), Bunsen
burner, filter funnel, filter papers, Florence flask.

large test tube.measuring scoop
oftrays, glass tubing, and a booklet

Instructions for carrying out experi-
ments. Price

Postage and Packing 9d,

Send for list of higher priced sets.

!

No. 2. Contains 40 games* Price 4/6. Post 9d.

No. 3, Contains 43 games. Including some
larger games. Price 5/11. Post 9d,

No. 4. Contains 39 £ames in much superior
Post 9d.

games
quality (as illustrated). Price 8/11.
No. 5. Contains 46 games in a de luxe edition

Price 10/ 6. Post 9d.

We are model aeroplane
specialists, Demonstra-
tions

ground,

EFORD tc DEMON 99

MODEL AEROPLANE
Avery popular flying model of sturdy construction.
Fitted with patent shock proof chassis, and covered
with yellow proofed silk. Will rise from the
ground and has a flight of 300 yards* undoubtedly
a fine performance for a machine w—m m ^**.
of this Drice. Wing span. 23 in, / Q

rOMQTDl IIWIFMTC Provide hundreds of fascinatingUUmO I HUME.™ I » scientific experiments.
Construments "10" Outfit. Interchangeable parts, making £10
worth of optical instruments and apparatus such as pocket cameras
photo-copier, picture projector* model of periscope, kaleido- if ^^
scope, magnifiers, camera obscure, photo-printer, etc. Price 10
Construments 20 Outfit Interchangeable making £20

price* Wing span.
Length, 25 A in. 10-in* propeller. Price

Post 9d

parts,

worth of pinhole and lens cameras, magnifiers, electric tamps, lamp
stands, photo-printers, darkroom shadowgraphs, hand, magnifying and
illuminated kaleidoscopes, photo-copiers and enlargers, epidiascopes,
watch projectors, signalling lamps, torches, model periscopes, etc.

Ask at the same time for a Construments 2-celi dry if qf^
battery, 1/-, Price | O O

Send for the Construments Booklet,

THE FAMOUS F.R.O.G.
MODEL AEROPLANES

Without a doubt the most scientific model
aeroplane ever made- Has many novel features :

collapsible wings, undercarriage and gear-box,
making it practically unbreakable. FLIES RIGHT
OFF THE GROUND with a run of 8 ft, and travels

75 yards, or when hand-launched 100
Supplied in box with patent winder* Inserter rod
for new motors, motor lubricant

Shell Oil, R.A.F, markings.
Price

s.

and !

Post 9d.
ian, Dutch, French,Also supplied in Italian,

ULS.A. and Argentine markings at the same price.

New " Puss Moth " Model. Price 1 7/6

GAMAGES, HOIBORN, LONDON, E.C.1 Telephone: Holbom 8484. City Branch: 107, Cheap$id*t E.C.2
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GETTING HIS OWN BACK
Haven't I seen vou before some-Magistrate

:

where ?
"

Prisoner :
fi Yes, sir- I had the honour of teaching

vour son to play the saxophone."
Magistrate:

t+
H'ni—six months hard labour."
* * #

Prospective Employer ; " Parlez vous francais ?

Applicant for position : " I beg your pardon ?
"

11 Parlez vous francais ?
"

" Sorry, I—er didn't quite catch,"
" Do you ^peak French ?

"
#

" Oh. vre, fhftntly.*
1

* * #

Little Betty had gone to the country lor her summer
holidays. One day she saw some farm hands spreading
but the lop of a stack of hay to dry. At last -he could

contain her curiosity any longer, so she politely

asked one of the men : " Is it a needle you're looking
for?"

* * *

Counsel: "Defendant said you were a rogue.
Is that correct ?

H

Plaintiff : ? Yes,"
Counsel : " Thc-n why are you bringing an action ?

M

Secretary : "A gentleman has called for an interview.

lie wishes you to tell hira the secret of your wonderful
success in life, sir."

Millionaire : " H'm, What is he, a. journalist or a

detective ?
"

* * * *

" Haven't those pigs enormousVisitor (to Farmer)

:

stites?
"

Don't worry. They'll soon be cured,
* » *

Far in*t :

it »t

•

A NON-SLIP DEVICE
A Lancashire man met a friend. 4* Bill," he said,

" I've got an idea for a patent worth a gold mine."
" What is it, lad ? " asked his friend,
11 Well, tha knows when tha eats peas in the ordinary

way, thev run off thi knife. I've invented a knife

with a lot of holes in the blade like a Meccano strip,

and that holds them !

"

t * * *

"What's all the noise down there? 1

M Motorist turned a corner.
11

"Well?"
" There wasn't any corner. 1 '

* * •

Woman (to State booking clerk) :

,4 Well, and what
if the child did give you monkey nUts

p
it was a natural

>ehind wire netting anf
all !

"

* * •

mistake, you

DRAWING

Mother :
" Where did you get all that coal ?

"

\
"

1 sat on the embankment and pulled faces>on
at the engine drivers as they went past:*f

BAD
Contractor: "Does the foreman know the trench

has fallen in ?
"

Navvv : " Well sir, we're diggin
1 5 im out to to]

*im !

"

• * * «

*

Doctor: " Above all, you need phvuty of fresh air

What is your profession ?
*

Patient : " Aviator/'
* * * •

THE THING MISSED

Manager: "That last customer complains that you
didn't show her any civility."

Assistant : '* Tl n it's about the only thing in

the shop I didn't show her,"
• * * *

" He's very argumentative, isn't he ?
"

41 Rather ! He even answers back to the wireless

announcers* fi

* *

11 Our now neighbour knows nothing at all about
music/* said Johnny, indignantly.

" Why do you say that ?
if asked his mother.

M Because be told me to cut open my drum to see
what is inside it

p
and I can't hud anything !

"

w Here is a nice welcome," said the Father, who
was visiting his son at a public school. " I've only
been here 20 minutes, and already wiTre

r money.
" But t Father/* said the son, ** yon must admit the

train was 30 minutes late 1

if

*

" Auntie, will you please wash my face ?
41 But I thought you could do that yourself
M Well, I can, but I'd get mv hands wet,

don't need it."

t*

fi Are you first class, Miss ?
"

Traveller: M Ym thanks. How are you ?
"

* * * •

" Mummy, you know the old vase that you said had
been handed down from generation to generation ?

"

" Yes, dear,"
i Well, this generation's brok it!"

* m *
11

Please, have you any dry fish ?
"

41 Yes, sonny, I have."
,f Then give 'em a drink."

# * * *

en 1 was in India I shot a beautiful leopard/'

said the club bore. " 1*11 tell you all about it !

"
§
* Oh t

1 know/' said his victim, *' you did not know
that the gun was loaded I

"

« •

to hit the golf ball.

yer had iri times in vain

goodness, it's gone at last

relief as an object shot forwai
-i Ut

your wrist watch. >*

BEFORE HIS TIME
it

" Rome wasft't built in a dav."
11 No. I wasn't foreman on that job,

• * * •

Policeman (to old lady looking ill and ho'di
"What's the matter, ma'am?railings)

:

vou vertigo ?
"

" Old Lariv:

on to
Have

* 4 About four miles,
• * • *

*' -Constable, can you tell me
to the hospital ?

"
11 Sure, just stand where you are."

the quirkest wav

* *
-

' You say you want to return the parrot after six

months. What's the matter with it ?
"

"The b-b-bird st-st stutters s-s so Mecriblv/1

* * * *

A Virginia family was training a coloured girl from
the country in her "duties as maid. On answering the
telephone the first dav she brought no message.

11 Who was that, Sara ? ^" Twarn't nobody, sah, jrs a gentleman say It's a
long distance from New York/ and I says * Yessir,

it certainlv is ! '
"
» * * *

picture,
*

The talkie director approached a small-part actor.
44 You will have a leading role in

he said,
41 A leading: role?" queried the actor, srarcely

" Yes7" was the reply* "You will he the first to
200 -feci diffv"

* * * *

* When do you work hardest ?
**

11 Before breakfast."
14 What do vou do?"
•'Get out of bed."

* * # +

roll down

" What are you gathering fireflies for ?
T|

11 For when I go fishing at night or in muddy miitr
'

m
1 'What is an oyster ?

"

" A fish built like a nut,"
* m

" My uncle can play the piano by ear/ 1

11 That's nothing. My uncle fiddles with hi
whiskers*"

* * • *

An elderly him ting man had decided that he was too
old for the game. To a friend he was retailing his

woes.
«« Ah, &-t he said, sorrowfully, " no mure

hunting for me. 1 have burned my bridges behind
me.

4*

It

*' said the other, delighted, "if that's the
only trouble, I can lend you <« pair of mine.'

1

• # • •

THOUGHTFUL OF HIM

" iiiit I told you to wake mc at $ o^ock and it's

only six."
*' Yes, sir, but I thought you'd like to know you'w

got two more hours to "'*— n
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STEAM AND MOTOR LORRI
Well known road vehicles made
Steam or Motor Lorries. Strong clockwork,
solid rubber wheels, attractive finish. Approx.

length, 9i in.

Price v Each

BOX VAN (with two
doors at rear)

TIPPING LORRIES
DUST CART (divided
opening topi

MILK TANKER
chassis)

PETROL TANKER
(motor chassis)

TRAILER 6d.

(steam

Trl-ang Scooters are
strong and durable.

twelve
ode Is

3CO0Tgft n* o

MODEL D
All steel frame enamelled red* Plated handles,

with rubber grips- Hardwood
foot board- Thick white rubber Q^£^
tyres on easy running wheels. v W

WIZARD

with all-steel bodyA splendid car

running. Ball-bearing back
axle. Windscreen and bumper.
Thick white sponge rubber
tyres.

MAGIC CLOCKWORK CARS
An attractive model of a modern
running clockwork motor. Motor
from driver's seat- All-steel con*
struetion. Rubber tyres on disc
wheels. 16 in. long.

car. Long-
type steering

Saloon Car. 16 in. long
Either model fitted electric light

Ml
* u

12/6
1 6/-

TRANSATLANTIC
A very attractive design. Polished aluminium
body. Cockpit upholstered in red. Solid
walnut propeller and dummy rotary engine
revolve. Double crank drive*
steering from rear wheel. E%0^£*
Wings and tail planes detach, Wta w

A splendid series of British-made Forts.

igns, strongly made and nicely finished.

with electric light and model cannons
No, 2 as illustrated

Realistic

Fitted

f

No. 1

No. 1a
No. 3
No. 4

** •

• **

i I

r A

#44

# p

«•

• - •

t * *

* i

***

i • *

« « »

Ht

«

4/1 1

... 6/11
12/6

... 1 9/6
4 4 1

TRI-ANC TOYS ARE ON SALE AT
ALL GOOD STORES AND TOYSHOPS

These prices are not a
#

in Ireland

icaniehi

•/ ana

FARM TRUCKS
A popular series of toys. Very strong

-steel construction* Solid rubber
wheels, Strong, easy running
axles. Size OOO, 7J in, long. 6d
Size OO t 10 in. long ...

Size O. 13 In. long « § * ••

... 1/-

..,1/11

TIPPING LORRIES
Sires and prices as above.

FAIRYCYCLES
Insist on a genuin

Fairycycle.

T

FAIRYCYCLE No. 3
Made from best British cycle tubing, fitted

with rim brake, coil saddle, carrier and
stand and tool kit* Reflector on rear mud-
guard. Finished in black or
blue enamel with Chromium AQ/fi
plated fittings.

mT^ %#

BENTLEY SPECIAL

A popular car for young
body, plated radiator, wird-
screen and dummy hood.
Thick white tyres.

children. Steel

30'

London
/
s.w
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QVER 20,000

different

varieties of Toys

and Games on live

floors. Bring the
\

children to:
Hamleys and let \

them see the con- I

tinual demonstra- §
i i

tions of all the !

latest Games and :

Models.

STAMP COLLECTOR'S OUTFIT,
containing a magnifying glass,

guide to collecting, stamp
5, a packet of 200 different stamps, etc. r* r

Postage 6d> Price 5
tv.

hinges,

THE MICRO-CINE PROJECTOR. Takes 9.5 mm Home Cine
films, and can be run off an ordinary pocket lamp battery.
You can focus the pictures from the Micro-Cine on to a

screen or, by means of the special Eye-Piece supplied,
see them in even greater detail. It is the simplest, safest
and least expensive projecting apparatus you could possibly

have*

The little PAPERMAKER contains materials to make
writing paper, blotting paper, post cards
and coloured papers. A book of instruc-
tion& is included.

Postage 1/

i

You may post your
ord' t- with perfect

confidence.

V-
au

W^
- -

&*

:

The MICKEY
MOUSE MAGIC
LANTERN. Works
from an ordinary

Come and sec us at

THE
OWN
WHITE CITY, SHEPHERDS BUSH

No. X.14
DEC. 28th. 1933—JAN. 13th, 1934

VERY kind of flying, non-flying
constructional aeroplanes can be seen

and will be demonstrated by experts*

And don't forget to visit

HAMLEYS AIR CIRCUS
Stands Nos. Y.12 and Y.13
F.R.O.G. machines, Including the famous

"Puss Moth/ 1

can here be seen in
actual flight.

Outfit Price 18'6
Post 6

'

HAMLEYS
MODEL RAILWAY

Working scale models of
ail the principle railways
operating continually over
270 feet of track. Three
new models can now be
seen* The 4i

Princess
Royal/* L.M.S. i * Lord
Nelson/* SJt, and "Hush-
Hush" 10000. L,N.E*R.
See

1000 P

them on the
Floor,

First

Have you bad your copy of
Hamleys new Catalogue ?

96 pages in photogravure, and
16 pages of illustrations in
natural colours. It will be

_,

sent you free and post free
on request.

//

torch battery.
Detachable base and
can easily be convert*
ed into a hand lamp.
Complete with box
of Mickey Mouse
Slides and box of
coloured Slides.

i

r ,

Postage 6d.

h>

f|

L

'1

'.--

The
MYSTIC DESIGNER.

rj#
?_- iT-

1

a

m-n

uces many beautiful
coloured designst both
simple and intricate,

for me in

«•'

\
i-

r -;,

_*

fretwork
embroidery or decoration

.

Price r* f -i -i

Postage 9cL Z>* L L
*i

1

-"'

t
-

i.

'*«

t~i
b

# -*

'!

- -'

"_

TYRE
with the
all cycles,
finish,

A very popular accessory
ng cyclist. Suitable for
Nickel plated

Price
Postage 4cL

Inexpensive ELECTRIC
The " P. & H." Well - ft nis hed
in black, and gives a powerful
beam, dim or bright.

Postage 4d. 3 O

The "MAGIUS " PROJECTOR. Works from two ordinary
tnrch batteries and will project pictures from illustrated
books, photos, postage stamps, or plastic objects such
as flowers, etc. Complete reproduction
of natural colours and plastic effect. r*/
Postage 6d. Price ^ -

FOR TOYS i and HAMLEYS 200
I REGENT ST., LONDON, W.1
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OUR NEW 6-COUPLED
IT IS A CUSTOM among the rai

LOCOMOTIVE
s nowadays to design ce

standard locomotive types like the '* maid-of-all-work," and therefore

we do not doubt that our really handsome new 0-6-0 tank, illustrated
* _ _ _

here, will be greeted with acclamation by gauge O model railway

owners, just as it was much admired at the Model Engineer Exhibition,

POWER is its principal asset, for the all-British motor mechanism fitted

or electric, of much the same characteristics

"ROYAL SCOT"
whether
that which has made our and "FLYING

SCOTSMAN " models so popular. Outside cylinders greatly enhance
external appearance of the model, which is smart and well-pro-

portioned every respect

Length over buffers, 9| ins.

Black eggshell finish with

Height to top of chimney. 3j[ fns. Weight, 1\ lbs.

lining and number in standard railway

yellow. Fitted with new automatic couplings. Prices: Clockwork
Electric D.C. Electric A.C. 45/

Particulars in new edition " Railway Catalogue A. 17," or free leaflet

request-

A Personal Message from Mr. W. J. Bassett-Lowke.

THIS HOLIDAY, BOYS. I have been especially busy on

behalf. Besid preparing
BASSETT-LOWKE

you will agree are the
"

ew
best

uctions,

bumper
which

nber
sure

have been inspecting

ALL types of BRITISH-MADE Playthings, to discover mak

thoroughly end
have just prepared a special folder for these, and if yo

will write to me at Northampton, asking for the " Plaything

Folder "
I shall be pleased to post a copy to your address free.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD., have never before had such a splendid display of

inexpensive working models and accessories. Write to me for the

BASSETT-LOWKE free folder, or better still for the NEW MODEL RAIL-
WAY CATALOGUE A.17, price 6d. post tree, Model Ship Enthusiasts

will want S.17. the NEW

.. .

'..

i

r
:

<
--.

."i

-:

iaii
.

i

The New Tif*k

LTD
London Branch High Holborn, W Manchester Branch : 28, Corporation Street.

RECD

and » che in the end
Remember this, when you buy an

will only on
m

and carton, you will

and look for the name

be able to prove

your own satisfaction that Seccotine

is the finest adhesive you have ever tried.

most economica 1. You need so

little—just a spot on the surface to be stuck

and in a it sets like iron. Our

Navy and Air Force have proved Seccotine

—

the

adhesive that has no substitute. Made

British workpeople. Obtain able in tubes 4\d,, 6d.

9d. at all good Stationers, Ironmongers and General Stores*
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interest

are wanting,
SPECIALISTS

things
only are we CYCLE

also have a wonderful
selection of Mechanical Toys, Working Models
and Experimental Outfits. You've
surprise in store too, when you see how low

the prices are !

crcti

J l CYCLE
Jir—p^=

V

SPARE PARTS £&ACCt5$ORt£S

JW* /vr cm*

HALFORD
PATHFINDER

CYCLE
Equipped
Saddle

with Halford
Bag, Chromium

Plated Mudguards, Rubber
Sports Handles, North Road
Handlebars, Short Lever
Crossover Brakes and
Halford Racing

Cash Price £4
Saddle

TABLE
TENNIS

Wonderful value. Sets

ntairi shaped bats sand-
paper covered, Superior
quality green enamelled
metal clamps* specially

woven double-strength
netting and balls. Prices

complete from 1/11*

THE "HECTOR"
A fine, strongly made breech loading
rifle complete with 100 shot, British made

Price 5/11

t fc r i • t i r • r Lr*m a m A -

: : : isg&S&S*i^^
te^m — A fcc--.T

MECCANO

For building splendid ... ...
models of Cranes, Motor Cars*
Engines, In facta hundred-and-one

engineering subjects.

Prices from 1/3

ELECTRIC
DYNAMOS

Exceptional value. This
Dynamo generates 4 volts,

©pen-magnet type with bulb
holder. Prices from 3/1 1

NBY
TRAINS

Halford's are stockists of

Trains, Acces-
sories and Rolling Stock,

NGINE
m driven Electric

Lighting Plant for model
workshops, etc. Beauti-
fully made. Price 21 /9.
Other steam engines

from 6/9

Of course* there are many other thrilling models far too numerous to mention, but you'll
find them all at your local Halford Depot. You should call and get our Cycle Catalogue

cou below.

1

1

1

Just fill in your name and

address and post unsealed with a

d. stamp and you will receive

FREE and Post Free our splendid

Cycle ogue Send

coupon NOW

THE HALFORD CYCLE COMPANY LIMITED
Head Office:

PLEASE SEND

Corporation Street, Birmingham,
FREE AND POST FREE YOUR CYCLE CATALOGUE.

Name.

ress

Write ONLY name and address and post in unsealed en under Id. stamp

*
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DRIVE YOUR MODELS BY STEAM
But be sure it is an all-British Bowman engine

guaranteed for power, reliability and safety.

Boys ! Here's a workshop that works. Wheels
turning, axles spinning, machinery in motion—

a

* a splendid steam power plant which willdriven

touch 2 tQ00 revs, a minute.
There s endless fun in a Bowman workshop.

one to-day ! You can keep on adding extra models
o along, and make Meccano ones of your

I **«*as youy
own—all driven realistically by a real steam plant cap
able of 2,000 revs, a minute, and specially designed by per-
mission with drilled metal bases, for usevdth Meccano.

Engine Mm STATIONARY STEAM ENGINE (M135)
j^pa _

working 2
boiler, 5f x1J* with safety valve, 2-$pee d gear and

driving pulleys. Drip feed lubricator. Steam 1 C /Q
exhausts through chimney. Postage U.K.I/-. Price I W/ %7

Bowma n
PRESS (Hodet 832). 3/3.
GRINDSTONE (Model 835).

Steam Engines :—M1 75 7/6. M158 12/6.
CIRCULAR SAW (Model 633). 3/9.

2/9, DYNAMO (Model 839). 7/6.

^
14/6, M101 3 7/6.

BANDSAW (Model 834).. 3/11.
(All working models postage 4d. extra.)

OTHER STATIONARY STEAM ENGINES
MODEL 122

boiler 7* x 2*.

controlvalve, tap
Whistle,

Two-
speed gear. Low gear

minutes*

pulleys, etc.
Drip feed lubri-

cators. Exhaust
through chim-
ney* In box
complete Fully

guaranteed*
Postage U.K.
1/-. Price

27/6.

MODEL 180
A Bowman Junior will give every
satisfaction. Runs for 15 to 20

Brass boiler 3** x 1 |*.

Safety-valve.
Drilled base
permission* Steam

chimney,
teed.

Guara ra-

in Box.
Postage U.K.
9d. Price

JUST LIKE REAL ONES

I*-

brass

LOGO
non-stop. Solid drawn
Safety valve* Exhaust

through chimney. 2 cylinders* Steel

frame. Length with tender 20*, Other
steam locos 10/6, 21/—,
2 5/-, Tender, 7/6 extra.

1
y

,

t: i

DYNAMO
Super efficient

namo on new prin-

ciple. Gives bHght
light with smallest

steam engine. Fitted

drilled metal
base by per-

mission* With
bulb. No. 639

CHEMISTRY SETS
This amazing wooden cabinet, size 15* x
22ff

§ with all chemicals in glass, is offered

it special price of 1 5/-. See It before
deciding. Other models 2/6 to 21/-.

ELECTRICAL SETS
These new electrial sets arc splendid

value. Of two classes (a) practical

application sets ; (b) experimental sets.

8 sets. Prices from 2/6 to 21/-.

BOWMAN MODELS ARE OBTAINABLE
FROM ALL GOOD TOY SHOPS AND

STORES
DEREHAM
NORFOLK

with

CORONET
CINE CAMERA
Anastigmat 3.9 lens. Iris diaphragm. Clock-
work motor. Brilliant vlewftnder. Film
indicates Metal case. Leather carrying
handle. Daylight loading. Will take standard
9.5 container, 65/-

" CORONET" PROJECTOR
Fits standard 9.5 film* All metal construction.
All voltages up to 250. Specially powerful
lens. Geared crank action. Plug into

inary lamp holder, switch on current,
turn handle, and begin the most thrilling

show in your own home, 45/-
11 CORONET " CINE PORTRAIT

LENSES AND SKY FILTER
Wallet containing 6 ft. and 3 ft. Portrait
Lenses and efficient Sky Filter. Folds
up very compactly for vest pocket.
Complete Outfit 7/6
" CORONET ,- SILVER SCREEN

Mounted on rollers. Practically uncreasable.
Size of Picture 2 ft. 6 Ins, x 1 ft. 6 ins. 7/6

Coronet Camera Co., 310, Summer Lane, Birmingham, 19
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This is the finest series of constructive mode! aeroplanes

on the market ; not only are the machines themselves more
accurate than anything of this type previously produced, but

the range of accessories is surprisingly complete.

Th
fig

photograph is composed entirely of

buildings

it

d th latest mod of th

Skybird
ti

A.W
it
Atal

10-cylinder Siddeley

with four perfect rep! of this mach
Rad Eng th

Pri 10/6
and build this handsome model. No. 16

to Imp Airways Ltd.)

Transfers

obtainabl
** Arethu
set, 6d.

fo

for

gistratio rs of

(India

her
t4

Ata
Trans-Co;

this

(Cape
mach

route)

price

are

or

Two other NEW MODELS:

No. 17 D.H.
//

r

No. 18 PERCIVAL "CULL
//

(with folding wings),

t

What a fellow he is for finding things out,

you in utter

when

electric that

SKYEIRDS descriptive details wi

Post free. 7d.21 ustrations.

Now ready.
aTHE VKYI II I

ft
'

o

The icia

Schoolboy's Own
.28th

Vol. N
an of the SKYBIRD LEAGUE.
Post free, 5d.

ite City,

Ready torch 1 He can creep

darkness- and will not say a

fingers tell him to, he'll shoot out a great white beam
in everything at a glance.

What a beauty for a

to have in his hand

!

» D

luck that

Ever Ready torches can be

as one

Start saving now.

make sure that your Ever Ready

ec -Jan,

See our Demonstrator, Stan xu.

to SKYEIRDS

For list and address of nearest agent write

B)

Alderman bury Avenue, London, E.C.2

A. J. HOLLADAY & CO. LTD. (Des

3, BRITAIN) LTD., HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.7.
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Box 3

UQ-tf
55*5

i.

•n#*« ;

£*&
I PV

BOX. 3 Contains 30 chemicals, bunsen burner
with rubber connecting tube, large and small
test-tubes, flask with rubber cork and delivery
tube, porcelain crucible, glass funnel, filter

papers, litmus paper, magnesium ribbon, glass
tubing, test-tube cleaning brush and Book of
131 experiments. Price 10/

6

BOX 5. An especially fine set, Box 5 contains
43 chemicals and apparatus for a remarkable
range of 228 experiments. The additional
apparatus over and above the contents of the
earlier boxes includes retort stand and ring
of great use in arranging the apparatus in a
firm and convenient form J, wire gauze, beaker
and crucible tongs. Extra bottles of some of
the chemicals most frequently used are also
included. price 21/-

AND ELECTRICITY
There are hours of really interesting experimenting ahead of the Boy who possesses

x of Lott's Chemistry or Electricity, Each set contains apparatus, etc., and an illus-
trated booklet the experiments which can be carried out

Chemicals and Apparatus can be obtained
Spare les

Obtainable from all leading Toy Dealers and Stores

LOTTi OtWBTW LOTT'S CTRICITY
I

OfTl
i

BOX 2. As illustrated below this set contains apparatus
and instructions for 84 experiments, including experiments in
magnetism and static electricity, measuring of currents,
resistance experiments, relay, buzzer, electrically controlled
railway and traffic signals, etc., etc. Also contains two
complete Lcclanchc cells with necessary chemicals*
{Other Electricity Sets at 0/- and 21/-.) Price 12/6

A

J

LOTT% CtfCiVJClty
Box

- rice

12'6
. *

\

Box

Price 2V<
In addition to the two sets described there are
other sixes at 3/6t 6/-, 15/6. 31/6 and 42/-.

Also large cabinets at 73/6 and 105/-.

prices apply only to Great Britain and Northern Ireland. Obtainable In South
Africa at Stuttaford & Co, Ltd., Capetown ; Canada : at the T. Eaton Co., Toronto :

H. Morgan & Co. Ltd., Montreal,

Write for Illustrated List to:

M.M., LOTT'S BRICKS LTD WATFORD, HERTS
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not

to for a

Last year everyone was economising an
course, you didn't want a cheap "bike/

/ o

/

IS

r a
An

e New Year again. Bet you're just

eating your heart out r a bicycle,

agitate for that Raleigh ? It doesn't cost so
much more—and look what you get for the money

all-steel bicycle,

-proof ename

time

eavier cnromium
plating an a e

/

guarantee.
at s

/

on t

a

e

Ra eig h!

isappoint-

You wouldn't be
oy i

want a

you didn't

a leigh.

Fitted

'

With Dinrfop
'res, Brooks'

and the best

thing* ecify

everv-

the•

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
- - 20/-

£4
or 12 month
payments of 9

Send postcard for free
copy of " The Book of
the Raleigh ** and name

address of nearest

THE RALEIGH CYCLE CO. LTD., NOTTINGHAM

Depots and Agents Everywhere

Fit the Sturmey-Areher 1-speed gear IT gear that makes cycling eaiy
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AND SOLD BY ALL GOOD
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CLASS AGENTS AND
a .

STORES.

DIRECTING RED LAMP
SIGNALLER

DYNAMO WITH FRONT
AND REAR LAMPS

COMBINATION
LAMP AND
REFLECTOK

Write to us for free booklet-" 7 WAYS TO SAFETY "

LTD., High Street, Manchester, and

150, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
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Thisfine model ofa Meccano
Steam been» having
completed, is set in motion by
means of a Merca no Electric

Motor. * *

*?P
j

Building a Meccano model is the greatest

e world. Excitement increases

steadily as the model grows, part by part,

under your hands. Finally there comes the
greatest thrill of all. You connect
completed Crane, Motor Chassis or Traction
Engine to a Meccano Motor and see it work
in exactly the same manner as its prototype

real fife !

The Meccano Motors are strongly made
utmost care taken their

manufacture to ensure that they will give

satisfaction.

given below.
Particulars and rices are

J

\

: *-v*s- . ^
V

-

• -

• • *

• *

* *

•— 1

I

i

j \

1

i

w

MECCANO LIMITED
Binns Road Liverpool

WZ,

Series

ork Motor

Clockwork
Motor

^

A —

DETAILS MECCANO UNITS
Meccano Clockwork Motors

These are the finest clockwork Motors obtainable for
driving. They have exceptional power and length
and their gears are cut with such precision as to

perfectly smooth and steady in operation.

X SERIES CLOCKWORK
designed to drive with
It is non-reversing

MOTOR, A fine Motor specially

any of the X Series models.
Price 2/6..ft

CLOCKWORK MOTOR, An efficient and long-
Motor fitted w

non-reversing ...

brake lever.

* • * » + #* t •• Price 5/

CLOCKWORK MOTOR, This Motor is more
the No. 1 Motor and is fitted With

reversing motion. It has start, stop and reverse levers*

Price 7/6

super
Motor

CLOCKWORK
Brake

MOTOR.
andquality. brake ana reve

to be started, stopped or

This is a Motor of
levers enable the

reversed, as required*
Price 10/

Meccano Electric Motors
The five Meccano Electric Motors listed below provide
smooth-running power units for the operation of Meccano
models. The 6-volt Motors may be operated either from
a 6-volt Accumulator or through a Transformer direct
from the mains, providing that the supply is a Ice mating
current. They cannot be run satisfactorily from dry
cells* The 20-vott Motors are most conveniently operated
through a 20-volt Transformer from alternating current
supply mains.

Electric Motor {6~volc)» Non-
reversmg • . m 9 .»* **. Price

No. E6 Electric Motor (6-volt). Reversing

No. E1/20 Electric Motor (20-volt).

15/6

Non-
reversing

E20A Electric Motor (20-volt). Non-
reversing •*» . k*

No, E20B Electric Motor (20-volt). Reversing 18/6

Meccano Transformers
A Meccano Transformer provides a convenient and safe
means of driving a Meccano Electric Motor from the
mains supply where this is alternating current.
There are six Transformers in the series, all of which
are available for the following A.C supplies :—100/110
volts, 50 cycles ; 200/225 volts, SO cycles ; 225/250
volts, 50 cycles. Any of the Transformers can be specially
wound for supplies other than these at a small extra
charge* When ordering a Transformer the voltage and
frequency of the supply must always be stated.

No. T6 Transformer (Output 25 VA at 9 volts) for 6-volt
Electric Motors. Fitted with speed regulator. Price 21/-

No. T6M Transformer (Output 25 VA at 9 volts) for
6-volt Electric Motors. This Is similar to No. T6t but is

rot fitted with a speed regulator Price 16/6

No. T6A Transformer (Output 40 VA at 9/3 J volts) for
6-volt Electric Motors. Fitted wfth speed regulator and
separate circuit for supplying current for eighteen
3j-volt lamps ... ..* ... m„ w Price 26/6

No. T20 Transformer (Output 20 VA at 20 volts) for
20-volt Electric Motors. Fitted with 5-stud speed
regulator ,«* **. Price 21/-

No. T20M Transformer (Output 20 VA at 20 volts) for
20-volt Electric Motors, This is similar to No, T20. but
is not fitted with speed regulator... ... Price 16/6

No. T20A Transformer (Output 35 VA at 20/3 J volts)

for 20-volt Electric Motors. Fitted with speed regulator
and output sockets for lighting lamps ... Price 26/6

_

The 6-volt 20-amp
running Meccano
Electric Trains ...

The 2-volt 20 amp

Accumulators
Accumulator is specially suitable for

6-volt Motors and Hornby 6-volt

... „. Price 27/9
Meccano Accumulator is supplied for

**• 4« »

converting 4-vole Accumulators to 6-volt.,. Price

By use of this Controller the speed of Meccano 6-volt
Motors and Hornby 6*volt
as desi *#»

lectric Trains may be regulated
3/9

-

# » « * » • .

No. 2 Clockwork
Motor ' $

p,

A

-1

1

!• E1 Electric

Motor (6-volt)

Electric

Motor (6-volt)

No.
Electric Motor (20-volt) No. T20 Transformer

-
fc -
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Plasticine
GIANT airplane a mammoth liner

sailing in full an express train

latest fire engine a motor
car • * these are a few of the exciting things you can make
in the Plasticine

model too.

Travel series. And they are so easy
full

Whatever you are building, there are many things which
can be made quicker and more effectively with Plasticine.

Tunnels and bridges for your trains . . . railway embankments
stations • • * goods for your cranes and trucks . and

a host of other things. Your local toy shop has a full range
of modelling outfits.

THE "TRAVEL" SERIES
are six lo the

-Railway Engine,
Motor Car, Ship, Steamer,
Fire Engine and Aero-

Silane. Complete with
ools and instructions.

PRICE

!l

per set

(post free 4/3)

i

r

- •

4i«nr*M J

'*.
4 •** +

I**"*

% _.

*

M

r

iin
*l j

P*

*»

p

Write for illustrated price list

Harbutt's Plasticine Ltd., 99, Bathampton, Bath

There's a RILEY to suit in

si and price . . . and you can pay as you ay
r DOWN you

«• Home "

1< DOWN
a

Table

art

resting
ordinary

can
Billiard

delivered to your door on 7 days* free trial, carriage

paid. All Riley Billiard Tables are perfect replicas

in construction of full size tables, Do not confuse

them with inferior toy billiard tables* No matter
how small or how large your room is, there is a Riley

Hil Hard Table to fit it. Below is a full range of
'• Home " Billiard Tables with sizes and prices

:

i

WRITE TO-DAY
FOR FREE ART

LIST.

;

4 m

ins.

- ------------*-

-

*

•

Rilev
4 ft. -i ins.x2 ft
5 ft. 4 ios.x2 ft. 10 ins.

6 ft. 4 ins. x 3 ft. 4 ins.

7 ft. 4ma.X3ft. 10 ins.

8 ft. 4 ins. x 4 ft.

ff + ft

ft * f

4 ins*

Dine and play on the same table* The
"Combine" makes this simple*

fewReady
seconds*

for either

In
purpose in

many attractive

oak or mahopanv. Cash
from £22 10

upwards, or monthly
terms. Here Is illustrat-

ed the Riley <f Cabriole M

design 6 ft size, £34 100
or

a
styles

£7
£9
£11 15
£15

or in 20 monthlv pavments of

10/3 f 13/3, 17/~f 24/6,

Combine vi
Billiard

and Dining Table,

*•

Riley's are the
makers of full size

billiard tables in Great
Britain. Also specialists

in He- covering, re-

modelling, billiard
sundries, etc.

E. J. RILEY LTD.
Works, Acarington*

Dept. 4f 14 7 t Aldcrsgate Street,

London. E.C1.

&G>

Hon
and

have a full range in

stock and your complete
assured
person-
POST

satisfaction
whether
ally or ORDER

is

£>EANSGATE MANCHESTER
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The Best that
<m

can buy £p°vc
w

perfo

Hornby Speed Boats are the finest examples of minfatur
struction ever seen. Their remarkablboat

perfect des
definitely establish them as the leaders of the

beautiful appeara

Get a Hornby
Speed Baal
Club Badge,
pries Cd* from
your dealer.

CCANO
LIMITED

(RPO

£.

boats are Hornby Speed Boats arc
good for an exciting final dash. The special design of

i

the propeller and the unique methods employed
construction of the hull gives each model exceptional speed

j re of therun. Every tine

Hornby Speed Boats
power, speed an
you the full rang

very feat

mp eir

bility Ask dealer
1

how

PRICES OF HORNBY SPEED BOATS
Price 3:11
Price 7/6
Price 12/6

MartinHornby Speed Boat No. 1,
**

Hornby Speed Boat No. 2.
"

Hornby Speed Boat No. 3. " Curlew."
ornby Limousine Boat No. &. " Venture." Price 1 5/6

Hornby Cabin Cruiser No. 5. " Viking/' Price 1 6/6

1

Kt'«
a

Manufactured MECCANO LTD
Road, Liverpool

i

y

— \

If you are interested in models—why not make your own ? Build them in wood,
cutting every part yourself, and fitting them in place like a real engineer. Some
of them, too, driven by a steam power unit. All done with a Hobbies Fretwork

Outfit—a delightful hobby to keep you happy in the evening. Outfits are obtain-

able from 1/- to - each, containing enough tools to make a start. Then you

can make heaps of things to sell—or useful presents for your friends. Designs

for all kinds of things are published by Hobbies Ltd., and free patterns for something

useful are given with Hobbies

Wednesday.
Ask your one every

268-PAGE HANDBOOK
The new 1934 Catalogue has 268 pages of interest to any
boy. Editorial articles on Radio, Fretwork. Piety re Cale
Jig-Saw Puzzles, etc. Three free designs worth 1/6 given.

Details of over 1,000 things to make. Get one at any news-
agents or ironmongers—price 6d. Or send 9d. P.O. to

Hobbles, Dereham, for one.

Hobbies Goods stocked by all leading ironmongers
stores, Also from Hobbies own branches or by post

Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk,

and
from

SEN" II A POSTCARD
to Dept. 96 1

Hobbies Ltd.,
Dereham,
folk m A
booklet " The
B EST O F
HOBFilltS," WHICH

YOU ALL
ABOIT IT.

These arc -* few of the ilioitsand and one things
you can make with a Hobbies Fretwork Outfit,

II iutesf Cabinets and $fen hers, Models,
Toys, Puzzles, Boxesf Clocks, Furniture,
Brackets, etc. All cut out in wood from full

size patterns su
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HORNBY TANK LOCOMOTIVES
I

Price 2d. Monthly

The Model Makers' Friend

Do not fail to see e rsf issue
.

CONTENTS
AEROPLANE NOTES.
SCALE DRAWINGS.
LOTS OF GADGETS AND DEVICES,

COMPLETE JU-JITSU

CARTOON DRAWING,
MODEL ENGINEERING.
SPORTS NOTES.
PUZZLES.

i .'

E (Serial).

M3 TANK LOCOMOTIVE, This is the
powerful Locomotive (reversing) supplied
with the Hornby M3 Tank Goods
Set. It is a handsome and extremely
reliable model that will give long and
excellent service. Available in
rod or green. Price 7/6

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND EXPERIMENTS.
WATER LINE SHIP MODELS.
HOW TO SOLDER.
MANNERS AND ETIQUETTE.
NOVEL EXPERIMENTS.
HEALTH NOTES.
QUICK METHOD OF DOING THINGS

MS Tank Locomotive

No. 1 TANK LOCOMOTIVE. This strong
and durable Locomotive is capable of
any amount of hard work. It is fitted

with brake mechanism and reversing

, and is supplied in colours to

represent L.M.S.R., L.N.E.flU G.W.R.
or S. R. Locomotives. Price 13/6 No. 1 Tank Locomotive

NO. 1 SPECIAL TANK LOCOMOTIVE.
This splendid Locomotive which is fitted

brake mechanism and reversing
gear, has remarkable power and gives a
very long run. It is available in the
colours of the L.M.S.K., UN.&JK.,
G.W.R. and S.R, Price 18/-

Many £'s worth of information in each issue, from the correct

way to sharpen a pencil to the zealously guarded secrets

of Japanese Ju-Jitsu.

Obtainable from all Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc •f etc.

No. 1 Special Tank Locpmatim

No. 2 SPECIAL TANK
LOCOMOTIVE. This Locomotive
has great length of run and ex-
ceptional pulling power. It is

fitted with brake mechanism and
reversing gear. I n every respec t

it is a perfect model, beautifully
finished in the colours of the

No. 2 Special Tank Locomotive

L.M.S.R.,
and S.R.

L.N.E.R. , G.W.R.
Price 25/-

No. 1 Electric Tank Locomotive

No. 1 ELECTRIC TANK LOCOMOTIVE.
This Locomotive is of the permanent
magnet type, and may be run from
a 6-voIt accumulator. It can be stopped,
re -started, reversed and the speed varied
by the operation of levers at the side of the
track. It is supplied with a terminal con*
neeting plate, speed and reverse control
switch and 3 feet of flex, and it is available
in the colours of the L.M.5.R., &&E.K.,
GAV.R, and S.R. Locomotives.

Price 32/6
This Locomotive cannot be run from the

mains supply.

MECCANO LTD. - BINNS ROAD - LIVERPOOL 13

This Month's New Model

—

(Cont.from pages*}

A\* Flat Girder and 4f Angle Girder 39 held in place
by £*xf Angle Brackets. At the bottom they are
coupled together by a framework of 2* Angle Girders
•in fitted with two i* Corner Brackets shown in Fig. I.

Each side of this framework carries a Flat Trunnion
and two 4

J* Curved Strips 41 r
these two extensions

being joined together by a I£*x$* Double Angle Strip.

This Double Angle Strip is spaced away from the
Curved Strips by a suitable number of Washers, and it

carries a M T " section girder built up from two l

Angle Girders. These Girders carry six curved l*x
Angle Brackets fitted as shown, and they form
sliding support against which the centre of the trans*
mission tube rests.

Two screw clamps 45 are fitted, and these consist -of

M' Threaded Rods, carrying 1* fast Pulleys at their

ends, mounted in Threaded Bosses 44- Wing nut
bandies are built up from Strip Couplings and Flat
Brackets, the latter being clamped in place by Grub
Screws. The mode] is now complete, but " be

Bird Sanctuaries

—

(Continued from page 15) Electricity in the Home

—

(Com. from page 43)

^

a

as there arc sanctuaries established for them throughout
the country, where they can find food, shelter and rest.

The bird sanctuary system of protecting birds brings
the birds to humanity to protect them, instead of
humanity, through game wardens, having to chase

the birds to save them from extermination by
the hunters* guns. The nature of birds is to be tame
and not to fear humanity, and they are wild only
because they hav> to b«>. ft is through thrir intelligcnre

in staying out around the human race that any birds
exist to-dav. The desire to

er

The desire to kill that
would have exterminated bird

running it all bearings should be well oiled with fairly

thin lubricating oil. For this purpose the new Meccano
Lubricating Oil will be found most suitable, but it

should not be allowed to adhere to the Motor com-
mutator or to the contacts of the throttle lever.

The model will look extremely imposing if it is

mounted on an • L " shaped framework, the bottom of
the -< L M coming under the engine in order to prevent
it from falling over.

some people
possess would have exterminated bird life long ago
if these little feathered creatures had not known enough
to keep out of range of the outlaws' guns. One live

bird is worth 100 dead ones in a good many ways*
Humanity by hundreds will travel great distances,
even as far as from England, to visit my bird sanctuary
and see birds alive ; but how far would anyone go
to see a pile of dead bird carcases or specimens ?

The Schoolboys* Own Exhibition

to visit

Readers of the uM*hJ " who are in London on any
dav up to the 13th of this month are strongly advised

isit the Schoolboys' Own Exhibition at the White
City* There they will see a wonderful array of

nes, record breaking motor cars, wireless
wonders, ingenious

a won
motor

working models, stamps, pets,
and in fact everything that the modern boy loves.
As far as possible the various items in the Exhibition
are shown in action.

Chemistry in the Home—{Com. from page 47)

drops of a dilute solution of Copper Sulphate and an
equal amount of Caustic soda solution are added.
The mixture is then boiled for a few minutes, the
result being simply a blue solution.
The experiment" is then repealed with pure grape

sugar. A small quantity of this can be purchased
from a chemist for a few" pence, and probably will be
in the form of a thick colourless syrup, a little of which
is taken up on a rod and dissolved in half a test tube
full of water* If it is solid in form, a solution is readily
made from it. On heating this solution after the
addition to it of Copper Sulphate and caustic soda,
a red precipitate is formed. This is a compound of

copper and oxygen that is known as cuprous oxide.
The difference in behaviour of the two sugars in

these

visitors can realise for

thevthemselves exactly how they work. Among the
outstanding features are the fastest fighting aeroplane
in the world ; an 8- ft, scale working model of the
world's fastest express, and a working model of the
largest blast furnace, A special thrill comes from a
fascinating exhibit organised by the British Racing
Driven? Club. There is also the Gaumoat British

?5' Own Cinema, and a free Gaumont British
ion. A modern fun fair and amusement

park adds to the gaiety of the proceedings.
The entrance is in Wood Lane, and the Exhibition is

open from 10 a.m t to 9 p.m. daily up to 13th January,
The charge for admission is 1/6,

sts enables us to detect grape sugar in the
presence of cane sugar, and the ability to do this is

useful in the following experiment. The quantity of
cane sugar solution not ^et used-is boiled with a few
drops of hydrochloric acid, or a measure of Sodium
Bisulphate, for about five minutes. The liquid is

allowed to cool and tested by adding a few drops each
of the solutions of Copper Sulphate and Caustic Soda
and boiling, A red precipitate of cuprous oxide makes
its appearance. If it does not, a little more Caustic
Soda is added to make the solution definitely alkaline.

The formation of this red precipitate shows that
The first test in this

stages first bv rough pumps, which reduce the whole
system to a low pressure, and finally by extremely
efficient rotary oil pumps. A circular closed heater
maintained at a temperature of about 350*F. is attached
to the machine through which the lamps pass during
exhaustion in order to evaporate all moisture that

may be present, and also to assist the extraction of

occluded gases that adhere to the interior glass surface
and metal parte of the Jamp. After exhaustion has
been carried as far as is possible on the machine, the
top tube is mechanically sealed and the lamp is

liberated.

This process is necessary for gas-filled lamps, for

only inert gas can tie allowed in the bulb and all air

must be removed before the new gas is admitted.
The gas is admitted to the lamp at a definite pressure,

just before the bulb is automatically sealed off. The
completed lamp is now capped, cleaned and etched,

and after passing final tests is ready for packing.

The range of electric lamps available enables suitable

means of lighting rooms of various sizes to be chosen.

Each bulb is marked with the voltage at which it i* to

be used, and care should be taken not to employ it on
any other voltage, for the effect may be disastrous

For instance, the use of a 100 volt lamp on 200 volt

mains would result in the destruction oi the filament,

which is not designed to withstand the heavy current

that would be forced through it. A 2U0 volt lamp
would give a very poor light on 100 volt mains, for the

stiicilj to enable sui1i<
a

ii?nt

grape sugar is present- The first test in cms series

showed that no grape sugar was present in the cane
sugar employed, and thus boiling with acid has brought
about a change from one sugar to the other*

resistance of the filament is too s

heat to he generated in these circumstances.
In addition to the voltage, the wattage Of a lamp js

marked on the bulb. The watt is the unit of electrical

power or energy and is obtained by multiplying the

current in amperes by the electrical pressure in volte.

Multiplying power by time during which current

is flowing gives the consumption. For instance, if a

20 watt lamp is used for 25 hours the consumption
is 501) watt hours. The unit measured by electric

meters is the kilowatt hour, or I.Ono watt hours, for a

kilowatt is simply l
f000 watts. This lamp therefore

would use half a unit in 25 hours, or could be kept

glowing for 50 hours fur the price of a unit of electricity,

It is interesting to compare directly the efficiencies

of the three types of electric lamp that have been used

to the greatest extent since the pioneer days of 5w*an

and Edison, In the old carbon filament lamp the

energy required per candle power was about four watts.

The coining of the tungsten lamp reduced this to

about t| watts, and the gas-filled lamp is even more
efficient,' for the energy required for each candle power
of light given out is little more than half a watL For
this reason, gas-filled lamps were known as half watt

lamps when they were first introduced.
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Binding the aM.M »

if

Ther§ &re two methods of binding theMM" to preserve back copies from the
mutilation that inevitably will be theirs

should they be handled for any
without protection. First there is

that per-
mits the copies to be inserted or removed
from the binding case at will. This is

intended primarily as a temporary arrange-
ment for the protection of copies during
the currency of their volume.

spring-back binder

Handsome spring-back cases
prepared for the "M.M." with the name
blocked in gold letters on the front cover,
can be obtained Meccano Limited,
Binns Road, Liverpool 13, price 2/6
and 3/6 for sizes large enough to hold
6 and 12 copies of current issues respectively.
Permanent binding cases for back

numbers of the Magazine can be supplied
by Messrs. O. H. Bateman and Co., 23,
Hanover Street, Liverpool. These cases are

in two sizes (1) for six copies,
price 3 /3 and (2) for twelve copies, price 4/9
post free in each case. The binding cases
are su
Basil,

in w
f J

is known as H Quarter
that is to say three-

quarters of the sides are dark crimson cloth
and the back and a quarter of the sides
are dark crimson leather as shown above.
The case is tastefully embossed in gold
with the name M Meccano Magazine," and
on the back is the name and volume number.

Binding Six or Twelve
These binding cases are supplied so that

readers have their Magazines
thebound locally, but where desire

lirm mentioned above will bind Meccano
Magazines at a charge of 5/9 for six issues
or 7/6 for twelve issues, including the
cost of the binding and also return carriage.
The covers of the Magazines
included or
the absence

omi as required, but in

any instructions to the
contrary they will be included.

Whilst the binding of the twelve Maga-
zines is quite satisfactory, they form a
rather bulky volume and for tHat reason
arrangements have been made to bind

months' Magazines where so desired,
as explained above. Back numbers for
any volume can be bound and the case will

be embossed with the volume number.
Readers desiring to have their Magazines

bound need only make a strong parcel of
them, include a note of their name and
address together with the necessary remit-
tance, and send the parcel direct to Messrs,
O. H. Bateman and Co., carriage paid.

RAILWAY MAGAZINE
PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
JANUARY ISSUE

Rare Scottish Railway Device.
Water Pick-up Troughs.

Some Famous Scottish Inclines.

Inverness via Dava
Notes Scottish Locomotives and

ng, 1895-1910. IV.
The Great North of Scotland Railway.
The Finish ot the Royal Scot Tour."

The Newcastle & Carlisle Section of
the L.N.E.R.

The ibove, fully illustrated, are tn addition to
the iejiular features such as " British Locomotive
Practice and Performance " and " The Why and

theW" " "

THE RAILWAY MAGAZINE
MONTHLY Illustrated ONE SHILLING

TOTHILL TM WESTMINSTER
LONDON, S.W.I

Steam
Complete Steam Plant for 24*
brazed boiler, oscillating cylinder engine
and safety valve. Special large

spirit burner.
size

fitted w
steam tap
methylated

Price POSTAGE 9d*

post

want anything for your Model Railway, Model
or Aeroplane, send for Bond's Catalogue* 6d.
free. This also includes a full list of Tools.

Bond's O J Road Ltd
, Euston ReL, London, N.W.I.

'Phone : Museum 7137. Estd 1887.

WITHOUT
A VEEDER

LIKE
LIVING
WITHOUT
A WATCH

insist upon
thag&nuin

!i.

n
it

A new Interest awaits you If

you fit a " Veeder." It tells

you to a fraction how far

you've travelled—how far

tu m, T';ia exact milear:!
from one place to another—
the entire distance covered
—service your tyres give-
are to mention only a few
things every cyclist ought
to know*

Prices—Regular, all sixes

Trip, all sixes

Sole ImporUr; F. E. SICKXNSOV, St. Andnw'a Hoiui,
Eolborn Circuit LONDON. E.O.I

ments vou can do.

A WONDER BOX OF MAGIC
See the Sets in the Shops

and ask for

DOLPHIN CHEMICAL CONJURING

Prices
2

1/-
3 4 5 6

1/6 2/6 3/6 5/
7 Wooden

10/6 Cabinet

DOLPHIN & CO. LTD., HANLEY ST. BIRMINGHAM 19

KENSINGTON
MODEL DOCKYARD

Sailing Yachts & Fittings
LARGE STOCK KEPT OF
HORNBY MECCANO GOODS
BOWMAN STEAM ENGINES

ELECTRIC TORCHES & MOTORS
AIR GUNS & AIR PISTOLS

SAFETY PISTOLS, REVOLVERS
ICE ROLLER SKATES

FOOTBALLS, FRETWORK SETS
HOCKEY, CINEMATOGRAPHS
WARNEFORD AEROPLANES
FROG AEROPLANES & PARTS

List Post Free

OR RG
185, Kensington High St., London, W.8

*

WEBLEY air pistols
Marvellously
accurate lor
target prtictic

No license required to purch

Senior 45/-, Mark 1 30/-,
Junior20/-

f Weble? Air Rifle 40/
for List, Wkblit & Scott ^,

»

m%
87, Wiaman Stiiit,

""

BOOKS

!

New and second-hand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

free on mentioning your interests.

119*125, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
Telephone—Gerrard 5660 [seven lines)*
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"I WILL write about

TO-DAY ft

That you
ought to do and in

tend doing should
done NOW.

"He who hesitates

is lost."

Let the I.C.S.

show you how you
can increase your
efficiency, increase

you r earnings , and
make yourself

more competent to share in the good times
that are coming, when the I.C.S. trained
man will be in greater demand than ever.
Don't postpone doing a good tiling for

I.C.S. is an extremely
good thing for a man who has the ambition
to make progress. It is the best. During
the last 42 years it has been the means of

iging success to hundreds of thousands
of students.
longer !

\Vhy not to you ? Delay no

Our Courses include the followin
Accountancy & Book-keeping Plumbing

Professional and
Technical Exams.

Advertising
Architecture & Building
Commercial Art
Commercial Training
Draughtsmanship
Engineering (all branches)
French and Spanish
General Education
Insurance

Write to-day for Booklet containing full information
regarding the Courses in which you are most interested.
It wilt be sent gratis and post free.

International Correspondence Schools Ltd.,

218, International Bldgs., Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Scientific Management
Shorthand-Typewriting
Textiles
Window Dressing

THE "DOLLA"
The Best 5/- Air Pistol
Made. Junior Model.

AIR PISTOL

Fires Darts and Slugs. Length
10 ins. Nickel Finish, with
am Tii i in i tion , 5/-. Post 6d.

r Model, with ammunition, 7/6.
AIR GUNS. Best make with ammunition
at 6/ -, 8/-, 10/-, and 12/- each. Extra ammunitinn for
any of above, 1/- and 2/-.. Postage Gd. each article.
(Colonial 2/- ) Send sunn* for Catalogue.—HERBERTS
& CO. (Dep. B.88J, 81, Clapham Park Rd., London, S.W.4.

type, Sleeper Laid, Gauge
Rails (any radius) IS'

ght
Correct

or Curved
MODEL RAILWAY PERMANENT WAY.

, -„ . , m
M O," Strai

Kails (any radius) IS* long, 1/- each—Electric, 1/6;
Telegraph Poles, 4d. each. All Accessories at cut prf
Let us quote you. Satisfaction guaranteed. Orders

10/- post free.
Direct Novelty Co., 3, Main Road, Darnall, Sheffield.

* m

• '

*•-*»#•
' -

**
«#

,„,"""•""

THE II ROTOR"
CONSTRUCTION

(Patent pending)

REVELATION
INDOOR FLYING

*t
This wonderful new Flying Model, The "ROTOR,
incorporates an entirely new attachment which
enables the Model to flvra circles round a room.
Adjustable for straight living. Average duration
of flight 28 Price 2/3 (post free).

FLYING SCALE MODEL
CONSTRUCTION SETS

HUMMING BIRD ...

BRISTOL LUCIFER L
TIGER MOTH
S.E.5a (Length)
VELOS SEAPLANE

All

Span
13*

I4J*
22*

Hi*
04*

Price
8d.
1 4
1/8

1 I APPLEBY S • f

2/-

R.O.G.

Postage
Extra
4d.

5d.
5d.

Sd.
6d.

FINISHED FLYING MOD

ATLAS
HANNIBAL
ARGOSY
AVENGER
VELORE

m # 4 * *

«ii

. . .

Span

24*

30
36*

Price

2/6

6/-
8/6

MODEL AEROPLANES
& TOYS LTD.

Newgate St., Newcastle-on-Tyne

British Made
from 37/6CINEMATOGRAPHS

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS
from 5/- per !,0G€ft. Standard size only.

Write for our Catalogue, past free, or send I/-

for sample length of Film and Catalogue.

Fllmeries C o.
1 5 7, Lancaster Rd. , Leytonstone t E.ll»

for

Prices from

45/-

or 4/3
a month.

Imagine the foy of those fellows who
were lucky enough to receive a

B.5.A. Air Rifle for Christmas.

Imagine how proudly they would
display this incomparable gift ;

eager they would be to rig up a

target and try their skill.

Were you one of those lucky fellows ?

A B-S.A, Air Rifle, .177 in. bore, will

kill rats, rooks, rabbits, etc,, up to

30 yards and B.5.A, Pellets cose only

2/3 per 1,000-07 accurate shots

for one penny.
You may use It indoors too. because

B.S.A. Air Rifles make no smoke or
smell and very little noise.

No licence is necessary to purchase

or to use in the house or
|f you did not get a B.S.A. Air Rifle

for Christmas start the New Year
with one. The first step is to get the

B.S.A. Rifle Catalogue, Write for

tt to-day to B.S.A. Guns Ltd.,

192, Armoury Road, Birmingham, 11*

NEW "WILCO * *

LOW
CURRENT
CONSUMP-

TION

PRICE

/

l-Is \%1th a WILCO MOTODYNE.Drive your
Drive your Speed Boats with a " WILCO MOTODYNE."
Ltghl up your Mode* with -WILCO MOTODYNE."
This new three-purpose MOTODYNE is very speedy

and will drive vour models like mad. Works off a 4vt.

Flash Lamp Battery. It is also designed to fit into a

Speed Boat, and can be used as a Dynamo to light up
your models.

Semi for 32-page Electrical Catalogue, 4d,* Post Fret.

L. WILKINSON, 8, CITY ROAD, LONDON, EX.

WILL NOT WARP NOR LEAK ; SOLID DRAWN.

BAILEY'S "SUPER" PUMP, Celluloid Covered (Made in Two Styles)

ONE WITH STEEL LINING at 2/3, OR ALUMINIUM LINING at 2/6. 15* X J* SIZE.

The 1 mines are SOLID DRAWN, cartridge fashion, each pump being drawn from its own metal
-- - - - • — " '

'
*

T
-, THIS IS THE ONLY SOLIDblank, therefore there are NO solderings or pieces to

CARTRIDGE DRAWN PUMP MADE ANYWHERE.
IMITATIONS.

DO NOT MISLED WITH

APEX ALLOY PUMP
drawn from the solid blank in our 200- presses like a cartridge

In POLISHED OR BLACK ENAMELLED
your dealer cannot

at 1 6 each for 15'xJ* Size

send the cash and we will send you

the Pump you ask for return

Apex Inflator Co. Ltd., Aldridge Road, Perry Barr, Birmingham
PRO PAX

e Patent

Fittings
allow of 1

Adjustments

BAILEY'S PATENT
II SUPER f f CELLULOID

M
INSTAN J LY DETAC HA B LB AND

ADJUS'lAHLi:
Extra thick Celluloid

Extra Thick Flanges
ALL Steel parts are Electro Zinced
before enamelling. VERY LIGHT,
STRONG & RIGID. IN 26' and 28T

sizes for Round or " D " Slay or for

Brazed Lugs.

Price 4'9 per pair, Black
(or 6 /- per White or Coloured)

W

alley's

Celluloid
Prov, Pat. 2y
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Chemistry and Conjuring Sets, Stamps,
Boys' Books, M Meccano Magazines/ 1 Bargains.
R. Honeybourne, 28, Sketty Road, Swansea,

Wanted. Old issues of the •' Autocar," " Motor,'*
" Motor Boat," and " Motor Sport."—Boat No. 102,

Large Sand Motor, 4/6, post 9d., 12-v, Dvoarao. 5/-,
post 9d. Stamps, 25 for 3d.—A. Hen
Buckie, Scotland.

dry, Treryn

Sale,

354-396
;

on-Wye*

ii Boys' Friend." 325-396 ;
" Sexton Blakes,M

it m
Nelson Lees,"—Wright, Hillncld, Ross*

Sale. 3.80U Cigarette Cards, 0d. 100, post free.

C.W.O,, 9, Dalmorton Road, Wallasey.

Wanted. Cheap. Gauge " O " 2 ft. radius Bogie
Wheeled Pullmans. Good condition essential.
A, PegJer, Lound, Retford. Nottinghamshire.

For Sale. Marklin 4-4-2 Clockwork Tank Loco,
new condition, 19/'- ; also Wagons, Coaches, Points
and Track. Also '* Bovs' Own Papers " and " Meccano
Magazines," 1926 to 1933, 15/^.—White, Victoria
Street, Wolverton, Bucks.

Hot Point Horizontal Steam
ically heated. Complete with

Perfec t order. J B/-%—Mawdsle

y

r 64

,

Southport.

Engine. Water
Hex and plug.
Liverpool Road,

Bassett-Lowke H Tangve " Type Horizontal Engine,
84* by :r water tube boiler, Stuart dynamo and lamp,
feed pump and Stuart steam lubricator. 22 by 12
>ase. Perfect running. Cost over £10, accept
3/ 10/* or nearest.—Powell, Oakcroft, East Griristead,
ussex.

of War- time R.E.8 Aeroplane. New.
Span Hi?« IVrk-et in dete I pjyti. Also S.E.5, &patt

8f*, 5/-. Bowman Ijoco and lender, cost 37/6 f will
take £1. Also Bowman Tank Loco, cost 21/-, will
take 10/6. Set of Kails for same, 5/-. Both Engines
in working order.— Kerriiud, Brookside. Fishers Pond,
T* 1 + 1 w 1
hastlctgh, Hants,

1934 Whitfield King Catalogue, p* rivet condition,
6/6 post free, loci different Air Mail Stamps, 7/6.
Box No. 101.

es O and Bitig OO Model Electric
Cost £5 each. 30/- each or best
West, 9, Moreton Gardens,

Railways

!

Railways, 6 volts
Offer. Particulars
London, S.W.5,

Cinematograph and Films, all in excellent
Send for particulars.—Langley, 42 t Brackle>
Stockton Heath, Warrington, Lanes,

Sale. Books, assorted, Electric Motor, also
11 Bowman fl Steam Engine (powerful), excellent
condition, cheap. Send for list*—Gibbs, Battisford,
Stowmarket, Suffolk,

Bargain. Tutor Tennis sligb ^ used ; Warncford
i, excellent ; Conjuring Set : Haenel Air Rifle-

Lot 27/6—Ross, 142, Burnbill Hill, Lee, London.

Sale. Model Railwav (cost
Sailing Ketch. 3J ft. by 1 $ ft.,

Bowman "Aero" Boat

•), 35/-; Model
mast 3j ft,, 15/-;

4/-.—Edwards,
idowne Crescent, Malvern.

Sale. Boy's Cinema with three Films, Electrical Set,
also 1 ,300 Cigarette Cards.

Mel lore, a The Daks/'
Leicester,

e 12/- or nearest offer,

Swithlaud Lane, Rotbby,

**MM.%" l»24-8, all or single copies. Offers
School, Stanstead Abbots, Ware,

Adana Printing Machine, cost £3, sell £2,
-G. Ashby, Holywell, Stamford, Lines.™ W « w V

52 Spotless " Meccano Magazines/ 1 September,
1928-Decembor, 1932, 12/6 ; 29 Pitman's a Engineer-
ing Educators/ 1

12/6, cost 36/- ; 1,600 Clean Cigarette
Cards, 8/-.—Foreman, New Romney, Kent,

Powerful Horizontal Steam Engine, 12* Solid Steel
Gas Boiler, Gauges* Safety Valve, etc., cost £10.
Sell, or exchange for Hombv, Bassett-Lowke, or other
Railway Accessories. All offers answered,—F. Temple,
4, Stevenson Drive, Edinburgh, 11.

*,«« Lowke Royal Scot Clockwork Loco, perfect
condition, 35, -.—Kershaw, 108, Marsh Street, Barrow.

Vertical Steam Engine for Sale. Cost 12/6, Offers.
Filshie, Aldersyde, Bishop ton, Renfrewshire.

or

" Modern Boys/'
best offer.—BeUs. "

N'os, 20 to 230, Accept £1
Dagmar," Sugden Road,

Thames Ditton, Surrey.

Sale. Boys' Books. Stamp for list.—Petler, Frith
Holme, Browns Hill, Chalford, Glos.

** M.M." 1931-33 {5 missing) 7/6. Motor, cost 30/-,
offers—F. H, James. 2. Gordon Ave,, Romford, Essex.
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This Month's Special Articles

Air News ... ...

Books to Read ...

British " Pacific" Locomotives

* mm

m i

m m m

.«.

ft 4

Canadian Bird Sanctuary >

Carrying the Grid Across the Thames
Chemistry of Familiar Thinijs
Collecting Railway Photographs
Competition Corner
Electric Arc Welding
Electricity in the Home
Engineering News
Famous British Admirals, X

Vincent
Fireside Fun
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« » *Foreign Commercial Monoplanes
From Our Readers
11 Froudc M Hydraulic Dynamometer ...

Fun with Elcktron Outfits
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Guild Pages
Hornby Railway Company
Meccano Outboard Motor
Model building Contests
Model-building Contest Results
i >ur Busy Inventors
Our Wonderful World ..

Railway News
K ulwav Speed Restrictions
Sir Alfred F. Yarrow
Stamp Collecting
Stamp Gossip
Suggestions Section
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Swedish Hydro-Electric Plant ..

The Modern Cinema Theatre ...

Village of Chess Players
Wealth from Waste
With the Model * Buil ders
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RAILWAY PHOTOGRAPHS
Send 4d. for Specimen card and NEW list (M12)
of titles. Also Aeroplane photographs
list (A2) and specimen 4d. («4 additional titles in
all). (All photographs postcard size,) 3d. each,

2/6 per dozen (post free).

Railway Photographs, 23, Hanover St., Liverpool*
*

Wanted. Cigarette Cards. Pre-War and War issues
bought for cash.—jack, 21 1 Gunnerahury Cres., W.3.

The Finest Mode] Aeroplanes in the world. List 6d.
Latham Aviation Co.. 113. Greenwich Kd., Aintree,
Liv,

MOVIES AT HOME. How to make your own Cineroa
Projector- Particulars free. Send now.—Moviescope
Traders (X), 114, Fernlea Road, Balham.

Birds _s
t
Butterflies, Cabinets and Apparatus, Lists

Forbes (Dept. MX Naturalist, Chit ton* Chester-

Cigarette Cards, Interesting, Instructive, Ideal Lists
free.—Alex, S, Gooding, 354

§
Norwich Rd., Ipswich.

i

Birds' Eggs for Sale.

Rocks, Hurst Hill. Bilston.
for list.—Fellows,

FILMS of— every description from 4/*
176, Wardour Street, W.L Est. 1907.

Hacrs
i

Patents for Inventions, Trade Marks :
'* Advice Hand-

books" and Cons. frc*. B. T. Kinj?, Uegd. Patent Agent,
146a, Qn. Victoria St., London, 1 C.4. 47 vcars^refs.

" STANDARD CINEMA FILMS," Electric Cinemas,
Cheap. Lists Free.—" Pictures," Hi 9, Kenlor, Tooling.

SCALE MODEL DESTROYER
16 ft. 1 in.—Electric Drive—30/-. Carr. !/-. Other
models : Aircraft Carrier, Battleships, etc. Send P.C.

for photos and particulars.

JONES, 37, ADMIRALTY ROAD, ROSYTH.

BUTTERFLIES, BIRDS' EGGS
PLANTS, etc.

Obtain your supplies of Books, Collecting
Apparatus and Specimens from

WATK1NS & DONCASTER, Dept.
36, Strand, London, W.C.2 (P.O. Box 126),

'Phone; Temple Bar 9451, Full Catalogue
Post Fret.

Readers living in YORK DISTRICT will

stocks of MECCANO AND HORNBY
TRAINS, KEMEX

CONSTRUMENTS,
ELEKTRON

splendid selection of the latest indoor games at

Registered at G.P.0.
r
London

t for transmission bv
Canadian Magazine Post*

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE :

£RPOOL
Telegrams :

!«

England.
Liverpool. ti

Publication Date, The "MM.* 1

is published on
the 1st of each month and may be ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,
price 6d. per copy. It will be mailed direct from
this office, 4/~ for six issues arid S/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors, The Editor will consider articles
and photograph

made for those published.
of general interest and payment will

Whilst every care will

be taken of articles, cteM submitted, the Editor cannot
accept responsibility for any loss or damage. A

addressed envelope of the requisite size should
be sent where the contribution is to be returned if

unacceptable.

r

Readers 1 Sales and Wants.
Le-i not trade) are charged Id, per word, minimum 1/-.
ash with order* Editorial and Advertising matters

should not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.
Advertisers are asked to note that private advertise-

ments of goods manufactured by Meccano Limited
cannot be accepted.

Small Advertisements* 1/6 per line {average seven
words to the line), or 16/- per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and
latest net sale figures, will be sent on request.

Press Day, etc. Copy should be sent as early in
the month as possible for insertion iji following issue.

We usually close for press on or before 1st of each
month for following issue- Half-tone blocks up to
100 screen.

Proofs of advertisements will be sent when possible
for space bookings of not less than half-an»inch.

Voucher copies. Sent free to advertisers booking
one inch or over. Other advertisers desiring vouchers
should add 8d. to their remittance and should order
voucher copy at same time.

, Postal * >rders and Cheques should be
made payable to Meccano Ltd,

Ordering the "MJVf." Overseas
Readers Overseas and in foreign conn tries may

order the " Meccano Magazine " from regular Meccano
dealers or direct from this office* The price and
subscription rates are as above* except in the cases of

Australia, where ttte price is 1/2 per copy (postage
extra), and the subscription rates 8/— for six months
and 16/- for 12 months (post free} ; Canada, where
the price is 10c. per copy; and the subscription rates

(85c. for six months, and Si .25 for 12 months (post paid)

The U.S.A. price is 15c. per copy, and the subscription
rates $1 and §2 for 6 and 12 months respectively
(post free).

Overseas readers are reminded that the prices

shown throughout the MM.M? i are those relating to

the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland. Current
Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be mailed
free on request to any of the undermentioned agencies.
Pric*> <»f other goods advertised may be obtained

from the firms concerned,
CANADA : Meccano Ltd. t 34, St. Patrick St,, Toronto.
UNITED STATES: Meccano Co. of America Inc.,

New Haven, Conn, Meccano Co, of America
Inc, 200, Fifth Av.. New York.

ALIA: Messrs. K. G. Page & Co.,

52, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
NEW ZEALAND : Models Limited, Third Floor.

PaykeTs Buildings, 9, Ansae Avenue (P-O.
Box 129), Auckland.

SOUTH AFRICA : Mr. A, E. Harris (P.O. Box 1199),

142, Market Street, Johannesburg.
: Karachi : Daryanamat and Bros,, Elphinstone

Street, Bombay ; Bombay Sports Depot,
Dhobi Talao, Calcutta: Bombay Sports
Depot, 13/C, Old Court House Street.

The Editor wishes to make known the fact that
it is not necessary for any reader to pay more than
the published price* Anyone who is being overcharged
should lodge a complaint with the Meccano agent
in his country or write dkect to the Editor.

INDIA

MECHANICAL ENTHUSIASTS
Collect Cigarette Cards and have an illustrated
Encyclopaedia of your hobby at trifling cost. Hundreds
of Sets of enthralling interest dealing with Railway
Locos and Working, Aviation, Motors, Shipping, etc., in

our New Free List, Send now for Copy, Post Free.
The Cigarette Card News is the only paper devoted
to the hobbv, and will tell you all about it. Monthly.
Single copv 2}<L

f
3 Mos. 7d^, 6 Mos. l/-

f 12 Mos. 2/-.
THE LONDON CIGARETTE CARD CO. LTD.,

Cambridge Hse. E, Cambridge Rd, f Chiawick, London,W.4
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